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ABSTRACT

The following dissertation consists of a study of an eighth century A. D. Sanskrit text dealing with the soteriological implications of the nature of "bhoga"—"mundane experience" or, more precisely, "empirical consciousness". The dissertation can be subdivided into two major sections. The first section consists of a critical discussion of the doctrine of bhoga in the Bhogakārikāvatī; the second section consists of an English translation of the Sanskrit text.

The following study of the Bhoga Kārika and its commentary has as its major concern the explication of the idea of "bhoga" put forth in the text. According to the school of Śaivism to which the author of the Bhoga Kārika belongs, souls are by nature possessed of the two "capacities" (śakti) of consciousness and agency. Existing in a beginningless condition in the soul, these two capacities are obfuscated by the defiling power of a cosmic principle described as "mala". Due to this defilement the soul is forced into experiencing things in a limited manner, i.e., solely as an ego-personality whose self-understanding is both defined by and limited to the empirical sphere of experience.

In explicating the doctrine of bhoga expressed by Sadyojyoti and defended his commentator Aghora Śiva, the dissertation takes up a discussion of the various polemics against other systems, such as the Buddhists, Cārvāka, Nyāya and Sāmkhya. As well, an attempt is made to point out the particular manner in which Sadyojyoti's doctrine of "bhoga" shares close affiliations with the schools of Mīmāṃsā and Sāmkhya-Yoga.
The text was translated under the guidance of Dr. S. S. Janaki, the Director of Kuppuswami Sastri Research Institute in Madras. The Sanskrit text of the Bhoga Kārikā consists of 146 verses by a renowned Śaivite author, Sadyojoyoti (8th c. A. D.) and a brief commentary by another renowned Śaivite author, Aghora Śiva (14th c. A. D.). Although by themselves the verses are difficult to understand without the aid of the commentary, the commentary itself is written in simple Sanskrit prose. The Bhoga Kārikā is one of a host of Śaivite "manuals" that systematically define the essential teachings and particular themes of Āgamic Śaivism. Aghora Śiva's commentary on the Bhoga Kārikā is typical of the commentaries accompanying most of these manuals: it is brief and polemical.

Chapter I of the dissertation deals with the authors Sadyojoyoti and Aghora Śiva in relation to the Śaivite tradition; as well, Chapter I treats the basic concepts of "bhoga" and "tattva" employed in the Bhoga Kārikā. Chapter II deals with the doctrine of the subtle and the gross elements, emphasizing the concern of the tattvic doctrine that each tattva is a sine qua non in the event of bhoga. Chapter III treats the sphere of the motor, sense and intellectual organs and the polemics against the Cārvākas and Nyāya concerning the role of "consciousness" in the sphere of empirical experience. The specific organs of the "antahkarana", i.e., manas, buddhi and ahāmkāra, are treated in Chapter IV. More epistemological issues are discussed in Chapter V, most notably the Śaivite doctrine that the soul has intrinsic to it the dual capacities (sakti) of consciousness and agency. The last chapter, Chapter VI, deals with the trans-buddhi conditions governing empirical consciousness.
and includes a discussion of the soteriological import of māyā and mala. Appendix I consists of the translation of the Bhoga Karikā Vṛtti while the transliteration of the text appears in Appendix II.
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The text which forms the basis of the following study stems from approximately the eighth cent. A.D. and is a philosophical expression of a particular form of early Indian religiosity that is ultimately based on the worship of the god Śiva. The worship of this god is thought by some to be one of the earliest forms of worship indigenous to the Indian soil and is also thought to predate the Sanskrit speaking culture whose gods and mythology have been captured in the Rg Veda.

Historically, Śaivism developed along various lines according to the respective social groups and local traditions in which and through which it came to be cultivated. Basically, one can discern two "forms" of Śaivism that can be described as "folkloric" and "orthodox". The Śaivism of folklore has been captured, for example, in a work known as the Śiva Purāṇa, which is a collection of tales and legends dealing with the mythic proportions of Śiva and the role of the devotee. Throughout its exposition the Śiva Purāṇa emphasizes the value of a fundamental devotion (bhakti) towards Śiva and the consequential "grace" soteriologically bestowed upon the devotee for such devotion. The Purāṇa also emphasizes the transcendent nature of the teaching concerning Śiva; in some cases, simply hearing a discourse on the nature of Śiva is said to guarantee a heavenly existence after death, as is the case with a certain Devarāja who, shortly before his death, "just...
happened" to hear a discourse on the nature of Śiva:

Devarāja, the base brahmin, addicted to wine, enamoured of a vile harlot, slayer of his own father, mother and wife and who out of greed for money killed many brahmans, kṣatriyas, vaiśyas, and śudras and others, became a liberated soul instantaneously reaching the supreme Loka."

Other works of folkloric Śaivism, such as the Tamil Tiruvācagam by Maṇikka Vācagar, emphasize a divine and cosmic "eros" at the basis of the world and human existence; for example, in a moment of ecstatic rapture, the poet Maṇikka Vācagar invokes Śiva as a lover would a beloved:

Thee, Lord Supreme, with milk-ash adorn'd, meeting with grace superne, thy servants true,
Who dost appear, and show the heaven of grace--
Thee, glorious light, I void of rightousness, extol as my ambrosia, praising Thee--praise, glorify, invoke with weepings loud!
Master, thus working in me mightily, in grace O speak, in pity speak!

The "orthodox" expression of Śaivism brings the Śaivite teachings more in line with the basic cultural and ritualistic forms of Vedic religiosity. The literature of orthodox Śaivism has been recorded in the "revealed" writings known as the Saiva Āgamas. The form of Śaivism expressed in the Āgamas represents a totally self-contained and self-explained "cosmos" wherein every aspect of the devotee's existence is understood according to the Śaivite teaching. In very precise detail the Śaivite Āgamas describe, for example, the accepted theological doctrines concerning the nature of the god Śiva; the mythological sphere of the pantheon of Śaivite demigods; the epistemological, soteriological and eschatological nature of the soul; the accepted philosophical position of Āgamic Śaivism and the refutation of other systems; the exact architectural standards to be employed in the
building of temples and other sacred structures; the details governing iconographical representations; the particular vows, rites and ceremonies to be employed on the proper occasions; etc.

Although, like its folkloric counterpart, orthodox Śaivism accepts as fundamental a basic devotion towards Śiva, orthodox Śaivism places a greater degree of importance on the inherent efficaciousness of the consecratory and sacramental rites (dīkṣa) governing the devotee's life and soteriological development. Coupled with this notion of the importance of the purificatory rites the Śaivite Āgamas also place a corresponding degree of emphasis on the soteriological importance of "understanding" or "insight" (jñāna).

The text that forms the basis of the following study falls within the scope of "orthodox" Śaivism and is more concerned with the details concerning the soteriological role of "understanding" rather than with the details concerning the rites. The text specifically treats the philosophical position of Āgamic Śaivism concerning the nature of consciousness and the refutation of other doctrines. The term "philosophical" is applied to the main import of the text in order to indicate the critical and thematic format employed by the authors in the exposition of their views.

The text essentially treats the nature of the "soul" or "self" in terms of its engagement in mundane existence, or what I have chosen, for philosophical reasons, to designate as "empirical consciousness". In the process of the discussion of the import of the text it will become increasingly clear to the reader that the text employs, or perhaps it might be more appropriate to say "presupposes", two different
methods of interpreting the nature of the self and consciousness. On the one hand, the self endowed with consciousness is treated and understood in a definitively mythic manner as designating an "eternal soul" that is completely separate from the "fallen" and "reincarnating" condition of physical embodiment and mundane existence; soteriological "liberation" in this mythic sense refers to the final release from reincarnating existence and to the consequent attainment of a heavenly and blissful existence. On the other hand, however, the conscious self is also treated and understood in a definitively literal manner, as designating the principle of individualized consciousness engaged in mundane experience; soteriological liberation in this "literal" sense refers to a more experiential state of affairs according to which the self is understood as the pre-empirical condition of mundane or empirical experience itself.

Although one does not find a clearly drawn distinction between these two manners of interpreting the self in the Bhoga Kārikā and its commentary, and although it is clear that the authors would subsume the literal under the mythic, according to both ways of interpreting the self, liberation is soteriologically understood as a more "purified" condition of experience (suddha-bhoga).

In the study of the Bhoga Kārikā and its commentary which follows, I have chosen to treat the more literal interpretation of the self in greater detail, as my interests lie more with philosophical concerns. Although readers untrained in the classical Indian thought of the more advanced texts may find that the following study contains much that is unfamiliar, I have attempted to discuss the epistemological and ontological doctrines put forth in the text in the clearest possible terms.
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</table>
CHAPTER I
AUTHOR, TEXT AND TRADITION

1. Author

We may speculate that Sadyojyoti flourished approximately during the eighth century A. D. This date is arrived at through the more established dating of other Śaivite authors and texts. The terminus ad quem for Sadyojyoti's writings is placed prior to the beginning of the ninth century, which is the time during which one of his commentators, Rāmakantha II, has been established to have flourished.1 There are no means to establish securely the earliest period of Sadyojyoti's writings except through the very general dating of the earliest Śaiva Āgamas, since Sadyojyoti is considered to have commented on at least two of the Āgamas. Scholars are divided as to the precise century the Āgamas began to be composed; after a consideration of the available theories concerning this period, J. Gonda has suggested the seventh cent. A. D. as the earliest possible dating.2 Thus, as a compromise between the earliest and latest datings of works having direct relevance to his works, Sadyojyoti is established to have flourished approximately in the 8th century.3

Sadyojyoti's works fall into two genres: either commentaries on Āgamas or manuals (prakarana) summarizing the Śaiva "darśana", i.e., view of the world -- "philosophy" in the classical sense.4 He is said to have written a commentary on the Raurava Āgama, and claims himself to have written a commentary on the Svāyambhūva Āgama.5 Although more will be
said of Sadyojyoti's apparent commentary on the Raurava Agama in the sequel, it is sufficient at this point to mention that the commentary has not been recovered. His commentary on the Svāyambhūva, which he mentions in one of his own manuals, exists in an incomplete form and remains unpublished. Although there is no way of knowing how many philosophical manuals Sadyojyoti composed, five have come down to us. Originally, these manuals may have been written for inclusion in an Agama as specific treatments of certain topics. All the manuals are written in very concise and complex argumentative verses (kārikā); without the commentaries that accompany each of the manuals, it is doubtful whether modern scholars or traditionally trained Śaiva pundits could discern the intent of the verses, although this is not to suggest that the early commentators are always correct in their interpretations of the original verses. According to Sadyojyoti in the opening line of the Bhoga Karika, the Mokṣa Karika and Bhoga Karika actually form one complete text, although the complete text was early on chosen by the commentators as two separate texts.

Aghora Śiva (twelfth cent. A. D.) has commented on the Bhoga Kārikā while Rāmakaṇṭha II (ninth cent. A. D.) has commented on the Mokṣa Kārikā. While the Bhoga Kārikā opens with the appropriate statement of obeisance (mahāgala), the Mokṣa Kārikā ends with a traditional colophon stating some detail about the author. Aghora Śiva has also commented on the Tattva Samgraha and the Tattva Traya Nipāya; the former work summarily treats the entire Śaivite cosmology while the later specifically deals with the relationship between the three basic categories of God, bondage and the soul. The Paramokṣa Nirāsa Kārikā
deals with the refutation of other doctrines of release and has been commented on by Rāmakaṇṭha II.

In the works that still survive, neither Sadyojyoti nor his commentators provide much in the way of biographical detail. In the Tattva Samgraha the author refers to himself as "Sadyojyoti, the author of the Good Commentary (suuvrtti)." Aghora Śiva takes this to mean that Sadyojyoti is the author of the Sadvrśti, a commentary on the Raurava Āgama. In his own conclusion to the Tattva Samgraha Aghora Śiva refers to Sadyojyoti as Khetakanandana; other authors also refer to him by this name. In the closing verse of the Tattva Traya Nirñaya Sadyojyoti refers to himself as the author of the commentary on the Svāyambhuva Āgama. In the closing verses of the Mokṣa Kārikā the author refers to himself as "Sadyojyoti" and to his teacher as "Ugrajyoti"; he further says that his teaching ultimately derives from Śiva who revealed it to the sage Ruru who passed it on to the Ātreya, from whom Sadyojyoti received it. Rāmakaṇṭha II pays particular respect to Sadyojyoti as one of the founders of the Saiva-darśana:

Among the masters one should pay particular respect to Sadyojyoti and Bṛhaspati, who have illuminated the path of the Saiva position through their accomplished virtues.

After Aghora Śiva (twelfth cent. A. D.), Sadyojyoti's works no longer gained the attention of serious commentators, although even during the fourteenth century Sadyojyoti is still recognized as an authoritative representative of the Saiva doctrine, as he is quoted, for example, in both the Śata Ratna Ullekhā and in Mādhava's Sarva Darśana Samgraha. In the later development of the tradition, Sadyojyoti is considered to be one of the eighteen renowned authors of manuals.
We can gather from such textual references that Sadyojyoti considered himself and was considered by others to be an authoritative and exalted spokesperson of the Saiva tradition. As well, it can be concluded that he represented the tradition of the Raurava Agama and Svāyambhuva Agama. He may also have written his philosophical manuals in order to clarify the Śaivite position on points of doctrine that the various Āgamas differed over. Whether he was from northern or southern India remains an unanswered question, as both Aghora Śiva, a Tamilian, and Rāmakanṭha II, a Kashmiri, wrote commentaries on Sadyojyoti's works; however, since Rāmakanṭha II predates Aghora Śiva by two centuries, one is led to believe that Sadyojyoti is originally from the north and that his works travelled to the South.¹⁸

Of direct concern to the work at hand is the relation between Sadyojyoti's Bhoga Kārikā and the Raurava Agama, as the Bhoga Kārikā claims to describe bhoga in terms of the tradition established by Ruru, the supposed sage of the Raurava Agama. In the following section a more detailed account of this connection between the two texts will be dealt with.

2. The Relation Between the Bhoga Kārikā and the Raurava Agama

In the second verse of the Bhoga Kārikā Sadyojyoti says that he is going to describe empirical consciousness and liberation, i.e., bhoga and mokṣa, "in accordance with the teaching of Ruru (rurusiddhānta-samsiddhau bhogamokṣau sasādhanau vacmi)."¹⁹ Aghora Śiva explains that this means "in accordance with the Raurava Agama (śrī-madrauravatantropalakṣitasiddhāntaśāstre)."²⁰ As will be pointed out in the sequel, there are specific points of agreement between
Sadyojyoti and the philosophical position of the Raurava Agama to warrant Aghora Śiva's identification between Ruru's teaching and the Raurava Agama. However, there is less reason to accept, as is generally accepted, Aghora Śiva's and Rāmakaṇṭha II's assertion that Sadyojyoti is in fact the author of a Raurava Vṛtti, which Aghora Śiva specifically refers to as the Sadvṛtti. There are two problems with this identification. Firstly, although Sadyojyoti refers to himself as the author of "the author of the good commentary (svuṛttikṛt)" in the Tattva Samgraha, he does not state which text he is the commentator of; this statement could indeed refer to his commentary on the Svayambhuva Agama which he refers to in the closing verse of the Tattva Traya Nirṇaya, describing himself as the commentator (vṛttikṛt) of the Svayambhuva Agama. Secondly, there is a problem with Aghora Śiva's description of the title of Sadyojyoti's Raurava Vṛtti as the Sadvṛtti, since Śrikantha in the closing verses of his Ratna Traya claims that his mentor, Rāmakaṇṭha I, wrote a "Sadvṛtti", which Śrikantha has modeled his own Ratna Traya after. In his commentary on the Ratna Traya Aghora Śiva peculiarly says nothing about the reference to the Sadvṛtti. Although Rāmakaṇṭha II mentions a Raurava Vṛtti in his commentary on the Mataṅga Pārameśvara Agama, he does not actually quote from it; as well, it is difficult to discern whether or not he is referring to his own commentary on a certain Raurava Vṛtti called the Raurava Vṛtti Viveka or to the position of the Raurava Vṛtti itself. This confusion over the authorship of the commentary on the Raurava Agama is further compounded by the fact that it no longer exists, or at least has not been discovered. Nor is the "Raurava Vṛtti" quoted by the commenta-
tors most familiar with Sadyojyoti's works, i.e. Aghora Śiva and Rāmakantha II; an actual citation from a certain Raurava Āgama Vṛtti in the commentary on the Matanga Pārameśvara Āgama is actually a verse from Sadyojyoti's Paramokṣa Nirāsa Kārikā. If there had been such a Vṛtti on the Raurava Āgama and indeed if it had been written by Sadyojyoti, the likelihood exists that it no longer existed by the time Rāmakantha II and Aghora Śiva came to write their commentaries on Sadyojyoti's manuals.

3. The Doctrinal Relation Between the Bhoga Kārikā and the Raurava Āgama

Ideally, each Āgama contains four sections which treat philosophy (jnana-pāda), yogic discipline (yoga-pāda), ritual (kriyā-pāda) and conduct (caryā-pāda). To date, only the sections dealing with philosophy and ritual have been recovered from the Raurava Āgama. The philosophical section of the Raurava Āgama, which has been edited by N. R. Bhatt of the French Institute of Indology, is most likely an incomplete, abridged version of a larger text; most of the manuscripts of the Raurava Āgama actually refer to it as the Raurava Sūtra Samgraha in the colophon of each sub-section (paṭala). Bhatt suggests that the Raurava Sūtra Samgraha has been taken for the Raurava Āgama itself since the 12th century, as is evident from the fact that the various commentators of the philosophical manuals refer to it as if it were the Āgama; if the text of the Raurava that we possess is actually the Āgama, it may be referred to as a "summary" since, like other Āgamas, it claims to be a summary of a much larger teaching.

In his discussion of the importance of the Raurava Āgama in light of Āgamic literature, Bhatt distinguishes three things which make
its section on philosophy of interest in light of other Āgamas; firstly, the exposition of yoga lists just six members of yoga instead of the traditional eight as passed down by Patañjali; secondly, the tattvas are listed as thirty whereas in most of the Āgamas and manuals they are listed as thirty six--Śakti, Sadāśiva, Īśvara, Sudhavidyā, Kalā and Niyati are omitted; thirdly, in the manuscripts of the Raurava Āgama which have been discovered so far, there is no evidence that the twelve verses which form the Śiva-jñāna Bodha, the locus classicus of the Tamil "Meykaṇḍar School", come from the Raurava Āgama, a claim upheld by commentators on the Sivajñāna Bodha, although this is not to say that in the future a more complete text of the philosophical section will be found which will contain the twelve verses.

Of more specific concern to the connection between the Bhoga Kārikā and the Raurava Āgama one can point to Sadyojyotī's claim that he is going to explain bhoga according to the teaching of Ruru. Concerning Ruru we learn in the Raurava Āgama that he is the only one who can cause the understanding of Śiva (śivajñānaikārāṇa). The object of Ruru's discourse is the instruction of other sages in the understanding of Śaivite doctrine. Like Sadyojyotī in the Bhoga Kārikā, Ruru speaks in the first person. He says that other sages have come to him, i.e. Bhārgava, Āṅgirasa, Ātreya and Marici, in great obeisance to ask him to reveal the nature of the Śaivite doctrine and the enumeration of the tattvas.

Another area we find some doctrinal similarity between the Bhoga Kārikā and the Raurava Āgama concerns the basic metaphysical view shared by both works, i.e. a pantheistic dualism wherein the Supreme Being Śiva
is both immanent in the world and at the same time transcendent to it, a condition that applies to the soul as well. Although Śiva is, on the one hand, "beyond" the world and any connections to it, He is, in the form of Sadāśīva, engaged and immanent "in the world". Objectively, Sadāśīva is described as the creator of the world and time—indeed, of "everything" (sarvakṛt), including the gods Brahman etc.; subjectively, He is described as residing in the self of all things (sarvabhūtātmabhutastha). Sadāśīva is "the soul of the world (parātma)."

Throughout the Vidyāpāda of the Raurava Āgama solar imagery is employed to describe the relation between the world and Śiva. Śiva is described as a source of light and the world as the light itself (qua Śakti). Śivajñāna is said to cause the supreme "illumination" for those who are "blinded" by the darkness of the bonds. The primordial impurity (mala or āñjana) is the primordial darkness. Although Śiva is devoid of this impurity he engages in it in-order to "purify" it and bring about the "illumination" of the estranged souls. The dualism between Śiva and the world begins with the separation of Śiva from a host of lower gods who carry out the various worldly superintending activities; these gods are Śiva's own "rays of illumination (svakirana)." The imagery of light and darkness is employed both cosmologically and soteriologically in order to explain the benefits conferred upon the initiate, as the Raurava Āgama states:

Just as darkness quickly disappears when it encounters sunrise, thus after obtaining initiation one is freed from merit and demerit (dharmadharma). Just as the sun illuminates these worlds with its rays, thus God shines (becomes manifest) with his powers (śakti) in the mantra sacrifice. Just as small sparks dart out of the fire, thus the powers come forth from Śiva. When (ritually) urged (used) they reach the bodies of those who aspire to success (sādhaka), just as the sun with its rays removes the impurity which is on the
Concerning the specific enumeration of the tattvas, Sadyojoyoti is in close agreement with the Raurava Āgama in leaving out "time" (kāla) and "limitation" (niyati) from the account of the tattvas from kāla to the earth. In the Raurava Āgama the cosmic function of "time" is ascribed to Śiva in his form as Sadasiva, who is "the instigator of all time" (sarvakālapravartaka) and "the lord of time" (kālādhipa). A similar approach to "time" as a pre-tattvic factor of creation is also found in the Bhoga Kārikā. Although "limitation", the factor that limits one to specific life experiences and temporal events, is not mentioned in the Raurava Āgama, the Bhoga Kārikā discusses it in non-tattvic terms as the working out of each soul's karma that is ultimately under the guidance of Śiva. As well, neither the Raurava Āgama nor the Bhoga Kārikā treats the soul as a tattva, i.e., the purusatattva, as do other forms of Āgamic Śaivism.

For the above discussed reasons, there appears to be sufficient reason to hold that the teaching of Ruru referred to in the Bhoga Kārikā actually refers to the teaching established in the Raurava Āgama, as Aghora Śiva asserts.

4. Aghora Śiva, the Commentator on the Bhoga Kārikā

Aghora Śiva, who flourished during the 12th century, was not only an accomplished poet, dramatist and commentator, but also a religious leader as well, with a very large number of followers. He tells us that he is from the Cola country, i.e. Tamilnadu; although he is a southerner, in one of his works he claims to represent
the teachings of Rāmakaṇṭha II, a Kashmiri.⁴² As a testament to Aghora Śiva's importance and authority in the Śaiva tradition, his works on ritual are said to be conscientiously followed by all the Śaiva priests in the south to this day.⁴³

Since Aghora Śiva choose to comment on three of Sadyojyoti's works, we must consider that he was well acquainted with Sadyojyoti's thought. From Aghora Śiva's commentary on the Mrgendra Āgama Vṛtti by Rāmakaṇṭha II it is evident that Aghora Śiva was very well acquainted with the Śaivite philosophical doctrine and the positions of many other Āgamas. Although Sadyojyoti claims to represent one Āgamic tradition in the Bhoga Kārikā, i.e. the Raurava Āgama, Aghora Śiva appeals to many Āgamas to justify his views--eg. Kirana, Raurava, Svāyambhuva, Mataṅga, Mrgendra, etc.⁴⁴ As a commentator, Aghora Śiva is clear and consistent. His own doctrinal concerns are always clear. Three such concerns are often expressed in his commentary on the Bhoga Kārikā: dīkṣā and not jñāna is the major prerequisite for mokṣa; Śiva has no direct material contact with anything worldly, as Śiva is solely the instrumental cause and not the material cause of the world; and lastly, there are no doctrinal contradictions among the various Āgamic teachings.

The particular style of Aghora Śiva's commentarial writings on Sadyojyoti's manuals is perhaps brought out through a comparison of his commentary on the Tattva Prakāśa by Bhoja Deva (11th century) with the commentary by Śrī Kumāra, a clear exponent of Śaiva monism. While Śrī-Kumāra quotes many Vedic texts (i.e., the Upaniṣads and Brāhmaṇas), Purāṇas and Āgamas, Aghora Śiva ignores the Vedic material and Purāṇas
and solely relies on the Āgamas. Again, while Śrīkumāra stresses logical and definitional clarity in his interpretation of the verses, Aghora Śiva stresses the scriptual authority of the Śaivite Āgamas to explain and justify the ideas expressed in the verses.  

5. The Manner in Which "Bhoga" is Introduced in the Bhoga Kārikā

In the first four verses of the Bhoga Kārikā Sadyojyoti both introduces and summarizes his treatment of the concept of "bhoga", i.e., empirical consciousness. He begins with a traditional obeisance (maṅgalācaraṇa) to Śiva and an outline of the work (anubandha). The outline is fourfold, describing the subject matter (visaya), the purpose of the work (prayojana), the method of treatment (samgati) and, finally, the person for whom the work is written (adhikārin). In due order, the subject matter is said to be the dual topics of bhoga and mokṣa; the purpose "the discernment" of these two topics; the method of treatment is "by tradition, logic, and brevity"; and the person for whom the work is directed is described as "the sādhaka", i.e. the one engaged in the quest for Śiva-jiñāna.

Concerning the two fundamental spheres of experience described as bhoga and mokṣa, Śiva is described as the one who "provides" or "gives" both of these. By stating this at the outset of the Bhoga Kārikā, Sadyojyoti is expressing a basic theological concern of Śaivism that the soul is not the sole "cause" or "means" (nimitta) of its soteriological station in life. Ultimately, the Śaivite argues, the supreme being, Śiva, is the instrumental cause of all of the soul's experiences.

In a cosmological sense, bhoga is said to arise when those souls
that have the "triple bonds" come in contact with kāla, the manifesting agency of bhoga qua individual consciousness. The "triple bonds" include mala, the original obscurational factor inhibiting the soul, karma, the repository and instrumental agency of the particular defilements of each individual soul, and maya, the more specific obscurational cause of the soul's absorption in the condition of empirical consciousness. This bound condition describes the more cosmic side of bhoga since kāla actually originates from maya or can be said to be a further development of maya--thus making the three "bonds" characterize the bhoga-condition of the soul. Ultimately, according to the Śaivites, there are only three basic "categories" (padārtha) of reality: God, Souls and Bonds. "Bond" in this sense is another term to designate that which experientially limits the full capacity of the soul's innate powers of consciousness and agency. In Sadyojyotī's works one discovers a tendency to see mala itself as representative of the category of bond (pāśa), i.e. as the obscurational and defiling power (rodhaśakti) responsible for the soul's predicament in the condition of bhoga. Thus, all bonds are referred to as material (jaḍatva) and unconscious (acetana) and are set in cosmic opposition to the soul, which is of a non-material and conscious nature. Bhoga simply represents the predicament of the soul when it is involved in this cosmic opposition.

Sadyojyotī adds a further, more specific, description of bhoga which brings out the psychological sense of the notion. The term "bhoga" literally means "enjoyment" and in this psychological account of bhoga the idea of "enjoyment" plays an important role. Sadyojyotī expresses the classically yogic idea that bhoga is the "buddhi-vṛtti-
anurañjana"--the (impassioned-) attachment to the modifications of the mind. The conception of the "modifications of the mind" (buddhi-vrtti) is based on the distinction between the soul qua source of consciousness and the mind as constitutive of the experiential "object" of the soul's consciousness. The mind is simply that in which and through which empirically circumscribed consciousness comes to be; the mind is that in which and through which the bonds of the triadically bound soul come to form "empirical" or "mundane" forms of consciousness for individual souls. The modifications of the mind act as the final instantiation of the "limited" condition of the soul in its empirical predicament. The limitation is a result of the soul's empathetic identification with the modifications of the mind; due to the establishment of this empathetic identification circumscribed by the condition of bhoga, the mind appears as anything but "unconscious" and "material".

The term Sadyojyoti uses for this condition of the soul's empathetic identification with the "buddhi-vrtti" is "anurañjaka", which literally means to be coloured by something, "enreddened" in the sense of "passionately attached to" as well as "endarkened" in the sense of "obscured". "Anurañjaka" is a condition of being not only "impassioned" but also "deluded" by the modifications of the mind. The term closely approximates the conception of bhoga as enjoyment. Throughout the Bhoga Kārikā Sadyojyoti plays on the twofold sense of "bhoga" as both "experience" and "enjoyment". As the empathetic identification with the buddhi-vrtti, "bhoga" is something the soul "wants" and "enjoys" in spite of the fact that "bhoga" is essentially an "impure" condition of "self-estrangement". It is precisely this element of pleasure constitutive of
bhogic experience that the notion of anuranjaka addresses. Bhoga is not only a certain kind of "experience" but at the same time the desire for this experience.

If it were not for the grace of Śiva the soul would be eternally caught in the enjoyment of empirical experience through continual rebirths. Out of "graciousness", Śiva grants the possibility of the separation from bhoga for the snapping asunder of the obfuscating and empathetic identification with the buddhi-vṛtti. Bhoga is a privation of the soul's innate capacities of consciousness and agency; mokṣa is the overcoming of this privation. However, although bhoga is the only means souls have open to them to bring about mokṣa, mokṣa cannot be considered a more developed condition of bhoga, a more "cultivated" or "refined" form of bhoga. Soteriologically, bhoga is only a "means" to mokṣa.

6. The Concept of a Tattva

The concept of a "tattva" plays an important role in the Bhoga Kārikā as it does in Sadyojyoti's Tattva Sāmghraha. In both works Sadyojyoti begins with the lowest tattvas, defining and describing them by providing a logical foundation for the postulation of their existence as separate causative aspects of phenomenal reality; no tattvas are in themselves directly open to perception, except of course to yogi-pratyakṣa. In the case of all the tattvas there is a link from the "lowest" to the "highest", a genetic and constitutive link causally connecting each stage of the creation and maintenance of the world. Even the "subtle body" is considered to be a "set" or "collection" of a specific grouping of "tattvas", a personal "set" of tattvas said to trans-
migrate into one of the various physical bodies employed in rebirth.

In spite of the importance of the conception of the notion of a "tattva", neither the Bhoga Kārikā nor the Tattva Samgraha offers a clear definition of the concept of a tattva. The term is usually employed in two different senses that can be described as "general" and "specific". In a general sense the term is used to refer to the formal and underlying constitution of the world as descriptive of the ontological structures that the notion of "the world" can be reduced to. The more specific sense of the term is used to describe the genesis of the world-event and the consciousness of it; "tattva" in this sense is a more causal notion which forms the basis of the satkāryavāda, the doctrine that states that the effect pre-exists in the cause, or that the "effect" is simply a "modification" (VRTTI) of the cause.

The more general use of the notion of a tattva is found in most Śaivite texts, although expressed in different ways. The Śivajñāna-siddhiyār, for example, gives a clear expression of this use of the term:55

The whole universe, constituting all that has form, the formless, and those that have form and no form, is the manifestation of the tattvas.

Within this same work we find a concomitant idea of the general conception of tattva when the author defines "other" doctrines according to the tattva level they construe as fundamental; for example, the Cārvākas are said to remain within the sphere of the gross elements, the Buddhists the sphere of the mind, etc.56 Again, in the Sataratna Samgraha we find a similar, more general conception of tattva:57

Tattva, in reality, is only one, but in the process of creation
assumes different names as nada, bindu etc., in the same way as gems of the same cutting assume different names in different settings.

Abhinavagupta, for example, describes "tattva" as something akin to a "form" or "universal":58

Tattva (the essential nature of that) means one that shines undivided in the various groups of things, with distinctive features, and so serves as the cause to justify their being represented as belonging to one class. For example, a mountain, tree and city are all, in their essential characteristic, earth, and so are river, lake and sea water.

We find a more "specific" approach to the ontological status of a tattva in the Tattva Prakāśa and a more detailed account of this concept by Śrīkumāra and Aghora Śiva. In the Tattva Prakāśa the specific notion of a tattva is framed in temporal and spatial terms:59

A tattva is that which provides enjoyment (bhoga) for all beings and which continues to exist up to the period of the periodic cosmic destruction. Thus, pots, physical bodies etc. are not considered tattvas.

Śrīkumāra explains that up until the period of the periodic cosmic destruction, the tattvas act as the cause (kārana) of the enjoyment of all beings. He explains what he means by "cause": the tattvas are pervasive over a certain amount of time whereas the objects such as pots, bodies, etc. do not continue through time. He provides an analogy: just as the forms (rūpa) of the mind (buddhi) [i.e., the eight dispositions] are responsible for the various "modifications" it assumes, so are the tattvas responsible for the various modifications of pots etc etc.60 Śrīkumāra further quotes a Śaivite text which gives an interpretation of "tattva" based on an etymological interpretation of the term "tattva" derived from the root tan which means "to extend":61

The tattvas are so called because of their extensiveness and constancy—extensiveness here has reference to their pervasiveness
(vyāpti) with regard to space while constancy refers to their pervasiveness with regard to time. The tattvas, which even have pervasiveness over millions of miles, exist up to the periodic cosmic destruction. Otherwise, even pillars would be classified as tattvas.

According to the Tattva Prakāśa, the tattvas continue to exist "up to" the time of the cosmic destruction and survive this period in embryonic form in māyā; although the Tattva Prakāśa does not further explicate this notion of the embryonic form of the tattvas, the Saiva Paribhāsa does, bringing out in more specific terms the exact relation between the "form" and the "function" of the tattvas.62 During the embryonic period of rest following the cosmic destruction, the tattvas maintain a basic ontological status and are said to "exist" (vidyāmitva); however, the "functions" or "activities" (vyāpāra) of the tattvas are said to lack existence (abhāva).63 After the period of the cosmic destruction, the tattva can resume its activity only after the intervention of a third element, the soul; in order for the functional aspect to become "engaged" and to take on the status of "existence", there needs to be a "conjunction" (samyojana) between the soul and the tattva. Like the tattva, the soul is also said to "exist" in embryonic form during the cosmic destruction, and its "functions" are also said to lack existence. By first prompting the functional activity of the soul through the prompting of each soul's karmic predispositions, Śiva ultimately prompts the activity of the tattva to serve the soul in the bringing about of bhoga.

Sivāgrayogin provides an analogy to explain this relation between the soul and the tattva: although both a fire and a piece of iron may exist, due to the "non-existence" of the activities of a person to
bring them together, the iron will not heat up:64

Just as there is conjunction of the fire with iron and disjunction of iron from fire, similarly there is the dependence on karma of the tattvas and (the conjunction and disjunction) of the soul from sakti.

In this description of the activity of the tattvas it is clear that insofar as bhoga is concerned, the essential activity the soul is engaged in occurs between the soul's karmically accumulated predispositions and the tattvic forms. Both karma and tattva (qua sub-subspecies of māyā) are aspects of the category of pāśa; thus, pāśa as circumscribed by "bhoga" is essentially this specific relation between the two pāśas, karma and māyā [qua tattva].

Throughout the Bhoga Kārikā Sadyojyoti tends to employ the notion of a "tattva" in its specific sense as a causal principle; through a process of logical deduction he begins with the most phenomenally "given"—i.e., the qualities of the gross elements—to establish the existence of the lowest tattvas on the basis of which the higher tattvas come to be explained. This more causal employment of the notion of a tattva is most notable when Sadyojyoti does not include the soul under the category of tattva, a sphere of being that is limited by the finite conditions of temporal sequence and spatial restrictedness.
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NOTES

1 Bhatt establishes the date of Rāmakantha II in an indirect manner which is ultimately based on the dating of Abhinavagupta. In his MAV Nārāyanakantha cites a verse from Utpaladeva (Īśvarasiddhi, v. 55, Kṣit, vol. 24, 1921, p. 30). Utpaladeva is known to be the peer of Laksmanagupta who is the mentor of Abhinavagupta, who states in his Tantrāloka, 12.25: "Utpaladeva is the master of my master." Utpaladeva is therefore established to have flourished around the second half of the 9th c. As a result, it can be inferred that Nārāyanakantha and Rāmakantha II are prior to the beginning of the 9th c.; cf. Matangaparameśvara Agama (Vidyāpāda), critically edited by N. R. Bhatt, Publications de l'institut Français d'Indologie, No. 56 (Pondicherry: Institut Français d'Indologie, 1977), pp. viii-vii. Since Rāmakantha II commented on two of Sadyojyoti's works and since Rāmakantha II considers Sadyojyoti to be one of "the venerable ancient masters" indicating that some time must have passed between Sadyojyoti and Ramakantha II -- the latest date for Sadyojyoti can be set as approximately the 8th c. This does not, however, rule out the possibility that Sadyojyoti's date might be much earlier.

2 A precise date for the oldest Agamas cannot be established although various dates have been suggested. For example, K. S. Ramaswami Śastri maintains that the early Agamic literature is pre-Vedic; cf. K. S. Ramaswami Śastri, Vol C. (Adyar: Kunhan Raja, 1946), p.74. Dasgupta, on the other hand, suggests that the earliest Agamas began to be composed in the second or third centuries A. D.; cf. Surendranath Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy (Varanasi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1975), II, 40. Although Jan Gonda accepts that the earliest Agamas may have been composed between the fifth and the ninth centuries A. D., he concludes his discussion of the various datings put forth by other authors by restricting the earliest dating to the seventh or eighth century; cf. Jan Gonda, "Medieval Religious Literature in Sanskrit," Vol. II, Fascicle I, A History of Indian Literature, ed. Jan Gonda (Wiesbaden; Otto Harrassowitz, 1977), pp.163-165. In passing it may be noted that the Saivite Svetasvatara Upaniṣad is generally held to have been composed around the fifth or fourth century B.C.; cf. Jan Gonda, Viṣṇuism and Śivaism: A Comparison (New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1976), p. 18.

3 Pandey suggests the ninth century, although he does not provide the specific reasons for this dating; however, he probably adopted it as a compromise between Rāmakantha II's dating and an early dating of the Agamas; cf. K. C. Pandey, "Bhāskari," Vol. III, The Princess of Wales Saraswati Bhavana Texts, ed. by T. P. Upadhyaya, No. 84 (Lucknow: 19
A style of work which would not fit into these genres would be the Mantravārtika attributed to Sadyojyoti by Rāmakantha II in his commentary on the MK, p. 4. The Mantravārtika has not been recovered.

In the closing verse of the Tattva Traya Nīrṇaya (v. 32, p. 21) Sadyojyoti refers to himself as the commentator (vṛttikṛt) of the Svāyambhuva Agama and claims that the Tattva Traya Nīrṇaya is written according to the teaching of the Svāyambhuva Agama.

The Institut Français D’Indologie has an unpublished manuscript of the Svāyambhuva Agama — entitled the Svāyambhuvasūtrasamgrahavṛttīḥ — whose incomplete commentary is attributed to Sadyojyoti; the commentary contains the first four sections of Jnānapāda which deal with Paśu, Sakti and Advha. Various other Saivite authors refer to this commentary by Sadyojyoti as Svāyambhuvasūtraṭiṣṭhāna Svayambhuvaśāstra, Svāyambhuvasūtrasamgrahavṛttī and Svayambhuvasastraṭiṣṭhāna, cf. Bhātt Matangāparāmesvarā Agama, pp. XVI-XVII. It is also referred to as the Sāyojyotistīka; cf. Pāṇḍit Panchan Sastri. "Sataratna Saṃgraha with Sataratnolīkhāni," intro. by Shrimat Svāmi Bhairabananda, Tantrik Texts, ed. Arthur Avalon, vol. xxII (Calcutta: Agamanusandha Samiti, 1944), p. 83. In terms of Agamic chronology, the Svāyambhuva Agama is prior to the Raurava Agama as Ruru refers to the former work in 3.14 of the Raurava Agama.

In his commentary on the TS, Aghora Siva mentions a "long commentary" (bhṛattīkā) called the Sarannīsa by Narayanaśankartha of which his own, which he describes as "a short commentary" (laghūṭikā), is modeled after; cf. TS, p. 1.

v. 57; TS, p. 52

TS, p. 52: "svuvrttīḥ sadvṛttitirītira rauravavṛttternāma tatkartređām nirmittamityartharāḥ."

For example, cf. also MĀV, p. 153. Sadyojyoti is also referred to as Khetakabala in MPV, p. 72. He is referred to as Khetapāla in Jayaratna’s commentary on the Tāntrāloka (KSTS, XXIX, p. 74 and 211).


Mokṣa Kārikā v. 155, p. 63: "śivātparmparāyatau bhogamokṣau ṣaḍāhanau/atreyaya munīndreṇa rurūṇā samprakāśitānu." In the Sivamahapuraṇa the twenty-eight original Yogacharyas are enumerated; each of the twenty-eight had four disciples of which a certain "Ruru" is said to be a prominent one; cf. Vāyavya Saṃhitā, 2, 9. The Raurava Agama is said to be communicated by the sage Ruru to "Marici" who in general mythology is "an ancient sage and demiurge; the mental son of Brahmā" — cf. E. Hopkins, Epic Mythology (Strassburg: Meiner and Co. 1915), p. 189.
13 "Yābhyāṁ prakāśitaṁ vartma siddhānte siddhabhāvataṁ gurunasapaṁ
tau vandyau sadyojyotibrhāspatī." This mangalaśloka is found in both
the MKV, p. 2 and the MPV, p. 1.

14 In his commentary to 1.104A of the Tantralokā which states that
"in the Śivatanusāstra the Lord is revealed by the masters", Jayaratna
says that the term "masters" refers to Brhaspatī (the plural being
honorable); cf. KSTS, XXII, p. 146. One is thus led to conclude that
the Śivatanusāstra (although lost) is by Brhaspatī and that he is prior
to Abhinavagupta.

15 The Mokṣa Kārikā is quoted in the commentary on v. 27 and the
Tattva Samgrahā is quoted in the commentary on vv. 40, 41, and 76. Cf.
Śataratnasangraha of Śrī Umāpatī Śivācārya, trans. P. Thirunilasambandan,
(Madras, University of Madras, 1973).

16 Madhava quotes TS 24B-25A and Aghora Śiva's commentary thereon;
cf. Madhava, Sarvadarśana Samgrahā, trans. E. B. Cowell and A. E. Gough,
Chowk Sanskrit Series Studies, Vol. X (Varanasi: The Chowk

17 For the list of the eighteen renowned authors, cf. manuals,
i.e., Ugrajyoti, Sadyojyoti, RāmakaQtha, Somaśambhu, Aghora Sambhu, etc.;
cf. H. Brunner-Lachaux, Somaśambhu-Paddhati, Publications de L'Institut
Français d'Indologie, 2 Vol., No. 25 (Pondicherry: Institut Français
d'Indologie, 1963, 1968), I, xxii. Śrī Umāpatī quotes from the Mokṣa
Kārikā, Tattva Traya Nirnaya and Tattva Samgrahā: cf. the
Śataratnollekhānī Commentary on verses 21, 27, 40, 41 and 76.

18 Rāmakaṇṭha II claims that he is from Kashmir in the last verse
of his Nāda Kārikā (v. 25; AP, p. 14) and Aghora Śiva claims that he
is from the region of the Cōla both in the TTNV (v. 32; AP, p. 22) and in
the Kriyakramadyotikā (Madras; Cintadripet, 1970), p. 443.
Since Rāmakaṇṭha II is earlier than Aghora Śiva it is more
plausible that Sadyojyoti is also from Kashmir and that the works of
Sadyojyoti and Rāmakaṇṭha II were brought to the south. Aghora Śiva
claims to remain faithful to the "teaching" of Rāmakaṇṭha II (MAD, p. 1);
cf. also Bhatt, MP, p. ix-x.


20 BKV, p. 2.

21 Cf. for example, Pandey, Bhāskarī p. xvi and Bhatt,
Mataṅgaparamesvara Agama, p.xvi.

22 TS, v. 57, p. 52: "ityavadattatvānī tu sadyojyotih suvṛttikṛt."

tatvatrayanirṇayaḥ ca vṛttikṛtā svayambhuvasya..."
24. V. 319, Ratna Traya, p. 107: śrīrāmakṣapīṭhahasadvṛttīṃ mayaivamanukurvetāḥ. This problem is even further complicated by the reference to a Sadvṛttīṃ by a certain Śrīrāma; for a discussion of this problem cf. Bhatt, MPA, p. xiv.

25. Ratna Traya, p. 107. Aghora Śiva adds almost no commentary to the last six verses.

26. cf. MPĀV (3, 19), p. 68: "darśitamasmabhīḥ...rauravavṛttivivekā iti." Bhatt takes this to refer to the Rauravavṛttiviveka by Rāmakṛṣṇa II.

27. In the MPĀV the quotation from the so-called "Rauravāgama-vṛttīṃ" actually refers to v. 52 of the Paramokṣa Nīrāsa Kārīka; in the MPĀV Rāmakṛṣṇa II may simply be referring to his commentary on either this work or the Mokṣa Kārīka; cf. MPĀV, p. 609.

28. With respect to the title of the Raurava Āgama as the Raurava-"sūtra-" sangraha, Agamic writers loosely refer to the verses as Sūtras rather than Ślokas; cf. MA, I, 27.

29. Compared to the Jñānapādas of other Āgamas, such as the Matanga and Mrgendra, the Jñānapāda of the Raurava Āgama is very paltry. In the Raurava Āgama itself Ruru says that the Āgama was first revealed in different forms by the five faces of Sadāśiva and was later reconstituted by Anantaparāmeśvara to form one crore of Ślokas, which Ruru further condensed to 1200. The present edition of the Vidyāpāda contains 399 Ślokas. If all the Ślokas from the Kriyāpāda are taken into account the present Raurava Āgama would contain well over 1,200 Ślokas. For a summary of the ten sections of the Jñānapāda of Raurava Āgama, cf. Gonda, Medieval Religious Literature in Sanskrit, p. 169-170.

30. cf. RA, 7.5. For a discussion of the Śaivite construal of "yoga," cf. Dasgupta, op. cit. p. 204. Bhatt mentions the listing of the Angas in other Āgamas: Matangapāreśvaśāra (Yogāpāda, pātala 1) lists the same six; MA (yoga-pāda, pātala 3) lists the same six but adds japa; Kirṣṇāgama (yogāpāda, pātala 1) lists six but replaces the tarkā of RA with āsana; and the Suprabhedāgama (yogāpāda, pātala 3) lists the eight given in the Yogasūtras.

31. Actually, an exact numerical enumeration of the tattvas does not appear to be a concern of the RA; for instance, in some sections "manas" is included among an enumeration of the tattvas while elsewhere it is excluded (cf. 1.13 and 4.49). Although throughout the RA the five Śivatattvas (Śiva, Śakti, Sadāśiva, Īśvara, and Śuddhavidyā) are discussed in the exposition of the Svadārśana in 10, 98-101, they are not included in a numerical exposition of the tattvas.

32. Certain Tamil commentators on the Śivajñānapāda claim that
the Sivajñānabodha is a portion of the twelfth adhyāya of the seventy-third paṭala of the RA designated as the "paṇavatmamocana paṭala"; as well, in the Kannada speaking area of the south there is a legend that a teacher called "Sivajñānabodha" wrote the twelve verses as a condensed version "of the essence" of the RA. For a discussion of the Meykaṭar literature, cf. K. Śivaraman, Śaivism in Philosophical Perspective (Varanasi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1973), pp. 30-39.

34 Ibid., vv. 3-5, p. 1.
36 Raurava Agama, Śivatattvāni, v. 14, p. 5: "tato dhiśthāya vidyeśo mavām sa parameśvaravah/kṣobhavītyā svakiranāh śrijate tajjasimal kālam."
37 Cf. v. 51B-52, p. 48 and MK, v. 117, p. 44. For the contra-ekatvā cf. TS, v. 54, pp 50 and MK, vv. 131-133, p. 51. The liberated condition of Vidyesvaras is a lower type of liberation. The higher mokṣa is the "śivasāmya" where all the bonds are removed and the soul's "drk-kriyā-ṣaktī" becomes manifest. Aghora Śiva is emphatic that this (śiva-) samyādopa is not a participation in a condition of "oneness," in the way represented by a "universal," i.e., the soul does not come to participate in "Śivahood." Rather, it is a more negative condition where every distinction between the soul and Śiva "falls away."
39 Raurava Agama, Upodghāta, v. 18, p. 2.
40 Aghora Śiva lists his date in the colophon of one of his major texts as "the saka era 1080 [1157 A.D.]; cf. Kriyākramadyotikā, p. 437 and Brunner-Lauchaux, SSP, I, XLII.
41 For a history of his works, cf. Bhāskari, p. XXIV.
42 Cf. Tattvatrayanirṇaya, v.32, p. 21 and Aghora Śiva's opening mangala to MAD.
44 The majority of Āgamic citations described by Aghora Śiva come from the Sāṃsātvāyambhuva Agama, Mrgendra Agama and Mataṅga Agama.

46 These four traditionally accepted "anubandha" (eg., tatra anubandho nāma adhikārīvīgayasambandhaprayojanaṇi -- Sadananda's Vedantasāra, I.5) are not always clearly evident in the original texts as interpreted by the commentators; for example, Kumārila Bhaṭṭa in the pratījñānāsūtram, 11-25 of his Ślokavārtika draws all four from Jaimini's first sutra, "āthāto dharmaṁjñaśa":[/1]

47 By "logic" Sadyojyoti means something along the lines of including "simple enumeration" (uddesa), definition (lakṣaṇa) and examination (parikṣa), which are considered to be the characteristics good manuals (samgraha) should possess; cf., for example, Athalye's notes in the Tarkasamgraha of Annabhāṭṭa with Author's Dīpikā and Govardhana's Nyāya Bodhini, ed. by Y. V. Athalye and trans. by M. R. Bodas, 2nd ed., Bombay Sanskrit Series, No. LV (Poona: Bhandarkar Institute Press, 1963), p. 71.

48 This is the same claim made by Ruru in the RA; in fact, many Agamic authors claim that what they are presenting is a condensed version of a larger and more detailed teaching.

49 Aghora Śiva takes the term "sādhakāḥ" to refer to the "ācāryāḥ" by playing on the etymology of the term "sādhaka"; the "ācāryāḥ" are the ones who "bring to accomplishment" (sādhayanti) both bhoga and mokṣa. Aghora Śiva's comments do not, however, agree with Sadyojyoti's own remark at the end of the MK that the work was written for the "dull-minded" (mandabuddhayāḥ), unless of course "manda" has reference to all who are "lower" than the god Śiva, and the sages Ātreya and Ruru mentioned in the kārīkā previous to this statement.

Concerning the term "sādhaka" in the Agamas, H. Brunner-Lauchaux defines the term in its technical usage in light of the four scales of Agamic Saivism initiation, i.e. samayin, putraka, sādhaka and ācārya. The sādhaka "is the disciple who, after the initiations called samaya and nirvāṇa-dikṣā, chooses the path of powers (siddhi) and is given to that effect a special consecration." Cf. "Le Sādhaka, Personnage Oublié du sivaïisme du Sud," Année, 1975, p. 443.

Generally, samayadikṣā and vișeṣadikṣā allow one to worship Śiva, render service in the temples and observe obligatory duty. "But the nirvāṇadikṣā is one which provides eligibility for the study, reflection etc. of the Agamas." Cf., SPB, p. 297 The SPB lists seven different kinds of dikṣā, although it does not discuss ācāryabhiseka.

50 "Bhoga" as "enjoyment" also has reference to karma as the soul is the one who enjoys the effects of karmic fruits. "Anuṣṭhānīka" is also etymologically used in describing rāga; the soul is "affected/coloured by rāga" (rāgena ranjitaḥ), which attachment designates the
attachment to objects (visaya-asaktiḥ or viṣaya-anurāñjakam). In Sāṃkhya the term has the same sense; for example, in his commentary on SK 40, Gaudapāda glosses "to be endowed with" (adhivasita) [with respect to the subtle body being endowed with the eight dhāvas] with "anurāñjitā".

Although a distinction must be drawn between the three fundamental categories or "padārtha" -- i.e. pati, pāśu and pāśa -- and the concept of the tattvas, quite often even the padārthas are referred to as tattvas. In the Ratna Traya and Tatva Traya Nirnaya, for instance, the three basic "tattvas" which are discussed are actually the three padārthas (in the former work, bindu is representative of pāśa while in the latter māyā is). According to the Tatva-Traya Nirnaya the three padārthas are said to be aspatial, atemporal and possessed of agentive powers. In his commentary on BK 1458 Aghora Siva uses the term "tattva" to describe a "padārtha". There is also an unresolved problem over which padārtha the five Pure Tattvas (Siva Sakti, Sadasiva, Īśvara, Mantresā, and Sadvidya-mantra) should fall. On the one hand, qua tattvas, they are said to fall under the pati-padārtha while, on the other hand, as "higher" forms of māyā (i.e. as bindu) they are said to fall under the pāśa-padārtha.

Different texts assume more than three padārthas; Sivagrāvyogin enumerates the various extra padārthas, held by other Agamas, but concludes that the extra tattvas fall under the pāśa-padārtha. cf. SPB, pp. 59-60; as well, cf. Das Gupta, p. 29 and MPA, xviii-xxiv.

The second sūtra of the Yoga Sūtras states the importance of this concept in terms of the goal of yogic practice: "yogascittavṛttinirodhaḥ", cf. Patanjalasūtrāni with the Scholium of Vyāsa and the Commentary of Vācaspatī. Ed. Dājavam Shastri Bodas, Bombay Sanskrit Series, XLVI. (Bombay: Department of Public Instruction, 1892), p. 4.

In this case "yogi-pratyakṣa" is an exception; Sadyojyoti, however, begins his description and justification of the tattva theory from the point of view of "jaukika-pratyakṣa". Even pratyakṣa qua svasamvedana in the form of ahampratyaya is not a direct perception of the ahamtattva as the pratyaya is an effect of the tattva and not the tattva itself.

This twofold manner of viewing the tattva, i.e. what is here called the general and the specific, would be doubted by some. G. Larson eschews the identification of the tattvavāda with the Satkāryavāda; he claims that the concepts of cause and effect are inappropriate in discussing the relation between the tattvas and the world. Larson argues that even the early authors of the tattva theory "themselves confused" the two by drawing causal analogies from "the phenomenal space-time level" to which the Satkāryavāda applies -- such as the milk and curd or water in different forms -- to apply to the theory of tattvas.

In place of this causal interpretation of the role that the tattvas play in the tattvavāda, G. Larson applies a structural model which stresses the idea of "transformational change" wherein the tattvas are viewed as the "deep structures" of the surface reality and are those
elements of the yogic world which provide "the idea of wholeness, the idea of transformation and the idea of self-regulation." Cf. G. Larson, "The notion of satkārya in Sāmkhya: Toward a Philosophical Reconstruction." Philosophy East and West, (1984), pp. 31-48. The major fault of Larson's analysis is clear: he shows no concern for any possible comparable conceptions of the concept of "deep structure" in classical Sāmkhya. In his short critique of Larson's article, Bhagawan B. Singh also points out that the conception of "kāraṇa" in the tattvic view is "much richer" than the specific concept of a cause; cf. Bhagawan B. Singh, "Commentary on Gerald L. Larson's 'The Notion of Satkārya in Sāmkhya' and Frank Podgorski's 'Śaṃkara's Critique of Sāmkhya, Causality in the Brahmavasūtra'." Philosophy East and West, (1984), p. 59-63. It might further be argued that what Larson calls "the structuralist perspective" simply brings out in greater relief the role that ontology and soteriology play in the tattvic theory, especially classical Sāmkhya. According to the Satkāryavāda, the ontological conception of the tattvas postulates that all creation proceeds from prakṛti as a "transformation" or "modification" (vṛtti) and is connected to the teleological conception of the soul's utilitarian engagement in the tattvas (i.e., nītat-naimittika prasarāṇa) that have their own soteriological purpose—which is "for the release of each soul" (pratipuṇapavimokṣārtham).

Incidentally, the term "tattva" is mentioned only once in the Śāmkhya Kārikā; in verse 64 the study of the tattvas (tattva-abhyāsa) is said to lead to the correct understanding of things. A similar use of the term is found in the Śāmkhya Sūtras (1.107; 3.73; and 4.1) and is mentioned incidentally in 5.30; 5.72 claims that everything but prakṛti and puruṣa is anitya -- which would imply that if prakṛti is considered anitya so must "tattva" be. The term is not used in the Yoga Sūtras.

The analysis of the transformation of "structures" from a deep to a surface reality has also been used to explain forms of Indian ritualism, cf. Frits Staal, "Ritual, Grammar, and the Origins of Science in India," Journal of Indian Philosophy, 10 (1982), pp. 1-24.

55 Cf. Arunandi Śivāchārya, Śivajñāna Siddhiyār, translation, introduction and notes by J. M. Nallasvami Pillai (Madras: Meykandar Press, 1913), p. 183. At this cosmic level the tattvas seem to operate at the level of the "form" through which the sṛṣṭikrama operates, as māya and not tattva is still considered the seed from which the whole universe evolves after the pralaya. In the act of creation, Śiva is the efficient cause, māya the material and Śakti the instrumental; cf. Śivajñāna Siddhiyār, p. 129.

56 Ibid., p. 184. This is the same approach to the various "dārsānas" found in other works, such as, for example, Mādhava's Sarva Dārśana Samgraha, although this work does not treat the other systems along tattvic lines. One of the more detailed accounts of other systems from a Śaṅvīte point of view is found in Kṣemarāja's Pratīyabhijñā Hṛdaya. Kṣemarāja says that all the other doctrines are simply Śiva's "roles" as the dramatic dancer disguising himself; the tattvic level reached by the other doctrines follows these general lines: Cārvāka remains on the level of the Bhūtas; Nyāya, Mīmāṃsā and the Saugata Buddhists remain at the level of the buddhi-tattva; Vedānta, Mādhyamikas and the
Pancaratras remain at the level of Prakrti; Sankhya remains at the level of Vijñanakala; the "Srutyantā" attain the level of Iṣyara; and the Vyākarana attain the level of Sadāśiva -- only the Saivites attain the level of the Siva-tattva. Cf. Pratyabhijñānhaрадayam, trans. and intro. by Jaideva Singh (Varanasi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1980), pp. 65-69.

57 SRL, p. 20.
A very similar view of a tattva understood in temporal terms as the essence (rūpa) of things which is not affected by the manifestation and ultimate disappearance of created objects, i.e. a distinction between the "vyakta" and the "rūpa" is found in the Yukti Dīpikā: cf. Yukti Dīpikā, ed. by Ram Chadra Pandeya (Varanasi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1967), pp. 57-61.
60 Ibid., p. 143. It should be added that, ultimately according to the monist Śrī Kumāra, insofar as all the tattvas fall under the paśa aspect of the tripartite, pati, pasu, and paśa, tattva is simply a "superimposition (upādhi) on the basic unity of Siva. Cf. Tattvaprakāśa, p. 17 and Filliozat, p. 263.
61 Tattva Prakāśa, p. 144:

tatatvat santatatvāc ca tattvānti tato viduh
tatatvām deśa tātvām upyātaḥ santatatvām ca kalatāh
lakṣādīyojanavyāpī tattvāma pralayat sthitam
anyatha stambhakumbhādirāpi tattvām prasajyate

This play on the etymological sense of the term "tattva" being linked to the root tān which means "to extend" and is meant to indicate the spatial and temporal extensiveness aspect of the tattva [tan changing to tat before -tva] is probably the very opposite of the actual etymological conception of the literal meaning of "tatt-tva" as "thatness," [i.e., tad-tva] in an immediately experiential sense whose apodictical connotation lent itself to a conception of the spasial and atemporal "essence" of a thing (i.e., as in the Mahabhāṣya 1.1.1, "tadāpi nityam yasmistattvām na vihanyate. kim punastattvām -- tadbhavastattvām). In this sense, the original meaning of the term tattva has its more literal reference in something comparable to the "tode ti" in Aristotle's Categories (i.e., as in 3b.10: "tode ti odoa odoe tode ti sthāneiv.")
62 Cf. ŠP, pp. 138-139. In the TP the tattvas are said to
dissolve (litante) into maya (v.67); only maya, purusa and siva continue to exist during the cosmic destruction (v.69).

In the manner in which Sivagrayogin describes the Mahapralaya, the three abhavas are: Sivasaktiprerana, Purusa-vyapara and Tattva-vyapara. The real "fuse" is karma (i.e. "bhojakadrsta").

SPB, p. 139: ayasagneryatha yogo viyogog 'gneryathayasa/tattvanamatmanascaiva saktya karmavasadbhavet.
Chapter II

DOCTRINE OF THE SUBTLE AND GROSS ELEMENTS

1. The Teleological Concern Regarding the Elements

In the BK the gross and subtle elements are dealt with solely in terms of a theology that construes all events as ultimately connected to the will or intention of the Supreme Being, Śiva; within this conception of the world the elements serve a specifically teleological goal as contributory factors engaged in the final release of the soul. The elements are thus exclusively treated in terms of their participation in and contribution towards bhoga; they are merely the "ancillaries" of bhoga (bhogāṅgatva) without which the soteriological activity of bhoga could not be brought to fruition. 1

Once a soul is bound by "pāsā" qua māyā, the foundational material cause of the world, it is ipso facto united with all the ancillary members of māyā. The "elements" -- specifically the material elements -- are considered to be the final evolutes in the last stage of the evolution of the world process (srṣṭikrama). The gross element represents, in a more abstract manner, the final stage of "manifestation" (vyakta); it represents the experiential plenum of the vyakta, the sphere of the world-experience on the grounds of which the whole tattvic doctrine comes to be "inferred". 2 If one were to set up a cosmic duality in the Śaiva doctrine between "matter" and "spirit", the level of the gross elements certainly represents the final manifested form of "matter"; since the ultimate calling of the spirit relates to
its freedom from the connection to matter, the elements, and all they
teleologically entail, represent the basic "hindrances" which must
first be "overcome" in a soteriological sense.

2. The Origin of the Gross Element

The five gross elements (bhūta) are described as earth (prthivī)
water (jala), fire (agni), air (vāyu), and ether (ākāśa). Sadyojyoti spe-
cifically deals with gross elements in terms of their functions (vṛtti) and
their qualities (guna). The function of each gross element is either
"common" (sādhāraṇa) or "unique" (asādhāraṇa). The common function
describes the process whereby the gross elements collectively work to-
gether in constituting the physical body by means of which the sense
organs come to operate. The unique function describes the specific
activity, which is relative to each individual gross element. The
"qualities" of the gross elements are also considered in a two-fold
manner as either common or unique: each gross element has its unique
quality while at the same time sharing the qualities of the other gross
elements, except in the case of ether. The qualities are very important
in terms of the establishment the tattvic doctrine, since it is only
through the "perceptual" qualities that the imperceptible gross
elements are inferred.

In describing the origin of the gross elements in terms of the
process of tattvic evolution, Sadyojyoti employs biological terminology
applicable to organic genesis. The gross elements are said to be
"filled out" (pustāṇa) in the organic sense of being "nourished" or
"fed". The source or cause (kāraṇabhūta) of this nourishment is the
subtle element (tanmātra). In an organic sense the process of material creation is understood as an ongoing activity which brings the "cause" and the "effect" into a concomitant and inseparable relation. The "cause" qua cause continues to exist "in", so to speak, the effect. This understanding of causality is in direct opposition with the asatkāryavāda, which holds that the cause ceases to have a direct ontological relation with the effect once the effect comes into existence.

Aghora Śiva cites a text which emphasizes the twofold activity of causation as well as maintenance involved in this organic creation: "the activity of prakṛti is [said to have two functions]: the increasing of that which has already been accomplished and the acting as the cause of that which has not yet been accomplished (akṛtasya kāraṇam kṛtasya parivardhanam ca prakṛti karma yataḥ)." In this quoted passage "prakṛti" stands for the entire realm of the material world and the manner in which all causality is governed by the concomitant interconnectedness of the cause and the effect. Both the original causation and the ongoing maintenance of the material elements is due to the subtle elements.

3. The Common and Unique Functions of the Gross Elements

As has been mentioned, the functions of the gross elements are either common or unique. The common function of the gross elements is said to involve the supporting of the sense and motor organs (indriyādīhāratva). This function is not actually carried out directly by the gross elements but takes place through the instrumentality of the physical body. Through the commonly shared activity of constituting the physical body,
the gross elements come to support the activity of the organs. Although the sense organs are technically described as having their "locus" (sthāna) in the subtle body, the gross elements are said to "bear" them, i.e., provide a receptacle for them, as a cup, for instance, does for water. Aghora Siva argues for the necessity of postulating the existence of a specific medium to bear the organs, even though the organs already have a supporting locus in the subtle body. He argues that the organs are in themselves inactive and require a medium through which they come to be active, i.e., the physical body. In one sense this common function precedes the actual unique functions of the gross elements, since it is only when this common function exists that the unique functions come into being. Teleologically, the specific functions of the gross elements do not come into being on their own account but simply on account of bearing the sense organs; this bearing requires that the collection of the unique functions of the gross elements work together as a common function. However, it is not the physical body understood as the totality of the unique functions working collectively but the soteriological activity of karma that ultimately activates the sense organs, since karma directly controls the activity of bhoga, insofar as the gross elements are essentially considered to be "ancillaries of bhoga", all their activity is directed towards bhoga, whose overriding cause is karma. Since both the sense organs and the gross elements (in their embryonic form as subtle elements) have their locus in the subtle body, the sense organs and gross elements share the common purpose of bringing about the enjoyment of karmic effects. Although the subtle body is, in part, constituted by these
two separate groups of tattvas, it is said to carry out one goal, as
is the case with a lamp (bhinnajātIyamapyekapahlām diṭāṅgavastuvat).
In a word, all of the functions of the gross elements are subsumed
under this one goal of the subtle body, i.e. karmabhoga.

The following specific functions of the gross elements are
listed in verse six of the BK: "supporting" belongs to the earth,
"bringing-together" to water, "maturing" to fire, "structuring" to air
and "providing space" to ether. In a very significant sense these
unique functions are the gross elements themselves, since it is as
these unique functions that the gross elements carry out the common
functions and possess the qualities. The gross elements exist in the
form of these specific functions and not as separate "entities" removed
from the activities of these functions.

4. The Qualities of the Gross Elements

In terms of understanding the relationship between the gross and
subtle elements and the ontological status of both, the qualities of the
gross elements serve a much more important role than the functions since
it is only by means of the qualities that the existence of the non-
perceptual gross and subtle elements can be pramāñically established,
i.e. through inference.12

Sadyojyoti first describes the qualities of the gross elements
before giving the logical proofs justifying this description. Each gross
element is said to possess one specific quality. Although ether only
possesses sound as its quality, each of the other gross elements possesses
at least one other quality besides its own specific quality: earth,
for instance, possesses all the qualities besides its own specific quality, smell. From the most subtle to the most gross, the elements along with their qualities are arranged hierarchically as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gross Element (Bhūta):</th>
<th>Quality (Guna):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ether (ākāśa)</td>
<td>Sound (śabda)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air (vāyu)</td>
<td>Touch (sparśa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire (agni)</td>
<td>Colour (rūpa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water (jala)</td>
<td>Taste (rasa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth (prthivi)</td>
<td>Smell (gandha)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This ordering of the gross elements together with their qualities should not be confused with a similar arrangement known as the "pañcikarana," according to which each gross element accompanied by its unique quality is conjoined with the other gross elements accompanied by their unique qualities. The numerical ratio of this combination of gross elements is very exact: each gross element constitutes half and the other four one eighth each of the combination. Ether, for example, is the result of the following combination of gross elements and their qualities:

| Air .......... | Touch |
| Fire .......... | Colour |
| Water .......... | Taste |
| Earth .......... | Smell |
| Ether .......... | Sound |
According to Sadyojyoti each quality is itself subdivided into various species which are differently associated with the various gross elements. For example, "colour" is of six varieties in its specific substratum earth, although it is said to be only "white" (śukla) in water. According to the manner in which the qualities are arranged in the various gross elements, the specific "arrangement" of the gross elements is inferred; Sadyojyoti demonstrates the reasoning process that leads to the following inference (BK, v. 16-16A):

No cognition of earth is possible without a cognition of odour etc., while a cognition of water etc. takes place without a cognition [of odour etc.]; consequently, earth is separate from water etc. but is not separate from odour etc.

In this manner the necessary connection (avyatirekitva) between the substratum and quality (i.e. the guṇin and guṇa or viśeṣyatva and viśeṣana) comes to be inferred on the basis of the principle that "the apprehension of the thing possessed by qualities is preceded by the apprehension of the qualities (guna-grahaṇasya guṇa-grahaṇapūrvakatvam)." (BV 17) The order (krama) established at the level of the "qualities" therefore establishes the order at the level of the possessor of these qualities, i.e. the gross elements. The Naiyāyikas, who hold that the substratum of the qualities and the qualities themselves are both separately and perceptually cognized, argue against this Śaivite principle by citing the specific example of the white crystal put next to something red; the fact that the crystal takes on the "red" colour of the object beside it indicates that there can be an apprehension of the qualities of a thing apart from any necessary substratum-quality connection belonging to the apprehension. In the case of the quartz
the real "colour" quality is whiteness, not redness; however, if one is to accept the principle put forth by the Śaivites, then the quartz when perceived as "red" would have to be naturally qualified by redness, which is not, in fact, the case. This proves, according to Nyāya, that the quartz qua substratum can in fact be perceived as separate from its quality, as it is perceived in the second instance as qualified by redness.

To this specific argument against the Śaivite's conception of the connection between the substratum and quality, Sadyojyoti claims that the quality "colour" should be understood as consisting of two things, both the colour and the general configuration (sampsthāna) of the thing to which the colour belongs. In other words, certain things possess certain colours; hence, even when the crystal appears "red", we remember that this particular four cornered object originally possessed a white colour. Hence, the principle is not violated. 16

5. The Subtle Elements

The five subtle elements have the same names as the five qualities and stand to the gross elements in exactly the same sequential order as the five qualities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtle Element (Tanmātra)</th>
<th>Gross Element (Bhūta)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sound</td>
<td>Ether</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touch</td>
<td>Air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colour</td>
<td>Fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taste</td>
<td>Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smell</td>
<td>Earth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The view that the subtle elements are established as the causes of the gross elements is based on an argument initially founded on the following principle: if an object is of an unconscious and manifold nature, it should be considered an "effect." From the condition of being an effect, some cause must be inferred. Since the material elements are considered to fall under the category of effects, a cause must be postulated to account for these material elements. Furthermore, the specific nature of the cause is established through the nature of the effect; in the case of the gross elements, the qualities of the gross elements are thought to define the ontological status of the gross elements as effects. Hence, the nature of the cause of the gross elements will be comparable to the nature of the qualities; as a result, the subtle elements construed as the causes of the gross elements are designated with the same characteristics as the qualities, sound etc.

One could almost say that the subtle elements are the unmanifested form of the qualities themselves operating through the instrumentality of the gross elements. The gross element, nevertheless, is still considered to be the "effect," of the subtle element; the gross element, qua "substratum" (gunin) of the quality, cannot be considered apart from the quality. The gunin-guna or bhūta-guna complex is considered to be the "effect," which explains the necessity for the postulation of the subtle element as the cause. This explains why the subtle elements themselves cannot operate as the substrata of the qualities; the subtle elements are those causal factors that are themselves without manifested qualities (anabhivyaktaviśeṣatva).
As the causes of the gross elements the subtle elements are described as the "generating-loci" (yoni); although they are in essence of the same nature as the manifested qualities of the gross elements, they do not share the same functions of the gross elements. According to the idea already mentioned that all creation is a combination of both causation and maintenance, the subtle elements function in a dual role: as the "cause" (kārana) the subtle element functions as the material cause (upādāna) in the bringing about of that which has not yet emerged (ākṛtasya kāraṇam) and as the "maintainer" (āpūrana) the subtle element is that which continues the maintenance (poṣaka) of that which has already come into existence (kṛtasya parivardhanam).

In concluding the discussion of the elements, it may be pointed out that in the section of the BK that specifically treats the elements and their contribution towards bhoga, Sadyojyoti does not describe the direct origin of the elements as stemming from the individual instantiations of the ego-principle, i.e., the tāmasic aspect of the āhamkāra (from which the subtle elements directly arise). In thus avoiding to discuss the direct origin of the elements at this point in the discussion of the tattvas, Sadyojyoti may be avoiding the possible charge by an opponent that each individual soul both materially and experientially creates its own world (bhuvana). Restricting the originating locus of the elements to the ego, which is "specific" to each "individual" soul, may in principle rule out the possibility of the independent status of an "external" and "intersubjective" world. An opponent might argue that this "individual ego-creation theory" leaves us with a conception of the mundane "world" as simply a totality of many individual, ego-experiencing worlds.
This possible criticism never enters into the doctrine of elements as described by Sadyojyoti and Aghora Śiva, nor, for that matter, in the works on Sāmkhya that hold a similar doctrine of elements. Although both the Śaivites\textsuperscript{21} and the Sāmkhya\textsuperscript{22} assume the existence of a commonly shared, "objective" world (whether its basic material cause is assumed to be "māyā", as according to the Śaivites, or "prakṛti", as according to Sāmkhya), the physical evolution of this world appears to end in the ego-based creation of individually created and individually experienced worlds. In short, an opponent may conclude that the ego-based origin of the elements leads to a solipsistic conception of the world, i.e., in order to account for an independent world, the tattvic doctrine would have to avoid limiting the creation and genesis of the elements to the locus of the ego-principle.
Chapter II

NOTES

1 The larger function of the elements concerns the role the elements play in bringing about bhoga; it concerns the "instrumentality" (sādhana) of the elements. In these terms the elements are not considered in a specifically cause-effect relation with bhoga; "sādhana" is not specifically causal in a purely instrumental manner as "karāṇa". Rather, "sādhana" refers to the instrumental role of the elements as "contributory factors" (āṅga) in the activity of bhoga.

2 Although ordinary mortals who lack lordly powers cannot perceive the elemental tattvas directly, yogins can, since their powers of cognition are not limited to the buddhi. (BK, v. 8Ab-8B) Nor can ordinary mortals perceive the Piśacas, the deities who have yogic powers (aiśvarya) and who rule over the tattvas from the buddhi to earth: cf., SPB, p. 239.

3 More mythic and life-world associations that the material elements possess are described in other works. For the deities, geometric forms, colours, Tamil letters and symbols (sword of diamond for ākāśa, lotus for air, etc.), cf. Śivajñāna Siddhiyār (3. 67-68), p. 182.

4 This more biological terminology is employed as well in describing māyā, the ultimate material cause of the world, as the "seed" out of which all created things arise. Such an organic model of the world is in accordance with the conception of this manifestation as a single source of both the matter and the form of things, of both the cause and the effect -- in short, as a whole in spite of its formalization in a numerical and tattvič manner. The only "external factor" of the "jagadbiţa" is the Īśvareccā which activates the activity of the seed; cf. BK, v. 4.

5 According to Śivāgrayogin, a change of something into something else can only occur in five ways, according to the ontological status of the effect: pariṇāma, transformation; ārambha, a totally new creation; samuha, a aggregation of something totally new and something contributory; vivarta, an illusory manifestation and vṛtti, a modification. In describing Siva's agency (pravartakatva) in creation (srstī), the jagat qua karya is said to be a "vṛtti": Therefore, just as in the original state of the cloth (as folded) and of the snake as coiled there is even without detriment to the original nature (of the thing) the attainment of another state, constituting vṛtti, similarly, the world, too, is but a vṛtti of the suddha- and asuddhamayās controlled by Śiva."
The common criticism of the satkaryavāda points to the apparent contradiction in identifying the "cause" with the "effect" as Kamalasila, for example, points out:

This cannot be right: as a matter of fact, it is not the same thing that becomes changed (anyathātāvam); because "change" consists in the production of another nature or character (svabhāvāntarottattāt); now this "change" that you speak of — is it something different from the Thing itself? Or is it the Thing itself? It cannot be the Thing itself; as that has already been produced by its own Cause [and hence could not be produced again by the cause of the change]. If it is something different from the Thing, then the Thing itself remains as before, retaining its permanence; so that it has not changed."


Also quoted by Aghora Śiva in the TSV, p. 5.

The subtle body (sukṣma-deha) is also called "the eightfold one" (puraśṭaka) in that it is constituted by the three inner organs (buddhi, manas and ahamkāra) and the five subtle elements; the "organs" (indriyāni) can only be said to have their locus in the subtle body insofar as they fall under a species of the ahamkāra. Śivāgrayogin provides the inference establishing the existence of the subtle body (ŚPB, pp.285-286):

"The soul's going to another world, etc., is to be accomplished by some instrument, since it is an act, like a member of the gross body. Nor is this possible directly for the self which is pervasive; hence it should be said to have an adjunct; hence, that (subtle body) is established as an adjunct.

Since the gross elements are effects of the subtle elements, the condition of bearing the sense organs belongs to both kinds of elements and is referred to as a joint state of "sthūlasukṣmatva". Together, the two kinds of elements form a receptacle. As a receptacle, the subtle elements are like the pot itself and the gross elements its [enamel] covering (tanmātrānīha ghaṭavадviśeśaśca pralepavat); this analogy is provided by Hulin; cf. Mrgendra-gama: Sections de la Doctrine et du Yoga, trans. by M. Hulin. Publications de L'Institut Français d'Indologie, No. 63 (Pondicherry: Institut Français D'Indologie, 1980), pp. 266-267.

Nārāyaṇa Kanṭha presents a long argument defending the bhoga-directed teleology of the gross elements through a consideration of the
use (or purpose, upayoga) of the gross elements themselves. He presents only four possibilities of this purpose.

Although God is the "creator" (karta) of the gross elements, they are of no use to God (qua upayogin), as God's comportment is not self-directed ("svatmani") but is rather directed towards eternal plenitude (nityaparipurnasvarupam); they cannot be of use to themselves (svopayogin) because they are of an unconscious nature; they cannot be "useless" (anupayogin) on account of the greatness of their creator, God; consequently, they must serve the purpose of another (anupayogin), which upon further investigation turns out to be individually bound souls. Cf. MĀV, pp. 177-179.

11MĀ (12.32A), p. 341. The introduction of the subtle body and karma (qua "adrṣṭa") at this point of the discussion, especially the claim in 8Ab-8b that the subtle body is only perceptible by those who have lordly powers, may be an argument against the Carvākas who argue that the "cestā" of the organs is solely and self-evidently a product of the physical body.

12In the MĀV, p. 332, Aghora Śiva holds that the five gross elements can be inferred on account of their functions; he refers to the five specific functions (samayavīṣeṣanam) of the five gross elements, which are inferred by their "effects" (karyāṇi), the functions (vṛttayah).

13"The compounding takes place thus: each of the five elements, viz. ether etc., is divided into two equal parts; of the ten parts thus produced five -- being the first half of each element -- are each subdivided into four equal parts. Then leaving one half of each element to the other half is added one of these quarters from each of the other four elements." Cf. Vedānta Sāra of Sadānanda, trans. Swami Nikhilananda (Calcutta: Advaita Ashrama, 1949), p. 58. A similar description is found in the Pañcadasī (1.27) and in the Brahma Sūtra Bhaṣya (on 2.4.22).

14An exact enumeration is not given in the BK; the commonly accepted enumeration views rasa as sixfold, gandha as ninefold, rūpa as sixfold, vāyu as fivefold and śabda as fourfold.

The Naiyāyikas argument is unconvincing since the crystal qua guṇin is cognized with the "changed colour" and not without colour, i.e., with a guṇa; cf. MĀV, p. 187.

Aghora Śiva explains this conception in greater detail in "Possessing the same properties as these gross elements, the subtle elements are the material causes and sustaining agents of the gross elements; although the gross elements possess distinct properties, the subtle elements lack such properties. (tadbhūtasaamanagunam kāraṇam apurakam ca tasyaiva tanmatram bhūtasya hyayam viśeṣo viśeṣarahitam tat)."

MĀ, 12.5, gives the etymology of the term "tanmātra" as "just those things [their measures are such...tad-mātram]" -- i.e., they are solely what they are without the manifested distinctions or qualities (anabhivyaktaviśeṣatvam), as the gross elements; Nārayaṇa Kanṭha describes them as being of the nature of fundamental elements (bhūtāprākṛtirūpam). With the receptacle analogy already mentioned, the subtle elements are themselves without manifested qualities, as a pot. Only the covering is perceptible.

In his gloss on SK, v. 38 Vacaspati Miśra glosses "aviśeṣa" with respect to the subtle elements as "suksma", which is in opposition to the "sthūla", the gross element i.e., "viśeṣa". Srikumāra holds a similar conception in his commentary on IP, v. 67 (p. 124).

Besides vv. 5-20 of the BK, the elements are also treated in verses 30A-31 wherein a contra-prāṇāntahkaranavāda (which links the gross element vāyu with caitanya ) is refuted. In verses 37-42 the bautikendriyavādins are also refuted. In verse 45 there is a description of the subtle elements as they arise from the ego and in verses 68B-72A there is a refutation of the view that the bhoktr is simply a modification of the gross elements.

This is clearly brought out in the MĀ and MĀV; in MĀ, 6.1 wherein the ātman is described as the cause or means (nimitta) of the universe, the locus is not considered to be the ego but the ātman itself. In MĀ, 5. 10 the mala-tainted souls are said to create the bhuvanas. In his commentary Nārayaṇa Kanṭha explains that the ātman is the nimitta qua pravartika, the instigating cause, on account of the arising [as effects] of the "worlds, organs and bodies" -- all of which takes place for the bhogasādhana.

The specific manner of viewing the condition of "embodiment" occurs on account of the "bhogasādhana" (BK, v. 4) and is threefold, consisting of the subtle body which is specific to individual souls, the objective and intersubjective world which is common to all bound souls, and the "bodies born of their world" (bhuvanajādeha) which represents both a common and restricted condition. A similar conception of embodiment is found in the MAD. On the one hand, the physical body is said to be a "product" of the material world (bhautiko deha iti bhuvanajasārirasyopalakṣanam, p. 343) while on the other hand, material creation when discussed is
done only with respect to the elements constituting the body -- for example, when the author of the MA comes to enumerate the qualities of the gross elements in some detail, the discussion is restricted to the qualities constituting the physical body (cf. pg. 339-340). In the final analysis, the soul comes to share a common world and have its own subjective world through a "specific" subtle body; however, the acceptance of the "common, shared world" (sadārānanabhuvana) is not ontologically explained given the ego-locus of the production of the elements, which only accounts for the "bhuvanajadeha"creation of the body itself. Vaiṣeṣika, it may be noted, avoids this problem with its doctrine of "atoms" (paramāṇuvāda); the material atoms in their state as "effects" (of the eternal atoms) are threefold: in the form of the body, the sense organs and the objects of mundane consciousness (eg., Vaiṣeṣika Sūtras 4.2.1: "tattvānum prthivyādi karyam dravyam trividham sarīrendriya-visayasaṁjñākam" [only aksa does not fall under this threefold distinction]). Umesa Sastri still construes the ultimate creation of the atoms and all they entail, i.e., the entire sphere of the jāda, in very subjective terms: "The relation between 'Matter' and the 'Atman' is vyānaya-vyañjakabhāva; so that, the harmony of the samsārayatra under the influence of adṛśta becomes possible." Cf. Umesha Sastri, Conception of Matter (Allahabad: Umesha Mishra, 1936), p. 55.

Chapter III
THE SPHERE OF THE ORGANS

1. The Sense and Motor Organs: The "Organ" (indriya) Considered as a "Capacity" (śakti) Distinct From its Corporeal-locus (sthāna)

Both the sense and motor organs are dealt with by Sadyojyoti independently of their originating-locus, the ego; a similar method is adopted in the treatment of the elements. In the examination of the organs, the argument is put forth that what is called an "organ" is something quite distinct from the body part identified with the specific functioning of the organ,¹ a position dramatically opposed to the materialist, who holds that the organ is in fact just the corporeal functioning of certain body parts. According to the materialist, in the case of both the sense and motor organs, whenever there is a "defect" in the body part, the "organ" is not seen to function; for example, in the case of the motor organs, one may have legs and feet, which constitute the motor organ of "locomotion", and yet one may be unable to walk. The person may be crippled by a debilitating disease which prevents the body parts from functioning, thus proving that the body part and the organ are one and the same thing. In the case of the sense organs a similar argument applies: when one is blind, i.e. when there is a defect with one's eyes, one does not see, "the sense of sight" is absent.² This absence of the "sense" due to a "defect" in the body part, the materialist argues, establishes that the sense organ is in fact identical with the body part.
The Śaivite uses the same examples offered by the materialist to prove the opposite conclusion, i.e., that the sense organs cannot be identified with the body part. In the case of the motor organs and the example of a "defect" in those body parts contributory to the locomotive organ, i.e., the legs and feet, the fact that the body parts exist and the motor ability is absent is proof that the two cannot be identified. If the body part is to be identified with the motor organ, then the existence of the former necessitates the existence of the latter. The same argument applies to the sense organs and the example of blindness: one may have eyes yet one may not see. According to Sadyojyoti the cause of the absence of the functioning of the organ even when the body part is present is not due to a defect in the body part itself but rather in a defect of the sense organ whose capacity to function (śakti) is separate from the body part. Sadyojyoti appeals to a cause of this "organ defect" which the materialists would be unable to accept: karmic influences. Due to the "imperceptible" (adrṣṭa) karmic influences one may be given eyes but not the ability to "see", legs but not the ability to "walk", etc.

In the case of the absence of the body part, the organ does not function due to the fact that the organ depends on the physical body part to provide it with a locus whereby it can be active. More specific terminology is employed by Aghora Śiva to describe the exact relationship between the organs and their corporeal loci. The general purpose of both the sense and motor organs is "vitality," or "activity," (ceṣṭā or kriyā). The organ (indriya) he describes as an instrument (karana) which is essentially a faculty or capacity (śakti) to function in a specific manner; however, it can only function when dependent on the
corporeal-locus (sthāna) which acts as a supporting-medium for the active functioning of the organ. Although the organ is distinct from the corporeal-locus, it is dependent on this locus for its functioning. The metaphysical underpinning of this view is clear: the corporeal-locus (sthāna) is abstractly a representation of the sphere of material creation, the sphere of the manifested "qualities" of the gross elements; it is only at the level of material creation that any real "activity" of the sense and motor organs can occur since they both are only instruments engaged in material activity.

2. The Tenfold Enumeration of the Organs

Sadyojyotı provides the following enumeration of the organs along with their specific functions as:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MOTOR ORGAN (KARMENDRIYA): ACTIVITY (KRIYĀ) QUA ACTION (KARMA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genitals (upastha) ................................................. Joy (ānanda)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot (pāda) ................................................................. Locomotion (gamana)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anus (pāyu) ................................................................. Evacuation (utsarga)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand (pañī) ................................................................. Seizing (ādāna)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouth (mukha) .............................................................. Speaking (vacana)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SENSE ORGAN (JÑĀNENDRIYA): ACTIVITY (KRIYĀ) QUA SENSATION (ALOCANA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ear (śrutī) ................................................................. Hearing (śabdagrāhakatva)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin (tvak) ................................................................. Touching (sparśagrāhakatva)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye (cakṣus) ................................................................. Seeing (rūpagrāhakatva)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tongue (jihvā) .............................................................. Tasting (rasagrāhakatva)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nose (nāsika) .............................................................. Smelling (gandhāagrāhakatva)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The "activities," or "functions," serve as the inferential marks
whereby the organs come to be inferred. The specific and observable number of activities establishes the enumeration of the imperceptible organs. The Naiyāyika immediately raises the objection that, with respect to the motor organs, the reason (hetu) for inferring five organs from five activities is not justified; rather, the number of "activities" is limitless and therefore the so-called "organs" should also be limitless. According to the Naiyāyikas all five activities fall under the category of "activity" (karmāṇa) and are a result of the soul's intentionality affecting a certain circumscribed part of the body (śaṭṭraikadeśavṛtti). Raising the eyebrows, claims the Naiyāyika, is simply one of these activities: if we accept the principle that the "activities" are the hetu for the inferential establishment of the organs, then there should be an organ for every activity and in this case, for example, a specific organ for raising the eyebrows.

By responding to the argument Sadyjoyjoti spells out his position more clearly: the "activities" are said to be only five on account of their own inherent characteristics (antarbhava). These five are the "basic factors" (pradhānabhūta) in the whole variety of activities. "Raising the eyebrows", for instance, is classified as a species of "grasping" (ādāna) and is mediated by the organ designated as the hand; in like manner, all forms of bodily evacuation, for example, are representatively attributed to the organ designated as the anus. Such reasoning also applies to the sense organ and is most evident in the case of the sense organ "skin" whose activity is "touching": this organ clearly pervades the whole body, including a variety of specific body parts, which all fall under the category of this organ.
With the argument defending the limitlessness of the motor organs having been rejected, Aghora Siva turns his attention to a criticism of the view that posits the singleness of the sense organs. The Naiyāyika queries: why not have just one "organ" which senses everything, and the separate "senses" acting as "aspects" of this one sense?\(^4\) The grasping of different kinds of objects (bhinnaviṣayagrahaka) can simply be explained as taking place through the different loci of one sense organ (ekamevāndriyamadhīsthānabheneda).\(^5\) In his rebuttal Aghora Siva first accepts the need to postulate the general category of "sense organ" according to the principle that all activity is dependent on an agent; all activity consists of an "agent", "instrument" and activity—in this case, the soul, the sense organ and the sensing. Although this provides the need for a general category of "organ" in the case of "sensing", more than one sense organ must be postulated to account for the various kinds of sensing. If one were to accept the opponent's view then there would always be the necessity of appealing to another type of organ to describe the separate acts of sensing: as it is already established that there are only five kinds of "activities" and therefore five kinds of organs, one would have to choose one of these five organs to represent the various activities. However, if one were to choose the "ear", for example, another organ would have to be postulated in order to account for the sensation of smell etc. Although this argument put forth by Aghora Siva is based on the prior principle that there are in fact only five types of sense activities and consequently five types of organs, we find a more general criticism of the opponent's view, for example, in the Ślokavārtika:\(^6\)
If the sense organ were one only, in all cases, then either everything or nothing would be perceived. If it be urged that we postulate different capacities (or functions) of the same sense organ -- then, these capacities themselves could be said to be so many distinct organs of sense.

The five sense organs, maintains Aghora Śiva, are limited to the sphere of those five phenomena which are "grasped", the specific function of the act of sensing. This "grasping" is described as an act of sensing (ālocanā) which takes place when the organ is in the proximity (samnidhi) of its object. It can also be described in more general terms as an act of "resembling" or "mirroring" (samnibhatva) in terms of which the sense organs, through the medium of the "internal organs" buddhi and manas, provide the "vidyā tattva" (the final "instrument" facilitating empirical consciousness for the soul) with an internal "copy" (antarākāra) of the external counterpart (bahyākārasadṛṣṭatva).

3. The Necessity of the Postulation of a Separate and Tripartite "Internal Organ" (antahkarana) Distinct from the Sense with Motor Organs

The three internal organs -- buddhi, ahamkāra and manas -- are inferred on account of their activities: cognition (bodha) effort (samrambha) and will (icchā). Sadyojyoti maintains that these activities cannot be explained by the various elements or organs so far discussed; the internal organs, for example, are not "products" of the material elements. Aghora Śiva provides three reasons for holding that the internal organs must be inferred from the three stated activities. The first reason lays down the general principle already enunciated that all the tattvas from kāla to the Earth are "established" inferentially by means of their "effects", in this case, cognition etc. Secondly, there is no other means of "proof"
or "correct cognition" (pramāṇa) except inference to establish a correct understanding of the observable "activities" or "effects". Thirdly, and lastly, it is inappropriate to bring into the discussion more than three tattvas to explain the three basic activities of cognition etc.; thus, buddhi, ahamkāra and manas each are said to have several functions, each of which is a specific transformation (vṛtti) of its respective organ. However, each of the organs is considered to have a single function (ekārthatva) encompassing all the various instances of its respective activity. In passing, it should be noted that the establishment of the nature of the antahkaraṇa rules out the possibility of attributing this organ to just one tattva as, for example, buddhi itself.

Sadyojyoti employs an analogy to explain the relation between the internal organ and the sense organs in the act of cognizing (BK, v.28-29). He says that the three internal organs and the five sense organs combine together to carry out the activities which are specific to the internal organs; the whole process is carried out for the soul in the accomplishment of bhoga. The analogy given to explain the relation between the internal and sense organs is that of the palanquin and the palanquin-bearers: if either the palanquin or the palanquin-bearers is absent, no activity takes place. The internal organs cannot carry out their functions without the sense organs nor can the sense organs carry out their functions without the internal organs.

The internal organs are said to be dependent on the sense organs because there can be no cognition of things (adhyavasāya) etc. without a prior apprehension of some external object perceived through the senses;
even in the case of dreaming the images which constitute the dream are ultimately derived from the senses even though during the activity of the dream the internal organ is not immediately dependent on the senses, i.e., on a perception of an external object (bahyārthālocana). 11 The senses, on the other hand, are dependent on the internal organs since "attentiveness" (avadhana) and so forth are required in order to sense things; the sense organs must be "directed" and "controlled" by an instrumental and onto-epistemological faculty higher than themselves. 12

4. The Refutation of the View that the Internal Organ is a Modification of The Vital Air (prāṇa)

According to Aghora Śiva one school of the Cārvākas maintains that the internal organ is simply the life-force energy of "prāṇa" (prāṇāntahkarana-vāda). Although this doctrine came to be developed by Cārvāka it is in fact a doctrine which runs throughout the Upaniṣads, wherein prāṇa is regarded as the first principle of life in the body, and came to be used as a synonym for "life" in general and "consciousness," in particular. 13 According to the Cārvākas prāṇa is the cause of consciousness and is something living organisms are endowed with. Prāṇa itself, however, is simply a transformation of one of the four basic material elements constituting the world.

Aghora Śiva brings forth three reasons to refute the identification of prāṇa with the internal organ. Firstly, since prāṇa, according to the Śaivites, is ontologically dependent on "volitional activity" (prayatna) which is one of the functions of the ego-principle qua internal organ, prāṇa obviously presupposes the existence of an internal organ other than itself. Secondly, if the function of prāṇa is said to emit
consciousness, as the Cārvāka maintains, then some "instrument," must be postulated in order to account for the genesis of consciousness, i.e. if prāṇa is said to be the "origin" (utpatti) out of which consciousness arises, then an instrument must be postulated through which this activity can evolve. In this case, however, "air" (vāyu) is considered the cause and consciousness the effect; between the cause and the effect there must be the medium of an instrument. Since prāṇa qua "air" is considered to be the cause it cannot also be the instrument. Thirdly, and finally, as the internal organ, prāṇa cannot be said to emit consciousness as prāṇa is simply a modification of the material element "air," something purely "material," cannot create something "conscious."

With regard to the first two criticisms of the Cārvāka view, the first claims that prāṇa itself will require an instrument and the second that the production of consciousness will require one; in neither case can prāṇa be considered the instrument. Although it begs the question, the first criticism is based on the argument that consciousness in fact precedes the biological functions entailed by prāṇa and is not, as the Cārvāka holds, a result of these functions. For example, in sleep we do not engage in physical activities considered to be biological functions of prāṇa; such activities are only engaged in once there has been some volitional motivation, which indicates that volitional activities precede activity based on prāṇa. By implication, if volition precedes prāṇa, consciousness precedes prāṇa. Concerning the second criticism, i.e., that one and the same thing cannot be considered to be both a cause and an instrument, the Cārvākas might reproach the Śaivite with the same
charge, as many of the tattvas are often thought of in different casual
terms. The subtle elements, for example, are both "causes" and effects,
at one and the same time: "causes" of the material elements and "effects"
of māyā. Buddhi, for example, is both the cause and the instrument of
"cognition" (bodha). The examples could easily be multiplied. The
Cārvāka's might also point out that, with respect to the third criticism,
their own view is in fact not much different from the satkāryavāda view
that the "gross" (sthūlatva) emerges as a modification of "the subtle"
(suksmatva), except that in this case the subtle emerges as a modification
of the gross.

5. The Refutation of the View that the Internal Organ is a Quality of
the Soul (Ātmagunatā)

Sadyojyoti proceeds to criticize the Nyāya conception of the
internal organ as represented by "buddhi", i.e. jñāna, as a quality of
the soul considered as its substratum (dravya). The debate takes place
over the argument concerning the ontological status of buddhi as the
representative organ of the triadic internal organ. Both the Naiyāyika
and the Śaivite agree that the soul is eternal; however, they disagree
over the explanation of the soul's connection to finite, limited con­
sciousness. According to Aghora Śiva, the soul is intrinsically endowed
with consciousness -- without any limitations. However, when its powers
are limited by empirical consciousness, i.e., bhoga, the buddhi functions
as the means whereby the soul experiences. The soul "grasps" the
objective content of the buddhi. The Naiyāyikas, argues Aghora Śiva,
establish too close a relationship between empirical consciousness and the
consciousness of the soul when they describe empirical consciousness as a quality of the soul; in doing so, they open their view to a host of contradictions.

According to Aghora Śiva the Naiyāyikas adopt a twofold conception of the means of experience (bhogasādhanā) that involves the sense organs and material elements. Accordingly, the range of experience (bhogyatva) is limited to the sphere (visayatva) of the material elements and the sense organs which grasp those material elements. As the instruments whereby experience or bhoga occurs, the sense organs are the only factors which could correspond to the role of an internal organ -- collectively taking on the role of buddhi. However, for the Naiyāyikas buddhi is not considered a means of experience; it is simply the experience itself (samvedana) which arises in the soul when there is the triadic contact of the soul with the senses with their objects. ¹⁴ The soul exists as the substratum wherein this experience arises as its "quality". According to Sadyojyoti (BK, 48A) this establishment of the relationship between the soul and buddhi as substratum and quality creates the contradiction that "the known object," can in fact not be cognized, as the soul, according to the Naiyāyikas, can have no objective relation to the "objects of experience". As well, attributing the transitory condition of cognitive experience to the soul as its intrinsic property cannot make sense since the soul is supposed to be "eternal." ¹⁵

In light of the fault with the Nyāya view Aghora Śiva elucidates the Āgamic teaching concerning the relationship between the eternal soul and the transitory empirical experience. Empirical cognition or experience [specifically designated as the buddhi-originated "bodha"]
is twofold: of the nature of "ascertainment" (adhyavasāya) and of the nature of "grasping" (grāhakatva). Ascertainment is described as the particular activity of the buddhi wherein there is the changing cognitions "of this or that," and involves the representational activity of buddhi as it carries on its role as the instrument of empirical consciousness. The "grasping" aspect of empirical cognition does not belong to the buddhi but rather to the soul, as an intrinsic condition of the soul. The soul grasps the ascertained object. The grasping aspect remains an eternal character of the soul and the ascertaining aspect remains a transitory character of the buddhi. Such a position is meant to avoid attributing impermanent cognition to the soul.

According to Aghora Śiva the buddhi -- qua representative organ of the triadic antahkarana -- is indeed an "object," of experience; he quotes the Tattva Samgraha which describes the buddhi qua "object-of-the-soul's-consciousness," as appearing to the soul in terms of an internal experience of "the nature (rūpa) of joy etc." and of "the appearing in the form of the external object" (i.e., the ākāra of the viṣaya). In this case, there is no triadic "saṃnikarṣa" between the soul, senses and the objects. The relation the soul has to the discernment of the buddhi, i.e. the modifications of the buddhi (buddhivytti), does not alter the intrinsic and eternal conditions of the soul but merely covers them over (anurañjakatva). In place of construing the internal instrument as a "guna" dependent on the triadic saṃnikarṣa Sadyojyoti describes the internal organ (together with the senses) as "the immediate means whereby enjoyment is accomplished (sākṣāt bhogasya śādhanam). (BK, 49)
In this case there is a distinction between "karaṇa" and "sādhanā": the internal and external senses act as a "karaṇa" that functions as the immediate or direct "sādhanā" whereby the soul comes to grasp the objects presented by the senses. If the "instruments" were considered to be the direct "instruments" of the soul's cognition they would be extensions of the soul's consciousness --- this would attribute transitoriness to the soul. By describing them as the "means" whereby this consciousness occurs, Sadyojyoti avoids drawing a direct ontological relation between these instruments and the consciousness of the soul.

Sadyojyoti provides a number of analogies to explicate this notion of the "sāksat sādhanatva" role of the internal and external "instruments". As Aghora Śiva points out, these analogies are meant to illustrate a basic teleological principle of the satkāryavāda: the instruments, being by nature of an unconscious nature (acetanatva), cannot exist for their own sake (svārthatva) but must exist for the sake of a conscious soul (cetanapurūṣārtha). The discussion concerning the instruments is hereby elevated from a purely causal framework to one concerned with purpose (arthatva). Just as the king employs (prayuṅkte) soldiers for the purpose of conquering, so the soul is said to employ the mental apparatus, i.e. the internal and external instruments. The second analogy indicates that not only are the mental apparatus in themselves purposeless, they are powerless: when soldiers are engaged in battle, the king is said to be the "agent", just as when the instruments are engaged in experiencing, the soul is said to be the agent. The final analogy points out that the instruments have no purpose of their own; they simply serve the purpose of the soul in the same way as the conquest is not for the sake of the soldiers but for those things the king desires from the
conquest. In short, the employment, agency and purpose of the internal and external "instruments", i.e., the totality of mental faculties, are attributed to the soul.

The mediating factor between the soul and the "instruments", the mediating factor engaged in the bringing about of the employment, agency and purpose of the instruments, is said to be bhoga. Bhoga is the middle term thought to bridge the distinction between, on the one hand, a complete separation of the soul from the instruments of empirical consciousness and on the other, a limited involvement of the soul in empirical consciousness. The main criticism of the Naiyāyika doctrine of the connection of the soul to empirical consciousness is based on the Naiyāyika's account of the soul's involvement in empirical consciousness: it rules out the possibility of an explanation of the "separation" of the soul from the condition of empirical consciousness. One may, however, query the Śaivite solution to this problem: does it overcome the same difficulty the Naiyāyika conception of the relation is claimed to be in?

Bhoga, as it has been pointed out, is specifically defined as the "buddhi-vrtti-anurañjana", i.e., the obscuration or empassionment by the various states of mind (i.e., the collection of internal and external instruments). The Naiyāyika may very well argue that this description, or perhaps more accurately "analogy", actually describes the soul along the lines of a substratum qualified by a certain property. The triadic formula of "bhokta-bhoga-bhogya" attributes an inseparable (samāvāya) relation of the bhokta and the bhoga; in this case "bhoga" takes on
the role that buddhi (qua jñāna) plays in the Naiyāyika system. For, although the soul is always considered to be a bhoktr, once the bhogya falls away in the released state, so also does the bhoga, even though structurally the soul is, by definition, still considered a bhoktr. Similarly, according to the Nyāya, the soul is still considered a substratum (dravya) even though the "quality" of empirical consciousness is no longer active; the structure of the "inherent relation" (samāvāya) still exists.
NOTES

1 The sense and motor organs fall under the general category of "indriya" -- "instrument" or "organ". Although their specific functions are different, "sensing" (ālocana) in the case of the sense organs and "activity" (karman) in the case of the motor organs, much of what applies to the one set of organs applies to the other.

2 The argument not only defends the bhautika nature of the sense organs but also supports the view that the sense organ does not, as the Saivite holds, come into contact (saṃnādi) with its object; the eye itself is said to be the sense organ on the grounds that we perceive objects either reflected or embedded in crystals -- proving that the eye "organ" does not come in contact with the object. For the Saivite response, cf. SPB, pp. 260-264.

3 The schematic representation appears as follows:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAKTI</th>
<th>CEṢṬĀ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KARANA → STHĀNA → KRIYA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(INDRIYA) (ADHARA) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KARANAM</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KARMENDRIYA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALOCANA | | | |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JNAHENDRIYA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

4 Taken up in Nyāya Sūtras, 3.1.52-61.

5 According to the view which posits the singleness of the sense organs, the grasping of different objects (bhinnaviṣayagrāhakatvam) takes place through the different loci of the sense organ (ekam eva indriyam adhisthānabhedena). The various deficient "conditions" (vyavasthā) such as blindness, deafness, etc. are said to occur through the various and respective capacities (śaktayah); cf. SPB. pp. 256-258.

6 The Sloka Vārtika criticizes this view in a more logical fashion: If the sense organ were one only, in all cases, then either everything or nothing would be perceived. If it be urged that we postulate different capacities (or functions) of the same sense organ -- then these capacities themselves could be said to be so many distinct organs of sense," ekam yadi bhavedaśaṃ sarvairgrhyeta va na va/ kalpyate śaktibhedāsett saktirevendriya am bhavet.

7 BK, v. 25B: "śabdādyālocaṇam teśām vṛttih śabdādisamnīdhih." Śāṃkhyā Karikā, v. 28A, is very similar: "śabdādiṣu pañcānāmalocanamātram ivaśte vṛttih." Cf. Mainkar, Śāṃkhyā Kārikā of Iśvarakṛṣṇa, p. 84.

Aghora Śīva takes "samnibhatvam" ("mirroring" or "resembling") as a variant reading of "samnīdhiḥ" ("proximity").

9 The Tamil manual "Tattuva-Kattalei", which is also known as the Tattuva-Prakāśam, lists four internal organs, the fourth being "sittam" (Sanskrit, "siddhaṃ"). Both the buddhi and sittam are said to evolve directly from prakṛti; buddhi is the cause of the anāmkāra which is itself the cause of manas while sittam creates no further tattvas and is described as "the will". Cf. Henry R. Hoisington, "Tattuva Kattalei," trans. and notes by Henry Hoisington, Journal of the American Oriental Society, IV (1854), pp 7, 15, 16.

10 According to Aghora Śīva, although it is not actually stated the antākaraṇa must be the sībhika and the jñānendriyāni the collective udvahin, together accomplishing the udvahana which is the various kriyā, icchā etc. But the soul, for whom this all takes place, is presumably the Enjoyer of this udvahana. SK, v.35 presents the analogy of the function as the gatekeeper (dvārin)and the gate (dvār), the former the antākaraṇa and the latter the jñānendriyāni, the instruments of external perception. This analogy plays more on the idea of the internal and the external. In the Katha Upanisad 1.3.3-4, the analogy of the ātman riding in a chariot plays on the same idea of "bearing" and indeed on the interdependence of the various aspects which do the bearing. In Maitri Up. (2.4) the ātman is described as "carted" (rathita).

11 It is a generally held position by the various philosophical schools that dreams are simply an activity of the internal organ; the mental creations(vasana) being "modifications" (vṛttayah) of previous perceptions (purvānubhutavastu) during waking activities. This epistemological approach to dreams to a certain extent de-emphasizes the portentous aspect of dreaming. For a discussion of the understanding of dreaming in Vedānta, cf. Andres O. Fort, "Dreaming in Advaita Vedānta," PEW 35, 4 (1985), pp. 377-386.

12 The Yuktidīpikā discusses a similar debate among the Śāṃkhyā teachers concerning the status of the sense organs in the activity of perceiving things. It is said that a certain "Pañcādhiṣṭānyāna" holds that they are due to the antākaraṇa; according to Pañcādhiṣṭāna the organs are destitute of activity, like a dry river -- external factors are required. For discussion of this debate within Śāṃkhyā, cf. Pulinbihari Chakravarti, Origin and Development of the Śāṃkhyā System of Thought Delhi: Oriental Books Reprint, 1975), pp. 181-182.
Sinha sums up the psycho-biological conception of prāṇa that is shared by Āravaka as well (p.241).

The organism, however, is a material aggregate endowed with life (prāṇa), which is not the activity of an organ in particular, but is recognized to be the total function of the body.

As Sinha points out, although both the motor and sensory organs are dependent on prāṇa, "in order to perform their respective functions, prāṇa", in any case, differs from the sense organs (indriya) is not being an instrument, and consequently, is not in a position to interact with physical phenomena as its objects (viśaya)." (p. 241).

The catuṣṭaya-factor (ātman-manas-indriyānī-arthānī) is not mentioned in Nyāya Sūtras 1.1.4 ("indriyārthāsannikārṣopannam... pratyakṣam"). According to Vātsyāyana this sūtra is not a complete description of perception but only mentions the most significant factors; cf. Nyāya-sūtra with Vātsyāyana's Bhāṣya, trans. Mrinalkanti Gangopadhyaya with Intr. by Debiprasad Chattopadhyaya (Calcutta: Indian Studies, 1982), pp. 24-26. According to Randle, the sūtrakāra had obviously not systematized manas as one of the four factors; cf. H.N. Randle, Indian Logic in the Early Schools (Oxford: The Clarendon Press,1930), p. 67.

Moreover, the Naiyāyikas cannot attribute "dharma" etc. (i.e. the dispositional qualities) to the soul, as this would attribute insentience (jādatvā) and mutability (avikaritvā) to the soul. Dispositional qualities entail change through their refining activities and lasting impressions.

Aghora Śiva glosses "sakṣāt sādhanaṃ" with sakṣāt karaṇaṃ; buddhi is not an ātma-guṇa but a "sakṣāt sādhanam", i.e. "karaṇa".

For example, cf. Śaṅkhya Śūtras 3.58 and 6.40; prakṛti is "pumartham".

A similar analogy concerning the king, soldiers and the victory is found in the Yogabhāṣya. "The victory or defeat carried out by the soldiers is attributed to the king in the same manner as bondage and release are attributed to the soul, although they are carried out in and by the buddhi." The bhoktr (soul) experiences the fruit of the re-lease or bondage: bondage is of the thinking substance (buddhi) only and is the failure to attain the purposes of the Self. Release is the termination of the purposes of the self," cf. The Yoga System of Patañjali trans. James Haughton Woods (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1977), p. 145.

One may question the Śaivite postulation of "bhoga" as the intermediary link between the soul and the activities of the mental faculties. It is clear in Vātsyāyana, for example, that the cognitive
and dispositional activities take place on the level of the "gūna" and not in the soul itself.

20 In this respect, Saivism is in agreement with Sāmkhya Kārikā, v.37 wherein buddhi is described as the saddhana of all the "bhoga of the purusa (sārvam pratyupabhogam yasmāt puruṣasya sadhayati buddhīḥ)". Vacaspati Misra, in his commentary on this verse, completely severs any ontological link between the bhoktr-bhoga-bhogy triad. He states that since the "purusārtha" is the only motivating factor (prayojikatva) of the functioning of all the instruments, the most important (pradhāna) is the one which is "the direct means of accomplishment (sāksatsādhana)" -- i.e. the buddhi, just as the king's chief minister in the collection of taxes. Cf. Tattva-Kaumudī, trans. Gāgānātha Jhā (Bombay: Tookaram Tatya, 1896), p. 78.
Chapter IV

THE SPECIFIC INTERNAL ORGANS: MANAS, BUDDHI AND AHĀMKAṆĀRA

1. The Concept of Manas

The Sanskrit term "manas"\(^1\) is etymologically cognate with the English term "mind". Generally speaking, in the oldest literature such as the Vedas, "manas" is held to be the principle of sentiency. Throughout the Upaniṣads "manas" stands for the "mind" in general; "manas" also takes on mythic proportions, as Deussen points out:\(^2\)

Originally manas had a more general meaning, and in its indefinite character corresponded nearly to our "disposition", "feeling", "heart", "spirit". As such manas represents not infrequently the spiritual principle in general, and becomes sometimes a name for the first principle of things, Brahman or the Ātman.

With the rise of the philosophical schools manas generally comes to signify an inner faculty or "organ"; not all of the schools consider manas a "separate" organ.\(^3\) Śaṅkara, for instance, recognizes that the internal organ (antahkarana) is called by different names in different places in the Upaniṣads, such as manas, buddhi, vijnāna and cit; in other places, he says, the internal organ is just subdivided into manas and buddhi, the former describing a doubting activity (samsaya) and the latter an ascertaining activity (niścaya).\(^4\) Śaṅkara himself does not specifically establish the separate functions of a buddhi or manas but merely wishes to establish the existence of an internal organ responsible for the various mental activities, i.e., an internal organ that acts as the controlling factor over the "flow", so to speak, of perceptions, both
apperceptive and external. Moreover, in the formal definition of the act of perception the author of the *Nyāya Sūtras* does not include "manas" as a factor in the perceptual act nor does it appear in the listing of the sense organs. With those schools that accept *manas* as a separate factor responsible for empirical consciousness, *manas* is often assigned the role of regulating the flow of perceptual activity at the level of its genesis, as is the case in the *Bhoga Kārika*.

Sadyojyoti only devotes one verse to *manas* (*BK*, v. 32), qualifying it by three characteristics: it urges the senses into action, causes volitional activity and functions rapidly. Aghora Śiva explains these three functions in greater detail. The rapid activity of the *manas* describes its ontological role in the genesis of perceptual activity. Even though the soul is in itself omniscient, states Aghora Śiva, it cannot experience objects perceptually in a simultaneous manner; what appears as an experience in which we are aware of different perceptions—i.e., seeing and smelling one thing at the same time—is in fact an experience generated from two separate perceptions occurring in quick succession. A unified perceptual experience based on all five sense organs together with an apperception is in fact a collection of temporally discrete perceptual events. Aghora Śiva provides an analogy to explain this conception of the sequentiality of perceptual experience (*kramikajñāna*): a needle piercing a large quantity of compactly stacked lotus leaves appears as if it pierces each of the leaves simultaneously when in fact it pierces each leaf separately. Another common analogy, although from a Buddhist source, is based on the experience of a dance performance.
Under such conditions as the witnessing of the dancing girl, we find that each single sensation, even though intervened by five other sensations, appears to be close to, and unseparated from, the other; for instance, at the same time that one sees the girl dancing, he also hears the song and its accompaniments, goes on tasting the camphor and other spices, smells the sweet fragrance of flowers placed before the nostrils, touches the air proceeding from the fans and thinks of making presents of clothes and ornaments.

Manas is also said to have the function of prompting (pravartaka) particular sense organs into activity; although Aghora Śiva is not specific concerning the relation between the "quick action" of the manas and its role as "the promptor" of the sense organs, one may assume that the former function actually qualifies the latter, i.e., manas prompts the particular sense organs into action in a rapidly sequential fashion. As well, when Sadyojyoti describes the third characteristic of manas as "the cause of volitional activity" (icchānetutva), the fact of the rapid activity of the manas applies here as well. According to Aghora Śiva, manas has the twofold directedness of superintending over the activities of the external (i.e., sense) organs as well as superintending over the apperceptive activities. As the cause of volitional activity (icchā) manas is referred to as the cause of the "attention" (avadhāna) or "intention" (samkalpa) involved in apperceptive acts.

Although it is only reasonable to consider the "rapid activity" of manas as qualifying its involvement in both the external senses and apperceptive conditions, the exact nature of the manas is not exactly spelled out by either Sadyojyoti or Aghora Śiva. Aghora Śiva quotes the Mrṣendra Āgama which describes the manas in very similar terms as does the Bhoga Kārikā, i.e., that manas is the instigator of the senses, acts
rapidly and is involved in intentional activity (devapraavartakam śīghnacāri samkalpadharmi ca);9 Aghora Śiva interprets this in the sense that the manas is the superintending or controlling factor involved in both external and internal perceptual acts. The Mataṅga Āgama, which Aghora Śiva also quotes, states that manas is twofold, as it both superintends over the sense organs as well as "interiorizes" the sense organs through intentional activity. The question concerning the basic function of the manas is important since "volition" (icchā) is considered to be the specific function of manas, as Sadyojyoti refers to volition, effort and cognition as the three specific functions of manas, ego and buddhi. If "volition" is the specific function of manas, then "rapid activity" and "instigator of the sense organs" qualify the volitional character of manas, which appears to be the most logical manner of interpreting the three functions. Ontologically, manas operates in a manner that establishes a sequential order (kramika) in cognitive acts; epistemologically, manas focuses through intentional activity (avadhana qua "icchā") on which sense or apperceptive event will be engaged. The Tattva Prakāśa appears to hold this view that the volitional activity is the central function of manas. The difficulty in viewing icchā as the specific function of manas appears to be the exact nature of this icchā, the wilful activity of choosing this or that perception or apperception.10

Another topic discussed by those doctrines that accept manas as a separate organ concerns the "size or "magnitude" of manas, although neither Sadyojyoti nor Aghora Śiva discusses this point. The Saivite holds that manas has unlimited magnitude (vibhutva). To the objection
that if manas manifests things sequentially it must be of a limited magnitude (aputva), the Śaivite responds that all limitation with respect to manas is due to the obfuscation of external factors ultimately caused by karmic influences.11

2. The Three Functions of the Ego

The ego (ahāmkāra) is perhaps the most significant aspect of the process whereby bhoga is brought about; although the buddhi is the locus wherein all the activities of the cognitive faculties of the internal organ come to function synthetically, the ego as the principle of individuation is the point at which the false identification of the soul with the contents of the internal organ actually takes place. It is the ego that attaches a sense of legitimacy, authority and importance to the modifications of the buddhi. Buddhi is simply the ascertainment of external objects and internal cognitions; the ego "individualizes" this ascertainment and attaches a "personal" reality to it, thus creating the conception that the internal organ is itself the principle of consciousness. Soteriologically considered, the ego is indeed the most important factor of the triadically constituted internal organ.

Sadyojyoti subdivides the ego into three functions constituting two branches:12

---

### AHĀMKĀRA
(The Ego Principle)

**MODIFACTORY ACTIVITY**
*(vṛtti)*

- Prompts the Bio-forces

**GENETIC ACTIVITY**
*(janakatva)*

- Generates the Lower Tattvas

**Source of Ego-conception**
These three functions correspond to the physiological, psychological and ontological dimensions of the ego. Physiologically the ego constitutes the vital functions of the body through the biological instigation of the five vital airs (prāna etc.); psychologically it is the source of the conception (pratyaya) of the notion of "I" affixed to cognitive acts; and ontologically it is the source or cause of all the lower tattvas inclusive of manas, the sense and motor organs, and the gross and subtle elements. Again, as in his treatment of manas, Sadyojyoti does not specifically describe the relation between these three subdivisions of the ego, although he does claim that the specific function of the ego is physiological, i.e. the prompting of the bio-forces, which may indicate that this aspect of the ego has a priority over the other two functions in a temporal and constitutive sense.

As the cause of the lower tattvas the ego is sub-divided into three branches according to the preponderance of one of the three guṇas:

- **TAIJASA**
  - Sense organs and Manas
  - (Sattvika)

- **AHAṂKARA**
  - → **VAIKĀRIKA**
  - Motor Organs
  - (Rājasā)

- → **BHŪTADI**: Subtle Elements
  - (Tāmasā)

This classification of the ontological aspect of the ego is not identical with the more well known classification given in the Śaṁkhya Kārikā, according to which the Sattvika aspect is termed vaikārika and the Rajasa aspect tajasa; as well, in the Śaṁkhya Kārikā both the
sāttvika and tāmasa aspects are said to arise on account of the rājasa aspect (taijasa vibhaya), which itself has no specific creative function such as the creation of the "active" motor organs. The sāttvika aspect is said to be the source of the eleven organs, i.e., manas and the sense and motor organs. The classification found in the Bhoga Karikā is also not identical with classifications found in other Saivite works dealing with the tattvas. The Tattva Prakāśa, for instance, states that the Taijasa aspect gives rise to manas, vaikārika gives rise to the senses (akṣa) and the bhūtadi gives rise to the subtle elements. Aghora Śiva interprets this classification in a manner consistent with the Bhoga Karikā; Śrīkumāra, however, alters the guṇic constitution of the taijasa and vaikārika aspects and assigns a different function to them: vaikārika is said to be sāttvika and gives rise to the motor and sense organs; taijasa is said to be rājasa and is the cause of manas; and bhūtadi remains as tāmasa which, is the cause of the subtle elements.

The argument employed to prove that the various "results" -- i.e., the lower tattvas -- are in fact ontologically generated from the ego is based on the principle that "an effect is seen to act in conformity with its cause." In the case of the ego the guṇic traits constituting it are considered to be the causative elements contributing to the ontological "status" of the "effects". Hence, since the sense organs and manas are of an illuminating nature they must be derived from that aspect of the ego which is of an illuminating nature, i.e. sattva. The motor organs are active and are therefore inferred to be derived from the "active", rājasic aspect of the ego. The subtle elements are inferred to be
derived from the "dark" or "obscurational," i.e. tāmasic, aspect of the ego by process of elimination. 16

Although this type of inference from the establishment of the ontological status of the effect to the establishment of the status of the cause is sufficient to establish that the sense organs, for example, are derived from an illuminating, i.e. sattvic cause, it is not sufficient to explain why these three different causes are necessarily co-existent as one cause, the ego. Although this problem is not directly taken up by either Sadyojyoti or Aghora Śiva, it is obliquely addressed when Sadyojyoti states in verse 41 that karma is responsible for delegating the restrictive scopes of the various sense organs, all of which are derived from the ego and are therefore considered to be of "one" nature. The principle appealed to in establishing the gunic traits shared by the organs, manas and elements, on the one hand, and the ego on the other, cannot be used to explain why certain sense organs are restricted to certain spheres of sensation. There is nothing in the ego to provide a rationale for the restrictiveness of the senses; hence, Sadyojyoti appeals to the notion of karma, the ontological raison d'être of the way "things are." If Sadyojyoti were pushed to explain why the three gunically different "causes," of the lower tattvas are unified in the ego-tattva, the answer would no doubt point to karma, as there appears to be nothing in the nature of the ego itself that can explain its particular ontological constitution as having three separate "aspects," each of which contains a certain preponderance of one of the gunas.

A similar problem plagues the Śāmkhya conception of the ego;
at the stage of creation beginning with the ego there is a change in
the manner of evolution from what Van Buitenen has described as a change
from a "vertical" pattern to a "horizontal," one.\textsuperscript{17} The tattvas, prior to
the ego, evolve in a vertical evolution, each tattva proceeding from the
former; however, beginning with the ego "this pattern is abandoned: its
evolution becomes a ramification."\textsuperscript{18} Van Buitenen suggests that this
emphasis on the ego as the focal point of a separate kind of creation
has its source in the early creation myths as stated, for example, in
the Brāhmanas and Upaniṣads, wherein the process of creation is set
going when an original being cries out "I am"\textsuperscript{19} and the original sense
of the term "aham-kāra", i.e., "self-maker", is most evident;\textsuperscript{20} the
Brhadāra nyāka Upaniṣad describes this process:

\begin{quote}
The self was here alone in the beginning in the form of a man.
He looked around and saw nothing but himself: and he cried
out at the beginning: "Here I am." That is how the name "I"
came to be. \textsuperscript{21}
\end{quote}

Madeleine Biardeau takes this cosmogonic function of the ego as
found in the Upaniṣads in a sociological sense and argues that it
reflects the general sense of conflict within "Brahmanical religion"
between two different levels of religious thought and life; the more
individualistic, renunciatory and "yogic" ideal as opposed to the group-
based, sacrificial religion.\textsuperscript{22} "Ahémkāra" figures in the Upaniṣads,
she argues, whenever the yogic states of meditational discipline are
described;\textsuperscript{23} however, as one of the "levels" of the yogic states the
ego is transferred from a psychological principle to a cosmogonic one,
taking on mythic proportions in order to be a more "popular" medium
for sectarian beliefs.
Although neither Van Buitenen's nor Biardeau's account of the ego in the tattvic doctrine actually answers the question concerning the reason the creation of all the tattvas below the ego have directly evolved from the ego, their speculations, in any case, point out the fact that the description of the ontological functions of the ego may be a result of an understanding of the ego which was first established outside of the framework of the tattvic doctrine.

The physiological aspect of the ego is described as "samrambha", a term which has the three basic senses of "seizing", "being empassioned," and "self-conceit."²⁴ Aghora Śiva describes it as that which "instigates" (pravartakatva) the five-fold activities of vāyu, i.e., the five vital functions of the physical body.²⁵ "Samrambha" is said to be the instigating principle of the five vital functions of the body "for the sake of keeping it alive (jīvāna)". This physiological function of the ego is the source of "the will to live" as well as "the principle of life" within the soul's embodiment in a physical body; as it describes the self-assertion characteristic of the condition of physical embodiment governed by a conception of selfhood, it seems more appropriate to identify this function with the ego than with other cognitive faculties, as is done, for example, by Prasāstäpāda, who identifies it with the Manas, or Īśvara Kṛṣṇa, who identifies it with the common function (Sāmānya-karana-vṛtti) of the internal organ.

As the principle of psychological individuation the ego is said to have two functions: one concerns the purely psychological attitude of "self-pride," or arrogance" (garva) which involves the "erroneous self-projection," whereby the empirical ego is itself taken for the soul,²⁷
and the other concerns the more a priori aspect of cognizing the "I" as the inseparable component of every cognition. The cognition or ascertainment (adhyavasāya) of the "I" is considered to be a radically different kind of cognition than that assigned to the buddhi. The difference between the two kinds of cognition is based on the nature of the object; the "object" of the ego's ascertainment is an object that always remains the same (ekarūpa) while the object of the buddhi is always different (bhinnarūpa). As well, in the case of the ego the object of the cognition is the subject, the one who does the grasping (grāhaka), while in the case of the ascertainment carried out by the buddhi, the object is of the nature of that which is grasped (grahya). In short, although the buddhi, and the ego both carry on an activity of ascertainment, the "effect" (kārya) is different in both cases.

3. The Conflict with the Naiyāyikas Over the Ontological Function of the Ego

The Naiyāyikas criticize the Śaivite view that the ego can have the specific ontological function of being the cause of the sense organs (ahamkārendriyavāda); the Naiyāyikas rather claim that the sense organs are products of the material elements (bhautikendriyavāda). Sadyojyoti first voices the Naiyāyikas' major criticism of construing the ego as the cause of the sense organs; coming from one single cause the five sense organs ought to be of the same nature: if they are of the same nature, it becomes impossible for the various sense organs to have different "scopes," or respective spheres of objects. As Aghora Śiva points out, the Naiyāyikas put forth this criticism since they hold the view that
each particular sense organ is related to one specific sphere of objects: the ear is limited to sound, the eye to colour etc. The sense organs, maintains the Naiyāyikas, have this restrictiveness because the gross objects, which are the cause of the sense organs, possess the respective qualities apprehendable by the respective sense organs. Sadyojyoti criticizes this view on two accounts. Sadyojyoti's first criticism is based on the fact that the sense organs respective restrictiveness (visayaniyama) cannot be reduced to a restrictiveness based on the material elements putatively thought to constitute the senses (prakṛtiniyama). The Naiyāyikas conception of a one-to-one correspondence between each sense organ and the quality of its respective material cause is false according to the Śaivite, as all the senses are not related to one sphere of material objects; the sense of touch, for example, grasps four spheres of material objects. The Nyāya response to this criticism concerning the one-to-one correspondence of the sense organ to its physical cause would be that the material substances themselves become mixed together and as a result the different sense organs perceive their respective objects in spheres of perception not materially connected to that sense organ. For example, whenever water smells, it means that the earth and water elements have become mixed up. In fact, this same argument based on the idea of a one-to-one correspondence between the senses and their objects can be used to criticize the Śaiva view that all the sense organs stem from one cause, the ego, and hence should be of one nature with one respective scope of objects.

Aghora Śiva's reply is based on an appeal to the basic principle of the satkāryavāda: the ego is "transformed" into the senses in such a
manner that the senses become separate products in the same manner as sugar is transformed into the various products, such as candy, sweet drinks, etc. As has already been pointed out, Sadyojyoti ultimately appeals to the notion of karma as the determining factor in the restriction of the senses to their objects; he further argues that the Naiyāyikas as well appeal to such a notion as is demonstrated by their explanation of the relation between the sense organ and the element ākāśa, ether. Ākāśa is considered to be "ubiquitous" and of one nature; it cannot be the cause of the sense organ of hearing as this would contradict the ubiquity and eternality of ākāśa. According to the Naiyāyikas the organ of hearing is described as a certain part of the ākāśa circumscribed by the ear cavity. But, as Aghora Śiva further elucidates, there is no reason that the circumscribed part of the body could not also be "the mouth", for example. Hence, in spite of maintaining that the sense organs are constituted by their respective substances which act as the niyamaka-factor, the Naiyāyikas ultimately appeal to karma to explain the rationale behind this restrictiveness, as is most evident with the sense of hearing.

The second criticism against the bhautikendriyavāda brought forth by Sadyojyoti strikes more at the heart of the Naiyāyikas methodological first principles, the "categories" (padārtha). The "categories" would become impossible to "sense" given the restrictiveness of the scope of the sense organs to the material elements. In any way that the viśayaniyama of the sense organs is tied to a "prakṛti-niyama" one is faced with "an endless repetition of troubles." Although Aghora Śiva does not deal with such "repetitious troubles", the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika authors
certainly have addressed this problem. The "categories" can be perceived as universals (jāti).\textsuperscript{36} For example, the category "movement" (karma) is perceived insofar as it is perceived as a universal concomitant in the perception of moving things; the technical term for such a perpetual contact (samnikarṣa) is samyukta-samaveta-samavāya.\textsuperscript{37} Even the category of "inherence" (samavāya), which is claimed to be imperceptible and only open to inference, does not exist in the substances in the same way as universals, etc. and the other categories.\textsuperscript{38} "Inherence" is inferred from the idea that "this is in that", i.e., this 'subsists' in that with respect to the relation between the five other categories. Śrīdhara explains the Naiyāyika position: "Thus then, inherence should be regarded as that whereby is brought about the coherence of distinct substances, and serves to set aside independence."\textsuperscript{39} However, to overcome the problem enunciated by the Śaivites, for example, Śrīdhara adds that "inherence" nevertheless is still related to sensuous perception insofar as it is related to the other categories which are more directly open to sense perception.

In choosing the traditional Śaivite polemics against the Naiyāyikas to defend the ontological function of the ego in creating the lower tattvas, Sadyojyotī has chosen the most vocal critic of the tattvic understanding of the ego, especially where the generation of the sense organs is concerned. The Naiyāyikas do not attribute a separate ontological status to the ego; the ego is not listed among the aggregates of experience which constitute the twelve "knowables". Vātsyāyana, for instance, simply considers "self-identity", i.e. "aham" to be a "quality" of the self; in his commentary on the Nyāya Sūtra 3.1.1. Vātsyāyana
identifies the self (Ātman) with the subject who uses "aham" in the various perceptions of things through a process of recognition (pratyabhijñā). Egohood is simply the act of recognition which takes place in the soul; recognition, in turn, is simply a form of "smṛti," memory, which is itself one of the species of cognition, jñāna, a "quality" of the soul.

4. Cognition (Bodha) Understood as the Essential Modification (Vṛtti) of the Buddhi

The buddhi is certainly the main organ of the "internal organ" (anātātkarana). When Sadyojyoti describes the essential characteristic of bhoga as the "buddhivṛtti - anurañjana" it is clear that buddhi is understood as the essential representative of empirical consciousness; the "internal organ" is only obliquely assigned this role. In one sense, one could say that manas and ahamkāra are subsidiary aspects of buddhi and that buddhi is itself the internal organ, as both manas and ahamkāra qualify the type of "cognition" the buddhi presents to the soul.

The buddhi is first and foremost of an unconscious nature (acit) and is only the locus in which the empirical consciousness of the soul comes to be manifested. The buddhi is inferred through "cognition" (bodha) as its modification (vṛtti). While the sense organs carry out a "manifesting activity" concerned with "external objects," which is specifically described as "sensation" (ālocana) (BK, v.258), the buddhi carries out the type of "manifesting activity" described as "ascertainment" (adhyavasāya), such as is demonstrated in the cognition "this is a pot." In fact, this "ascertainment" is the more specific definition of "cognition" (bodha). Cognition is in turn subdivided into three types:
understanding (jñāna), imagination (klrpti) and memory (smṛti). This triadic cognition is further qualified by certain "dispositions" (bhāva) and "conceptions" (pratyaya), which are to be discussed in detail in the sequel.

As a modification of the "organ" buddhi, cognition is described as a distinct type of manifestation that is in principle different from the type of manifesting carried out by the sense organs, as it is considered to be the "ground" (bhūmitva) and "locus" (āśryatva) for the manifestation of the "cognition" -- i.e., empirical consciousness -- of the soul (pumbhodavyaktibhūmitva); it is called "bodha" in opposition to "ālocanā" since it is directed internally (towards the soul) whereas ālocanā is directed externally (towards objects). The cognition of the buddhi serves a mediating role between the soul and the buddhi; on the one hand, cognition is ascribed to the buddhi (buddhibodha) while on the other hand it is ascribed to the soul (pumbodha). At face value this appears contradictory: technically the buddhi and, by implication, the buddhi-bodha are both unconscious and "objects of enjoyment" (bhogya) for the soul; since the soul is neither unconscious nor an object of enjoyment, it cannot be qualified by something possessing these attributes. In order to avoid this contradiction Aghora Śiva more narrowly defines these two types of "cognition". The cognition which belongs to the buddhi is, as has been mentioned, of the nature of "ascertainment." This cognition is transitory; it arises and perishes and is not considered an innate property of the soul. The cognition which belongs to the soul is indeed considered to be an innate property (svabhāva) of the soul; in this case, however,
it does not appear as "ascertainment" (adhyavasāya) but rather as the discerner (grāhaka), the one who grasps the ascertainment. Very similar terminology is employed to describe the twofold nature of cognition (bodha) in the Pauskara Āgama. The Āgama begins by describing the basic role of the buddhi as "that which ascertains the object (viṣaya-adhyavasāya). The cognition (bodha) which arises on account of this ascertainment is described as being twofold; one aspect is the ascertainment itself (viṣaya-adhyavasa) and belongs to buddhi while the other aspect is the apprehension (vyavasāya-ātmaka) of this ascertainment and belongs to the soul. As the form of consciousness which "grasps" and "discerns" the determination of the buddhi, the soul is simply caught in an empirical condition in which its original powers of consciousness and activity are obfuscated.

5. Introduction to the Doctrine of the Eight Dispositions (Bhāva) and Four Conceptions (Pratyaya)

The soteriological analysis of the buddhi rests with the doctrine of the eight "dispositions" or bhāva. Sadyojyoti, like the author of the Samkhya Karikā, does not describe the eight dispositions of the buddhi in terms of their specific varieties but rather in terms of the general influence they have as contributory factors in the soteriological development of the soul. However, in certain Āgamas such as the Mātaṅga Pāramarśvara Āgama and the Pauṣakara Āgama we do find specific details concerning the exact enumerations of the dispositional varieties, although there appears to be very little agreement among the various authors concerning the details of the enumeration.
The classification of the different configurations of Dispositions into the well known distinctions of souls into "samsiddhika", "vainayika", and "prākṛta" is described by Sadyojyoti in such a manner that these three distinctions are themselves Dispositions or extensions of the Dispositions, as he refers to both the Dispositions and their triadic classification as "bhāva" (specifically "rūpa"). In this case the emphasis is on the type of soteriological Dispositions the various sāṃsāric souls have. Although for the Śāmkhya these three types circumscribe the various types of souls, for the Śaivite the triadic classification merely applies to the lowest soteriologically developed soul, the "Sakala" soul.

The eight Dispositions are said to be the "cause" of the four "conceptions," (pratyaya). Although the various Śaivite authors do not appear to find the relation between the doctrine of the eight Dispositions and four Conceptions problematic, viewing the Conceptions as more developed forms of the Dispositions, modern scholars are at a loss to find a logical consistency between the two doctrines. Upon examination of the two doctrines in the Śāmkhya, Keith claims that it is a "hopeless" task to try and reconcile the two doctrines as they are too identical to be considered "radically different." Keith argues that they cannot represent two different views which developed in different ways, as they are introduced in the text of the Śāmkhya Kārikā without any indication as to their relationship -- resulting in the misleading idea, argues Keith, that they are concerned with the same thing. Keith therefore concludes that the "pratyayasarga" is a later interpolation into the text. In our discussion of the Conceptions a more detailed account of
the relation between the two doctrines as understood by Aghora Śiva and other Śaivite authors will be examined with Keith's critical observations in mind.

Concerning the relationship between Sāmkhya and Śaivism over the doctrine of the Conceptions it is interesting to note that Nārāyanakaṇṭha in his commentary on the section of the Mṛgendra Āgama which enumerates the Conceptions, expresses no qualms in citing the enumeration of the Conceptions given in the Sāmkhya Kaṭikā as authoritative. However, Aghora Śiva, in his commentary on Nārāyanakaṇṭha, argues that the enumeration given by Nārāyaṇa is actually a statement concerning one of the false ways of construing the Conceptions "according to the other systems." Although a comparison of the Śaivite and the Sāmkhya doctrine of the Conceptions clearly indicates that there is much agreement between the two doctrines and that Aghora Śiva is obviously over-zealous in his denial of such an agreement, there is one very important difference between the two doctrines. For Sāmkhya the Conception "Attainment" (siddhi) is considered to be the model of soteriological perfection for the aspirant, i.e. the discernment of "the manifest, unmanifest and consciousness." "Attainment" is in fact "moska" for the Sāmkhya, which is not the case for the Śaivite. Although we find the same description of "Attainment" in the Bhoga Kaṭikā Vṛtti as is given in the Sāmkhya Kaṭikā it must be remembered that this Attainment only pertains to the soul at the level of the "sakala", i.e. at the level where perfection is reached in the sphere of māyā -- full Attainment can only be reached once the spheres of mala and karma no longer influence the soul.
The relation between the three gunas and the eight Dispositions appears more direct than it appears elsewhere in the description of the tattvas below the gunas. The "gunas" are "manifested" in psychic form as sukha, duhkha and moha. In their constitutive-genetic activity the gunas function through the manifested character of the Dispositions. In this psychological manner the gunas affect both "cognition" and the "objects" of cognition, both the subjective, procreative aspect of the buddhi as well as the manifested evolution of the buddhi into lower tattvas.

As the author of the Šata Ratna Uilekha claims, experience is related to the gunas in a twofold sense, both immediately and mediately: sukha, duhkha and moha, he says, are immediate instantiations of the gunas while the five spheres of objects relating to the senses are "mediate" instantiations. In an attempt to trace the historical development of the relation between the bhāvas and gunas, E.H. Johnston maintains that the "oldest accounts of this relation are found in the Śāntiparvan section of the Mahābhārata"; he argues that the activities of "psychical, moral qualities" are the original function of the three gunas. Van Buitenen, claiming to have more correctly "reconstituted" a variety of sections and readings from the Mahābhārata, claims that the bhāvas are indeed found in connection with such "sensations, qualities and conditions" as are indicative of psychical, moral qualities. However, and even more significantly, he claims there is a second sense of the notion of bhāva as a "form of being, cosmic phase evolved under the influence of a guna." On this account, bhāva is not identical with the guna but a result of it; over time, however, the
bhāvas take on an independent psychical status of their own: "At exactly the same moment when we watch the evolutionary guṇa-influenced bhāvas disappear, we see the 'psychical' bhāvas appear."63

It is wrong to think that the doctrine of the eight Dispositions and four Conceptions is only held by those who espouse the tattvic doctrine, such as Sāmkhya and Śaivism. Praśastapāda, for instance, alludes to the doctrine of the eight Dispositions in his account of the periodic creation and destruction of the world. In the creation of the gods and mortals during the stage of creation, Māhesvara employs the services of Brahma who is said to be possessed of a high degree of the "good" Dispositions jñāna, vairāgya and āśvarya.64 As his final act of creation Brahma is said by Praśastapāda to connect both the gods and mortals with the Dispositions of dharma, jñāna, vairāgya and āśvarya according to their respective impressed potentialities (srṣṭyāśayānurūpa). As well, sukha is said to be aided by the Agency of "dharmanādi" while duḥkha is aided by "adharmanādi".65 Finally, Praśastapāda describes mokṣa as that which involves "dharma, jñāna and vairāgya."66

6. Dispositions (Bhāva)

Among the host of meanings that the term "bhāva" has, all relating back to "being" or "state of being", "bhāva" has the meaning of disposition or inclination, specifically referring to emotional states.67 In the Sanskrit works on aesthetics (alamkārasāstra), "bhāva" is closely related to "rasa"68 the sentiment, mood or emotional consciousness produced by the various elements in an aesthetic work. The "bhāvas" are said to create the "rasa" (evam bhāva bhāvayanti rasān).69 The bhāvas, for instance, are said to "lie behind" the dramatic activity of a play,
as A. K. Warder points out.  

From the Nātya Śāstra's account of the method used by actors to produce *rasa* in an audience, we see that the object of this perception is the bhāva-s, the states of mind or emotions, of the characters in the play as they participate in its action. These emotions are for the most part invisible and are understood to be present only through the representation by the actors of their causes and effects.

The eight bhāvas as described by Aghora Śiva perform a very similar role as those described by Warder. The eightfold bhāvas are said to exist "in the buddhi," in a pre-conscious, motivational sense as "vāsanās," or "samskāras," "impressions," left by previous acts and thoughts whose soteriological import influences future acts. The "cognition" of the buddhi comes to be "manifested" through the latent influences of the bhāvas; the bhāvas represent the most basic "level" of buddhi-based consciousness. As a more developed "modification" of māyā, the three gunas "appear" (udbhūtatva) in the form of the bhāvas through moha, duhkha and sukha; the auxilliary cause (sahakārin) is said to be karma (BK, v. 55).

The eight bhāvas are schematically represented as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dharma</th>
<th>Adharma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jñāna</td>
<td>Ajñāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vairāgya</td>
<td>Avarāgya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiśvarya</td>
<td>Anaiśvarya</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a most mundane sense the four bhāvas in the left hand column represent the "good" dispositions while the four in the right hand column represent the "bad" dispositions. The four that have a positive soteriological influence are all said to be of a sattvic origin; while of the four that have a negative influence, adharma, ajñāna and anaiśvarya...
have a tāmasic origin while avairāgya has a rājasic origin. Jñāna has for its sphere (gocara) five things: the three guṇas, prakṛti and the soul (pañcadhā jñānam buddhyātmakam yattad gunāvyaktāntagocara). This jñāna is said to be the cause of the Conception "Attainment" (siddhi); however, as Aghora Śiva points out in his commentary on the Mṛgendra Āgama Vṛtti, this jñāna which is the cause of "attainment" does not constitute the higher state of release (pāramokṣa), as this can only come about through "initiation" (dīkṣa). Aihāna is fivefold and is the cause of the Conception "viparyaya", error:

1) "obscurity" (tamas) is that jñāna whereby there is the postulation of the soul in that which is not the soul; "obscurity" is tenfold according to how the tattvas from the earth to prakṛti are viewed, ii) "delusion" (moha) is the self-interested fixation with the accomplishment of yogic powers (animādiṣu labdheshu paratvapratipattitah...mohah); this delusion is eightfold in that the yogic powers are eightfold; iii) "extreme delusion" (mahāmoha) is the self-interested fixation with sensual experience; iv) "darkness" (tāmisra) is the suffering (tapas), which results when one is afflicted by both "delusion" and "extreme delusion", which is due either because of a defect in the means of mundane experience or because of the loss of yogic attainments; and v) "utter darkness" (andhatāmisra) one's sensual experience and yogic powers are experienced by someone else.

Dharma is twofold: "yama", i.e., the abstaining from acts not prescribed by the authoritative texts and "niyama", i.e., the engaging in the prescribed acts as established in the authoritative texts. Both
"Yama" and "niyama" have five subdivisions: "yama" includes non-injury (ahimsā), truthfulness (satya), non-stealing (asteya), continence (brahmacarya) and non-wickedness (akalkana); "niyama" is non-anger (akroda), service to the guru (śuṣrūṣā), purity (śauca), contentment (santoṣa) and straight-forwardness (āriava).

"Aīśvarya" is eightfold, three relating to the body and five relating to the mind. The three which are established on account of the body are "ānima", the ability to exist in a subtle form which is sub-atomic in magnitude, "laghima" quick movement and "mahīmā", pervasive existence. The five powers relating to the mind are "prāpti", the attainment of whatever is desired; "prākāmya", freedom of will; "īśita", giving commands to Brahma and the other gods, "vasītva", the ability to attract and create the world; and "garima", the non-interference of the enjoyments of one's activities.

"Vairāgya" is the non-attachment to the body, objects, possessions and loved ones. "Adharma", "anaisvarya" and "vairāgya" constitute whatever is opposed to "dharma", "aisvarya" and "avairāgya".

According to Sadyojyoti the "effects" of the eight bhāvas take on three forms which are descriptive of the souls possessed by certain configurations of the bhāvas: the "prākṛta", vainayika" and Sāṃsiddhika". The eight bhāvas with their respective "results" are schematically represented as follows:
Aghora Śiva quotes the Mrgendra Agama which provides a description of the three types of souls influenced by these bhāvas. In the order of soteriological perfection the sāmsiddhika soul is the most developed, the prākṛta the least developed and the vainayika lying somewhere between the two. The prākṛta configuration of bhāvas belongs to the soul whose understanding of things is so poor (mūrčchana) that it is only manifested during the embodied condition; the samskāric cultivation during this particular embodied condition is of no consequence in the next birth (na dehāpāya). The soul which has the vainayika configuration cultivates the good qualities through its deeds, words and body by means of "wordly experience, reflection, a religious preceptor and Śāstra." The Pauṣkara Āgama adds that "Śāstra" means Śiva-Śāstras and the exercise of
Saiva duties. The **samsiddhika** is that special soul whose good qualities are carried through the various embodiments; this soul has **samskāras** that are of a special virtue (visīṣṭadharmasamskārasamuddipitacetas) and lead, as the **Pauṣkara Agama** points out, to a transcendent sphere and the intuition of Śiva: 85

Those who have performed hearing (of scriptures), reasoning and meditation in a previous life, but have not had the intuition of Śiva originated in them and for the sake of that have taken on bodies, like Sukla, Vāmadeva, Jadabhavata etc., and because of the impression of uninterrupted meditation, they come to have the intuition of Śiva.

7. The conceptions (pratyaya)

The term "pratyaya" generally signifies a mental event such as a cognition, experience or belief; in particular it tends to refer to a mental event involving a settled conviction or assumption. In some instances the "pratyaya" can refer to the mind itself. Etymologically the term is derived from the verb "prati-ī, i.e., prati" which is based on prati, meaning to "go towards" or "return" and ī, meaning "to go"; the verb "prati" has the two basic meanings of "return, reach and attain" on the one hand, and "to understand or believe" on the other. The term "pratyaya" is used by both the Śaivites and Sāmkhya in a manner to describe a mental event involving a more settled condition than such terms as "jñāna," "bodha" and "adhyāvāsā" imply. The pratyaya is the psychologically more settled condition of the latent bhāvas. The bhāvas, existing in a latent form (vasanatva) in the buddhi, become developed into a "gross form" (sthūlarūpa), taking on a more settled or fixed nature of cognitive activity, and are thus designated as pratyayas, whereby they become
objects of experience — bhogya — for the soul. In his commentary on the Mrigendra Agama Narayana Kantha says that "the bhavas are established as the pratyaya because the bhavas cause the [fixed] cognition of the unreleased souls (...te [bhavah] samsaryanoh pratyayanat pratyaya istah)."  

The Mrigendra Agama describes the bhava as the material cause (upadana) of the pratyaya, i.e., as the cause of the pratyayas. However, as the "effects" of the bhavas, such as heaven, hell, etc., these latter are effects that exist in an "objective", situational level; for example, jnana causes release in the sense of "leading to it," just as dharma causes Heaven in the sense of leading to it. The pratyayas, however, are "effects" that still exist in a connected subjective sense to the vasana-condition of the bhavas, although in a more evolved state (prakarsavastha).

The pratyayas are of four kinds: "Accomplishment" (siddhi), "Contentment" (tuṣṭi), "Incapacity" (aṣakti) and "Error" (viparyaya). Sadyojyoti briefly describes each of these: Accomplishment is the awakened cognition (sambuddhi) of the manifest, unmanifest and soul; Contentment is the discernment of satisfaction when one grasps the soul; Incapacity is the lack of effectiveness (aṣāmarthya) in attaining prosperity etc., and Error is the discernment of an object otherwise than it is. In both the Bhoga Karikā and Mrigendra Agama the pratyayas are described in a manner that highlights their gunic proportions. Accomplishment is the only pratyaya that is basically constituted out of the sattvic bhavas, with only a little connection with rajas; the remaining three are basically caused by the tamasic bhavas, adharma etc., with Contentment and Error being constituted by a little sattva and Incapacity.
by a little rajas. "Accomplishment" is sattvic because it is the illuminating factor (prakāśakatva) of the vyakta, avyakta and jñā; it is rājas because it is active (pravṛtti) for the sake of illuminating the vyakta etc. Both Nārāyaṇa Kanṭha and Aghora Śiva explain the connection of "Accomplishment" to a rājasic element as a reference to the connection to the bhāva vairāgya -- even though vairāgya is described as being sattvic in both the Bhoga Kārikā and Mrgendra Āgama: just avairāgya is rājasic. "Contentment" is derived from the tāmasic bhāvas because it is of the nature of delusion (mithyāsvarūpa) wherein one thinks one is accomplished when one in fact is not; it is also slightly sattvic because it is of the nature of pleasure (śukha). "Incapacity" is rājasic because it is of the nature of inactivity (apravṛtti) and tāmasic because it is of the nature of suffering (duhkha). "Error" is tāmasic because it is of the nature of falsity and sattvic because it is a resemblance (sāmānya; sādhārana) -- although the wrong one, it still involves some kind of manifesting agency.

Described as the discernment of the "vyakta-avyakta-jñā", "Accomplishment" in this Śaivite sense immediately reminds the student of Indian Philosophy of the second verse of the Sāmkhya Kārikā according to which the aim of the Sāmkhya doctrine as the threefold suppression of duhkha is described as "vyaktāvyaktajñā-vijñanāt", even though in the Sāmkhya Kārikā the account of Accomplishment only plays an incidental role as the cause of one of the eight listed Accomplishments, i.e., as the threefold suppression of pain. The Mrgendra Āgama (11.2), which Aghora Śiva quotes in his commentary on the section of the Bhoga Kārikā dealing with
Accomplishment, is more exact in its description of Accomplishment. The Āgama states that "Accomplishment" is the consciousness (buddhi) whose object is the soul, prakṛti, etc. Aghora Śiva further points out that the soul is not dependent on the buddhi for this illumination, as the soul is in itself an "illuminating agent." Just the vyakta and avyakta, maintains Aghora Śiva, are discovered by the buddhi; the "jñā" -- i.e. "puruṣa", "puruṣa" etc. -- is actually discerned by the soul itself in a kind of "self-awareness" (tadā draṣṭoḥ svarūpe 'vasthānam). Although Aghora Śiva accepts that "Accomplishment" is just a form or kind of the bhāva "jñāna", he nevertheless argues that this jñāna is directly linked to dharma. "Siddhi-jñāna" is, so to speak, a more elevated (prakārāsthā) state of mind brought about by the purification of the buddhi to the point where one is no longer dependent on the master's teaching -- one has a direct insight into the nature of the tenfold dharma (sakṣāt kṛtadharma). Those who do not have this direct insight must "recite mantras etc. according to the teaching." The eight causes of Accomplishment mentioned in the Mrgendra and identified with the eight causes given in the Śāmkhya Kārikā by Nārāyaṇa Kanṭha are, according to Aghora Śiva, simply the eight kinds of jñāna relating to the eight various levels of understanding "Accomplishment" -- i.e. "mokṣa" -- according to the other systems, beginning with the Cārvākas and ending with the Vedāntins, respective of the tattvic level they attain to. In short, maintains Aghora Śiva, these levels are mere levels of "Contentment," not "Accomplishment."

Being of an illusory and pleasurable nature tuṣṭi is described by Aghora Śiva as "a satisfying discernment" (kṛtārthavijñāna). Aghora Śiva
quotes the Mrgendra definition of Contenment, which is said to be the assertion of the unaccomplished soul that "I am accomplished (nurakṛtārthasya kṛtārtho 'smi)." This soteriologically false sense of feeling accomplished is a result of the bhāva "vairāgya", non-attachment, which is of a lower order (adhaśthana viśayaḥ). In his commentary on the Mrgendra Āghora Siva describes vairāgya as the cause of the various distinctions of Contenment; he quotes the Śrīmat Parākhya Agama which describes the manner in which the ten vairāgya cause the ten kinds of Contenment:

**Vairāgya Qua Bhāva:**

1. seeing living creatures bound to torment ................. aversion
2. yoking to the 3 Duhkhas: internal ........ abhorence of the Duhkha of: internal
3. " " " " " : external ........ " " " external
4. " " " " " : divine ........ " " " divine
5. acquisition of wealth ................. detachment from possessions
6. lamentation ..............................[things] born from lamentation
7. women ................................. deception
8. irritation ............................... intoxication
9. cognitions .............................. things born from Karma
10. acceptance of gifts ........................ ascetic comportment

This classification of the ten Contentments is obviously very different from the account given in the Śāmkhya Kārikā which lists the Contentments as nine: four internal (ādhyātmikatva) -- prakṛti, upādāna, kāla, and bhāgya -- and the five external -- i.e. those that result from the abstinence from the five sense organs. The Śāmkhya Kārikā text it-
self does not give the import of these nine Contentments or the soteriological role they play, except to say that Contentment, along with Incapacity and Error, is a "hindrance" (aṅkuśā) to mokṣa. The commentators, however, interpret the Contentments as the way the other systems construe mokṣa, i.e., "the error of confusing puruṣa with prakṛti" etc.

"Incapacity" is described as the inability (asāmarthya) in obtaining prosperity etc. (śubha etc.) due to the defects in one's "organs" and, by extension, in one's "body". "Prosperity" is glossed by Aghora Śiva as "the joy which arises from the activity of the organ of generation" (upasthe ndriyavyapārā āhlāda ucyate). The "etc." is extended to include the incapacity of the eightfold yogic powers as these are considered to arise on account of the sense organs with the body. The Mrgendra Agama offers a broader definition of Incapacity: "the lack of power over existent objects (sadarthāprabhavishnutā)." Nārāyaṇa Kantha lists the number of Incapacities at twenty-eight: eleven defects of the sense organs and manas and seventeen which are considered to be the contrarities of Accomplishment and Contentment; he quotes the Śāmkhya Kārikā (v. 49) to justify this view. Aghora Śiva, on the other hand, quotes from a Śaivite text which enumerates twenty-one Incapacities: eight incapacities of the yogic powers (which are caused by anaisvarya), the incapacity of the body, the ten organs, manas, the ego and the buddhi.

"Error" is described as "the discernment of a thing otherwise than as it is" (ayathāvastuvijñānam). As based on a "resemblance", error is on some truth, as it is a "jñāna" that involves the illuminating power of construing one thing as another thing because of some common trait
(kincitsāmānyato 'nyatra matiranyā viparyayah). Nārāyaṇa Kanṭha gives the example of seeing a mirage of water in a desert to explain the element of truth in "error." Aghora Śiva states that "Error" is fivefold, all consisting of varieties of ajñāna.

8. The Relation Between the bhāvas and pratyayas according to the Saiva Darśana and Saṃkhyā

As has been mentioned, both Keith and Larson think that the doctrine of pratyayas is a later interpolation into the Saṃkhyā Karikā text, given the disharmony between the bhāva and pratyaya doctrines and the lack of any explanation of the relation between the two doctrines in the text itself. The Saivite authors, as it has been pointed out, agree with the Mrgendra Āgama that the bhāvas are the "material causes," (upādānāni) of the pratyayas; the pratyaya is a result of certain collocations of dispositional qualities which exist in a vāsanā-state, a pre-cognitive and affective condition prior to the more formal instantiation in the form of pratyayas. Moreover, the bhāvas function as the material causes of the three character types (samsiddhika etc.); this threefold distinction is said to apply to the pratyayas as well (MĀ, 10.-25).

The various commentators on the Saṃkhyā Karikās each has developed a specific terminology and interpretation to discuss the relation between the bhāvas and pratyayas. Perhaps closest to the Saivite position is the author of the Yuktidīpikā who regards the pratyayasarga as the final "result" (phala) of the bhāvasarga. Regarding the threefold division of the bhāvas into samsiddhika, prākṛta and vaikṛtika, the Yuktidīpikā discusses the various interpretations of these given by the early Saṃkhyā teachers. A "Pāncādhikarana", for example, subdivides
the bhāvas, twofoldly into prakṛta, innate, and vaikṛta, acquired.⁹⁴

A certain "Vindhyavāsin", on the other hand, denies that there can be any innate (prakṛta), bhāvically influenced cognition; rather, Vindhyavāsin maintains that there is only the "vaikṛta", even for a sage such as Kapila.⁹⁵

The author of the Yuktidīpikā argues against the positions of Pañcādhikaraṇa and Vindhyavāsin, by upholding the view that the Sāṃkhya Kārikā puts forth a threefold distinction wherein Samsiddhika relates to the sage Kapila, prakrtika to certain Gods and vaikrtika to ordinary mortals. In this respect the author of the Yuktidīpikā agrees with Gauḍapāda,⁹⁶ although they differ with respect to the details of their expositions. Vācaspati Miśra, on the other hand, agrees with Pañcādhikaraṇa and maintains that the bhāvas are only twofold.⁹⁷

Gauḍapāda introduces the pratyayasarga by stating that the nimitta and naimittika aspects of the bhāvas are described as the causes and effects of the bhāvas, i.e., dharma leading to heaven etc.; the concept of the pratyayasarga describes the "ātmaka" of the bhāvas, as a further subdivision of their basic eightfold constitution. Vācaspati Miśra denies that the four pratyayas are a "collection" (samāsa) of the eight bhāvas, while the fifty varieties of the pratyayas represents an individual (vyāsa) accounting of the bhāvas. Vācaspati Miśra also appears to agree with the Sāṃkhya Sūtras in emphasizing the soteriological aspect of the Bhāva-Pratyaya doctrine;⁹⁸ Vācaspati Miśra says that Īśvarakṛṣṇa brings in this analysis of the Bhāvas and Pratyayas for the sage who is desirous of mokṣa; the further distinctions of the doctrine are important for the sage to conduct himself to this goal.
Clearly, the Śākhya commentators each had a particular interpretation of the ontological relation between the bhāvas and pratyayas, in spite of the fact that the SK text itself does not spell out such a relation in much detail. As well, the Śaivites do not find an incongruity or incompatibility between the two doctrines. Although there is no way to "prove" that the two doctrines are an unhappy and unconvincing amalgamation of two doctrines that were originally developed as separate accounts of the psychological constitution of the buddhi, one is struck, nevertheless, by the redundancy of having two separate sets of psychological categories explaining the same phenomena. Of more particular interest than the incongruity in viewing the pratyaya as a more developed form of the bhāvas is the fact that the bhāvas are considered to be the "form" in which and through which the samskāras are manifested. The bhāvas are the samskāric-form that marks all empirical consciousness or "bodha". One does not discover a "separate" buddhi as a separate substratum harbouring the samskārically constituted bodha. "Buddhi" is in fact the recognition that the bodha is considered to be a separate reality or phenomenon distinct from other phenomena in the tattvic doctrine. The "buddhi" is simply the formal structure determining the samskārically constituted bodha.
Chapter IV

NOTES

1 "Manas" is also referred to as "tittta", cf. TS, v. 7.

2 Deussen, p. 271. Deussen cites as examples the following Upaniṣads: Aitareya 3.2; Brhadāranyaka 5.6.1; Taittirīya 1.6.1 Mundaka 2.2.7 and Chandogya 3.14.2.

3 As it has already been pointed out, the Nyāya Sūtras, for instance, does not include manas in the list of sense organs (1.1.12) nor does it serve a role in the explanation of the act of perception (1.1.4). However, in other sections of the Nyāya Sūtras, manas is presupposed as a mediating faculty in both external and apperceptive perceptions (31.8; 3.2.1 and 5.2.5), which led to the view among later Naiyāyikas that four factors are involved in the act of sense perception (i.e. ātman, manas, indriyam and arthah) as well as the view that manas has two functions, manasapratyakṣa and bhāvyendriyapratyakṣa. In the Padārthadharmaśāstra, for example, Prāsastapāda construes manas as a dravya (as it has qualities) which functions as an instrument for the manasapratyakṣa of all internal states, including buddhi, which is on the same footing as desire etc. As such, manas is a recognized quality of the soul. On the contact of the soul with manas, "jīvāna" qua "samrāmbha" arises. Cf. Padārthadharmaśāstra of Prāsastapāda with the Nyāyakanda of Āriddhara, trans. Ganganatha Jha (Benares: E. J. Lazarus and Co., 1916), pp. 365 and 563.

In the Śāṅkhyā Kārikā, verse 36, manas is described as an indriya involved in both the motor and sense organs; its function is said to be "samkalpaka", discernment. manas does not play a part in Sabara's account of the cognitive act. Indeed, even the notion of a separate antahkarana is absent in his epistemology. However, both Kumārila Bhaṭṭa and Prabhākara hold views concerning the manas; for a discussion of such views, cf. Ganganatha Jha, Pūrva Mīmāṃsā in its Sources (Banaras: Banaras Hindu University, 1964), pp. 35-37. Stcherbatsky claims that while the Madhyamika Buddhists generally consider manas to be a special organ; cf. Stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic, II, 318. "Manas" is mentioned three times in the Yoga Sūtras (3.48 and 1.35), all with reference to its "rapid activity" with respect to the activity of mundane consciousness.

4Cf. Brahmasūtrabhāṣya, 2.3.32. The antahkarana is ultimately considered an "upadhiḥbūta" of the atman.


6Cf. footnote 3 above.

7Neither the BK, TS, MA, nor MPā adds that manas is also the pravartaka of the karmendriyāṇi as well as the jñānendriyāṇi, as does the SK, v. 36.

8The analogy of the dancer is given by Kamalāśīla to explain the notion of the simultaneity of perceptions giving rise to a unified experience in vs. 1254-1256 of the Tattva Samgraha, trans. p. 631, where in the analogy of the whirling fire brand is given.

9Cf. MA (10.7), p. 319:

Manas, by rapid activity, sets in motion the senses and is characterized by "synthesis" (samkalpa); with regard to hearing and the other senses, it perceives, each one in its own domain, sound etc.

devapraśavartakāṁ śīghračāri samkalpadharmi ca
manassabādāvisaya grahakāsaśravaṇapadayaḥ

10Cf. TP, v. 56, p. 120. The TP claims that Manas is of the "nature" of "icchā" (icchā-rūpa) and that its function (vyāpāra) is "samkalpa". Śrīkumara glosses icchā-rūpa as icchā-svarūpa. Aghora Śiva provides two synonyms for samkalpa, avadhaṇa and eka-graṭa, attention and concentration; he further claims that icchā is the rūpa of Manas by means of the vyāpāra of samkalpa. Śrīkumara, on the other hand, describes icchā as prartha, wish or desire, and samkalpa more logically as anirdhāra, mental specification, and ultimately as samśaya, doubt, whose existence provides the hetu for the inferential postulation of manas. In the ŚPB Śivāgrayagini describes samkalpās niscaya and vilkapā as samśaya, both of which he describes as the basic epistemological categories of the manas (cf. p. 250).

11The regulation of this flow of perceptual activity assigned to manas i.e. the regulation of the yugapad or kramika nature of perception, also concerns the question regarding the "magnitude" of manas. Some think of manas as limited in its magnitude, i.e. as atomic (anuṭva), while others construe it as having an unlimited magnitude, i.e. as pervasive (vibhutva) [like ākāśa]. The basic argument in favour of its anuṭva is based on the claim that the soul during empirical consciousness would not kramikajñāna if manas were vibhutva. The argument in favour of its vibhutva is based on the claim that since the soul is vibhutva, so must the manas be. For example, according to the post-Sabara Mīmāṃsākās,
manas is said to be pervasive for a number of reasons: because it is "like ākāśa" as it is not open to sense perception; because it is a substance which lacks a special quality, "like time"; and because it is "like the soul," on account of being the ādārātva of the asamavāyākarāna-samyoga of jñāna. For a discussion of the various arguments, cf. Tarkasamgraha, p. 147. According to Śrīdhara manas is atomic because it is the instrument governing kramikajñāna; cf. Padarthadharmasamgraha trans. p. 160. Prāsaṭapāda discusses the quality of "dimension", which subdivides in a fourfold manner: atomically, pervasiveness, longness and shortness. He says that atomicity (agutvam) is of an eternal and non-eternal form. The eternal variety belongs to two realities only, manas and atman (ākāśa, space, time and the atman have eternal pervasiveness as well); cf. pp. 284-285. According to the Viśeṣika Sūtras (7.23) manas is atomic, like ākāśa or atman.

Neither Sadyojyotī nor Aghora Siva addresses the question concerning the mahatva or anutva of manas. Nor do we find this discussion in either the MA or MPA. Sivagrayogin, however, discusses it, arguing that manas must be atomic, since it is the cause of kramikajñāna; cf. SPB, pp. 251-254.

12 SK, v. 24, incidentally, describes the specific function of Āhamkāra or "grahakādyavasāya" (qua abhimana). The TP also subdivides Āhamkāra threefoldly into "jīvāna", the modification of the five vital airs, samrāmbha (qua prayātana), the locus of the prāṇa/vayu movement in the body, and garva, the determinative-cognition (adhyavasāyah) of the apprehender (graahaka) in the form of "aham"; cf. TP, v. 54, p. 117

13 Cf. SK, v. 25. For the various interpretations of this verse by the commentators, cf. V. V. Sovani, A Critical Study of the Sāmkhya (Poona: Oriental Book Agency, 1935), pp. 32-33. The author of the Yuktidīpikā explains the schema in v.25 in a way that emphasizes the priority of the eleven organs; he says that this three fold distinction of Āhamkāra is a result of the sāttvika element (in itself having niṣkriyatva) requires the rājasa element as an instigating factor (pravartakatva) and the tāmāsa element as a differentiating factor (bhedatva) in the tattva-srṣṭi. Cf. Yuktidīpikā, p.98. The MPA follows the same manner of classification given in the BK and also MA, although it uses the same terminology as SK, v. 25 to designate the sāttvika and rājasa aspects; cf. MPA, p. XXXI.

14 "Āksāṇi", the term used to describe the organs, seems more fitting to describe the jñānendriyaṇī. The sense of the term is stretched to apply to the karmendriyaṇī as well. Both Aghora Siva's and Śrīkumara's interpretation of this verse depends on the meaning of the term āksāṇi in v.55. Śrīkumara's identification of sattva with vaikarika and rājasa with tājasa certainly goes against the grain of v. 54, but provides the basis for his interpretation of manas as "rājasa" due to its "cała svabhāva"; cf. TP, p. 115.

15 Aghora Siva argues that in BK, v. 54, tājasa, vaikārika and bhūtādi are respectively described as sāttvika, rājasa and tāmāsa; as
well, he says that they respectively create manas and the ānānendriyāni, the karmendriyāni and the tanmatrāni.

16 This is the same inference employed by MA, 10.6, p. 318: "prakāsakarmakarivaragavailaksanyāttamobhavah." Another reason is also given: "prakāsyatvat," which Narāyaṇa and Aghora Śiva take to mean that the tanmatrāni are open to the perception of the yogins.


18 van Buitenen, II, 16. In this process the ego is itself divided into three different forms, from which the whole empirical cosmos evolves. Van Buitenen maintains (III, 89) that in the Mokṣadharmā section of the Mahābhārata one finds an attempt to harmonize the vertical and horizontal evolutionary schemes, as instances are found wherein the buddhi evolves into manas that gives rise to the indriyāni which then give rise to the bhūtāni. For a more general discussion of van Buitenen's conception of the two different schemes cf. Michel Hulin, "Śāṅkha Literatur," A History of Indian Literature, ed. Jan Gonda. Vol. VI, Fasc. 3 (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1978), p. 129 and Gerald James Larson Classical Śāṅkha (Santa Barbara: Ross Erikson, 1979), pp. 184-186.

19 van Buitenen, II, 16-17.

20 "Self-maker" stresses the -kāra aspect, as in kumbhakāra; van Buitenen also points out other senses, as "the utterance of aham", as in "om-kāra"; cf. van Buitenen, II, 17.

21 ātmaivedam agra āṣīt puṣuṣavidhah/so 'nuvīksya nānyad ātamanā 'pasayat/so 'ham aśmīty agra vyaharat /tato ānamābhavat (Brhadāraṇyaka Upaniṣad, 1.4.7); cf. S. Radhakrishnan, The Principal Upaniṣads, ed. and trans. S. Radhakrishnan (London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1953), p. 163. Van Buitenen also cites Kathā Up. 3.10.11 and Svetāsvatara Up. 6.13.

22 Madeleine Biardeau, "Ahamkāra: The Ego Principle in the Upaniṣad," Contributions to Indian Sociology, 8 (1965), 62-84. Biardeau finds van Buitenen's philological analysis of the concept of ahamkāra inadequate; she argues that it is "meaningless to rearrange the texts so as to build a continuous line of evolution for a given concept." (p.62) Her interpretation of the Ahamkāra is a more specific application of Deussen's interpretation of the ideological import of the Upaniṣads: "They are nevertheless radically opposed to the entire Vedic sacrificial cult, and the older they are the more markedly does this opposition declare itself." Cf. Deussen, p. 396.

23 This is a purely individual process, that is, the practical quest of one desiring the highest and eternal bliss, the liberation -mokṣa -- from the bondage of perpetual rebirths. Still, at a certain
point, the yogic process leads beyond the limits of empirical individu-
ality [i.e. "ahamkāra"] to some kind of experience of the whole." cf.
Biardeau, pp. 66-67.

24 Etymologically, sam-rabh derives from rabh, meaning to seize on
strongly desire. The concept of "samrāmbha" plays no part in the SK or
its commentaries, although it has much in common with the idea of the
five karmayonayā, as described in the Yuktidīpikā, comm. on vs. 23
and 24, wherein the karmayonī collection is said to instigate the five
vāyu into action (pravartate); for a discussion of the karmayoni in
the Yuktidīpikā, cf. Chakravarti, Origin and Development of Saṃkhya,
pp. 270-277.

25 Cf. MA, 11.20, p. 307: "By its activities, the five airs of
the body are set in motion (vyāparādyāsya cestante sārīrāḥ pānca vāyavāḥ)."

26 Cf. SK, v. 29, wherein it is claimed that each internal organ
has its own peculiar (asādhārana) "vṛtti" while combined the organs have
a general or shared (sādhārana) "vṛtti", which is said to be the five
vital breaths. In his commentary on this verse Vācaspati Miśra argues
that the vṛtti which is sādhārana to the three internal organs is the
"karaṇa" for the five vital breaths -- i.e. "jīvāṇa", which is relegated
to a function of the Ahamkāra by Sadyojyoti and Aghora Siva.

27 Neither in the BK nor in the MA is more emphasis placed on this
aspect of the ego as the cause of the ego's onto-genetic activity, as is
the case in SK, v. 24 wherein it is stated that "on account of the
abhimāna/ahamkāra, there is the threefold creation (abhimāna
'ahamkāra tasmāddvividhāḥ pravartate sargabh)"or the Yoga Sūtras (4.4)
that the "created, individualized forms of consciousness (nirmanā-cittas)
are solely a result of the ego-sense." cf. James Haughton Woods, The
Yoga System of Patañjali, Harvard Oriental Series, 17 (Delhi: Motilal
Banarsidass, 1977), p.303. This sense of ahamkāra involves the error
or illusion of "erroneous self-projection" whereby the empirical ego is
assumed to be the self or soul. Van Buitenen points out that in the
early Upaniṣadic context this erroneous self-projection is not taken in
a negative sense but a positive one. The process of cosmic creation in-
volves the recognition of the "I AM" of the Supreme and is a result of a
sense of incompleteness being completed; cf. II, 20-21.

28 For a detailed analysis of the difference between "adhyayasāya"
as a buddhikārya and as a ahamkāarakārya, cf. the discussion in SPB, p. 246.

29 Annambhatta provides a proof for this: the anvaya example
given is "when the two gross elements (earth and water) are mixed up,
water smells" and the vyatireka example is given "when they are not
mixed, water does not smell." and the vyatireka example is given "when
they are not mixed, water does not smell." Cf. Tarkasamgraha, p. 43.

30 cf. Vātsyāyana on 1.1.12: "The expression 'originating from
material elements' is used (to indicate that) the characteristic of being restricted to the respective objects is possible only if these (senses) 'originate from different elements (nāṇā-prakṛti) and it is not possible if these 'originate from a single substance' (eka-prakṛti). Each of the senses receives a specific type of object and this characteristic of the senses is explained only when there is 'the law of being restricted to respective objects (viṣaya-niyama)." Cf. Nyāya-sūtra with Vātsyāyana's Bhāṣya, p. 24.

31 This position leads to the conclusion as stated by Vātsyāyana (comm. on 3.1.73) that "ākāśa is ultimately considered to be the auditory organ." cf. ibid. p. 218.

32 For Vaiśeṣika all events which involve human experience involve adṛśta (karman); even in the experience of the quality of colour, the adṛśta functions; cf. Praśastapāda, p. 233: "After this the contact of the selves with the atoms, as aided by the adṛśta (destiny) of the selves destined to experience (the effects of the jar), produces action in the atoms in which the colour has been produced by the baking." This brings about the conjunction of the diadic atoms. Cf. also p. 109: "...the unseen potential tendencies of all souls that are the causes of their bodies, sense organs and gross elements." The "adṛśta" instrumentally brings about all creation through the conjunction of the souls and atoms.

33 Neither the Nyāya nor the Vaiśeṣika works have dedicated much analysis to the epistemologically foundational status of the padārthas. The padārthas are usually thought of in a neutral sense outside of any connection to consciousness as consciousness as a reality is subsumed under the category of a padārtha. In his commentary on Nyāya Sūtras 1.1.1 Vātsyāyana described the category ["padārtha" termed "tattva"] as 'whatever is known as what it is, either as existent or non-existent." This description, however, doesn't explain why the sixteen accepted categories are the basic ones nor does it address the epistemological question regarding their connection to consciousness. Praśastapāda's basic description of the Vaiśeṣika padārthas also fails to answer this question when he boldly describes their properties: 'To all six categories belong the properties of beingness, predicable and cognisability." Cf. p. 37.

34 The same argument is taken up in some detail in MĀV, p. 329.

36 "Jāti" only exist in three padārthas: dravya, guṇa and karma; therefore, no jāti of "samavāya", for example, can exist. The samavāya relations thought to exist between the jāti and that in which it adheres is considered to be perceptual by the Naiyāyikas, although only inferable by the Vaiśeṣikas. In BK, v. 40, Sādyojyoti singles out karma, samanya and samavāya, which addresses the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika view that the "bhautika" is limited to the sphere of dravya and guṇa while karma, samanya and samavāya are in principle out of the direct range of the senses.
This only applies to laukika-pratyakṣa; presumably, in yogipratyakṣa the padarthas would be perceived directly. In his commentary on section 99 of the Padarthadharmasamgraha (p.408) Śrīdhara describes the manner in which karma can be perceived.


Ibid., p. 683.

In the Nyāya Sūtras the ego does not attain inclusion into the list of the basic aggregates of experience constituting the twelve "objects of correct cognition" (prameyāṇi): the self, body, organ, object, buddhi, manas, motivational activity (pravṛtti) after-life (pretyabhāva), result (phala), suffering and liberation. The ego technically falls under the category of the buddhi although it does not serve as the cause of the motivational activity as it does with the Saivites. According to the Nyāya Sūtras (1.1.17) motivational activity is the "setting into engagement" (ārambha) -- Saivite works use the term "samārambha" to describe this activity through speech, mind (buddhi) and body whose immediate cause are the samskāra-linked "faults" of passion, hatred and delusion. Vātsyāyana comes to construe the ahamkāra as a sub-category of the buddhi; he attempts to prove the existence of a separate self (ātman) in his commentary on 3.1.1 wherein he appeals to the fact of egohood qua self-identity as proof of a self-subsistent and persisting self. The self is identified with the subject who uses "aham" in the various perceptions of things through "recognition" (pratyabhijnā). In this case the ahamkāra is simply the act of recognition in the soul. Recognition, in turn, is a form of "memory" (smṛti) which is, qua "buddhi", simply a "quality" of the self (cf. comm. on 3.1.14 and 3.2.25). Although Vātsyāyana uses descriptions of this ahamkāra activity suggest an equiprimordializing of the self and the ego ("...it is the conscious self which recognizes an object previously perceived...", p.220), the self has egohood only insofar as it has mundane consciousness (i.e. buddhi).

In the Sāṃkhya Sūtras, v. 1.99, we find such an attitude; the "antahkarana" -- is lighted up with the light of consciousness, as an iron ball with fire; cf. The Sāṃkhya Sūtra Vṛtti, ed. and trans. Richard Garbe (Calcutta: Bibliotheca Indica, 1888), p.56.

This is a clear instance where "vṛtti" in the sense of "modification" is considered to be an "effect" (kārya); "vṛtti" and "kārya" are synonymous: "ayaṃ ghaṭa ityādyadhvyavāsāyātmana kāryena buddhih siddha" (TPV, p.115).

TP is more general in its characterization of buddhi as "viṣayādhyavasāyārūpīn"; cf. TP, v. 52, p.103.

Aghora Śiva adds to Sadyojyoti's definition of bodha that it is a prakāsa which is characterized by the bhāyas and pratyayas, as this is not stated by Sadyojyoti, as it is in the MA, v. 11.8. p. 195. Such topics as savikalpa- and nirvikalpa-jñāna are dealt with by Aghora Śiva.
The threefold division of memory, discernment and imagination can also be interpreted in a temporal sense as being respectively related to the past, present and future, although the Saiva thinkers do not draw such an analogy.

BK and MA descriptions of this are almost identical: "bodhavyakti-bhūmitaya pasōḥ" (MA, v. 11.8; p. 295) and "pumbodhavyaktibhūmitvāt" (BK, v. 46).

The MĀD describes this more clearly in terms of the bhāvas which collectively act as the cause of the manifestation of the cognition of the soul through acting as the "objects of enjoyment" in the samsāric sphere: "dharmādayo 'pi bhāvah samsāravasthāyām bhogyatvenatmano jñānasyaktihetavo bhavanti." Cf. MĀD, p. 295.

Both buddhi and the ahamkāra share this role of adhyāvasāya, although in the case of the former it applies to an external ascertain¬ment and in the latter an internal one.

Cf. ŠPB, pp. 226-229.

sā buddhirudita tantre viṣayādyavasāyinī bodho 'tra dvividho prokto viṣayādyavasāyakah; anyo 'nadhavyasāyātmā vyavasāyatmakastu yah sabuddhītarastvātmasvabhāvo grāhakatmanāḥ; cf. ŠPB, p. 227.

For a detailed exposition of the bhāvas and pratyayas, cf. MPĀ, p. 390 and ŠPB pp. 228-246.

It is unlikely that the doctrine of the jñānakevala, pralaya and sakala souls, which respectively apply to the dissolution of Māla, karma and maya, is a Saivite "reworking" of the doctrine -- which is more Ṣamkhya in origin -- of the sampriddhika, vainayika and prakṛta souls.


SK, v. 46-51, contain the pratyayasarga.

SAV, p. 281.

MĀD, p. 283.

SK, v. 63, states that the puruṣa, although bound by the seven bhāvas, is released by just one, i.e. "jñāna", which is the cause of the pratyaya "siddhi".

In this case the basic principle is that "the quality which is seen in the effect resides as well in the cause ("...gūno drṣṭāḥ kārye kāraṇasamśrayah")." Cf. MA, v. 11.6; p. 293.
The Sk, v. 12, describes the nature of the gunas as constituted by pleasure, pain and indifference (priti, apriti and visada), which Vācaspāti Miśra glosses as sukha, duḥkha and moha; in v. 38 even the subtle elements are said to be constituted by these three more psychological aspects of the gunas. K. Sivaraman summarizes the manner in which the author of the Tamil work Cīndanaiyura, a commentary on the Sivaprakāśaṃ, analogically construes the three gunas qua sukha, duḥkha and moha in a direction beyond prakṛti and the gunas themselves:

SUKHA----typical of----PĀTI and the ICCHĀ power of the self----ANANDA
DUHKHA----typical of----PĀSA and the CIT power of the self----CIT
MOHA------typical of----PASA and the KRIYA power of the self----SAT

Cf. K. Śivaraman, p. 563.

58 Sataratnasamgraha, p. 67. He further emphasizes that although experience (bhoga) is of the nature of sukha, duḥkha and moha, karma is still the basis of all experience (p. 69).


60 Van Buitenen, I, 56.
61 Ibid.
62 In I, 57 Van Buitenen says: "We find in the older portions of the Mokṣadharma clear evidence that the "gunas" are indirectly responsible by their influence on a higher principle for the evolution of three bhāvas, 'forms of being or becoming (bhā) cosmic phases' which in one text we have reconstituted correspond to manas, senses and elements.

63 Ibid., II, 25.
64 Padārthadharmaṃsaṃgraha, p. 111.
65 Ibid., p. 557. Sukha and duḥkha are two of the eight qualities said to belong to the soul; the other six are desire, diversion, effort, virtue, vice and faculty (cf. p. 211).
66 Ibid., p. 601.

67 In the various Śaivite works the term "bhāva" has a host of designations and synonyms, all of which are usually affixed to buddhi, i.e. "-dharma" (BK, 64A), "-rupa" (BK, 55), "-vāsanā" (SPB, p. 238), "-sthita" (MA on 11.24), "-vṛtti" (SPB, p. 234) and "-samskāra" and "-gupta" MA, 11.23).
68 Commonly eight rasas are mentioned: love (śrṅgāra), heroism (vīra), disgust (bibhatsa), anger (raudra), mirth (hāsyā), terror (bhayānaka),
pity (karuṇa), wonder (udbhūta), tranquility (śānta) and paternal fondness (vatsatya); such an enumeration is found in Mammata's Kāvyapraṅkāśa. In his Sṛṅgāra-praṅkāśa Bhojaraja classifies all the rasas under one, love; cf. E. Gerow, Indian Poetics A History of Indian Literature, ed. Jan Gonda, Vol 5, Fasc. 3 (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1977), 270.

69 Ibid., p. 249


SK, v. 42 may be alluding to this psycho-aesthetic conception of the bhāvas when the subtle body (liṅga) is said "to play its part" (vyavatistate) like an actor (natavat) through the instruments of the bhāvas.

71 Cf. section 8 of this chapter.

72 The Pauskara Ṭāgama describes the eight bhāvas as the eight spokes of a large wheel in which the souls repeatedly revolve in the samsāric conditions; cf. SPB, p. 242.

73 MA, 10, v. 65-66; p. 233. Devasenapatti, not citing his sources, says that "jñāna" is fivefold; laukika, vaidika, adhyātmika, aḍhimaṁgaka and mantra; cf. V.S. Devasenapathi, Saiva Siddhānta, Madras University Philosophical Series, No. 7 (Madras: University of Madras, 1974), p. 154. In the SPB Sīvāgrāyogin says that jñāna is tenfold, although the description is not provided; although he claims that the details can be found in the Muktipraṅkārana (ch. 5) no such description can be found in this section. Cf. SPB, p. 231.

74 Cf. MAD, p. 288.

75 In the Yoga Sūtras these are respectively called avidyā, asmitā, rāga, dveṣa and abhiniveṣa; cf. The Yoga System of Patañjali, 3.3-9. Incidentally, the "astabhāvas" are not specifically mentioned in the Yoga Sūtras, nor in the Yoga Bhaṣya or Tattva Vaiśārādī.

76 (I) anima, capacity to penetrate all things; (II) mahimā, extensive magnitude; (III) lāghimā, extreme lightness so that one can rise up on the rays of the sun; (IV) garimā, extreme heaviness; (V) prāpti, extensive reach; (VI) prakāśita, obtaining all objects of one's desire; (VIII) vaśitva, subjugation of elemental forces; (VIII) yatra kāmaṁvasāyitva, infallibility of one's intentions, goals.

77 "Adharma" is not described in the texts; the assumption is therefore made that adharma simply represents the opposite of dharma.

78 Yama is further subdivided into ahimsā and satya.

79 These powers are said to be possessed by both gods and men; the
gods are listed as Piśācas, Rākṣas, Yakṣas, Grandharvas, Indra, Soma, Prajāpati and Brahman. The SPB describes the manner in which the "powers are generated: "For that soul (ānu) who is virtuous (dharmin), settled in wisdom (jñānaniṣṭhasya) desirous of non-attachment (vairagecchā), endowed with a (keen) intellect, the constituent of sattva in the intellect generates lordly powers according to his desires." SPB, p. 237.

80 It is clear that the four "bad" bhāvas, adharma etc., are to be thought of as "privations" of the four "good" bhāvas, dharma etc. The Pauṣkara Agama (cf. SPB, p. 245), for instance, construes the eight bhāvas as the various aspects of the four pratyayas, which are also designated as the four varieties of jñāna. The four "good" bhāvas are described as "varieties of jñāna (jñānaviśeṣa) while the four "bad" bhāvas are described as varieties of aṣṭa, which is not the non-existence of jñāna (jñānaviśeṣa) but "incorrect" jñāna (anyathājñāna).

81 According to the MPĀV (17.157; p. 417) there is a total of 220 bhāvas; dharma has ten divisions; jñāna 80; vairāgya 100; aśīvāya 64; adharma 10; aṣṭa 5, avairāgya 10 and ānaisvārya 10. The SPB lists 149 bhāvas with another 463 subdivisions; cf. p. 289.

82 SK v. 44 and 45 and BK vs. 57-58 use identical terms to describe the "results", "gamanamurdhva" etc. Neither the BK nor the MA attributes the specific bhāva to the specific "result", i.e. "Dharma" specifically causes svarga etc. In the BKV Aghora Siva basis his coordination on that given in the MĀV.

83 For example:
"svargomuktiḥ prakṛtibhāvo vighatāsca..." (BK, 57A)
"svargomuktih prakṛtatvatvāvighatātau..." (MA, 10.28B)

"vasyordhvaśasthitisaddṛśirábhṛtyam bhogāśprha..." (BK, 58A)
"vasyākrantaratiṣṭatāpariḥjñānayogogo bhogānicchā..." (MA, 10.30A)

84 MĀV, p. 288.
85 Pauṣkara Āgama; SPB, p. 280.
86 MĀV, p. 28. Bhāvas play a more soteriological role at the phenomenal level (linga)--they are said to "bring it about" (bhāvayanti). The pratyayas serve a more epistemological function by causing the consciousness (pratyāyayanti) of the soul and by thus serving as the bhogya.
87 MA, 10.24; p.
88 In both the BK and MA it is claimed that siddhi, although caused by the sattvic bhāvas, is slightly connected to that which is rajasic, which both Nārāyaṇa Kantha and Aghora Siva explain as a reference to Vairāgya, even though Vairāgya is described as sattvic in both the MA and BK; just Avairāgya is rajasic. Cf. MĀV, p.291and MĀD, p. 292.
89. The eight are: oral instruction, study, threefold suppression of pain, acquisition of friends, and purity. Vācaspāti Miśra subdivides these into principal (mukhya) and subordinate (gaňhyā); only the suppression of the threefold dukkha is mukhya — the rest are only important insofar as they act as a means (upāya) to the mukhya. Both Gaṇḍapāda and Vācaspāti Miśra provide different descriptions of the eight siddhis used by other teachers. Cf. T.G. Mainkar, The Sāṃkhya-kārikā of Īśvarakṛṣṇa, pp. 133-137. Tattva-kāmudī, text and trans. Gāṅgānātha Jhā (Bombay: Theosophical Publication Fund, 1896), p. 95.

90. MAD, p. 282: "ata eva sūtrakārena-abhihitārthāh sāṃkhya-matādau prasiddha ityārthāh vṛttikārena 'pi tad apeekṣāyavoktām uktām ca sāṃkhya-ityādi."

91. BK, v. 62 uses the term "devayākalyāt" which Aghora Śiva glosses with "sariravaikalyāt"; MA (11.3; p. 292) describes it as "kārakāpaye" which Nārāyaṇa Kṛṣṇa glosses as "kārakānāmantaḥkaraṇabahikaraṇaṁ apaye vināse".

92. Nārāyaṇa Kṛṣṇa describes this as the inability to "see" colours, hear sounds, etc.; cf. MAV, p.

93. The author of the Yuktidīpikā regards "creation", i.e. "the manifested condition" (vyakta), as constituted by "form" (rupa) intentional activity (pravṛtti) and the results (phala) of this intentional activity. The "form" represents all the tattvas from buddhi to prthvi; intentional activity represents the level of the sentient and is circumscribed by the bhāvas; the "result" represents the sphere of the pratyayas. Cf. Yuktidīpikā, p. 126-127 and Origin and Development of the Sāṃkhya System of Thought, pp. 302-305.

94. Prakṛta is threefold vaikṛta is twofold; cf. Origin and Development, p. 182 for the details.

95. In the case of a sage such as Kapila, the proper dispositional understanding is developed very rapidly upon birth, due to a predominance of sattva in such a being.

96. As well as Jayamaṅgala and Maṭhara.

97. Vācaspāti Miśra's interpretation of v. 54 does seem to go against the syntactical grain of the verse. He takes "prakrtika" and "vaikṛtika" as adjectival to samsiddhika: bhāvas are either samsiddhika or asamsiddhika; the former are "prakṛtika", i.e. svabhāvika while the latter are vaikṛtika, i.e. naimittika.

98. Sāṃkhya Sūtras 2.23-24, i.e. "jñāna muktīḥ" and bandho viparyayāḥ, are stated in a context discussing the attaining of mokṣa, not in dealing with the bhāva-pratyaya doctrine specifically; in 2.37-46 the pratyayas are enumerated just after the notion of practice is discussed. Neither the Sūtras nor Aniruddha's commentary specify any distinction between the bhāvas and pratyayas.
Chapter V

THE TRIADIC STRUCTURE OF EMPIRICAL CONSCIOUSNESS

1. Introduction

With his doctrine of bhoga Sadyojyoti makes explicit his conception of the triadic structure of empirical consciousness that is based on the elements of the knower, knowledge and the known. With reference to the soul the triadic structure refers to both the enjoyer, enjoyment and enjoyed-object as well as the agent, the act and the-object-so-acted-upon. Having made explicit his conception of the buddhi qua "the object of empirical consciousness" Sadyojyoti turns to a description of the relation between the consciousness of the soul and the buddhi vis-à-vis a criticism of the views of consciousness as held by the Buddhists, Carvāka, Sāṃkhya and Nyāya. Sadyojyoti does not enter into a debate with Advaita Vedānta; in only one verse (BK, v. 108B) does he criticize Advaita when he claims that the plurality of subtle bodies establishes the plurality of souls. In the process of criticizing other doctrines Sadyojyoti places himself at the center of the debate within Indian Philosophy over the nature of consciousness and clearly indicates his doctrinal affiliation with the orthodox position of the Mīmāṃsā doctrine of the soul as expounded by Śabara and Kumārila Bhaṭṭa.

2. The Distinction Between Cognition and the Object-of-Cognition: The Sākāra-Jñāna Vāda Vrs.the Nirākāra-Jñāna Vāda

In the section of the Bhoga Kārikā that he identifies as being
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In the section of the Bhoga Karika that he identifies as being
directed against the Buddhists, mainly the Sautrāntikas of the Dīnāga-Dharmakīrti school [i.e., Svatantra Vijñānavādins], Aghora Siva focuses the basic arguments put forth by the Buddhists that are direct attacks on the Śaivite conception of the soul, i.e., the doctrine of momentariness (ksanikavāda), the doctrine that a valid means of proof (pramāṇa) only relates to "unapprehended objects" (anadhigatārthagantar pramāṇa), and the doctrine that there is no distinction between a cognizer and cognition (jñātājñānakārabhedavāda). The Buddhists use these arguments, maintains Aghora Śiva, in order to establish their position that the buddhi itself is the source of consciousness (buddhi-caitanyavāda) and that, furthermore, within buddhi no distinction between a separate cognizer and cognition can be drawn. Aghora Śiva attacks the view of the inseparability of the cognizer and cognition by first establishing the distinction between cognition and the object of cognition.

Both Aghora Śiva and Sadyojyoti illustrate the degree to which they are in agreement with the Mīmāṃsākās when they formulate their position of the triadic nature of consciousness. In the next section of this chapter the arguments put forth by the Mīmāṃsā in support of the bhoktrtvā and kartṛtvā of the soul will be examined in order to explicate more clearly Sadyojyoti's own position regarding the nature of the soul; hence, at this point of the discussion concerning the Śaivite construal of the triadic structure of consciousness it is important to illustrate the similarity between Sadyojyoti's and the Mīmāṃsāka's insistence that the cognition and cognized-object are structurally separate objects in the triadic formula of cognizer, cognition and the object of cognition. We
begin our discussion with the position of Śabara.

According to Śabara the Buddhist holds that the "cognized-thing" and "the cognition of it" cannot be structurally separated. Although the Buddhists and Śabara agree that "external objects" -- pots, tables, etc., -- are always to be considered, at least in their ontological status, as "objects of consciousness", i.e. as pure objects outside of any relationship to consciousness and not dependent on consciousness for their ontological status; these "objects" are furthermore only revealed not as they are "in themselves" but only as "objects of consciousness". The Buddhist and Śabara disagree, however, over the exact relationship between "the objects of consciousness" and "the consciousness of such objects-of-consciousness". The Buddhist position has come to be known as the "Sākāravāda", the doctrine that "the form of the object" and "the object so cognized" are two aspects of one conscious act (ekam eva sākāram jñānam grahyam grahyam ca).² According to Śabara the Buddhist argues that there is no apprehended distinction between the "form" of an object and the "form" of its cognition(arthajñānayoh ākārabhedam na upalabhāmahe);³ he quotes the Buddhist:⁴

What is perceived (pratyakṣa) is the cognition (buddhi), hence we conclude that there is no form of any object (artharūpa) apart from that object itself.

This view is wrong, argues Śabara, since it mistakenly identifies the form (ākāra) of an object with its cognition (buddhi or jñāna). Only the "object" is perceivable as an "ākāra" -- not cognition itself, which is the central tenant of the Nirākāravāda.⁵ "Ākāra" only applies to "external objects" and is perceived as existing in "external space" (bahirdeśasambaddha); "cognition", jñāna, does not exist in external
space and is not an external object. Only external objects can enter cognition as specified objects; the property of ākāra is clearly a spatial property indicative of the three dimensional extension of objects of perception. Consciousness simply represents the form of an object but does not in itself possess this form; in all the various cognitions, cognition itself remains of one nature (ekarūpa).

Having attacked the Buddhist conception of the inseparability of consciousness and the object of consciousness on structural grounds, Šabara turns to a criticism of this view on temporal grounds. The Buddhist maintains that the object and the consciousness of it arise together, i.e. simultaneously, like a lamp which illuminates itself and other objects (utpadye manāiva sa [buddhi] jñāyate jñāpayati ca arthāntaram pradīpavat iti). When the cognition arises it causes the cognized object to be cognized; the emphasis is placed on the arising of cognition just as the emphasis is placed on the light in the illuminating of objects. This view is considered false by Šabara since the Buddhist is actually claiming that first there is the cognition and then there is the cognition of an object; in fact, when an object (artha) is uncognized (ajñāta) there can be no simultaneous apprehension of a cognition. Thus, it is only after an object has been cognized, i.e. only after it has arisen (utpatti) as a known object, that the fact of the cognition of it can be postulated, and then only through inference. It is from the cognized-object having arisen that the cognition is itself cognized (buddhi jñāyate). Since a cognition cannot in principle be perceived, it must be inferred.

In the verses from 64Ab to 64B Sadyojyoti specifically indicates
that the cognition—here considered as "bhoga"—is distinct from the object-of-cognition, "bhogya"; he makes it clear that the bhoga is not coterminous with the apprehended object. Rather, he says, once an apprehended object has arisen and has been so established as an apprehended-object (bhogyatvam cāsyā samsiddham) the cognition that arises on account of this apprehended-object is technically designated as the object of bhoga (yenotpanno 'nubhuyate sa capyanubhāvo bhogo...). The crucial term is "arising" (utpatti), which implies a constitutive distinction between the bhoga and the object-of-bhoga; constitutively the two do not arise simultaneously (yugapad) nor can they be considered to be of one nature (ekarūpa).

In the face of such an argument the Buddhist would continue to argue that the sheer fact of the object-of-bhoga already entails the presence of some bhoga and that to begin with this object-of-bhoga is really to begin with a complex of the two, which implies that the bhoga is not a secondary element in the equation but one more coterminous with the object-of-bhoga. In Sadyojyoti's terminology, Ābara, for instance, would allow that in order for there to be an object-of-bhoga there must first be the presence of bhoga—but that in order for there to be the bhoga of this connection between the two, a different cognitive event must occur, i.e. an inference. According to Mīmāṃsā principles, Ābara is interested in driving a wedge between the object and its cognition in
order to establish a basic prāmaṇic realism between the cognition and its object; he does this in a manner agreeable to the Buddhist idiom and ontology. In the Bhoga Kārīka Sadyojyoti is more interested in pointing out that bhoga can be established from the fact of the presence of the object-of-bhoga in order to drive a wedge between the two. The object-of-bhoga, i.e., the "bhogya", is in fact the buddhi and is only one member in the triadic complex of the bhogya, bhoga and bhoktr. 10

3. The Soul Considered as the Enjoyer (bhoktr) and the Agent(kartṛ) of Empirical Consciousness

Having established the separate existence of "bhoga" Sadyojyoti concludes that this bhoga is sufficient for explaining the existence of a separate "enjoyer", i.e., bhoktr. Such a position again conflicts with the Buddhists who claim that, not only are the bhoga and the object-of-bhoga two aspects of one event, but also that the so-called bhoktr is simply an aspect of this single phenomenon. In light of the Buddhist position, Sadyojyoti establishes the existence of a separate and active bhoktr as the apprehending agent (grāhaka) involved in the activity of bhoga.

In explicating Sadyojyoti's position Aghora Śiva spells out the Buddhist position concerning the structural "unity" of the act of consciousness: 11

Consciousness appears solely as of one nature (ekamevedam samvidṛūpam); we see a 'modification' (vivarta) of manifold 'forms' (anekākara) such as joy, depression, etc. In this case you can use any name you desire [to describe one of the manifold 'modifications' of consciousness].

According to this view, as Aghora Śiva points out, the notion of continuity or permanence attributed to a substratum behind the cognitions --
a notion which corresponds to a concept of a separate cognizer -- is itself simply a modification (vivārtta) of impermanent cognition. In his commentary on the Mṛgendra Agama,12 Aghora Siva cites more psychological arguments to bolster the Buddhist view of "the manifold self-modifications of the one cognitive event." The Buddhists, he says, argue that to postulate a separate "apprehending-self qua agent" outside of the sole fact of the cognitive event (jñāna) is to set up a basic epistemological and soteriological distinction between "one's self," -- i.e. what belongs to "oneself," -- and "the other," what inalienably belongs to another person; this possessive attitude, argues the Buddhist, is ultimately derived from an egotistic desire which engenders further attachments and passions -- thus impeding liberation.13 The Buddhists further claim that the postulation of a separate self is simply a result of "self deception": "It is said that the superimposition (adhyāropitva) of permanence arises on account of the similitude (sādṛṣya) of the successive moments which are arising."14 In the Bhoga Kārikā and its Vṛtti the epistemological argument put forth by the Buddhists, i.e. that the cognitive event is one reality with three basic aspects, is directly attacked while the psychological criticism is only addressed incidentally through a criticism of the doctrine of mementariness.

Epistemologically, the Buddhists hold that the triadic elements of consciousness are simply "aspects" of a single cognitive event; the "cognizer" is simply one aspect of this event. The proof brought forth by the Buddhists to prove that the cognizer is one aspect of the cognition comes from the sphere of perception (pratyakṣa), technically an "internal
perception" (manasapratyākṣa) according to Dignāga: 15

Every cognition is produced with a twofold appearance, namely that of itself [as subject] (svabhāsa) and that of the object (viśayabhāsa). The cognizing of itself as [possessing] these two appearances or the self-cognition (svasamvitti) is the result [of the cognitive act].

In his Pramāṇasamuccāya Dignāga further describes this internal perception as of two kinds; one is directed towards internal emotive states, which he terms "svasamvedana", and the other is directed towards other cognitions, which he terms "svasamvitti". 16 In the latter case, cognition can itself be its own object. This allows the Buddhist, who holds that all things are momentary, to account for the continuity in experience without postulating a "self" as a permanent substratum behind the fluctuating cognitions; 17 it allows the Buddhist analysis of empirical experience to remain within the sphere of cognition itself and at the same time to hold the doctrine of momentariness. In place of the uniqueness of each aspect of the triadic cognitive event the Buddhist holds a similar formula except that in place of the cognizer he establishes "self-cognition", instead of a subject's self-reflective state of consciousness one discovers cognition-self-cognizing itself. This impersonalistic conception of the cognitive event is also discussed in terms of the pramāṇa doctrine whereby the object, instrument and the result, i.e. the prameya, pramāṇa and the pramā are described as belonging to the one cognitive event of the triadic state of consciousness. 18 Epistemologically, the "self-consciousness" (svasamvedana), according to Dignāga, is simply a "result" (phala) of the cognitive activity: 19
According to Dignāga the self-reflective cognition itself conforms to the structure of a regular cognition, i.e., as a "sākāra-jñāna", which is descriptive of every cognitive event. An opponent may indeed question the necessity of postulating a distinction between a regular cognition and a self-reflective cognition as the cognition of the object in itself is indicative of self-awareness. Dignāga begins his own description of self-reflective cognition by pointing out the necessity of positing the distinction between the two types of cognition. He begins by pointing out that since self-reflective cognition itself appears in the form of a regular cognition it too has a cognizing and a cognized aspect. Its specific "cognized" aspect appears as the cognition, which is in conformity with the original cognition (arthānurūpajñānabhāsa); its cognizer aspect is simply the cognition of this cognized aspect. If the description of the cognition of an object were limited to either the "cognized-object" aspect or the "cognizing" aspect, argues Dignāga, the following calamitous results would follow. In the former case there would only be the cognized...
object and the self-awareness of it while in the latter case there would only be the cognition of the object and the self-awareness of it -- in both cases there would be no distinction between the original cognition of the object (viṣaya-jñāna) and the cognition of this original cognition (viṣayajñānajñāna)! To explain: if we postulate just the cognized-object and the self-reflective cognition involving it, the self-reflection would not have another cognition for its object (which it by definition requires) but simply the cognized-object -- and thus by Dignāga's definition it would be a simple "cognition" (svākāra) and not a self-reflective cognition; if, on the other hand, we postulate just the "cognition" or "cognizing" aspect and the self-reflective cognition, there will be no distinction between these two types of cognition as the objectless "cognition" will remain self-identically contentless and the self-reflective cognition will have nothing to distinguish itself from.20

In attacking this epistemological position of the Buddhists and in the consequent establishment of the triadic structure of consciousness in which the cognizer is the soul endowed with enjoyership and agency, the outline of Sadyojyoti's argument rests on the same premises as the Mīmāṃsāka attack of the Buddhist position. Śabara, for instance, first establishes the separate existence of the soul qua cognizer by drawing a distinction between, on the one hand, the body with its physical properties such as colour, weight, etc., properties which are "observable by all", and, on the other hand, the soul with its emotive and cognitive properties of "pleasure, pain, etc.", which are only "observable by oneself". He then gives a number of arguments to prove that the "internal properties" must
belong to the soul qua cognizer: 21

1) Personal pronouns lead one to assume the existence of a separate cognizer.

2) "Desire" leads to the inferential postulation of a cognizing self. Desire depends on memory which depends on a self-subsistent cognizer, i.e., in order to desire (x) one must first recognize (x) to be desirous, which itself involves the memory of (x) and which entails a subject who remembers.

3) Self-reflective cognition (svasamvedana qua pratyakṣapramāṇa) proves that the cognizer, in cognizing, is self-cognized.

4) Scriptural texts (i.e. the Upaniṣads and Brāhmaṇas qua Śabdaprāmaṇa) also recognize that the soul is the cognizer possessed by internal properties.

5) By analogy: "just as you perceive yourself (identity), so I perceive my self (-identity)."

In explaining the Mīmāṃsaka's conception of the soul in this anti-Buddhist manner, Śabara both describes the nature (rūpa) of the soul -- i.e., as something which possesses "properties," in the way the body possesses properties, albeit radically different kinds of properties -- and he as well establishes the nature of this soul in pramānic terms. There is, however, a lacuna in Śabara's response to the Buddhists. Śabara is not precise enough in his description of the nature of the soul; he is not precise enough in describing the exact ontological relationship between the "eternal" and "self-illuminated" soul and its "transitory" properties, emotions and cognitions. Kumārila attempts to spell Śabara's position out more clearly and in doing so he helps to explain Sadyojyoti's position.
For Kumārila Bhaṭṭa it is clear the enjoyership and agency are attributed to the soul in order to explain its engagement in the sphere of karmic activity occurring most basically at the "property" level of "pleasure, cognition, etc." Kumārila expands upon this "property" conception found in Śabara but changes it to include two sets of properties, those that are intrinsic to the soul and that which are incidental: enjoyership and agency belong to the former class of properties and pleasure, cognition etc. belong to the latter class.22 In explaining the indirect connection (lakṣaṇa-sambandha) as opposed to the direct connection (sākṣat sambandha) the soul has with the body in the accomplishment of karmically determined activity--i.e., such "activities" meant to soteriologically "change" the soul -- Kumārila claims, contra the Buddhists, that the self is not just of the nature of consciousness (vijñānamātratva) but rather enjoyership and agency as well.23 Agency applies to the soul in order that it may "carry out" (sādhana) injunctions; enjoyership applies to the soul that it may reap the effects (sādhyā) of the karmically determining injunctions. Furthermore, being possessed of eternity the soul is separated (vyatiriktatva) from the buddhi, sense organs and body, which are "finite" -- i.e., "open to destruction". Kumārila explains the soul's engagement in karmic activity which involves the specific description of the soul's connection to the fruits of the activities tied to the sphere of finitude (anityatva).

Kumārila first addresses the Buddhist criticism that, if the soul is in fact eternal and yet possessed (pratipannatva) of enjoyership and
agency, then at the time of its enjoyment it must be directly connected to the fruits of its karmic activities (karmaphalasambandha). In response Kumārila argues that in such activity the soul indeed undergoes a "modification" (vikriyā) -- but not a total transformation which actually leads to the "destruction", i.e. non-existence, of a former condition (ucchedatva). The modification is not in opposition to the aspect of the agency of the soul. Due to its "active character" (sakriyātva) the soul comes to be "the performer of sacrifices" (yajamānata); the "instrument" for this activity is the body understood in a metaphorical sense, which refers to the sphere (avasthā) of the "means" whereby this activity occurs. All change at the level of embodiment occurs at this level (avasthā) itself while "the common character of the soul" (sāmānyātma) never gives up its character as the "superintending factor" (adhisthāna) and "instigator" of this change. This is definitely a very similar account of the soul's connection to karmic fruits that Sadyojyoti accepts. For Sadyojyoti the closest this "modification" comes to the soul is at the level of the buddhi vṛtti, as at the level of the "avasthā", which is essentially altered by the yajñāsādhana occurring through the sarīra-dvāra. For Kumārila the sarīra-dvāra essentially includes the triadic complex of buddhi, indriya and sarīra, which in Sadyojyoti's view would simply include the sphere of buddhi etc. For Sadyojyoti the "yajñāsādhana" would entail dealing with the three bonds -- mala, karma and māyā -- at the level of embodiment characterized by "kalādi". Both Kumārila and Sadyojyoti construe the soul as "jñāna-sākta-sadbhāva", attributing jñānatva with
bhoktṛtvā and śaktitvā with kārtṛtvā.

In his confrontation with the Buddhists over the nature of consciousness Sadyojyoti follows the Mīmāṃsakas in attributing consciousness to the soul but he differs with the Mīmāṃsakas over the nature of the third order cognition described by the Buddhists as self-reflective cognition, svasaṃvedana. Both the Mīmāṃsakas and the Nyāyayikas attach a certain personalism to the soul; for both systems the notions of "I cognize" and "I am self-conscious" attribute a self-subsistent entity behind the act of cognizing. In this case the "I" is considered to be a permanent quality of the soul whereas the act of cognizing is itself a product of an impermanent process carried out at the level of the buddhi. In the context of the debate with the Buddhists over the substratum of cognition Śabara quotes scriptural evidence in support of the view that the self is the substratum of consciousness, i.e., that it is the self which is self-aware in the act of svasaṃvedana. Kumārila spells this out more clearly when he states that there is an immediate intuitional insight of the soul by the soul through a conception of "aham" (ahampratyayavijñeyah svayamātmopapadyate), which is neither a perception nor an inference in the strict sense. According to Aghora Śiva, Sadyojyoti clearly indicates that self-reflective cognition is simply a form of perception (manasa-pratyaṅga), which serves as the basis for an inference regarding the existence of the soul; it is impossible to attribute a conception of "ahāṃkāra" to the soul. Moreover, since cognition at the level of the buddhi occurs due to the obfuscation of the soul's "jñānaśakti" there can be no "self-illumination" of the soul through the notion of "I" or "ahāṃkāra".
Aghora Śiva explains the inferential process whereby the soul is established on the grounds of "svasamvedana". The act of dreaming, he maintains, is a perceptual event which falls under the definition of perception, since it involves "touching" (sparśa) -- not of an external object (viṣaya) but of an "internal" one. This perception, argues Aghora Śiva, must depend on a permanent "internal" cognizer involved in the continued perception of the internally perceived objects. This internal cognizer cannot be attributed to consciousness itself as the Buddhist conceives of it, i.e., as a momentary event which ultimately is based on the momentary world of "objects". The Buddhist claims that the internal experience of phantasmal objects in fact proves that consciousness is momentary and not that there is a separate self, since there are no phantasmal appearances separate from internal experience itself. Internal momentary experience which projects imaginary objects appears to have a stable base (i.e. a self) because of the "illusion" produced by the similitude of the successive arising of the objects -- as is the case in the continuous flow of water. Aghora Śiva reiterates his position that the phantasmal object is in fact internally perceived in a permanent or constant manner, which indicates that the grasper must also be permanent.

A second inference is brought forward to prove the existence of a separate soul qua enjoyer. In this case it is maintained that "desire" (or "intention" -- i.e. saṁhitā) cannot be explained without the postulation of one who does the desiring; similarly, enjoyment, bhoga, cannot be explained without one who does the enjoying, the bhoktr. Although such an argument is similar to the one proposed by Vātsyāyana whereby desire is considered to be a quality requiring a substratum, i.e. the soul, Sadyojoyoti does not accept the quality-substance ontology in
terms of a notion of the "inherence" of the quality in the substratum. Aghora Siva adds that the argument from "desire" also proves that the soul is an agent, since the activity-of-bhoga implied by "desire" cannot be logically explained without the postulation of an active enjoyer. (BKV, 99B)

These two inferences which Sadyojyoti employs to prove the existence of the soul qua enjoyer and agent are categories of the sāmānyatodṛṣṭa inference according to which something imperceptible (adrṣṭa) is inferred from something perceptible (drṣṭa); this inference is described by Vātsyāyana in his commentary on Nyāya Sūtras 1.1.5: "When the relation between the probans and the probandum being imperceptible, the probandum is known from a probans having the same nature with any other object."31 Taken together, these two inferences satisfy the requirements that a positive concomitance (vyāpti) in an inference be complimented by an example of negative concomitance. For example, the constant concomitance of smoke and fire that we find in the kitchen, for instance, must be complimented by its co-absence in water, for instance.

The standard charge brought against the Buddhists by the Śaivites and others is based on this criterion of a proper inference; regarding the Buddhists' doctrine of momentariness the critic claims that the Buddhist cannot provide a negative instance (vipakṣa) to prove permanence -- i.e., non-impermanence. To establish impermanence from existence there should be a negative instance in which the non-existence (abhāva) of impermanence would be concomitant with the non-existence of existence. However, since everything is considered to be impermanent according to the Buddhist, no counter instance can be cited. When the Buddhist brings a similar charge against the Śaivites inferential establishment of the soul, Aghora Siva,
for example, maintains that the positive concomitance is provided by the inference based on the *svasadānapratyākṣa* and the negative concomitance by the inference based on the activity of *bhoga*. This latter (*sāmānyatodṛṣṭa*) inference is a negative concomitance as it is an inference based on presumption (*arthapatti*, termed *anyathānupapatti* by Sadyojyotī), which, according to Nyāya, is an inference based on negative concomitance. In this case the Śaivite infers that, since all actions require an agent, given the fact of the activity of *bhoga*, an active Enjoyer must be presumed.

The final criticism the Buddhist brings forth concerning the Śaivite’s doctrine of the soul is based on the doctrine of impermanence. According to Aghora Śiva in both his commentaries on the *Bhoga Karika* and on the *Mrgendra Āgama* the Buddhist establishes the doctrine of momentariness in the following manner:

1) All things are either momentary or permanent.
2) All things occur either sequentially or simultaneously.
3) If all things are permanent, sequentiality is ruled out.
4) If all things are permanent and simultaneous, the sequentiality established by practical experience (*arthakriyā*) [the ultimate criterion of logical truth according to the standard of Buddhist pramāṇic theory] is ruled out.
5) Consequently, all things must be momentary and occur sequentially.

Nārāyaṇa Kaṇṭha succinctly states the Buddhist position: "All being (yat sat-tat-sarvam) is momentary on account of the unestablishment of the "being" (saṭṭa) which is due to the impossibility of having an "arthakriyā" — correspondence with practical experience — of
sequentiality and simultaneity." The Pramanavartika states this clearly.

The higher truth (paramarthasat) is that which relates to whatever is "for the purpose of the correspondence (samartham) with the practical situation (arthakriyāsamartha); the non-existents are the non-momentary things--this position is established by the conflict with [holding] simultaneity and sequentiality.

It is quite clear that sequentiality falls on the side of momentariness. As D. N Shastri points out, the doctrine of practical efficiency is actually equated with "reality," or "existence" (sattā) itself. Consequently, when the Buddhist claims "everything is momentary, on account of [the nature of] existence" (sarvam kṣanikam sattvat), the claim is simply being made that in terms of practical experience, everything is in fact momentary. Of course the equation that "arthakriyā=sattā" goes one step further and identifies this with sequentiality (krama) -- i.e., flux, continual change. Hence, in a more temporal sense of the Law of Non-contradiction, concerning moments A, B and C, if (x) exists at moment A it cannot also exist at moment B, as the existence of (x) at A cannot include its existence at B--as "existence" at one moment implies non-existence at another.

Aghora Śiva brings forth two arguments against the doctrine of momentariness. The first argument is based on what can be described as the "gem analogy". A "gem", an entity which the Saivite considers to be "permanent", i.e. non-momentary, can be involved in two "activities" at one and the same time: the gem can "reflect" various separate objects occupying various separate spaces at one and the same time and in one and the same place, i.e. the gem. This is an example of a permanent thing carrying out two things simultaneously; by implication the "illumination" of the gem is meant to parallel the manner in which being or existence
itself can manifest things both simultaneously and sequentially, i.e., the soul and impermanent cognition.  

The second argument brought against the doctrine of momentariness is more properly directed against the doctrine of arthakriya: given the position of universal momentariness entailed by this doctrine the ability to relate to anything becomes impossible as everything is being destroyed the moment it is arising -- consequently there is nothing to relate to. In principle, pramāṇic knowledge becomes an impossibility for the Buddhists, even if they define pramāṇic knowledge as "the comportment towards an unapprehended object (anadhigatārthagam)," as even an unapprehended object becomes an impossibility.

4. The Cārvāka Doctrine of Consciousness Understood as a Purely Empirical Phenomenon

Immediately after treating the Buddhists Sadyojyoti treats the Cārvākas solely in terms of their doctrine of consciousness. The most notable difference between the Buddhists and the Cārvāka is that "mokṣa" is the first priority for the former while "jīvāna", life, is the first priority for the latter. As lying outside the sphere of brāhmaṇical orthodoxy, i.e. as "nāstika" doctrines, the Buddhists are more intent in upholding a "nāstīyātmavāda" while the Cārvākas are more intent in upholding a "nāstītiparalokavāda". However, both the Buddhists, who espouse buddhicaitanyavāda, and the Cārvākas, who espouse the dehātmavāda, begin with the sphere of the "drśta" as the starting point of their views of consciousness; the Buddhists construe this "drśta" mainly in terms of momentariness while the Cārvākas construe it in terms of the "modifica-
tion" (vikāra) of the material substances. While Sadyojyoti restricts his criticism of the Dehātmavāda to the more ontological framework of the four elements accepted by Cārvāka, we find Aghora Siva in his commentary on the Mrgendra Vṛtti criticizing this doctrine for epistemological reasons, i.e. that there is only one pramāṇa-pratyakṣa. Unfortunately we do not possess an extant text of the Cārvāka doctrine. In limiting his criticism of the dehātmavāda to the doctrine of elements Sadyojyoti is obviously dealing with the Cārvāka doctrine according to what he considers to be its essential position. We know from other authors, however, that the Cārvāka doctrine had many different "schools"; for example, in his Vedāntasāra Sadānanda claims that there are four schools of Cārvāka each of which holds a different interpretation of the origin of the conscious-self: 41 1) the physical body is the self (sthūlaśārīramātma), 2) the sense organs are the self (indriyānyātma), 3) the bio-force is the self (prāṇa ātma) and 4) manas is the self (mana ātma). As well, we know from a late Cārvāka text, the Tattvopaplavasimha, that there also existed two main branches of Cārvāka, one with a more materialistic and the other with a more sceptical orientation; in his examination of the Tattvopaplavasimha Eli Franco 42 argues that the "original" Cārvāka doctrine of the four material elements, i.e. the lost "Brhaspati Sūtra", apparently rejected the validity of inference, mainly as a rejection of the attempt to establish some "other worldly" foundation of the phenomenal world, such as God. 43 It was probably the weakness in this original "pratyakṣa only" position of Brhaspati, maintains Eli Franco, that led to the postulation of anumāṇa, as it became increasingly clear that more than perception is required to establish the four elements. 43 After the rise of the hyper-
critical epistemology inaugurated around the time of Dignāga, Cārvāka was faced with the serious charge that it was founded on a petitio principii (ātmāśraya): after all other means of valid cognition are denied, perception, in order to be established as a valid source of knowledge, must establish itself. According to Franco there were only two ways to solve this problem: either to accept inference, albeit in a limited sense, or to accept a radical scepticism and deny the validity of both perception and inference, as did the author of the Tattvopaplavasimha.

The charge that Cārvāka must employ inference in order to establish its doctrine of the four elements, the cause of consciousness, is found in Nārāyaṇa Kanṭha's commentary on the Mrgendra Agama. In order to correctly ascertain the manner in which the four elements constitute the body as well as the world as a totality, argues Nārāyaṇa Kanṭha, the Cārvāka must adopt a means of cognition other than mere perception — i.e., inference. According to the Cārvāka position we in fact only "perceive" the differences in the qualities (gupabheda) of the gross elements (bhūtāni); the gross elements, as a result, must be inferred. Inference must be employed, for instance, when "earth" is discerned to be the "element," constituting clay, stones, etc. and "water" of such things as ponds, rivers, the ocean etc.:

There where "hardness" is known, there is earth, as in the case of a plateau, rock, mountains etc.; there where the earth element is absent, as in the case of the wind, etc., hardness is likewise absent. Or, everything which is liquid is [in the final analysis] constituted by water, as oil, ghee, milk etc. have the nature of water.

Nārāyaṇa Kanṭha concludes, with respect to the body, that it is not immediately clear "by perception alone" exactly which "qualities"
that are manifested in the appearance of the body belong to which elements: "one may not conclude, without the aid of inference, which of the four elements, earth etc. constitute the body." 48

It is also pointed out by Nārāyaṇa Kantha that the prāmāṇya-pratyakṣa itself cannot justify the denial of other means of correct cognition, anumāna etc. He quotes Dharmakīrti in this respect: "As what is both the means and what is not the means of correct cognition are in a similar situation, i.e., isolated from anything else, another means of correct cognition in fact exists." 49 In other words, the very truth of the validity of perception is based on a petitio principii. The Cārvāka response to this criticism is typical of the central debates between the various schools of Indian thought: Cārvāka charges the upholders of anumāna with a petitio principii themselves. Cārvāka maintains that in the case of inferring fire from smoke -- based on the vyāpti "where there is smoke, there is fire, as in the kitchen but not in the lake" -- what is actually being apprehended is not the real fire but the "fire" as part of the universal formula of the vyāpti. Hence, we are simply apprehending what has already been apprehended: 50

If a particular object is to be established then the relation of invariable concomitance between it and the reason cannot be established. We may infer fire but cannot infer the particular fire which belongs to the hill in question. If we infer fire in general then we apprehend what has been already apprehended. It is like doing what has been done. Moreover, fire, having no peculiar trait of its own exists nowhere. Hence the talk of inference is an absurdity.

In the Bhoga Kārikā and its commentary the rebuttal of the Cārvāka position is restricted to ontological issues concerning the dehātmavāda. Sadyojyoti introduces the Cārvāka position in opposition to the
Buddhists' unwillingness to accept a separate cognizer; the Carvakas accept that there is a separate and conscious "bhoktr" of cognitive acts -- however, they identify this conscious Enjoyer with the body. The "body" is understood by Carvaka in a twofold sense as both "body," and "consciousness." The body is specifically defined as a modified aggregate (vikara -samāhāra) of the four material elements, earth, water, fire and air (with ākāśa apparently being left out because it is imperceptible). Consciousness is said to be manifested (abhivyakti) as a "modified characteristic of the body," (kārasyaiva parināmavīśeṣana). Aghora Śiva provides the example traditionally used to explain the manner in which a phenomenon like "consciousness," can arise from something "unconscious" and "material"; fermenting agents in the production of alcohol are said to have the "ability," or "capacity," (śakti) to intoxicate. The fermenting agents qua "material elements," when in one state, do not exhibit the "quality" of being able to intoxicate; while in another state, they do. Likewise, argues Carvaka, the material elements combine together to form the body; once the proper combination is reached, the elements possess the ability to manifest consciousness. The Carvaka base this analogy on the perceptual observation that consciousness is seen only so long as the body is infused with the vital forces (i.e. prāṇa etc.).

The principle appealed to by the Carvaka in the identification of consciousness with the body is simply stated: "it is improper to postulate something imperceptible when something [perceptible already] exists (dṛṣṭe. sambhavatya dṛṣṭaprakārpitā na nyāyītī)." Elsewhere this principle is expressed in a manner which emphasizes the conception of causality: "that in the presence of which is seen something else is recognized to be the cause of the latter (yadyasmin satyeva sandrṣtam
Sadyojyoti begins his verse introducing the Carvaka position with the statement, "just on account of the cause" which stands for both this principle as well as the body.

Sadyojyoti criticizes this view on the grounds of the pratyakṣa-pramāṇa that consciousness cannot be identified with material, perceptual objects like pots and so forth. He claims that the Carvaka can provide no proof of such an identification between consciousness and the body, as the "reason" -- wherever there is the body, there consciousness is seen -- is too general, as in the case of the corpse: the body is present but there is no consciousness. Ultimately Sadyojyoti is basing himself on the position that the body's vital activity (ceṣṭitā) or non-activity is dependent on the presence or non-presence of the self, which is separate from the body. This criticism is particularly directed against the Carvaka position that "consciousness" is seen to arise only as a result of conception, i.e., the material conjunction of sperm and ovum which develops into the foetus qua the locus of consciousness. The Śaivite argues that conception does not indicate that the conjunction of consciousness and the body are coterminous, but merely indicates that consciousness is prior to the body; as memory exists prior to conception (śuklaśonitasamyogatpragapi), since at the time of the animated activity of the newborn child, the child's movements presuppose a memory of beneficial or harmful things, indicating that intentional activity (prayatna) precedes bodily behavior (pravrtti). The newborn child, for instance, immediately wants to breastfeed and cries when not allowed to do so. Aghora Siva adds the further argument, again based on the pratyakṣa-pramāṇa, that
consciousness and the body cannot be identified as one and the same entity based on the example of the perception of pain caused by some external factor; the sensation itself is experienced "in the body," proving that there can be no strict "identification" of the body and consciousness -- i.e., being of the same nature (ātmakatva). If there were this identification, pain would always be experienced exactly and only at the locale of the body where the cause of the pain occurs.59

The body itself, together with the experiences of "sukhāduḥkhādi" associated with it as bhāvas of the buddhi and so forth, is "an object of enjoyment" (bhogyatva) for the soul.60 As an object of the soul's consciousness, the body is what is "grasped," therefore, the body cannot be that which does the grasping or enjoying. Arguing against the Cārvāka in this manner, Sadyojyoti employs an argument shared by the Advaitin Śaṅkara, who points out the logical necessity in there being a radical distinction between the "subject" and the "object." For Śaṅkara, consciousness cannot be a "quality" (dharmatva) of the body, as the body is an "object" (visayatva) of consciousness. Śaṅkara brings forth a simple argument to defend this view: it is contradictory for something to act upon itself (svātmani kriyāvirodhat): "Fire is hot indeed but does not burn itself, and the acrobat, well trained as he may be, cannot mount his own shoulders."61

In his Śaivism in Philosophical Perspective K. Sivaraman describes this notion in more exacting terms:62

The known categories of the object cannot be applied to what forms the very precondition of objectivity itself. The self being a transcendental condition of experience cannot be evidenced in the same manner in which any content of experience becomes evident to our understanding. It is like the sense organ being expected to turn its gaze at the seer by whom and at whose
Concerning the nature of consciousness, the Śaivite and the Cārvāka view certain "evidence" in a manner which leads to different conclusions. Take, for instance, the two statements, "I am short" and "This is my body." According to Cārvāka, "I am short" appositionally indicates that the self and the body are one entity, i.e., belong to the same locus (sāmanādhikarana); while "This is my body" (mama deho 'yam) does not indicate the separation of the body and the self but is merely a "metaphorical" (aupacārika) manner of referring to the embodied self. The Śaivite, on the other hand, claims that the first statement "I am short" is actually the metaphorical statement while the second statement, "This is my body," actually describes the correct state of affairs, i.e., the separation of the soul and body.63

Aghora Śiva states the final argument against the Cārvāka concerning the theory of consciousness. This argument is centered around the "four stages of life": infancy, adolescence, adulthood and old age. Accordingly, each "bodily" stage is considered to be separate (vibhinna) because of the difference in the transformation (parināmaviśeṣana); these changes are said to involve the destruction of the previous stages due to the repeated transformations. Aghora Śiva puts the question before the Cārvāka: if you identify the self with the body, how can and does one remember previous stages in one's life, since these former stages no longer exist? The Mṛgendra Āgama, for instance, voices this same criticism: "[The body] exists as a characteristic of a transformational process (parināmasya vaisiṣṭyāt); No! This would not account for memory."64
According to this criticism the Śaivite is taking the Cārvāka extremely literally: "transformations" of the body apply to particular cognitions as well as life stages. The Cārvākas, claims Nārāyaṇa Kanṭha, maintain that "consciousness" in the condition of living beings is an "effect" of the transformation of a collection of elements (vidhābhuṭaparipūrṇākṛta); as these respective changes are repeated effects of the transformations of the elements which constitute the body, the successiveness in experience and the destruction of former experiential "states" is just a characteristic or quality of transformation (paripūrṇa) itself -- there is no reason to attribute cognitive and experiential changes to anything else, such as the soul. The Śaivite replies that, if one holds that the transformation is itself a quality of the successive cognitions (saṃkramasamvedana viśeṣasya), i.e., if one claims that the particular consciousness which accompanies each object is a product of a certain transformation, memory becomes an impossibility: in order for there to be memory transitory cognitions cannot be based on something unstable (paripūrṇatva), due to the separateness of each successive moment which is characteristic of something unstable or transformative (paripūṛṇaviśeṣānām kramabhāvinām bhinnatvāt). This clearly means that it becomes impossible to remember an experience which no longer exists in another experience and even whether the former experience belonged to someone else or not (asamviditasyānya-viditasya cānyanāsmaranāt). In addressing this argument against the Cārvāka the Śaivite is almost attributing a kṣanabhāṅgavāda at the basis of the Cārvāka's dehātmavāda.
In concluding the argument against the Carvāka over the role of memory and the self qua consciousness, the Mrgendra Agama puts forth the Śaivite view succinctly: 65

And the self may not be said to be without memory, for it is evident to all. Hence, there must be one who remembers, apart from the body.

Since the Mrgendra Agama describes "memory" as based on something "stable", i.e., the self, and describes memory as a "quality" of the self, a certain amount of clarification is called for. Nārāyaṇa Kanṭha explains that the successively occurring cognitions (sahākramajñāna) belong to the buddhi and not technically to the soul's consciousness. Aghora Śiva further adds the quote: "The one who unites (anusanghāṭr) these cognitions is just of the form of an agent (kārtr) ... established as the soul." According to this quote "the body", which is characterized by continuous transformation or alteration (asakṛtpariṇāmitva), is set in opposition to the stable experiencer (anubhāavitṛ), the "conjoiner" who, in the presence of certain objects, "joins" certain cognitions or joins different cognitions together. "Memory" is thus just a conjoining activity. 66

Sadyojyoti closes his criticism of the Carvāka with a criticism of the doctrine which holds that the senses are sufficient for explaining the origin of consciousness, the Indriyacaitanyavāda. (BK, 728-73A). The senses, argues Sadyojyoti, cannot be considered to be identical with consciousness, or be consciousness itself qua "bhoga", as they are simply the means (karaṇa) in the presentation of the object of consciousness (bhogyatva). Aghora Śiva adds that the sense organs qua "karaṇa" cannot be the agents whereby consciousness comes about since the agent
must be distinct from the agency as the sword, for example, is distinct from the one who engages it. The soul is the agent and is said to be the cause of the "engagements in" and "cessations of" all agentive acts (sārvānyākāraka-pravṛttinivṛttiḥetutva). Aghora Śiva quotes a passage to illustrate this "non-engaged engagement" on the analogy of God's participation in agentive activity: "The Lord is the one responsible for the engagements in and cessations of agentive activities; the Lord is the unengaged one who is the agent responsible for the causative acts." 67

5. The Debate with Śaṅkhya

The Śaivite authors including Sadyojyoti tend to deal with Śaṅkhya within a purely ontological context as a criticism of the Śaṅkhya conception of prakṛti and its relation to "puruṣa", which the Śaivites interpret as the individual soul. From the context of this criticism the argument between the two doctrines either remains more epistemological and treats the specific relation between the soul and buddhi or it becomes more soteriological and deals with the conception of mokṣa. The Śaivite is willing to accept points of agreement with the Śaṅkhya doctrine and even, in the case of Nārāyaṇa Kantha, to quote sections of the Śaṅkhya Karikā as authoritative.68 However, in matters which they disagree over, all Śaivite authors agree in condemning the Śaṅkhya for the same reasons.

In the Bhoga Karikā and its commentary Sadyojyoti and Aghora Śiva criticise the Śaṅkhya epistemological doctrine that the buddhi is itself
the locus of empirical consciousness. Aghora Śiva cites Sāṃkhya Kārikā, verse 20, at the outset of the epistemological criticism of Sāṃkhya; the verse describes "puruṣa" as a "witness" (sākṣītva), as possessed of isolation or freedom (kaivalya), as "indifferent" (madhyasthyā), as a mere "spectator" (draśī) and as inactive (akartrbha). According to the Śaivite interpretation of the Sāṃkhya, the soul or "puruṣa" is thought of as a "bhoktr" of empirical consciousness but not as a "kartr" involved in this empirical consciousness. The Sāṃkhya explains its notion of the "puruṣa" as bhoktr by means of a doctrine of "reflection" (pratibimbavāda) according to which the buddhi is construed as the means or matrix (dvāram) through which "the subject" and "the object", i.e., "the soul" and "the contents of the buddhi", are brought together as if in a mirror. The buddhi functions as the mirroring factor (chāya) for the conjunction of its contents and the soul; as a result of this conjunction of the two reflections, the buddhi appears as if it is of a conscious nature: Aghora Śiva summarizes the Sāṃkhya doctrine of "reflection":

The "formal connection" (ākaraṇusānga) is just a "contact" (samślesa) of the two "images" (chāya) or "reflections" which are of the nature of the conscious and the unconscious; due to this connection, the souls, enjoyers and bonds are transformed into objects of enjoyment through the instrumentality of the cognitive activity of the buddhi, which itself functions in a mirroring manner and is called enjoyment. It is just for this reason that the Samsārins make the mistake of seeing the soul and so forth in what is not the soul etc.

One of the analogies used by the Sāṃkhya to describe this doctrine of reflection is given as the reflection of the moon in water; in this case the water itself appears to manifest the light which actually belongs to the moon. Aghora Śiva criticizes this on the grounds
that it draws a false comparison, since the soul and the buddhi are of radically different natures -- one of a conscious -- and one of an unconscious nature -- while the moon and the water are of the same nature both are by nature unconscious. The moon analogy is meant to explain more than just the connection between the soul and the buddhi in terms of the idea of the soul's consciousness; although the soul is, according to the Sāmkhya, "in some sense" a bhoktr, it is a completely uninvolved bhoktr. The Sāmkhya "soul" has no real connection to bhoga. The buddhi is said to be the locus of bhoga. All soteriological activity occurs in the buddhi itself as the reflection of the soul qua bhoktr and the buddhi qua locus of the bhoga.

With the criticism of the moon analogy Aghora Śiva has the Sāmkhya appeal to another analogy in order to explain the unengaged enjoyment of the puruṣa: 74

Just as there takes place a movement in the iron in the proximity of the unmoved magnet, so there takes place a movement in Nature in the proximity of the unmoved soul.

In upholding the uninvolvement of the soul in the activity of the buddhi Sāmkhya appeals to this magnet analogy in order to avoid attributing agency, kartṛtva, to the puruṣa: "agency" entails engagement in activity (kriyā-veśa); if agency is attributed to the soul, the soul becomes subject to transformation (parināmatva)." 75 The objection brought against the magnet analogy adopted by the Sāmkhya is based on a theory of causality. According to the Saivite the agent is not to be identified with the activity (kriyā); the terminology adopted to describe this state of affairs is rather that the agent "does not reside in (veśa) or have its locus in the activity." Rather, just the
power or ability (śaktitva) to effect activity resides in the activity. In the case of the magnet, the magnet has the ability to cause the iron filings to move; in the movement of the iron filings the magnet remains the agent and its ability to cause the movement becomes engaged in the activity of the movement. Hence, the soul qua agent remains ontologically unmodified (paripāta) in the activity of empirical consciousness.

In a last attempt to defend the kartṛtva of the soul and to attribute kartṛtva to the buddhi, although the buddhi itself is not by nature constituted by consciousness, Sāṁkhya appeals to the analogy of the calf: "As the non-conscious milk 'acts' for the sake of the growth of the calf, so prakṛti [qua buddhi] 'acts,' for the sake of the release of the puruṣa." According to Sāṁkhya, as long as the puruṣa has not attained soteriological perfection through the "discernment" (vivekajñāna) of the separation of puruṣa from prakṛti, the prakṛti-based buddhi continues to function or act "for another" (pararthapravṛtti), as it is dependent on the puruṣa. However, even though it is for the sake of another, it still functions by itself for this purpose, just as the milk flows by itself for the benefit of the cow. Aghora Śiva turns the analogy around and argues that buddhi qua prakṛti is not "autonomous," because even though it is unconscious--it is superintended over by consciousness, just as the flowing of the milk is superintended over by the conscious cow. Superintendence (adhīṣṭhitatva) in this case implies "instigation" (pravartakatva); even though the activity is unconscious, the "instigator" must be considered to be conscious, as the cow-milk analogy points out.

These arguments against the Sāṁkhya conception of the relation
of the soul to the buddhi which Aghora Śiva brings forth in his commentary on the Bhoga Kārika are based on his commentary on the Mṛgendra Āgama Vṛtti. Nārāyaṇa Kanṭha offers arguments defending the notion that the soul is actively engaged in the activity of the buddhi; as an illustration of the succinctness of Nārāyaṇa Kanṭha's argumentation we cite the following passage: 77

If the soul is not the bhoktr, what is the purpose of the body that is the locus of bhoga (bhogāyatana), the sense organs that are the instruments of this bhoga (bhogasādhana), the objects of bhoga (bhogārtha) and finally [as the culmination of all this], the bhoga, itself which is constituted by experience which is pleasurable or painful? As bhoga is necessarily accompanied by its locus (adhikaraṇa) and its instruments (sādhanasahitatva) it is impossible to deny to the soul the status of being a bhoktr. Moreover, if the soul is a bhoktr, how can it not be an agent, kartr? If it is purely inactive (akartr) there is no justification for its conjunction with the instruments etc. (karāṇa etc.). Furthermore, since the soul is essentially constituted by both consciousness [qua being a bhoktr] and activity, to deny its agency is ipso facto to deny its consciousness.

Sadyojyoti and Aghora Śiva conclude the critique of Sāṁkhya with a soteriological criticism of the Sāṁkhya conception of mokṣa. According to Sāṁkhya all soteriological activity takes place on the level of the buddhi. Although the soul or puruṣa is said to be of a soteriologically "pure" nature (nīrmativa), the process of "mokṣa" that is restricted to the prakṛti-based sphere of the buddhi is said to be "for the purpose of the puruṣa". Mokṣa is thus defined as the ceasing of the activity that arises on account of prakṛti; this cessation arises out of account of the discrimination that is instigated by the buddhi through the "jnāna" designated bhāva. Verses 62 and 63 of the Sāṁkhya Kārika describe the Sāṁkhya doctrine of mokṣa: 78

Verily, not any spirit is bound, nor released, nor migrates; it is Prakṛti, the Primal Nature alone, abiding in manifold forms, that is bound, is released, and migrates.
By seven forms Prakṛti, the Primal Nature, binds herself by herself, by one form she releases herself for the deliverance of the Spirit.

The first objection brought forth against this conception of mokṣa is stated by Sadyojyoti in verse 76A-76B: given that the soul or "puruṣa" is considered undefiled (nirmalatva) at all times, whether in the bound state or the liberated state, there can be no distinction between the bound and the liberated soul, since the soul is at all times "unconnected" to that which could defile it. As a result, the liberated and the unliberated states cannot be distinguished. Secondly, even if we allow the Śāṁkhya position that the activity of the buddhi and prakṛti "are for the sake of" the soul, which remains "unconnected" to this activity, there is nothing to prevent the activity from taking place for one who is already liberated, as the soul has no control over the activities of the prakṛti. Thirdly, and finally, if all karmic activity were limited to the sphere of the prakṛti-constituted buddhi, this activity would apply to all souls indiscriminately, as there would be no restricting-factor involved in linking a certain soul with a certain buddhi. As a result, liberation again becomes an impossibility given the Śāṁkhya doctrine.
Chapter V

NOTES

1 Most of the quotes taken from Buddhist sources that appear in the BKV are found as well in the MAD and are identified by M. Hulin as taken from Dignāga’s Pramāṇasamuccaya. Since Aghora Śiva also discusses the arthakriyavāda we must assume that Dharmakirti is as well criticized as Dignāga was unfamiliar with the concept of arthakriya; cf. Dignāga On Perception, trans. and annotation by Massaki Hattori, Harvard Oriental Series, Vol. 47 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1968), p. 80. It may be argued that the concept of arthakriya as conceived by later Buddhist writers was actually latent in Dignāga’s conception of the distinction between the “svalaksana”, the unconceptualized particular, and the “sāmānyalaksana”, the conceptualized object or event. One of the marks of the svalaksana, according to Dharmakirti, is its arthakriyāsakti while the sāmānyalaksana possesses no such capacity; cf. Hattori, p. 80.

Concerning epistemology, the Sakarajñanavāda is held by the Sautrantikas and some Yogacaras (some Yogacaras also hold a Nirakarajñanavāda); cf. Hattori, p. 80.


Kamalasila, for instance, maintains that both schools accept the basic principle of the sakāra-vijnānavāda; the Sautrantikas, however, accept the independent existence of external objects while the Yogacaras do not (cf. TS, v. 1344).


5 Matilal points out that the terminological distinctions used by Dignāga in his Pramāṇasamuccaya to designate the “object-aspect” and the “cognizing-aspect” are, respectively, “arthābhāsa” and “svabhāsa”, which are more commonly referred to as “grahyakāra” and “grāhakakāra” by the Yogacāra authors: “Later on this arthābhāsa transpired as arthākāra, the ‘object-form’ of the cognition, in the writings of post-Dīṇnāga expo-
nents and hence the nickname sākārayādin (sākāra = 'awareness with an object') was given to this school." Cf. Matilal, Perception, p. 151.

6 The context of this debate concerns the theory of the relation between consciousness and its object. Sabara extends the self-evidential character of Sabda qua Vedic "scripture" into other spheres of cognition; hence, in the sphere of perception he upholds a type of realism (arthālamabanāḥ pratayāyāḥ) wherein actual perceptions are in themselves valid (satpratyākṣam) -- and can only be proven to be false "after the fact" of the cognitive event. Kumarila describes this state of affairs: "Therefore, the authoritative character of a conception recognized through the mere fact of its having the character of 'cognition', can be set aside only by the contrary nature of its object or by the recognition of discrepancies of its causes." Cf. Ślokavārttika, trans. p. 46.

The Buddhists, on the other hand, because of their more ontological commitment to the kṣanikavāda, hold that perception has no ontological support (nirālambanāḥ pratayāyāḥ) and in itself simply represents the false sphere of the undifferentiated and unconceptualized svalakṣaṇa.

7 The Aphorisms of the Mīmāṃsā, p. 9: "yadyarthākārabuddhiḥ syat; nirākāra tu no buddhiḥ, ākāra-vāhan bāhyo rthaḥ sa hi bahirdeśasambaddhāḥ pratyakṣamupalabhyate."

8 Ibid., p. 9.

9 Sabara says that the cognition becomes cognized (buddhi jñayate); terminologically, the buddhi becomes "jñata". Buddhī (ālambhana) is apratyakṣa -- because it has no "ākara"; (therefore, it is only open to anumāna. Buddhī can only be said to have akara) when it has an object: "Further, the form of the cognition is never apprehended except in terms of the object (sākāram cārthāṃ pratyakṣam evāvagacchāmah." cf., ibid. p. 10.

10 If we were to speak of it in terms of "levels", level one constituting vyavasāya-jñāna and level two constituting avyavasāya-jñāna, buddhi-jñāna qua bhogya would be comparable to the level of vyavasāya-jñāna. Such is the manner in which Aghora Siva tends to construe this activity. The buddhi is the locus for a certain type of cognition (jñāna) which leads, so to speak,"a life of its own". The jñāna terminology is used to explain the events which take place in the buddhi; this "buddhi-jñāna" then becomes an object of the soul and comes under the category of "atma-jñāna", i.e. "bhoga" or "anubhava" and is more comparable to a avyavasāya-jñāna. Of course, in this section of the BK under discussion this is not Sadyojyoti's concern; rather, the separate existence of bhoga is meant to establish the radical distinction between the bhoktr and the bhogya.


12 The MA is very concise in its criticism. The first and no
doubt most important argument attributes a "category mistake" to the Buddhists who are said to confuse consciousness with the instruments whereby consciousness becomes manifested (i.e. senses, manas, etc.) and thus confuse the impermanence of the instruments with the impermanence of consciousness. The MA employs two other basic arguments: it is wrong to attribute impermanence to the self since we in fact enjoy the fruits of previous activities and since we remember previous experiences.

13 MAV, p. 100: "If the soul exists, there is a conception of an "other"; this distinction of the "self" [i.e., as "what is mine"] and the "other" engenders the attachment to possessions and animosity
(yaduktam "ātmani sati parasamjñā svaparavibhāgatparigrahadveṣau, anayossampratibadhāssarve dosaḥ prajāyante iti")." The quote is from Pramanavarttika, p. 77.

14 MAV, pp. 102-103: "nanu sadrsāparāparakṣaṇotpattivipralabdhatvāt sthairyamadhyāropitamityuktatam."

15 Dignāga, On Perception, p. 28.

16 Ibid., p. 28 (v.9a): "or [it can be maintained that] the self-cognition or the cognition cognizing itself (svaṃsvittī) is here the result [of the act of cognizing]." Dharmakīrti describes the inner perception of emotive states as manovijnāṇa and the self-cognition as sarvacittacaitanam ātma samvedanaṁ. There is a sense in which svasamvedana is co-temporal with every cognitive state, which thus provides the continuity in experience, as Dharmakīrti states: "All (simple) consciousness, as well as all mental phenomenon, are self-conscious." Cf. Stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic, I, 163. For a discussion of the Buddhist notion of svasamvedana, cf. Hattori, pp. 93-94 and Matilal, Perception, pp. 149-153.

17 Of course there is a difficulty in explaining continuity in the svalakṣana sphere of experience, as svasamvedana qua manovijnāṇa appears to infuse some kind of conceptuality into the svalakṣana experience. It is exactly this cryptic problem in Dignāga which has led M. Nagatomi to refer to it as "a conundrum in the Buddhist pramāṇa system." Cf. M. Nagatomi, "Arthakriyā," Adyar Library Bulletin, 31-2, (1967-1968), 243-260.

18 "The resulting cognition arises bearing in itself the form of the cognized object and [thus] is understood to include the act of [of cognizing] (savyāpāra)." Cf. Hattori, p. 28. The Buddhist is arguing against the Nyāyāyika who construes the kāraṇa qua kāraṇa as separate both ontologically and temporally from the kārya.

19 v. 10; Hattori, p. 29.

20 For the reasons behind the two alternatives, cf. Matilal, Perception, pp. 151-152.

22 Unlike Šabara, Kumārila Bhātta does not construe sukhadubha etc. as "properties" of the soul; cf. Ślokavārttika, trans. p. 385.

23 Bhoktrtva and kartrtva must be included if the sādhana-sādhyasambandha is to be established (v.4).

24 These two positions are respectively known as vikriyānityatva and uccdānityatva. Kumārila states: "The applicability of the term anitya applied to the ātman is not rejected if the non-eternity is one of modification [of the eternal soul] and not of its destruction."

25 In order to explain the specific ontological manner in which the soul qua kartr acts (kriyate) in activity (kriyā), v.75 lays down the principle that the kartr need not always be the locus in which the activity adhers; actions are only brought about by the soul in its capacity as a superintending factor (adhīṣṭhāna or instigator (prayojika) [v.75] and is so involved in activities qua kartr in a different manner: for example, through movement, language, proximity etc. (vs. 95-96).

26 Kumārila does not accept a subtle body (cf. v. 62); transformation occurs at the level of "avasthā" with the soul taking on different physical bodies qua "avasthā".

27 Cf. Śantaraksita, Tattvasamgraha (contra Nyāya), pg. 213-214). Kamalaśīla quotes Uddyotakara (Nyāyavārttika,3.1.1). Śantaraksita objects to this view since nityatva and vibhūtva etc. do not become manifest in ahamkāra; rather, the cognitions of physical attributes, like "fair complexion" etc., become manifest.

Cf. note 40 for chapter IV above concerning the notion of ahamkāra as held by Vātsyāyana. In Vātsyāyana's case it can be argued that he does attribute a certain "personalism" to the soul, even though this is not his intention. On the one hand, in his commentary on 4.2.44 he makes it clear that the "I" notion is only constitutive of the soul insofar as it has cognition; in the state of release there is no cognition. All cognition is a result of the condition of embodiment: "The conditions (necessary for the production of knowledge) are there only if there is a body produced as a result of adṛṣṭa which is the substratum of actions (cēṣṭā), senses (indriya) and pleasure and pain. Thus cognitions are invariably produced (only in the presence of such a body)." Cf. Nyāya-Sūtra with Vātsyāyana's Bhāṣya, p. 370. In his commentary on 1.1.22 Vātsyāyana further argues against construing mokṣa as the svasamvedana [which would definitely involve a form of ahampratyaya] of eternal bliss. On the other hand, however, Vātsyāyana describes "the eternal soul" as sarvadraṣṭṛtva, sarvabhokṛtṛtva, sarvajñātṛtṛa and sarvānubhāvin (comm. on 1.1.22 p. 20); since the ahampratyaya leads to the inferential conception
of a permanent self qua substratum of the fleeting cognitions, it appears that this ahampratyaya also applies to the "more eternal" qualities of the soul such as sarvadraṣṭṛtva etc.

28 Slokavārttika (ātmavāda, v. 107), trans. p. 401: [According to the Bhāṣya] the soul is directly cognizable by the notion of 'I'. In v. 132 a similar idea is expressed: "The notion of 'I' must always (be accepted to) refer to the soul (ātmābhīmānetaḥahumbuddhīhṛuvatmanī).


30 Ibid. "samvedana eva kṣanike jaladhārāpravāhavatsaddrāparaparāparo-pattibhramat vikalpena sthairyamadhyaropayata ityavidyajanitaḥ seyyatāmaḍṛṣṭih.

Also see Kamalasāla's commentary on vv. 1920-1922 which argue against the position of the Ārākṣa that all consciousness proceeds from sense-organs and objects: "If all cognition were apprehended only through the sense organs and the objects, -- then our assertion would have been an audacious one; as a matter of fact, however, in Dreams and other states there appears Subjective Consciousness envisaging the Blue and objects, which subjective consciousness is apprehended even when there is no Sense-organ nor any object in the shape of colour, etc. (yadi sarvameva jñānamindriyarthapalenaiva jñāyate tādā sānasam bhavet, yāvāt svapprādyavasthāyām nīlādi-pratibhāsān manovijnānam-asatya-pi caṣurād-indriye vinā 'pi rūpādindriyena samvedyate)." Cf. Tattvasamgraha of Sānt ārākṣita with the Commentary, trans. pp. 919-921, ed. p. 345-347.

31 Nyāya Sūtras, p. 18. The two inferences Sadyojyoti employs to prove the existence of the soul are categorized as the sāmānyatodṛṣṭa form, i.e., inferring something imperceptible (adrṣṭa) from something perceptible (drṣṭa). Gautama (1.1.5) subdivides inference into three categories: pūrvavat (lit. "that which has the antecedent") is an inference from the cause to the effect, as from the viewing of clouds one infers that it will rain; seṣavat is from the effect to the cause, as when one infers that it has rained from the viewing of swollen rivers; and sāmānyatodṛṣṭa inference occurs when the perception of an object which is perceptible provides the basis for the establishment of something imperceptible, as the movement of the sun is inferred from the perception of its location in different places. Both the pūrvavat and seṣavat inferences concern perceptual objects while the sāmānyatodṛṣṭa only concerns imperceptible objects. In his commentary on 1.1.5 Vātsyāyana subdivides these basic three kinds of inference into two alternative ways of viewing them, i.e. temporally and spatially (or logically). With respect to the sāmānyatodṛṣṭa inference, the temporal manner would concern the movement of the sun whereas the spatial or logical manner would concern something like the postulation of the soul from the fact of cognitive qualities, which is more in line with Sadyojyoti's use of the sāmānyatodṛṣṭa inference: "When the relation between the probans and the probandum being imperceptible, the probandum is known from a probans
having the same nature with any other object. As, for example, self from desire, etc. Desire etc. are qualities. Qualities reside in substances. Therefore, that which is the substratum of these (i.e. desire etc.) is the self." Cf. Nyāya Sutras, p. 18. With respect to the example of the sun's movement as given by Gautama, Keith claims that the sun is inferred to move based on the analogy of ordinary motion even though the sun's movement is not open to perception; cf. Arthur Berriedale Keith, Indian Logic and Atomism (New York: Greenwood Press, 1968), p. 89. Kisor Chakrabarti, however, argues that the sāmānyatodṛṣṭa is an inference based on seeing or proving (dṛṣṭa) the universal (sāmānyatā) two things must necessarily share and not on an analogy; cf. Kisor Kumar Chakrabarti, The Logic of Gautama, Society for Asian and Comparative Philosophy, Monograph no. 5 (Honolulu: The University Press of Hawaii, 1977), pp. 14-31.

The sāmānyatodṛṣṭa inference is generally accepted by the other schools. For example, in v. 6 of the Sāmkhya Kārikā Iśvarakṛṣṇa accepts this form of inference: "sāmānyatastu drṣṭadatindriyānāṃ pratītirunumāṇāt." Cf. The Sāmkhyakārikā of Iśvarakṛṣṇa, p. 19. Sabara, as we have seen, accepts it when he uses the fact of "desire" to establish the nature of the soul; the Vaiśeṣika Sutras (2.2.15 and 2.1.16) as well accept it. Even a Buddhist text, the Upanayādaya, a pre-Dignāga work, accepts the sāmānyatodṛṣṭa inference; cf. G. Tucci, Pre-Dignāga Buddhist Texts on Logic from Chinese Sources, G.O.S., no. XLIX (Baroda: Oriental Institute, 1929), p. 14.

By the later tradition, following Uddyotakara, the sāmānyatodṛṣṭa inference was seen to include many forms of inference, including arthapatti; cf. The Logic of Gotama, p. 16.

MĀV, p. 100: yat sat tasarvāṃ kṣaṇikāṃ añjanaṃ kramayaugapadyābhūyāṃ arthakriyā nupatteh sattayaḥ evaśiddhatvāt.

MĀV, p. 100; quote from Pramāṇavārttika, p. 100: arthakriyāsamartham yat tadatra paraṃarthasat asanto 'kṣaṇikāstasmāt kramākramavirodhatām.'


T. Stcherbatsky, I, 86-87.

The same argument is put forth in the MĀV, p. 104. As well, Nārāyaṇa Kanṭṭha gives the example of a "pot": it is both involved in many things and is one thing (MĀV, p. 104).

The "jewels and the thread" example (manisūtravat) that many jewels are related to one thread is meant to illustrate the point that one object can be related to three different temporal events, the past, present and future; cf. Padarthadharmasamgraha, trans. p. 81-82. The classic example is that a ruby (padmaraṇa) remains the same and does not become different due to its association with the past and present; For a well presented discussion of this in a Buddhist

39 Another formulation of this is ajñātārthajñāpakam pramāṇam; since the object is always momentary, it always appears as a new event.

40 Besides presenting the basic philosophical position of the Čārvāka as is corroborated by such works as the Brahmāsūtrabhāṣya, Nyayamañjarī and Tattvasamgraha, Mādhava in the Sarvasadasanāsasamgraha gives an account of the Čārvāka as an anti-Brahmanic and anti-theistitic social movement dedicated to a form of hedonism. Mādhava sees this "social" aspect of Čārvāka as the expression of those who neglect the four traditionally accepted "purusārtha", i.e. kāma, artha, dharma and mokṣa -- accepting only the first two; cf. Sarvadasanāsasamgraha, pp. 10-11. In the Brahmāsūtrabhāṣya (3.3.53) Śaṅkara sees Čārvāka, through its denial of a "separate" self, as denying the possibility of bondage and release both for the Pūrvamāmāsā, as it would deny the possibility of a separate self attaining heaven and for the Vedānta, as it would deny the possibility of the identification of the self with Brahman: cf. Vedānta Sūtras with the Commentary of Sāṅkaraśācārya.

41 Cf. Sadānanda, Vedāntasāra, trans. Swami Nikhilananda (Calcutta: Advaita Ashrama, 1974), 39. Although Jayanta Bhaṭṭa treats the śārūtramāvāda, indriya-caitanyavāda and the manascaitanyavāda, he only attributes the śārūtramāvāda to the Čārvāka. He also discusses the Susīksita Čārvākas, who accept a "soul" which is distinct from the body but which perishes with the death of the body; cf. Nyāyamañjarī of Jayanta Bhaṭṭa, ed., II, 39.


43 Ibid., p. 148.

44 It was generally assumed by the other schools that the pratyakṣa - only Čārvākas slipped anumāṇa in the side door. For example: "When he [Čārvāka] denies the existence of another world, he actually has resort to a proof called negation (anupalambha) [which is inferential knowledge]. Therefore, how can the Čārvāka be sane when he argues by means of inferential knowledge, while saying that inference is not valid knowledge." Cf. Mokṣakāragupta, Tarkabhāṣā, trans. Y. Kajiyama (Kyoto: Rinsen Books, 1966), p. 31. In his commentary on vv. 1482-1483 Kamalaśīla identifies a certain Purānda who is quoted as claiming that the Čārvāka accept inference in a limited sense as that which is held by most people in everyday affairs (lokaprasiddha-anumāṇa) but does not accept it to prove things beyond the worldly sphere (lokaikamargatikramya-anumāṇa). Sāntaraksīta observes that the notion such as "the effect arises from the cause" etc. is accepted "in the world" -- i.e. by the person in the street; however, it is exactly such an idea, says Sāntaraksīta, that the early logicians used to found anumāṇa on. Consequently, he argues, if one accepts anumāṇa in a laukika sense one accepts it in a paralaukika sense.
as well; cf. Tattvasamgraha, p. 738.

45 MAV, pp. 181-189.

46 Narayana Kantha attacks the pratyakṣaikapramāṇavāda mainly in terms of the discernment of the four elements constituting the body; without inference, it is impossible, he insists, to have a "synthetic view" (anvaya-grahanatva) of the totality of things within sphere of experience; cf. MAV, pp. 188-189.

47 MAV, p. 188: "api ca yatra kāthinyam sa prthivi

sthalopalapārvatādivat. prthivyābhāve kāthinyasyābhāvah. vāyvādāviva.
yacca dravasvarūpaṁ tajjalam talaṅgātākṣiraderpyudakatvādityaśyanyavagr-

āhaṇāmanumāṇāṅgam kalpaniyam."

48 MAV, p. 188: "[dehe] prthivyādibhūtacatuṣṭayārabhatvamapi

nānumāṇaṁ vina 'vagantuṁ śakyam.'

49 MAV, p. 189: "pramāṇetarasāmānyasthiteranyavijayotah

pramāṇāntarasad bhāva 'itī.'"


"viśeṣe 'nugamabhāvātsāmānye siddhasādhanāt/ tadvato

nupapannatvādanaumānakathā kutāh."

51 "prthivyapastejovāyuriti", Tattvasamgraha of Śāntarakṣita, ed.
p. 520.

52 Just as "kāya eva" appears to be an original maxim or nyāya of the Čārvāka school, as it is cited by many commentators, so also this manner of describing consciousness as a "viśeṣa" of the body; eg.,

"caitanyaviśistab kāyah puruṣa itī" --cf. The Brahmasūtrasāmkarubhāsyam,
(on 3.3.53). Śaṅkara also refers to the Čārvāka notion of consciousness as a "quality" (dharmaṭva) of the body. Kamalasūtra on vv. 1858-1859 points out that some Čārvākas hold that consciousness is "produced out of" (upadyate) the body while others hold that it is "manifested by" (abhivyajyate) the body; cf. Tattvasamgraha of Śāntarakṣita, p. 887.

53 Kamalasūtra proffers an interesting argument against this Čārvāka position: "For instance, when one sees such disgusting things as the blood of a tiger, etc., there appears a manifestation in the mind of a cowardly person, in the shape of savour and so forth; and yet this does not make the said Subjective Consciousness a material effect of that blood." Cf. Tattvasamgraha, trans. p. 900.

54 BKV, p. 36.
55 Pauškara Āgama, paśupatāla, v. 6: ŚPB, p. 100 (yadyasmin sati sandṛṣṭam tadiṣṭam tasya kāraṇam). Sivāgrayogin expresses this slightly differently: "If something is seen where there is something else, the latter is sure to be the cause of the former (yadyasmin satyeva dṛṣṭaye tattasya kāraṇam dṛṣṭam)." SPB, p. 97. Nārāyaṇa Kanṭha expresses it as: yasmin sati yasya bhāvah yadabhāvē cābhāvah tattasyakāryam, MAV, p. 184. He gives the example of cold and the winter season. In the Brahmasūtrasāmkarabhaṣya (3.3.51 and 3.3.52) we find a similar explanation of the reason adduced by the Čārvāka to defend their position, although the emphasis in this case is placed more on the relation between localities or loci than on the relation between cause and effect: wherever x exists only when y exists and does not exist when y does not exist, x is considered to be an "quality" (dharma)of y; for example, light and heat are considered to be qualities of fire (yadi yasmān bhavasyasati ca na bhavatī tattaddharmatvenādhyayavasīyat eva (gnidharmāvasyauparaksau), Brahmasūtrasāmkarabhaṣya, ed. p. 424. The two sutras which appear as 3.3.51 in Śrīkanṭha's Bhāṣyā do not criticize Čārvāka but are treated as a reference in the relationship of individual and supreme consciousness in light of proper meditation. Indeed, nowhere in his Bhāṣyā does Śrīkanṭha take up a criticism of Čārvāka; cf. The Brahma-Mīmāṃsā with Śrīkanṭha-Sivāchārya's Commentary, ed L. Srinivasacharya. Government Oriental Library Series, Bibliotheca Sanskrita No. 30 (Mysore: Government Oriental Library, 1903), pp.

56 For instance, cf. Pauškara Āgama, paśupatāla, v. 68; ŚPB, p. 99; "yadbhāvayadabhāvābhyām caṣṭaceṣṭe bhajettanuy/ taccaityanamiti proktahavyatiriktaḥ tu dehatāḥ.

57 MAD, p. 190.

58 In this case the "suklasaṇātīta" implies the foetus (kalana), a term specifically referring to the embryo a short time after conception (kāryāśrayaśca kalaladyāḥ, Sāmkhya Kārikā, v. 43).

59 Nārāyaṇa Kanṭha uses a similar example: we see a small cognition (alpa-jñāna) in a large body (mahākāya) and a large thought (mahāmati) in a small body (alpakāya); cf. MAD, p. 187. M. Hulin gives the illustration of a mouse being smaller than the crocodile, which indicates that consciousness is not in direct proportion to bodily size; cf. Mrgendrasama; Sections de la Doctrine, p.164.

56 In BK, v. 72 provides the reason, using the phrase "jīvacchāyopabhojyatvāt" as a reason for holding that the body is an unconscious material object; the term "-upabhogyatvāt" is clear enough although "jīva-chāyā" is more difficult to understand in this context as it smacks of the Sāmkhya doctrine which construes the buddhi as a chāyā of the puruṣa; this doctrine is criticized by Sadyojyoti in vv. 748-778. Aghora Siva explains the idea of the chāyā in v. 72 as referring to the reflective or mirroring activity of the buddhi in its
"presentation" of objects to the soul; qua "object", therefore, the body has the same status as any other "object" and no more privileged access to consciousness than any other "object". "Chāyā" in this Saivite sense is a one-way mirroring, the presentation of objects in the buddhi, whereas with the Sāmkhya, the chāyā is a two-way mirroring, the buddhi presenting objects and the subject in one activity.

61 Vedānta Sūtras, p. 271.
62 Śivaraman, Śaivism in Philosophical Perspective, p. 271.
63 Cf. SPB, pp. 97-99. The "corpse" provides a similar use of the same phenomenon to prove the opposite conclusions. The Śaivite sees the corpse as proof that the physical body is dependent on consciousness for its continued existence. The Carvākas, on the other hand, claim that when the body is no longer functioning as a body, i.e. when the "prāna" is no longer in tact, there is no consciousness; death is said to be the departure (nirgama) of the elemental bio-force.
64 MA, p. 186: "parināmasya vaisisṭhyādasti cenna smrtistadā."  
65 Ibid., p. 187: "nāpyevām supratītatvāt smṛtā kāyetaro 'styaṭah."
66 The Carvāka, however, might reply that the fact remains, the cognitions according to the Śaivites are themselves transitory: if memory neither belongs to the unstable cognitions nor to the soul, then who or what actually remembers?
67 BKV, p. 35
68 MAV, p. 281.
69 The differences among the various commentators concerning the interpretation of this kārikā are typified by the debate between Vācaspati Miṣra and Vijnāna Bhikṣu over the concept of "bhoktrtvā" in their commentaries on the Yoga-Sūtras. For Vācaspati Miṣra the puruṣa is really a non-experimenter assuming the pose of an experiencer while for Vijnāna Bhikṣu the puruṣa is a real experiencer; for a discussion of the various interpretations cf. Latika Chattopadhyaya, Self in Sāmkhya Philosophy (Calcutta: Roy and Chowdhury, 1982), pp. 43-46.
70 In Sāmkhya Kārikā, v.17, one of the reasons postulated to prove the existence of the puruṣa is the fact of an enjoyer (bhoktrabhāvāt). The Sāmkhya Sūtras, v. 6.54, explicitly states that agency belongs to the ego, not the puruṣa (ahamkārah kartā na puruṣaḥ). In his commentary on Sāmkhya Sūtras 1.96 Aniruddha argues that kārtṛtva, bhoktrtvā and adhistatṛtva are falsely ascribed to the self when in fact it is the "prakṛtā" [i.e. qua buddhi] which possesses these qualities.
71 The pratibimbavāda is associated more with the Sāmkhya Sūtras and Yoga Sūtras than with the Sāmkhya Kārikā. The pratibimbavāda is
also expressed in Vedānta, as for example, in the Brhadāranyaka Upaniṣad 2.4.12 and the Brahma Sūtras 2.3.50; for a discussion of the doctrine outside Sāmkhya, cf. Latika Chattopadhyaya, p. 132. In the Sāmkhya-Yoga writings the "reflection" doctrine is based on a number of analogies. In the Yoga Sūtras 6.28 the analogy of the moon in water is given; in Sāmkhya Sūtras 2.35 and 1.96 the analogy of the gem's proximity to the red flower is given.

72 BKV, p. 36.
73 Ibid., p. 37. The magnet analogy is given in Yoga Sūtra Bhāṣya on 1.4
74 BKV, p. 36.
75 Sāmkhya Kārikā, v. 57.
76 MAV, pp. 82-86.
77 MAV, pp. 84-85: "abhoktuḥ puruṣasya bhogāyatanena deheṇa bhogasādhanairindriyairbhoktavairindriyarthaibhogena ca sukhaduḥkhavedanatmana phalena kim prayojanam. yataścasya bhogastadadhikaranatatsadhanasahito īsti ato bhoktavrmanapahatumaśakyam. yasca bhoktaḥ sa kathamakartā akartāri karaṇaḥdisambhandhasya nirārthakatvat. drkkiyātmakatvāmeva svarūpam caṅtanyasa tataścā karttvānirāsāt iḥätvamapi."
78 The Sāmkhyakārikā of Īśvarakṛṣṇa, trans. Mainkar, pp. 159 and 158.
Chapter VI

THE TRANS-BUDDHI CONDITIONS GOVERNING EMPIRICAL CONSCIOUSNESS

1. Introduction

The Śaivite doctrine of the thirty-six tattvas is often subdivided into three distinct groups.\(^1\) The first five tattvas are characterized as "pure"\(^2\) and are designated as "prerakakānda", i.e., as those created by Śiva; they are also collectively referred to as the śivatattva. Inclusive within this more mythic group are the śivatattva, śakti-tattva, sadāśiva-tattva, tārā-tattva and sadvidyā-tattva.

The next group consists of eight tattvas and is characterized as "pure and impure". This group of tattvas specifically governs the trans-buddhi conditions which are a priori to empirical consciousness. For this reason, they are collectively referred to as the "bhoktykānda" (or "bhujayiti-kānda"), i.e., the group concerned with the enjoyer of empirical consciousness; secondarily, this group is referred to as the "vidyātattva".\(^3\) Inclusive within this group are the māyā-tattva, kala-tattva, niyati-tattva, kāla-tattva, vidyā-tattva, rāga-tattva and puruṣa-tattva. The final group of tattvas is known as the "bhogyakānda" which implies that this collection of tattvas constitutes the "object" for the soul qua enjoyer of empirical consciousness. This group includes the tattvas from prakṛti to the earth and is referred to in a collective fashion as the "ātma tattva".

In line with the position of the Raurava Agama Sadyojyoti does not
consider kāla and niyati, Time and Restriction, to be tattvas. Hence, Sadyojyoti speaks of the threefold "vesture" of kāla, vidyā and rāga, which constitute the soul's "cloak" during the period of empirical consciousness; elsewhere it is referred to as being fivefold. Sadyojyoti also does not consider "puruṣa" to be a tattva in the strict sense. By not accepting kāla, niyati and puruṣa as tattvas, Sadyojyoti accepts only thirty-three tattvas instead of the more common thirty-six. Aghora Śiva accepts the doctrine of thirty-six tattvas throughout his commentaries on the Tattva Prakāśa and the Mrgendra Āgama Vṛtti; in his commentaries on the Bhoga Kārikā and Tattva Samgraha he argues for the inclusion of kāla, niyati and puruṣa as tattvas, even though Sadyojyoti, according to Aghora Śiva, only "assumes" them.

In this final chapter we shall first discuss the concept of prakṛti and the three guṇas and then turn our attention to the threefold "vesture" of kāla, vidyā and rāga as well as the absence of kāla, niyati and puruṣa as tattvas. To conclude, the allied concepts of māyā, the foundational ontological concept grounding empirical consciousness, and mala, the foundational soteriological concept, are treated.

2. The Concepts of Prakṛti and the Three Guṇas

The prakṛti-tattva and the guṇa-tattva -- the former the cause of the latter -- immediately lie above the buddhi-tattva. The guṇa-tattva is constituted by the three guṇas: sattva, rajas and tamas. Although imperceptible, the three guṇas are inferrable through their immediate effects, the buddhi and so forth. The guṇas are described as the "material causes" of the tattvas beginning with buddhi. Aghora Śiva quotes the
Sāmkhya Kārikā to explain the manner in which the three gunas combine together to form the results such as buddhi, etc., i.e., "through mutual subjugation, interdependence and co-operation." For example, in the attainment of "siddhi," the *guna* "sattva" dominates over tamas and rajas. Each entity, which is a result of the gunas, is a particular "blending of the gunas" (gunasamprkta). The analogy provided by Sadyojyoti in the Tattva Samgraha to explain the manner in which the triadic *guna*-tattva forms different products is based on the relational manner in which the "earth" qua substratum exists in many different products, such as pots, skulls and so forth. The gunas, however, are not considered to be the immediate causes (sakṣātkāraṇa) of all the tattvas below buddhi but take on a mediate role by becoming "transformed" (vikṛti) into the lower tattvas.

The Śaivite disagrees with the Sāmkhya over the ontological status of the gunas. For the Śaivite, the gunas, although "causes of the lower tattvas," are themselves "products" of prakṛti, and in themselves do not constitute self-subsistent realities. According to the Sāmkhya, the gunas and prakṛti constitute one tattva. The gunas are simply the condition of equipoise (sāmānya-avastā) of the prakṛti-tattva, considered to be the foundational cause of the empirical world constitutive of buddhi and so forth. Sāmkhya argues that there is no evidence that prakṛti is in fact an "effect" of some higher tattva. For example, verse 3 of the Sāmkhya Kārikā simply states that the "prakṛti" qua "mūlaprakṛti" is "avikṛti", i.e., not a result of some causative transformation of a higher tattva. Commenting on this conception of prakṛti, Gauḍapāda states that
prakṛti is not produced by anything and therefore cannot be considered to be an "effect" of anything. Also commenting on this conception of prakṛti Vācaspati Miśra offers a more interpretive explanation; he says that if we were to ask for a cause of prakṛti, which is itself the "root cause" (mūlaprakṛti) of the whole collection of effects, we would be seeking a "root" of this "root" and such a mode of inquiry leads, in the final analysis, to an infinite regress.¹⁰

Contrary to the Sāṃkhya conception of prakṛti and the gunas, the Śaivite argues the prakṛti is in fact the cause of the gunas, as the gunas are both material (jādatva) and manifold (anekatva);¹¹ since whatever is material and manifold must have a cause, the gunas cannot in themselves be considered to be fundamental uncaused causes, in spite of the claim by the Sāṃkhya that the gunas can only be considered "manifold" in a transformed sense (since they remain of one nature in their pre-causative and pre-engaged condition of equipoise qua "prakṛti").

The Śaivite also disagrees with the Sāṃkhya over the temporal nature of the gunas. According to Sāṃkhya the gunas are eternally in a state of equipoise in the prakṛti state while in a transformed state in their manifested condition. According to Sadyojyoti (BK, 89B-90A), on the other hand, the gunas are said to be in an undivided state when in prakṛti prior to their engagement in the manifested sphere. Moreover, although prakṛti is described as the material cause of the gunas, prakṛti does not constitute an eternally independent causal factor (svātantryam), as it does with Sāṃkhya, but must be "set in motion" or "agititated" into activity by Śiva, specifically operating through the instrumentality of ŚrīKāṇṭha.¹²
Commenting on the criticism of the Śāmkhya conception of the gunas and prakṛti in the Mṛgendra Āgama, Nārāyaṇa Kantha summarizes the Śaivite position:\(^{13}\)

The followers of Kapila imagine that prakṛti, which is of the nature of the equilibrium (sāmya) of the three gunas (sattva, rajas and tamas), is a "higher cause" (paramakarana). This prakṛti, first of all, is not something which is different from the gunas. Just the gunas themselves are prakṛti. But, if prakṛti is identified with the gunas, it is necessarily multiple (ānena); such a non-conscious and multiple thing depends on another cause (tatkaranatantarapūrvaka) [other than itself], as when there is the existence of threads, mud or clay. If it depends on another cause, it cannot be a supreme cause.

The higher cause of prakṛti that Nārāyaṇa Kanṭha has in mind is the mala-māyā complex working through the instrumentality of kāla. In terms of serving as the ultimate and obfuscational cause of the world, the mala-māyā complex performs a similar function that prakṛti serves in the Śāmkhya.

3. The Exclusion of "Puruṣa" as a Tattva

The "puruṣatattva" is described differently in different works and with varying degrees of detail. In the Tattva Prakāśa, for instance, the puruṣa-tattva is technically described as "the soul circumscribed by the five sheaves":\(^{14}\)

When prompted by these tattvas [the pañcakañcukāḥ, kāla etc.] the soul is brought to the condition of Enjoyership; it receives the designation of "puruṣa" and a place among the tattvas.

In his commentary to this verse Aghora Śiva explains that there is no real "puruṣatattva" apart from the soul, as all the vidyā tattvas -- of which the puruṣa tattva is one -- are of an unconscious nature (jaḍatva). Puruṣa, i.e., the soul, is, on the other hand, of a conscious nature, like Śiva. Placing the bound soul in the tattvic order would also be subjec-
ing the soul to the causal process of the tattvas; the bound soul would thus become a "product" of the tattva above it. Since the soul pervades over all the vidyā tattvas it is illogical to place it "as a tattva" after rāga and before prakṛti. Aghora Śiva maintains that Bhoja Deva points this out when he states that the bound soul, which is a result of the five sheaves, becomes an Enjoyer and therefore is designated as the puruṣa-tattva, as it is only after the investiture of the five sheaves ending with the rāga-tattva that it becomes an enjoyer. The puruṣa-tattva is not, however, a "tattva" proper nor does it support a world (bhuvana), as it is claimed in Śaivite works dealing with certain initiatory and purificatory practices (i.e., diksā). In the Śrīmat Mātanga Āgama, Mygendra Āgama and other Āgamas, for instance, only the rāga-tattva is the locus for the worlds that apply to the soul yoked to the five sheaves. Aghora Śiva states that "puruṣa" is counted as a tattva in the works that deal with diksā because it serves a role in the ritualistic purification of the soul vis-à-vis a sequential purification of the tattvas beginning with the most gross, i.e., the elements. In the works on diksā, "puruṣa" is designated as the tattva that follows prakṛti, because after the purification of the prakṛti-tattva there must take place the purification of the "impurity" (mala) that is a quality of the bound soul (puruṣatva-mala); the "puruṣa-tattva" is simply the designation of the bound soul whose "mala" needs purifying. In his commentary on the Bhoga Kārikā Aghora Śiva reiterates the same argument, adding that the "puruṣa" qua soul cannot be considered to be a means-of-bhoga and be of the form of a world, since the soul-qua-bhoktr is both
conscious and unlimited (i.e. not limited by the pañcakañcuka).

In Aghora Siva's description of the "puruṣa-tattva" one finds a distinction between the soul considered as a "fundamental category" (padārtha), i.e. as "paśu," and as a tattva. The puruṣa-tattva only applies to sakala souls and not to the vijnāna-kala or pralaya-kala souls. In his commentary on the Mṛgendra Āgama Vṛtti Aghora Siva adds that it is not only the association (upabhrmhitatva) with the five sheaves that is the cause of the puruṣa-tattva but also the delusive attachment to the objects belonging to the sphere of prakṛti (prakṛtigocara-prāpyābhilāṣamoha). The soul thus becomes "deluded" and identifies itself with the transitory prakṛti: in this context Aghora Siva quotes Yoga Sūtra 2.5: "avidyā is entering the conviction (khyātipratipatti) that the perishing is permanent, the impure pure, the unpleasant pleasant and the non-self the self."¹⁹ The Pauśkara Āgama is even more adamant that the five sheaves are in need of "avidyā" in order for there to be the connection to prakṛti; this Āgama maintains that the five sheaves themselves cannot be the cause of the enjoyment of prakṛti since avidyā, which is a "prakṛta" phenomenon of the buddhi, is a prerequisite to the attachment. Avidyā, on the other hand, requires the five sheaves, since there can be no agency ( kartṛtva) in the absence of kala -- thus, it would become impossible for the soul to become an enjoyer of prakṛti.²⁰

4. "Rāga" as a Trans-Buddhi Source of Engagement in Empirical Consciousness

Commonly in Āgamic Śaivism one finds the puruṣa-tattva, kāla-tattva and niyati-tattva lying between the prakṛti-tattva and the rāga-tattva.²¹ However, in neither the Tattva Samgraha nor the Bhoga Kārikā does Sadyojyoti include puruṣa, kāla and niyati as tattvas. Kāla and
niyati find their place more as extensions of the notion of karma or as effects of karma, as Aghora Śiva explains: 22

The Ācārya [Sadyojyoti] has not taken up the tattvas designated as kāla and niyati, which are discussed in the Āgamas, because it is self-evident from the context [of what has been discussed so far], as nothing would transpire (anutpatti) without both the temporal sequentiality (kālavaccheda) and individualized experience (bhoktrniyama) of that Enjoyment (bhoga) which is a result of karma.

One finds no attempt either by Sadyojyoti or Aghora Śiva to bring the trans-buddhi categories more in line with a Śaṅkhya understanding of empirical consciousness; there is no attempt to liken māyā to a higher order prakṛti nor rāga, vidyā and kāla to guṇic qualities similar to tāmas, sattva and rajas, even though these tattvas share the qualities of the guṇas.

Nor do we find Sadyojyoti, as Bhoja Deva for instance, attributing the powers jñāna, kriyā and icchā to the soul, with jñāna corresponding to vidyā, kriyā to kāla and icchā to rāga. 23

For the soul there can be no experience (anubhava) of the objects of enjoyment without the concomitant "attachment" (sakti) or ontological relation to the object of enjoyment. Such an attachment requires a cause, which is taken to be rāga, "the desire for bhoga" (bhoga-anurañjaka).

(BK, v.90B-91A) In explaining rāga as a tattva Sadyojyoti begins with the phenomenal "effect", the experience of the object with its concomitant attachment to this object: 24 the cause is postulated as the more general "bhoga-anurañjaka", the obfuscation by empirical consciousness. In the triadic relationship of the bhoktr-bhoga-bhogyā, rāga stands more on the side of the bhoktr. Directed more towards the subject, rāga is what causes the desire for bhoga. Once there is this desire the connection to the bhogyā follows as a direct and necessary result.
Rāga cannot be considered to be a "bhāva" or "pratyaya" of the buddhi; rāga is trans-buddhi not intra-buddhi. The classical Śaivite argument defending the postulation of a trans-buddhi cause of the "attachment" to the activity of buddhi is simply that, if there is no such cause, the attachment would arise even in the state of release. In this case the Śaivite argument rests on the formula that "causeless = beginningless = endless = without cessation". Sadyojyoti voices an objection raised by Śāmkhya: the positing of this rāga as the source of the attachment is superfluous! Śāmkhya attributes this craving for bhoga to the sphere of prakṛti itself, more specifically, as one of the eight bhāvas of the buddhi, i.e., "bondage" (avairāgya). In the triadic configuration of the bhoktr-bhoga-bhogya this locates the desire-for-bhoga on the side of the bhogya and not on the side of the bhoktr, as Sadyojyoti holds.

Two objections are brought against the Śāmkhya position. Firstly, it is pointed out that the prakṛti-based "bhogya" is itself simply a means whereby bhoga is accomplished (bhogasādhana); hence, as a means it too requires some causative factor to explain the soul's desire for it. Secondly, the same argument employed defending the necessity of the postulation of the trans-buddhi rāga-tattva is sufficient for denying an intra-buddhi cause of the attachment to buddhi: without rāga being external to the bhogya there could be no freedom from rāga, since the bhogya itself would be the determining factor of the attachment and not the soul. In other words, the object and not the subject would determine the relationship between the object and the subject. Thirdly, and finally, a more direct attack is brought against construing rāga as a buddhi-bhāva
instead of a "purusa-upakara" (an accessory in the experience of empirical consciousness): if rāga is said to have a "vāsanā" or bhāva as its cause, there will follow an infinite series of contradictory activities, since the vāsanās are considered to be endless in their dormant condition in the buddhi. In the face of this criticism, if Śāmkhya attempts to identify the role of the Śaivite's rāga-tattva with a pratyaya of the buddhi the same criticism as construing it as a bhāva will follow.

Aghora Śiva concludes the defence of the postulation of a separate rāga-tattva to explain the attachment to empirical consciousness with an argument against construing rāga as somehow ancillary to the activity of karma, a position that makes the rāga-tattva a superfluous postulation. Aghora Śiva argues that karma is solely concerned with bringing about specific results of specific causes. Karma is not responsible for bringing about the general desire for bhoga. Although neither in the Tattva Samgraha nor in the Bhoga Kārikā does Sadyojyoti emphasize this more "general," aspect of rāga, the Tattva Prakāśa, for instance, does: "rāga is of the nature of attachment, is the general cause of the activity in the soul and is without distinction between particular objects...

It is this general nature of rāga as a cause of the soul's activity and this general non-distinction between objects that rules out the possibility of rāga taking on the function of karma. Aghora Śiva adds a final argument defending the separation of the rāga-tattva for inclusion within the notion of karma: if karma is accepted as the reason for the attachment to each object, then in every case of this attachment karma would be considered
a tattva. In order to avoid this problem, it is better to assume one tattva, i.e. rāga, to account for the multifarious activities.

5. The "Vidyā-tattva" as the Facilitating Instrument for Empirical Consciousness

As a tattva, "vidyā" serves two interrelated functions. The vidyā-tattva functions both as the "instigating agent," of the soul's power of consciousness (citśaktipravartaka), and as the "instrument," whereby the cognitive events of the buddhi are discerned by the soul (buddhibodhavivecana). These two functions are interrelated because they entail each other: the specific manner in which the vidyā-tattva prompts the "cit-śakti" of the soul is through the discerning of the "buddhi-bodha." It is impossible for the "buddhi-bodha" to be discerned without the soul's "cit-śakti" being "engaged-in" the discerning process.

Although neither in the Tattva Samgraha nor in the Bhoga Kārikā does Sadyojyoti draw clear links to the "jñāna-kriya-śakti" of the soul and the functions of the collection of vidyā tattvas, he does establish the vidyā-tattva itself on an argument based on the conception of the soul as intrinsically of the nature of "kriya-śakti" -- he, thus, by implication, establishes a unity between the soul's jñāna and kriya powers. In defining the nature and at the same time defending the postulation of the vidyā-tattva Sadyojyoti puts forth the principle that every activity which involves an agent requires an instrument in order to carry out the activity. The activity of the agent is said to "depend on" an instrument. Sadyojyoti assumes that the soul's cognitive powers are intrinsically related to its agentive powers when the argument is
put forth that in the discrimination of the presented "buddhi-bodha" the "instrument" of this discrimination is "vidyā". If the soul were solely construed along Sāṃkhya lines as constituted by jñāna, there would be no need to assume an instrument between the soul and the buddhi-bodha; according to such an account the relation so established between the soul and the buddhi-bodha would simply be accounted for by the discrimination itself. However, since the Saivite considers the buddhi-bodha itself as an act or activity, the postulation of an agent is assumed; as a result, the necessity of construing the need for an "instrument" between the soul and the buddhi-bodha is self-evident.

As an "instrument" in the production of empirical consciousness of which the soul is the discerning-subject, "vidyā" must be distinguished from the other major "instruments" involved in the production of empirical consciousness, i.e., the internal organs (buddhi, ahamkāra and manas) and the five sense organs. The terminology adopted by the various authors to describe the specific cognitive activity of vidyā implies a certain degree of objectivity on the part of this "instrument" or "organ" that the others do not possess: the term "viveka" literally means "to separate" or "split up"; as a term designating a cognitive act, "viveka" connotes a more objective discriminatory and judgemental activity whereas "jñāna" and "bodha", for instance, connote a cognitive act in general. A "vivekin" is a "judge" or someone who examines the "facts" as so presented in an objective manner.

At the level of thevidyā-tattva this "viveka-jñāna" is not considered a means whereby the soul attains the realization that it is in
fact separate from the prakṛti-based empirical consciousness, as is the case with the Sāmkhya system. The Śaivite conception of vidyā as "viveka-jñāna is not equivalent to the Sāmkhya ideal of "vyakta-
avyakta-jñā-vijnāna." According to the Śaivite, at the level of this "viveka-jñāna" both the vidyā-tattva and the rāga-tattva are combined and thus limit the soul so it cannot actually discriminate itself from "buddhi-bodha". In so rousing the "citsakti" of the soul the vidyā-
tattva "taints" this citsakti with the fact of empirical consciousness (bhogyoparaktacitvyakti), a process which leads to the "vidyā-tattva" being referred to as the "impure vidyā" (aśuddhavidyā). The Mrgendra Āgama provides the justification for this designation: 32

Affected by this [rāga (as well as vidyā)], the soul desires the objects of enjoyment and, although they are impure, grasps them. However, in the enjoyment of these objects of enjoyment, the soul does not acquire the freedom from this passion for them.

It is imperative to point out that although "viveka" is actually a function of the vidyā-tattva, Sadyojyoti does not use the terminology of "vidyā-viveka" in a similar manner as he does when describing "bodha" as the function of buddhi as "buddhi-bodha". Rather, the terminology employed is "buddhibodha-viveka", as if "viveka" is in some sense intrinsic to the buddhi itself. Vidyā should not be thought of as a sort of "higher" buddhi, as one sort of buddhi over-looking another; instead of a "viṣaya-ākāra", as buddhi is in a presentative manner; vidyā is a "buddhi-viṣaya-ākāra" of which the soul is conscious. Such an analogy would of course needlessly entail the postulation of another instrument through which the soul could grasp the original "buddhi-bodha".
Sāmkhya is willing to accept the principle that this argument is based on but will, however, take it one step further and argue that there is no need to take the discriminative process any further than the buddhi, i.e., that the vidyā-tattva is already superfluous. Sāmkhya will argue that buddhi is itself self-illuminating in the way a light is self-illuminating. The Śaivite will reply that a light is taken to be an instrument when we observe posts and so forth; however, in order to view the light itself a further "instrument" is needed, i.e., "the eye", a receptor to light. In the same manner, Sadyojyoti grants that the buddhi has "manifesting powers" as is the case with a light but in order for the soul to grasp the buddhi, the buddhi itself cannot be considered to be the instrument. Hence, the postulation of vidyā. With this argument based on the analogy of the eye, vidyā is given a purely instrumental function whereas buddhi has the added character of being an agent in its own right, an agent in the sense of reflectively "lighting objects up", making them manifest (sākṣāthbhogyatva) as well as serving the purely instrumental function of being the means whereby "objects" are brought forth in the process of bhoga (bhogasādhana). Thus, although buddhi is capable of illuminating through a process of reflection (viṣayākāra), it is incapable of manifesting itself. As well, the buddhi is constituted out of the three guṇas, i.e. prakṛti, which is a "bhogya" phenomenon. In terms of the difference between vidyā and buddhi as instruments to the soul, Aghora Śiva describes "vidyā" as the "highest" or "most proximate" instrument of the soul's consciousness. 33 Technically, buddhi is described as an "external" member in the process of empirical
consciousness (bahirāṅgatva) while vidyā is described as an "internal" member. Moreover, vidyā acquires a certain "importance" in the event of empirical consciousness:

According to the maxim, "one travels by means of a horse, roadway and lantern" [where one "means", i.e. the lantern at night is the most important], a manifold number of instruments go into bringing about the effect; likewise, vidyā is considered to be the most important instrument.

6. The "Kalā-tattva" as the Causative Factor Mediating Empirical Consciousness

Sadyojyoti begins his discussion of kalā by pointing out the more causative nature of kalā as opposed, for instance, to the more purely instrumental nature of vidyā. He begins by maintaining that when "bhoga" takes effect there has to be an instigating-agent (prayoktr) involved in the collection of agentive-factors (kāraka) involved in the activating of the buddhi. By defending the necessity of an instigating-agent between the soul and buddhi, Sadyojyoti establishes proof for the existence of the kalā-tattva.

The term for "agentive-factor", i.e. "kāraka" quite literally means "that which carries out the activity." Sadyojyoti describes the soul as "self-willed" and as an "agent"; kalā is described as the "instigating-agent" of the self-willed agency of the soul. Kalā is not itself self-willed (svātantrya) and is not therefore considered to be an agent in its own right; rather, in the causal process which brings bhoga about, kalā functions as a subsidiary agent Aghora Śiva attempts to clarify the difference between a cause (kartr) and a subsidiary cause (kāraka) as well as the difference between the soul qua "self-willed"
and the *vidyā-tattva* qua "instigating-agent"; he bases his clarification on *Nārāyaṇa Kanṭha's discussion of Mrgendra Agama* 10.7:37

O brahman, these two [the soul qua *kartṛ* and *kala* qua *prayojika*] in the effectuation of the activity of *bhoga* belonging to the bound souls, stand together as if indistinguishably united -- and are designated [collectively] as the "agent-concomitant" (*kartṛkarmaka*).

*Nārāyaṇa Kanṭha* explains that the soul cannot be actively engaged in the *bhoga*-experience until it is so affected by *kala*; as a result, the soul is described as the agent and enjoyer while *kala* is described as the concomitant or auxiliary cause which serves to "corroborate" (*upodbalana*) the agentive power of the soul.38 The two "appear" as one causative factor; *Nārāyaṇa Kanṭha* quotes Brhaspati who describes the epistemological result of this unity in the manner in which the soul and *kala* function: "in the [bound] soul, it [i.e., *kala*] appears as a second consciousness, because consciousness is so united with it."39 Aghora Śiva raises an objection by an opponent: how can there be a corroborational relation between the "*kartra*" and the "*kāraka*" when agency is a property of consciousness (i.e., of the conscious soul, *centanadharmatvam*) and *kala* is of a non-conscious nature? Aghora Śiva replies that *kala* can indeed have such a relation with the soul since *kala* is superintended over and has its locus in the obscurational power (*rodhanaśakti*) which is considered to be of a conscious nature and of the nature of *mala*.40

Since the agentive soul, maintains Sadyojyoti, is of a pervasive nature (*vyāpaka*), something must be held responsible for "limiting its pervasiveness; *mala* is designated as the limiting factor. *Kala*, which is likened to a light, "rends apart" (*vidarana*) some of this *mala* and
thus allows the agentive-power of the soul to be revealed. In the Śaiva Paribhāṣā we find this role of kalā described by the analogy of moss in water: kalā is like that which separates the moss which covers all of the water. In the analogy the moss is likened to mala and the water to the soul. The "separation" is only partial, both temporally and spatially. Śivāgrayogin gives a detailed analysis of this analogy through a precise explanation of the actual function of the removal of the obscurational mala. He says that kalā is a manifesting tattva (abhiyājakam tattvam) of both the active and conscious powers of the soul. However, this manifestation takes on the form of that which terminates or suspends (nivṛtti) the obscuring factor (ācchādaka). But this is not the destruction of the very nature of the obscuring factor (sāpi nācchādakasya svarūpavināśah); rather, it is the removal (vināśa) of the power (śakti) to obscure -- it is the suspension of that which possesses this ability. On the analogy of the rock thrown into a moss covered pond, the rock is said to remove the moss; it does this not by destroying the moss but by removing its power or ability (śakti) to cover the water. In more technical terminology the "śakti" of the mala is removed but not its, "existence" (sadbhāva).

If the soul were not affected by kalā the soul would always be considered omnipotent and omniscient; never having been in contact with kalā means never having been in contact with mala. But it is impossible for any souls not to have been in contact with mala, for in order to be rid of mala (i.e. for the liberated souls) it is necessary to "work through" the connection to the beginningless condition of mala-obscuration which occurs in the empirical and sāṃśāric sphere through
kalā. The soul is thus dependent "on the grace" of kalā for soteriological development; kalā is therefore described as "the gracious tattva" (anugraḥikam tattvam). With the emergence of kalā some of the original mala is removed and the soul is on its way to the full de-obscuration by the mala, i.e. on its way to mokṣa.

Sadyojyoti further discusses kalā in terms of being the representative tattva most inclusive of circumscribing the tattvic range of the subtle body. The group of tattvas (tattvasamhitā) that begins with earth and ends with kalā constitutes the subtle body. It is this "group of tattvas" that is said to migrate from one body to the next in the round of rebirths. In the soteriological development of each soul which takes place on the level of this collection of tattvas all of the individual tattvas are said to be "gracious," in the sense of providing the opportunity for mokṣa, kalā is said to be the most gracious of all.

Sadyojyoti concludes his discussion of the kalā-tattva with a more detailed discussion of the relation between the subtle body (qua the collection of tattvas beginning with kalā) and the soul; through this discussion Sadyojyoti argues persuasively that the establishment of the multiplicity of subtle bodies is sufficient for establishing the multiplicity of souls, which is a direct attack on the position of Advaita. He as well includes a description of the spheres of existence or "bhuvana" which are associated with this collection of tattvas. Unlike the individual collections of tattvas, which are relative to specific souls, the worlds or spheres of existence related to this collection are of a more general nature and are shared by all the souls associated with them.
7. The Soteriological Implications of "Māyā", the Fundamental Ontological Principle Governing the Empirical Sphere of Consciousness and Being

Sadyojyoti discusses the nature of the māyā-tattva from verse 117B to verse 123B; he restricts his discussion of māyā to its role as the fundamental material cause (paramopādāna) of the empirical world which is constituted by the tattvas beginning with kāla. He begins with an argument defending the postulation of māyā as the cause of the world with reference to kāla; in order for kāla to carry out its role of providing "bhoga" for the souls, kāla must have a cause. This cause is designated as māyā. Having established the necessity of this "cause", Sadyojyoti proceeds to describe its specific characteristics: māyā is said to be of an unconscious nature, eternal, omni-pervasive and possessed of many saktis.

Sadyojyoti does not defend the postulation of the unconscious nature of māyā although Aghora Śiva provides an argument based on the Saivite principle that an "effect" which is "manifold" is "unconscious". In itself māyā is described as one phenomenon, the material cause of the empirical world; however, in its transformation or modification into the world of empirical experience, māyā takes on many forms through a transformation of its sakti or "innate potentiality". In this manifested state of multifarious effects māyā itself is considered multifarious, and therefore unconscious.

Sadyojyoti does defend the postulation of māyā as that which possesses manifold saktis; he maintains that māyā possesses a manifold of saktis both quantitatively and qualitatively. The proof of this
postulation is based on the observation that the effects of *māyā* are both quantitatively and qualitatively of a manifold nature. This argument is based on the accepted Śaivite principle that the cause must be of the same nature as the effect. As Aghora Śiva points out this principle is basic to the *satkāryavāda*: the "effect" does not come into being with its own and "new" *sakti* separate from the one which is its cause. Aghora Śiva explains that the effects of *māyā* are simply "forms" (*rupa*) *māyā* takes on through a modification of its *sakti*; the "*sakti*", maintains Aghora Śiva, remains a property of *māyā* in spite of the fact that it exists in a transformed condition qua effect. Concerning this conception of the relation between the cause and the effect, the Mrgendra Āgama voices an objection: since a cloth is produced out of a collection of threads, the principle can be upheld that a single thing, i.e. the effect, can arise from many causes. The reply to this criticism is typical of arguments defending the *satkāryavāda*: "But then, the plurality (viz., the threads in the instance given) is produced only from a single cause (i.e., cotton, out of which the threads were manufactured)."

Defending the eternality of *māyā* poses more serious problems for Sadyojyoti, especially given the *satkāryavāda* principle that the effect is a transformation of the cause. In this case, the effect is the totality of non-conscious and manifold things. Anything considered "unconscious" is considered to be "material" and in principle non-eternal. Sadyojyoti defends the eternality of *māyā* in the face of this criticism in the same manner in which he defends the oneness of *māyā*: just as *māyā*, although of one nature, possesses many *saktis*, so *māyā* is "eternal"
even though it is "unconscious." Māyā is "eternal" in the sense of possessing the continued existence which outlasts the manifold creations or "effects"; not only does māyā outlast the continued creation and destruction of individual entities, but it continues to outlast and provide both the "form" and the "matter" for the creation, maintenance and destruction of the continual succession of world orders. The eternity of māyā if further bolstered by the establishment of its omni-pervasiveness (vpāpakā) since māyā affects all souls and since souls are innumerable, māyā must be omni-pervasive. This spatial pervasiveness is thought by Sadyojyoti to lend credence to the notion of the temporal pervasiveness of māyā.

In summing up the conception of māyā as a unitary phenomenon possessed of temporal and spatial omni-extensiveness, Aghora Śiva clarifies the Śaivite doctrine of causality: all "change" qua "transformation" (parināmita) is only "partial" (ekadesa). With respect to māyā, its transformation into an omnifarious and viciscitudinous totality of various effects is simply a "partial" transformation of its intrinsic unity and eternity.

8. "Mala" as the Fundamental Soteriological Concept

"Mala", literally "filth" or "defilement", is the fundamental soteriological concept employed by the Śaivites to explain the condition of the "fallenness" of the soul; the counterpart to mala in the Advaita doctrine is Avidya and even more precisely the Avidya-Māyā complex. The common argument put forth by all the Śaivite authors defending the postulation of mala as that which obscures the agency and conscious-
ness of the soul is succinctly stated by Sadyojyoti: the soul is found to be consciously engaged in the totality of that which is an effect of māyā and is therefore in a defiled condition, i.e. "covered by mala." And more specifically, the soul's omnipotence and omniscience are "limited" by mala. In the Bhoga Kārikā Sadyojyoti does not provide an argument establishing the omnipotence and omniscience of the soul although it is clear that, like other Śaivite authors, he bases himself on "śabdapramāṇa", i.e., the authority of scripture, on the basis of which it is maintained that the soul attains the state of Śivahood in the state of release, i.e., attains omniscience and omnipotence. Hence, the soul must have these two qualities prior to the removal of the mala. Ultimately it is the Lord who is responsible for the connection between the soul and mala for soteriological reasons; the Mrgendra Āgama provides a graphic analogy to illustrate this:

(The Lord is) like a surgeon, who through inflicting pain on the patient by applying caustics and the like, cannot be said to cause his pain, since in the end he compasses the desired end.

Before engaging in a description of the specific characteristics of mala Sadyojyoti makes clear the distinction between mala and karma. The opponent immediately responds to the Śaivite conception of mala as the defiling principle governing the soul's defiled condition by pointing out that karma itself can carry out this function. Karma, argues the opponent, is sufficient for establishing the soul's engagement in the sphere of māyā, as Sadyojyoti states (BK, 125B-126A):

The Karma which is an effect of a previous existence provides the soul's fruits at birth -- why then imagine that the soul is defiled [i.e. covered by "mala"] when karma is already operative?
The opponent is not offering a radical criticism of the doctrine of mala but rather stays within the sphere of the Śaiva doctrine. According to Sadyojyoti, Śiva is engaged in the world though the quality of his sakti; in the case of the obfuscation of the world, Śiva's sakti becomes transformed into the three bonds, mala, karma and māyā.

The opponent questions the necessity of postulating karma whose only function is, as Aghora Śiva points out, "to explain the variety of [the differences] of bhoga (bhogavaicitrāṇyāthanāppati). Given the very notion of mala, mala should contain this restrictedness within itself if it is indeed to serve a useful function! Responding to the opponent's first criticism that karma is sufficient for explaining the bound condition of the soul, Sadyojyoti replies that karma cannot take effect without mala being present as we never see anyone who is born free from ignorance or limited consciousness, which is caused by a principle of obscurcation — i.e., mala. In this case, karma only provides the connection to a particular condition of embodiment and obfuscation; the obfuscating factor itself is something which is prior to the karmic activity.

Responding to the second criticism that karma is a superfluous postulation since mala can account for the embodied condition of the bound soul, Sadyojyoti replies that there are souls who are only possessed by the bond of mala, i.e. the vijnānakevala souls. Since these souls remain unconnected to the sphere of māyā and embodiment, some other cause besides mala must account for such a connection. Hence, the postulation of karma.

A more radical criticism of the postulation of mala is addressed
when the opponent argues that it is contradictory to attribute mala qua
Ignorance to the soul since the soul is by nature possessed of omni-
science and omnipotence and an intrinsic unity; to attribute mala to
the soul as a beginningless condition of its state of being is to con-
tradict the intention of the postulation of its three original stated
characteristics. Sadyojyoti responds that we in fact see souls who are
bound in the sphere of māyā and its consequent limitedness; in order for
there to be the removal of this limitedness, there must be some cause be-
hind it. There must be something to account for the soul's consciousness
and agency being released from the bondage to the sphere of māyā. The
"veil," over the soul is thus described by mala. If souls were not to be
originally covered by mala they would be equal to Śiva; in fact mala
is the fundamental distinguishing mark between the souls and Śiva, the
"paśu" and the "pati". 55

After having established the necessity for the postulation of mala
Sadyojyoti proceeds to describe the essential characteristics it possesses.
These characteristics are also shared by māyā: eternality; oneness; un-
consciousness, and temporal and spatial pervasiveness. The arguments
given by Sadyojyoti defending these qualities of māyā are quite similar
to those given in the discussion of mala.

Mala is said to be eternal, i.e. "beginningless", because it is
a covering of that which is also eternal, i.e. the souls. Although it is
said to be of one nature and applicable to all souls alike, it affects
all souls individually through the application of its innumerable
capabilities or "śaktis". This śakti doctrine is intended to silence the
opponents who criticize the universality of *mala*. The opponent puts forth two arguments: firstly, that if *mala* is eternally pervasive, the souls will never be capable of ridding themselves of it, and secondly, that even if we allow the possible freedom from *mala* when one soul attains the freedom from *mala* all souls will attain the same freedom, given the universality and unity of *mala*. These two criticisms are brought forth by Sāṃkhya which locates the source of the connection of that which defiles the soul in the *buddhi*, i.e. in the notion of the "pratyaya" designated as "misapprehension" (viparyaya); the specific "misapprehension," which causes this connection is "Great Delusion" or "Mahāmoha" whose manifesting cause is accounted for by *karma*. The Śakti doctrine does not silence these two criticisms, argues the Sāṃkhya opponent, because the fact remains that *mala* is the universal and pervasive veil over the soul prior to the evolution of the *prakṛti*-based sphere of objects.

Sadyojyoti replies to the Sāṃkhya by bringing the same criticisms against the Sāṃkhya doctrine of locating the cause of defilement in *buddhi* as aided by *karma*. If it is claimed that the soul is undefiled prior to its association with the "Mahāmoha" of the *buddhi" -- i.e., prior to this "prakṛta-mala" -- it becomes logically impossible for the defilement to occur (BK, v. 133B-134A):

[If it is claimed that prior to the arising of the "mahāmoha" the soul is without defilement, it is then impossible for the soul to separate itself [from mahāmoha qua defilement] as [according to this view] the soul itself is not veiled by anything, as is the case with the Lord.

If the Sāṃkhya insists, in spite of this criticism, on maintain-
ing that the defilement does in fact have a temporal beginning as the defilement of the buddhi, then a cause must be brought forward to explain this beginning; ultimately, in order to avoid the charge of infinite regress, some single cause must be postulated, as the Śaivite conception of mala. However, if, on the other hand, Sāṅkhya maintains that the soul's connection to defilement does have a beginning but is without a cause, then again there will be nothing to prevent this defilement from continuing to defile the soul even in a released state as there is nothing to cause it to cease.

Sadyojyoti concludes his discussion of mala by stating that "on account of its connection to mala, the soul is termed 'the limited one' (anu)." Aghora Śiva points out that according to the Raurava Agama the notion of mala in inclusive in the notion of the soul qua "the limited one". For, without mala the soul would not be considered to be "limited". In this sense mala tends to represent the category of "bond", pāśa; the "soul" is described as a "paśu" and not a "pati", for instance, because of its association with the category of pāśa. Just as, in the Mokṣa Kārikā, Sadyojyoti defends the identity of Śiva and sakti i.e. that sakti is in some sense the instrument through which Śiva is active, in like manner, the paśu has a relationship of close identity with the pāśa. This is especially so given the fact that mala is essentially construed as a sakti. Prior to liberation the soul plays out a similar role with the pāśa qua mala-sakti as Śiva with his Śakti; the soul's sakti, however, is impure and unconscious while that of the Lord's is pure and conscious. As well, the soul has no control over the essential direction its sakti takes -- i.e. in a obscurational direction. The only control the soul has
over this śakti comes about indirectly through dīkṣā and the pursuit of the Śaiva path. 57
Chapter VI

NOTES

1. Sivāgrayoqin justifies the triadic grouping in spite of the fact that some texts postulate more than three categories; cf. SPB, p. 60: "Now since the categories seem to be differently enumerated in different works as, 'Seven categories are declared in the Svāyambhūva, six in the Pauṣkara and Matāṅga, five in the sacred Pārākhyā, and three in the Raurava,' how can it be said that there are three categories alone? If this be asked, true; but since those (others) which are different from pati and pasu are included even in pāsa, and since for Vamadeva, the first sage in our succession (of teachers), the Raurava was the principal Āgama, the categories are said to be three; and there is no contradiction.

2. The pure is often distinguished from the impure ontologically: "bindu" is said to be the material cause of the pure realm while "māyā" is the material cause of the impure realm. Although bindu is in a sense a "higher" type of māyā, and is often referred to as the "mahāmāyā", bindu simply represents a more subtle degree of bondage with more positive connotations than the gross māyā. The worlds and supernatural beings that inhabit the realm of the pure tattvas are all dimensions of bindu in its form as nāda, sound-essence. For a discussion of the Saivite doctrine of nāda, cf. Pandey, Bhāskarī, pp. 91-98 and K. Sivaraman, "The Word as a Category of Revelation," Revelation in Indian Thought, ed. Harold Coward and Krishna Sivaraman (Emerville, California: Dharma Publishing, 1977), pp. 45-64.


4. Raurava Āgama, Srṣṭikrama, vv. 2-4. K. Siyaraman suggested to me that one possible clue for the omission of the Sivatattvas and kāla and niyati may be found in TS, vv. 25 and 26 wherein the tattvas from kāla to prthivi are said to constitute the subtle body vis-à-vis the sthūladeśa which is in immediate contact with the world as impelled by karma. Therefore, the Śivatattvas, niyati and kāla are not necessary to explain the condition of bhoga.

5. For example, MA (v.4-18), pp. 230-245 and Tattva Prakāśā (v.49), p. 103.

6. Sadyojyoti says that the gunas are visible or apprehensible (drṣṭa) in such things as the effects of the buddhi. The unapprehensibility applies.
to prakṛti as well, especially insofar as the guṇas, as Sadyojyoti claims (BK, v.898-90A), remain "undivided" in prakṛti. The Iāttvaprakāśa states that prakṛti is undefinable or unapprehensible because of the unmanifested state of the guṇas (anabhīvyaktagupta-vādavya-padesyam tadavyaktam); cf. Iāttvaprakāśa, ed. p. 104. The Iāttvaprakāśa also specifically mentions that the prakṛti-tattva is for the purpose of enjoyment of the puruṣa, a point not found in either the TS or BK. The Sāmkhya Kārikā, v.8, attributes the non-perceptibility of prakṛti to its subtley (saukṣmyāttadanulabdhir nā 'bhāvāt karyatas tadupalabdhēn') cf. Iāttvā-Kaumudi, p. 18.

7 Sāmkhya Kārikā, v.12.
8 TS, v. 9, p. 12.
9 Gauḍapāda on Sāmkhya Kārikā, v.7.
10 SPB, p. 222; Šataratnasamgraha, p. 55.
11 The equation "anekatva and jādatva = kārana-pūrvatvatva" as follows: because something is manifold and unconscious, it therefore requires a cause, as Aghora states in his commentary on TS, v.9, pp. 12-13: "gūṇā nām acaityā... satyanekatvāt yato ghatādīvat kārana-pūrvatvatvam tatā teṣāmavya-kktā-deva sam-bhūtiritya.

12 By Śiva's urging, Ananta creates the tattvas from kalā to pradhāna; from Ananta's urging Śrīkantha creates the tattvas from guṇa to prthivi; and finally, at Śrīkantha's urging, Brahmā creates the elemental sphere (bhautikā-srṣti) of the animates and inanimates; cf. Šataratnasamgraha, p. 54.

13 MĀV, p. 83: "yeyam kāpilaih paramakāraṇatayā parikalpitā satvarajastamolakṣanagunatrayasyasamayatmi prakṛtiḥ tasyastavannā gunebhaya nyatvam gūṇa eva prakṛtiriti. hetubhī pratiṣṭhate gunebhaya nanyatve cāvakasyamanekatvamasyāh yaccacaitanye satyanēkam tatkāraṇāntarpurvakam. yathā tattavo mṛtpindānāṃ vāsatī ca kāraṇāntarpurvakatve na paramakāraṇāh idam ca te prastavyam.

14 Iāttvā Prakāśa, v. 49, p. 103.

15 In his commentary to the same verse Śrīkumāra emphasizes that the puruṣa-tattva is Śiva himself: "having attained the condition of paśu on account of the connection to the five sheaves (kalā, niyati, kāla, vidyā, and rāga), Śiva remains in the locale of the twenty-four tattvas beginning with the vyakta by means of His separation from the Śiva-tattva -- and is thus designated as the puruṣatattva." Cf. Iāttvā Prakāśa, p. 103 "yadāyamiśvaraḥ ebhiḥ kaliniyāti kalāvidyāragakhyaiḥ pañcabhīṣṭatvaiḥ sambandhāḥ paśubhāvaḥ prāpya bhūkṛtvavastham prapnoti tada vyakta-dīcitvāmsaitātvyamayē yāḥ sa yanant puruṣasamajām ca labhate śiva-tattvavyāti-rekṣaṇa tattvāḥ gūṇānām ceti."
The ritual purification of the elements (bhūtasuddhi) or "tattvanyāsa" is carried out by the Śāktas and Vaṣṇavites in a very similar manner as in the case of the Saivites. For a discussion of the Śaktas' method, cf. Sri John Woodroffe, Introduction to Tantrasāstra (Madras: Ganesh and Company, 1913), pp. 108-109; for the Vaṣṇavites and Śaivites, cf. J. Gonda, Viṣṇuismin and Saivism, p. 47.

There are six "adhvas" or aspects of the totality of creation: kalā, bhuvana, varna, mantra, pada and tattva; cf. Śivanjñāna Siddhiyār, p. 156.

A similar argument is found in the Śataratnollekha wherein it is argued that there are no superintending Rudras nor objects of experience in mayā. In an attempt to explain the scriptural texts which claim that the eight Mandalas exist in mayā, the author says: "The statement is not to be taken literally in view of the fact that mayā is only a śakti wherein no bhuvana can have any spatial existence. What really pertains to kalā, desa etc. is transferred to mayā by courtesy. Similarly, tattvasuddhi as part of dikṣā that is ordained in relation to mayā really pertains to mastaka." Cf. Śataratnasamgraha, trans. p. 51. The Pauṣkara Agama uses the same laksana-argument to claim that in the dikṣā sections which mention bhuvanas existing in the prakṛti-tattva; cf. puṃstattvapatañala, v. 7-9, SPB, p. 221-222.

Also quoted by Aghora Śiva in MĀD, 9.18, p. 271.

Cf. SPB, p. 220.

There is also debate over the origin of rāga and vidyā. Aghora Śiva follows the Raurava Agama and maintains that both rāga and vidyā emerge from kalā: kalatattvādrāgavidyā dve tattve samabhūvatāḥ RA, II, v. I.15A, p. 6. Other sources, such as the TP derive rāga and vidyā directly from mayā; cf. vv. 40-43.

Śivāgrayogin expounds on the notions of kāla and niyati qua tattvas. Kāla is that factor which determines the extent of empirical experience (bhogeystāparicchedha) and is the first transformation of mayā; Śivāgrayogin cites a number characteristics of the kalatattva, i.e., inertness (jadatva), manifoldness (satyanekatva), non-eternity (anityatva) and non-pervasiveness (avibhutva). Kāla is non-eternal given that it is subject to origination and destruction during the periods of cosmic destruction; he further says that eternality, a quality of the soul, is not to be understood as "eternal time" but simply the freedom from the determination by time, niyati, described as the second transformation of mayā, is the karmically determined "link" (yojana) regulating the relation between the triadically bound soul and the condition of bhoga. Cf. SPB, pp. 202-209.

Ibid., p. 217.
In his commentary on the Tattva Prakāsa, Aghora Śiva contrasts rāga understood in Śaṅkhya terms as a buddhiddharma with the Śaivite conception of it as a puruṣopakāra, i.e. as something which of some service or use to the soul; cf. Tattvaprakāsa, p.103; as well, cf. MAD, p. 162.

Aghora Śiva states this more simply in the TSV, v.4, p.14: pratyayarūpasyāpi bhogatvānābhilāsahetutvam." In the MAD (10.11; p.262), however, Aghora Śiva accepts that rāga is also of the nature of a pratyaya as contributory to the bhogasādhana specifically brought about by rāga.

Tattvaprakāsa, v. 18, p.102: "rāgo 'bhiṣvāṅgatmā viṣayacchedām vinaiva sāmānyāḥ puruṣapravṛttihetūr vilāksano..."

tena [vidyā-tattvam] prakāśarūpāṇa jñānaśāktaiprarocinā; MA 1010A, p.159.

Kalā rouses the soul's kartrśakti while vidyā rouses its citsśakti; cf. Tattva Prakāsa, v.45, p.99 and MA 10.8-9, p.258. The MA emphasizes that Śiva is ultimately responsible for the specific arousal of the two śaktis of the soul by the respective śaktis.

An objection to Sadyojyoti's position is taken up in the TSV, v.14, p.17: "nanu prakṛti-reva buddhyatmanā paramatmātanām puruṣasyā bhokyaśevā daśayati puruṣasyā tu na kartrtvam api tu draṣṭrītvam."

In so rousing the "citsśakti" of the soul, the vidyātattva "taints" the citsśakti with the bhoga (bhogyoparaktā citvyaktih, TSV on v.13, p.16) which leads to Vidya being referred to as the "impure tattva"(aśuddhavidya, TPT, on v. 45, p.99).

MĀ, 10.12, p.262: "sa tena rāṇiito bhogyam mālīmasamapi sprhan ādatte na ca bhuṇjāno virāgamadhiṣacchatī."

TSV, v.12, p.15: "tadvidyākhyam karaṇaṁatmanā iti sannirṛṣtatvāt-paramityucyate"; TPV, v.47, p. 700: "...iyam śvidyāy paramamantarāṅgakaraṇam..."

MĀD, 10.10; p.260.

TSV, v.12, p.15: "aśvena pathā dīpikāyā yātītyadāvivātānekarapāsādhve 'pi phale vidyaivā paramām karaṇam." A similar analogy is found in MAD, 10.9, p.259

In grammar the term "kāraka" describes the syntactical relation between a noun and a verb in a statement; it includes all the Sanskrit declensions except the genitive (and vocative), which are kartr, karman, karaṇa, sampradāna, upādāna, and adhikaraṇa. For a discussion of the grammatical notion of a "kāraka" in light of the interaction between grammar and philosophy cf. Matilal, Logic Language and Reality, pp.372-378.
Concerning the connection between the anādimalavṛtattva condition of the soul and kāla, Aghora Siva puts forth the following argument in the TSV (on v. 18, p. 20): since the consciousness (which is of the nature of ārām and ānanda) of the soul in the samsāric state does not cognize all objects [i.e., since it is limited by something], it is concluded that Īśvara manifests things (abhivyanañkta) in this sphere through the instrumentality of "pāsa". Aghora adds that the instrumentality of māla does not occur directly but through dikṣā.

The author of the Śataratnollekha (p. 43) gives several synonyms used in the Āgamas for māhamāya: eg., nada, parasumangala, malini, anāhata bindu, aghośa vak, brahmakuñjādalinī tattva, vidyā etc.

Śadyojyoti limits his discussion of māhamoha to the sphere of the "śuddhāsuddhataattvas", i.e. to those beginning with kāla, although in fact māhamoha -- qua bindu -- has reference to the sūdha sphere as well. For a discussion of the distinction between, māyā as the cause of the pure tattvas as well as the impure tattvas, cf. Śataratnollekha, p. 44.

In this respect māhamāya as the parigrahaśakti of Siva; cf. Ibid, p. 45.

In the Sṛyambhuva Āgama a further characteristic is added, i.e. "akala" which the Śataratnollekha explains as in note 18 above.

cf. MA, (Māyāprakāna, v. 4), trans. p. 194: "It must be intelligent, since its products are seen to be so -- otherwise, there would be that most radical of all faults, uncertainty of causation itself." cf. ed. p. 231: "tadacetanameva syaḥ kāryasācittta-darśanāt; prāptas sarvaharo doṣah kāraṇāniyam” nyathā.

BKV, p. 56

51. Cf. Sataratnollekha, trans. p. 40: "The Kirana and Matangāgama bring out the difference between the two, the 'māya' and 'mala', the former that reveals (vyakti) and sheds light (prakāśa) and the latter that obscures (āvrti) the soul and creates darkness (andhakāra)."

52. SPB, p. 161: "And if their parviscience were natural, there would be conflict with the scriptural declaration of omniscience at release." MA, trans. p. 152: "The atma is not avyāpi (not omnipresent, limited), not momentary, not one, not sentient (or inert), not a non-doer, and is ever united to intelligence, for, it is heard that after the pāsa is removed, he attains to the state of Siva."


54. A very similar form of argument is taken up in the SPB, pp. 165-166. The basic distinction between karma and mala is that the former functions for enjoyment while the latter for obfuscation; Sivāgrayogin quotes vv.132-133 of the pasuprakaraṇa: "karma is of the nature of merit and demerit; and those two exist in the intellect; since they do not pervade above that (intellect), how can they serve as bonds through? Further, they function in respect of activity for enjoyment; how could they function in respect of obscuration?"

55. This points out the unity of the mala-māya complex, obfuscation and manifestation, the former addressing a more epistemological concern and the latter a more ontological one.

56. Cf. a quote from the Svāyambhuvāgama in the Sataratnasamgraha, trans. p.37: "The beginningless 'mala' associated with souls is otherwise called 'paśutvam' (the essential nature of soul). It serves to help the sprouting (initial evolution) of māya in the same way as the bran helps the sprouting of the grain."

57. The author of the Sataratnollekha explains the Svāyambhuva's statement that "dīkṣā alone" is responsible for removing the soul's mala and states the distinction of the Saiva-darsana from the two major traditions of "jñāna" and "karma": "The words 'dīkṣā alone' is indicative of the fact that neither jñāna advocated by the Advaitin nor 'karma' expounded by the Mīmāṃsākās nor any other means exposted by the other schools of philosophy is of any avail." Cf. Sataratnollekha p.90.
HAVING MADE OBEISANCE TO ŚIVA, WHO IS THE GIVER OF THE TRUE ENJOYMENT AND RELEASE, I AM GOING TO EXPLAIN THE BHOGAKĀRIKA VERY BRIEFLY AND CLEARLY FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE SLOW MINDED.

Before the venerable Sadyojyoti begins his verses that explicate the nature of enjoyment and release, he first makes obeisance to the supreme Śiva (paramaśiva) for the unhampered completion of this work:

(1) HAVING MADE OBEISANCE TO THE UNBORN AND UNCHANGING ŚIVA WHO KNOWS ALL THREE TIMES AND ALL THINGS¹ AND WHO IS THE GIVER OF "BHOGA", I.E., "ENJOYMENT" (WHICH OCCURS WHEN SOULS THAT HAVE THE THREE BONDS ARE IN CONTACT WITH KALĀ) AND "RELEASE" (WHICH TAKES PLACE THROUGH THE SEPARATION FROM ENJOYMENT).²

The three bonds are of the nature of mala, karma and māyā. Those who are possessed by these three bonds are the conscious souls who are called 'Sakalas', of whom there is this 'contact with kala'. This contact involves the connection (sambandha) to the constitutive parts of māyā, which are of the form of the bodies born with their respective worlds and which are of the nature of the 'Tattvas' constitutive of the subtle body, i.e., the Tattvas beginning with kalā and ending with earth. By means of this connection "He", i.e., Śiva, gives enjoyment and, by the separation from it, release. Śiva's beginningless state of release
(muktatva) indicates His ability to confer grace (anugrahamatva) and His omnipotence; for the same reason, Śiva "knows all three times and all things," i.e., He knows all the things which take place in their respective times and the lapses of times of all the living beings. Moreover, since Śiva is without mala (nirnirvatva) and since He is omnipotent, His omniscience concerning all time is established. As well, since Śiva is without mala, He is "unborn", i.e., without the birth which is characterized by the connection to a body; "unchanging" (dhruva) means to be without change (avikarina), i.e., not to be subject to change (parinamitva), like bindu etc., as change entails materiality. Continuing the first verse, he says:

(2) FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE ADEPTS, I AM BRIEFLY DESCRIBING BOTH ENJOYMENT AND RELEASE ALONG WITH THEIR MEANS AS THEY ARE PROPOUNDED IN THE TEACHINGS OF RURU AND ACCOMPANIED BY LOGICAL PERFECTION.

"The Adepts" (sadhaka) are the 'Achāryas' and so forth, who can establish both enjoyment and release. "I am briefly describing..." means just in conformity with the way both enjoyment and release along with their means are established in the Raurava Āgama. "Accompanied by logical perfection" means "established by inference" for the purpose of understanding the means (sādhanā) etc. [of bhoga and mokṣa] for the Ācāryas for initiatory purposes and so forth.

Now to point out enjoyment and the means [whereby it is attained], the ones who are qualified for enjoyment are described:

(3) THE LUST FOR ENJOYMENT ARISES IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE KARMIC ACCUMULATIONS OF THOSE SENTIENT BEINGS WHO HAVE BEEN DRIVEN INTO
THE CYCLE OF WORDLY EXISTENCE BY GOD BECAUSE OF THEIR DEFILEMENT ETC.³

"The lust for enjoyment" refers to the "desire for enjoyment" that arises in accordance with the karmic predispositions (karmasamskara) during worldly existence. This condition of enjoyment is solely caused by the defilement -- i.e., by the Mala -- of those souls who have been driven into facing enjoyment through the superintendence of God (i.e., Siva) through the instrumentality of Ananta etc.

The Sāmkhyas raise the objection that the soul is without mala. But this is false because if the soul is without mala, it becomes impossible for the soul to become attached to enjoyment.⁴ Or, if it is possible for a soul without mala to become attached to enjoyment, then this attachment also becomes possible for the released soul. The Sāmkhyas object: the attachment [to enjoyment] is a result of the connection to passion (rāga). True! But even in the case of passion, the cause of the attachment is just due to those who possess mala!⁵ In this respect, it is said in the Śrīmatśvāyambhūva: "If the soul were not defiled, how could its attachment to Enjoyment ever be effected?"

He now addresses the question concerning the nature and means of enjoyment:

(4) AS THE DESIROUS ATTACHMENT TO THE MODIFICATIONS OF THE BUDDHI (BUDDHI-VRTTI-ANURĀṆJITA), ENJOYMENT IS BROUGHT ABOUT BY VARIOUS MEANS WHICH THEMSELVES ARE A PRODUCT OF THE PRIMAL MATERIAL CAUSE OF THE WORLD⁶ INTO WHICH THE WILL OF GOD HAS ENTERED.

"God" is understood in this verse as Ananta, the only one who can agitate maya (māyākṣobhakatva). In the Śrīmatkīrāṇa it is said that
"Śiva is declared to be the agent in the pure realm while Ananta is the Lord in the bound realm." Through Ananta's desire (icchā) occurs the agitation of the primal material cause of the world (jagatbīja), which is called 'māyā'; enjoyment arises through the 'means' (sādhana) which have been engendered on account of this agitation of māyā. The 'means' are [threefold]: of the nature of the subtle bodies that are of a restricted character [i.e., restricted to particular souls]; of the nature of worlds that are common [i.e., shared by different souls]; and of the nature of bodies born with worlds, which is both a restricted and common condition. Enjoyment is here understood to be of the nature of the attachment (anurañjana) to the modifications of the Buddhi (buddhivṛtti); more specifically, enjoyment is that condition of the "attachment" of the soul's consciousness to the modifications of the Buddhi which is of the 'form' (rūpa) of the ascertainment (adhyayasāya) constituted by pleasure, suffering and delusion. Here the 'attachment', which is of a desirous nature (anurāga), relates to the condition of the modifications of the Buddhi whose cognitive structure (adhyayasāyākāra) is constituted by pleasure (sukha). This attachment is a 'cognition' (samanvītī) that is just a 'direct experience' (anubhava). This experience is not of a "reflection" (pratibimbā). This latter position allows the possibility of change to be attributed to the soul (ātmanah parinamitaprasyaṅgat). Thus it is said in the Śrīmatsvāyambhuva: "Enjoyment" (bhoga) is the [bound] soul's "experience", which is characterized by pleasure, suffering etc.

Now he is going to discuss the instrumentality (sādhanatā) of enjoyment with respect to the gross elements:

In this case, just the qualities etc. of the gross elements establish the ancillary nature as enjoyment (bhogāṅgatva) of these gross elements. Here the qualities are odour etc. The activities are 'bearing' etc. "Serving as the support of the sense organs" (aṅkṣabhūmitā) means "serving as that which bears the sense organs" (indriyādharatva); the sense organs will be explained in the sequel.

The meaning of the verse, therefore, is: the earth etc., by means of their qualities and functions and by means of bearing the sense organs, become engaged in the means whereby enjoyment arises for the souls. Of what [source] are the earth and so forth? He says: 'of the filling out' by means of the 'increasing' of their respective subtle elements. The 'filling out' (pustana) arises on account of the 'increasing' (pūrana) that is a condition of 'becoming full' (āpura) that occurs by means of the subtle elements, which are themselves the material causes (kāranabhūta) [of earth etc.]. The activity of prakṛti is [likewise said to have two functions]: 'the increasing of that which has already been accomplished and the acting as the means of that which has not yet been accomplished'.

It is said in the Śrīmanmatāṅga: "Through a gross and subtle condition (sthūlasuksmatva), the gross elements with their causes, which are the subtle elements, act as the conditions (sthitā) supporting (ādhāra) the organs. As well, it is said in the Śrīmanmatāṅga: "The subtle elements are like a pot and the gross elements like its covering."
Tattvasamgraha: "This tenfold effect [i.e. the bhūtāni and tanmātrāni], having entered into the condition of [supporting] the organs, causes the activity [of the organs]. On the other hand, the organs, on account of being without their own power to act, are only active after they come to depend on the support of the effect."

When the general function of the gross elements exists, their specific functions, bearing etc., exist as well. The general function of the gross elements, which have their locus in the subtle body, is twofold: firstly, it consists in the property of increasing (upacayadharmitva) that takes place by means of the body as it is understood in its essential sense as a "covering over" [diha, etymological sense of deha, body], which means an "increasing" (upacaya); this property of increasing belongs to the gross elements as they take their locus (sthāna) in the external body. The second general function of the gross elements consists in their supporting of the sense organs. He says:


Here, the function of the earth is 'supporting' (dhṛti), which is a 'bearing' (dhāraṇa). The function of water is 'bringing together' (sāmgraha), which is a 'binding' (avaśṭambha). The function of fire is 'maturing' (pakti), which is a 'ripening' (pāka). Air has the function of 'structuring' (vyūha), which is a 'joining of parts' (avāyavaghatana). Ether (ākāśa) has the function of 'providing space' (avākāsadāna), which is the 'providing of a receptacle' (āspadadāna).
Now, he will describe the common function (śādhārana) of these gross elements, i.e., 'the supporting of the sense organs (indriyādharātva)' that takes place through the locus of the subtle body:

(7-8Aa) BY HAVING ITS LOCUS IN THE 'TRANSFERENCE BODY' (ATĪVĀHIKADEHASTHA), THE 'INSTRUMENT' (KARĀNA) TAKES ON ACTIVITIES (PRAVIJRMBHITA) AND AS WELL TRAVELS FROM ONE WOMB TO ANOTHER IN ORDER TO OBTAIN ENJOYMENT FOR SOULS ON ACCOUNT OF THE 'INVISIBLE FORCE' (ADRŚTA) PROVIDES THE APPROPRIATE EXPERIENCES FOR [THE INDIVIDUAL] SOULS.

The 'transference body' is the 'subtle body' (suksmadeha); by means of enjoyment, the karma of souls "is caused to pass over" (ativahayati), i.e., 'is caused to be driven away' (nāsayati). Solely in the condition of having its locus in this subtle body is the 'instrument' -- the 'collection of organs (indriyavarga) -- active (ceṣṭate). It is said, "Due to the fact that a thing that lacks its own power (avibhutva) cannot be active (ceṣṭa) when it has no supporting-locus (nirasraya), the collection of instruments is active solely through the support (ādhāra) of the gross elements and subtle elements, which have their locus (stha) in the subtle body." Moreover, on account of karma [qua 'adrśta'], which yields the appropriate experiences for the individual souls, the instrument that has its locus in the subtle body travels from one womb to another in order to obtain enjoyment for those souls possessing this karma. In this respect, it is said in the Tattvasaṃgraha: "The group of Tattvas beginning with the earth and ending with kālā is bound to individual souls (pratipumniyata); on account of karma, such souls wander through all the different worlds in bodies born
of those worlds."

The subtle body, on account of being subtle, like the spirits (piśāca) etc., is not perceivable by us; however, it is experienced through the perception of yogins:


Now, he describes the qualities of the gross elements:

(9) ODOUR IS IN EARTH; TASTE IS SIXFOLD IN EARTH, BUT SWEETNESS IS CONFINED TO EARTH AND WATER ALONE; COLOUR BELONGS TO EARTH, WATER, AND FIRE, BEING BRIGHT IN FIRE, SHINING IN WATER AND OF DIFFERENT HUES IN EARTH.

(10) THIS IS THE ARRANGEMENT WITH REGARD TO 'TOUCH'; IN BOTH EARTH AND AIR IT IS NEITHER HOT NOR COLD, THE DIFFERENCE BEING THAT ONE IS BORN FROM MATURING, ONE NOT SO BORN: IN WATER IT IS COOL AND IN FIRE HOT.

(11) AS PRODUCED FROM SUBSTANCES DERIVED FROM SOUND, SOUND EXISTS IN THE LOWEST FOUR GROSS ELEMENTS; IN SPACE IT IS OF THE COLLOCATION OF ECHOES. THIS IS THE CORRECT OPINION SET FORTH BY THE WISE.

Here, odour is in earth just in the form of the fragrant and non-fragrant. Taste is in water and earth. Of the forms of taste that are in water, namely pungence, sourness, saltiness, sweetness, astringence, and bitterness, only sweetness is in earth. Colour is in earth, water and fire etc. In earth, colour is of manifold types: white, red, yellow,
black; in water, however, it is only of a shiny colour [sukla, white, bright]. In fire it is bright (bhāsvat).

The condition of touch (sparśasthita) is in the airs. In both the earth and air it is neither cold nor hot. What then is the difference between the two touches in earth and air? He says: "the difference is that one is born from maturing (pākaja), one not so born (apā kaja)."

The touch in earth arises from maturing whereas the one in air does not arise from maturing -- just this is the difference. Because of this designation [between the two types of touch qualities], colour etc., which are qualities of earth, are just born from maturing. The natural touch of water is just cool and in fire just hot.

Sound arises in the four gross elements -- earth etc. -- by means of the mutual 'clashing together' of their respective substances, ground, etc.; 21 in space, however, sound is of the nature of an echo. Now, the Vaiśeṣikas22 raise an objection; "Sound is established as the special quality of ether, on account of the cognition of it elsewhere than in its locus."23 This is false because of the fallacy of 'the passage in time' (kālātyayāpadiṣṭatva), as the reason (hetu) contradicts both perception and the Āgamic tradition. Thus, "sound is just heard in the locus of sound, as in the drum etc." Moreover, "sound is perceived in the earth as the sound of 'rubbing together' (katakatādika) etc.; in water as a swishing sound etc. (chalacchalādi); in fire as a blowing sound etc. (dhamadhamādi); in air as rustling etc. (śakāśakādi); and in space it is of the nature of an echo." The argument that sound is the special quality of ether is refuted in detail by us in the Mṛgendrayāttidīpikā. It is further stated in the Śrīmanmṛgendra: "Sound is in the five gross elements
and touch is in four. The neither cold nor hot [touch] is in the earth and air; hot and cold are in water and fire. Brightness is in fire, whiteness in water and a variety [of colours] such as whiteness etc. in earth. Colour is in the three. Taste in water is sweet and is sixfold in the earth. By the wise odour is considered to be both fragrant and non-fragrant in the earth."

Thus, summing up what has been said:

(12A-12Ba) THUS DESCRIBED, THE EARTH ETC. ARE GENERALLY ACCEPTED TO POSSESS THE COLLECTION OF ODOUR ETC.

This means: it is generally accepted that the earth etc. exist as the loci of odour. It is said: "the five subtle elements are established as the 'cause' (karanata) of the five gross elements, since the five gross elements are established as "effects", which are discerned by means of the external sense organs of beings like us. He says:

(12Bb) THE SUBTLE ELEMENTS ARE INFERRED BY MEANS OF THEM.

Thus, "the cognition' (grahana) of a quality (guna) entails the cognition of the thing that possesses the quality, since there can be no distinction (avyatirekitva) [between the quality and the thing possessing it]." He will prove that the qualities of the gross elements do not have a separate existence (aprthak bhavah):

(13) EARTH ETC. ARE SAID TO BE INHERENTLY VARIEGATED (CITRASVABHAVAKA) AND DISTINCT BY MEANS OF THEIR QUALITIES (GUNABHINNA); EARTH ETC. ARE REVEALED IN A SUCCESSIVE MANNER (KRAMAVYANGA), JUST AS THE PAINTED PICTURE ON A CLOTH THAT IS COVERED OVER.
Here, the earth and so forth are being described. This is the sense: the mutual distinctions (parasparam bhinnah) are seen by means of the qualities of odour etc., and the inherent variegations are seen by means of the differences (bheda) in the 'constitutions' (akāra) of the ground, stones, mountains, rivers, oceans, etc. Thus, earth etc. are just revealed in a successive manner as a painted cloth that is covered over [is revealed in a successive manner]. It is not possible to simultaneously (yugapad) grasp both the respective distinctions (bhinna) and differences in the constitutions which belong to the earth etc., as it is impossible to grasp everything at the same time which is both close at hand and far away. But this can only be revealed in a successive manner by means of inference and by the senses. What results from this? He says:


The earth etc., on account of being revealed in a successive manner, acquire the status of 'objects' of sense (viṣayatā) in terms of the designation of their relations (bhāvavyapadesa), i.e., in terms of the cognitive distinctions based on the distinctions of the qualified thing and the qualifying thing (viṣeṣanaviṣeṣyarūpa), as in such cognitions as: "this earth is fragrant." In this respect:

(15-16A) NO COGNITION OF EARTH IS POSSIBLE WITHOUT A COGNITION OF ODOUR ETC., WHILE A COGNITION OF WATER ETC. TAKES PLACE
WITHOUT A COGNITION [OF ODOUR ETC.]; CONSEQUENTLY, EARTH IS SEPARATE FROM WATER ETC. BUT IS NOT SEPARATE FROM ODOUR ETC.

There can never be a cognition of the earth -- a 'qualified thing' (viśeṣya) in the form of a possessor of qualities (dharmanirūpa) -- without a grasping of the qualities odour etc. -- qualifying things (viśeṣaṇa); however, even when odour etc. are not grasped in the other elements, water etc., a cognition [of the earth] still arises. Therefore, for this reason, earth is not separate (anīya) from odour etc., although separate from water etc. Likewise, the same reasoning applies to the other gross elements:

(168) BY THE WISE, THE SAME REASONING SHOULD BE APPLIED TO WATER ETC.

An objection is raised: when beside a china rose, a quartz gem is apprehended as possessing redness (raktabhāva) -- without the apprehension of its quality as 'clear' (saukla) [i.e. its natural colour]. Therefore, [the principle that] 'the apprehension of the thing possessed by qualities is preceded by the apprehension of the qualities (guṇigrahaṇasya guṇagrahaṇapūrvvakatvam)' is unestablished; thus, he says:

(17) NOR IS THE INFERENTIAL MARK (HETU) WE ARE USING HERE INAPPLICABLE IN THE CASE OF THE JEWEL WHICH IS COGNIZED APART FROM ITS OWN COLOUR AND WHICH IS THE COLOUR OF A NEIGHBOURING OBJECT, BECAUSE COLOUR IS NOT ONLY A MATTER OF HUE (VARNA) BUT INCLUDES THE GENERAL CONFIGURATION (SAMSTHĀNA) AS WELL.

Herein the quality (guṇa) 'colour' -- which substances possess -- is held to be of the nature of a 'configuration' (samsthāna) possessing 'hue' (varna); therefore, even when there is the apprehension of the
quartz gem which is next to the china rose there is the remembrance of the past apprehension of the 'configuration' of circular, four-cornered, etc. along with the memory of the apprehension of its clear hue. Thus, [the principle] 'the apprehension of the thing possessed by qualities is preceded by the apprehension of the qualities' is established; hence, the inferential mark (hetu) is not unestablished.

Now, having established the ancillary nature of the gross elements in the act of enjoyment (bhogaṅgatva), he will demonstrate that the gross elements are 'effects' (kāryatva) -- although without supplying a specific rule (anirdeśa) -- in order to further qualify the establishment of the subtle elements in the proposition that "the subtle elements are inferred by means of the gross elements [v. 12Bb]":

(18) THE INFERENTIAL MARK (HETU) ESTABLISHING THE FACT THAT THE QUALITIES (GUNA) ARE PRODUCTS (KĀRYATĀ) IS ALSO FIT TO ESTABLISH THAT THE SPHERE OF THINGS BEGINNING WITH EARTH AND ENDING WITH KALĀ HAVE A CAUSE (KĀRANA).

It is said: "on account of the condition of manifoldness (anekatva) in the case of the qualities (guna), which are of a non-conscious nature, a condition of the priority of the cause (kāraṇapūrvakatva) exists, as in the case of a pot etc." Thus, just by means of this inferential mark the earth etc. are established as products (kāryatva). It is said that the subtle body, which is restricted to individual souls, is of the nature of the thirty Tattvas beginning with the earth and ending with kalā, on account of the failure to establish anything else to account for the variety (vaicitrya) of enjoyment as it is manifested.
In the Āgamas it is said: "the priority of the cause is established on account of the condition of manifoldness that exists when there is the condition of unconsciousness occurring by means of those Tattvas -- earth etc. -- that are restricted to individual souls."

Now it is said, "the successiveness (krama) of the earth etc. is established just on account of the distinctions between their respective qualities, i.e., on account of the establishment of the subtle elements as the causes of the gross elements; he says:

(19) THE SUBTLE ELEMENTS EXCEED EACH OTHER IN A HIERARCHY (EKOTTARĀDHIKYA) BY POSSESSING ONE MORE OF SOUND ETC.,26 ON ACCOUNT OF BEING WITHOUT CHARACTERISTICS (AVIŚĒŚATA), THE SUBTLE ELEMENTS ARE ESTABLISHED AS THE SUCCESSIVELY-OPERATING (KRAMA) GENERATING CAUSES (YONI) OF EARTH ETC., WHICH POSSESS QUALITIES.

This is the meaning: "the material cause (upādāna) of ether is the subtle element sound, whose natural condition (śvarūpa) is just the sound that has the character of being unmanifest (anabhivyaktaviśeṣasābda-mātrasvarūpa); going one step lower, the material cause of air is the subtle element touch, whose natural condition is just of the nature of sound and touch. The material cause of water is the subtle element taste, which is just of the nature of sound, touch and taste. The material cause of earth is the subtle element odour, which is of the nature of the five qualities beginning with sound and ending with odour."

This is the meaning of the terms: "[the subtle elements] exceed each other in a hierarchy by possessing one more of sound etc." means
that there is an increase of the qualities (guna\-dhikya), i.e., that there is a sequential increase by one (ekottara) of sound etc. which are possessed by ether etc.). "On account of being without characteristics" means 'on account of not being characterized by qualities', i.e. 'on account of the nature of the group of sound etc. which is of a non-manifest character'; on this account, the subtle elements sound etc., are the successively-operating 'generating causes' -- i.e., material causes (upadana\-bhuta) -- of the ether etc. The subtle elements endeavor to establish the successive ordering of the creation (srstikrama) of the gross elements, ether etc., which, as the substrata of qualities (dharmin), possess the manifested qualities. The subtle elements engage in 'the condition of going lower and lower (adhodhobha\-va) by means of the successive increase of the qualities; this means that the subtle elements cause the condition of going lower and lower even of the 'effects' (karya).

Again, how do the subtle elements contribute as ancillaries in the act of enjoyment (bhoga\-ngatva)? He says:

(20) IN THE SUBTLE ELEMENTS ETC., WHICH ARE THE GENERATING CAUSES OF ALL THINGS (SARVAYONI), THE CAUSATIVE FACTOR (KART\-TRA) INVOLVED IN THE ARISING OF ITS OWN EFFECT AND OF ITS INCREASING IS MOST CERTAINLY THE MEANS WHEREBY THE AIM OF THE SOUL IS ACCOMPLISHED (PUMARTHA).

The ancillaries involved in the act of enjoyment 'both] act as the means of that which has not yet been accomplished and increase that which has already been accomplished', i.e., the ancilliary nature of
enjoyment is established both on account of the condition which generates the means whereby enjoyment is accomplished -- which involves the generating causes of the effects (karyayoni) (which are māyā etc.) and the subtle elements -- and by means of the condition which increases this.

Now, in order to describe the condition of being an ancillary in the act of enjoyment in the case of the sense organs as well, he first establishes the motor organs (karmendriya).

(21) THE 'GENITALS, FEET, ANUS, MOUTH AND HANDS' ARE DISTINCT FROM THE ACTIVITIES 'DELIGHT, MOVEMENT, EVACUATION, SPEAKING, AND GRASPING'.

'Evacuation' is the release of bodily excretions. The meaning of the verse is that the organs of action, genitals etc., are established by the fact (hetutva) of the activities of delight etc.

An objection is raised: "the organs are just these [physical] loci, the genitals etc." This is not the case, as he says:

(22) EVEN IN THE PRESENCE OF A GIVEN BODY PART (STHĀNA) THERE MAY BE AN ABSENCE OF A GIVEN ACTIVITY. THE ENTITY UPON WHICH THE ABSENCE OR PRESENCE OF THE ACTUAL ACTIVITY DEPENDS IS THUS THE MOTOR ORGAN, AND NOT JUST THE BODY PART ALONE.

The activity of movement etc. is not seen to occur without the respective capacity of the [motor] organ, even though there is the presence of some physical condition, such as the feet etc. Therefore, even when the given body parts exist, their activities are dependent for
their absence or presence on the existence of the capacities, i.e., the five organs, which are separate [from the body parts]. Thus, just in this manner are the motor organs established and the position of the Naiyāyikas and others rejected. The objection is raised: just on account of the activity of raising the eyebrows etc., the infinity of the motor organs is established; thus, he says:

(23) THE MOTOR ORGANS HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED BY MEANS OF THE ACTIVITIES, DELIGHT ETC.; THEREFORE, THE CLAIM THAT THE MOTOR ORGANS ARE INFINITE (ANANTYA) CANNOT BE ACCEPTED ON ACCOUNT OF THE ACTIVITIES.

It would be false (doṣa) for us to hold that motor organs are functions of parts of the body (sārīraikadeśavṛttih). As in the case of the sense of touch wherein it is established that this sense pervades the body, so it is in the case of the [motor organ] 'hand' whose activity is inclusive of the 'raising of the eyebrows' etc. As well, 'the activity of evacuation belongs [in all parts of the body] to [what is designated as] the anus. On account of the distinctions entailed by the inherent characteristics (antarbhāva) of delight etc. -- even in the case of the raising of the eyebrows etc. -- the infinity of the organs cannot be established. In sum [to explain the verse], there is no inconsistency in holding that "there are only five motor organs due to fact of the primary activities, described as delight etc." and "the respective designations of the motor organs are not infinite, since the special locus (viśeṣādhisthāna) of the motor organs is in various places."

Now, he will establish the sense organs:

(24) IN THE GRASPING OF SOUND ETC. THE ACTIVITY OF THE AGENT --
I.e. the soul -- is not without an instrument; moreover, there cannot be just one instrument, as a necessary requirement (apekṣā) would not cease.

It is proper to hold that without an instrument the activity of grasping sound etc. would not arise, as the activity of 'chopping' would not arise without an axe. Moreover, nor do these five activities arise just on account of one instrument, as hearing etc.; for, in this case, the requirement for another instrument would not cease. For example, when the sense of hearing, which is the instrument in the grasping of sound exists, we see that there is a necessary requirement for another instrument -- the sense of touch etc. -- when there is the grasping of touch etc. This is thus the meaning of the verse.

"Exactly what are the instruments?" In answer, he says:

(25A) the instruments are: ear, skin, eye, tongue, and nose;

The instruments are inferred by means of the failure (anupapatti) to bring forth anything else to explain the [the particular sense organ restrictiveness of the] grasping of sound etc.; accordingly, he says:

(25B) the function of these instruments lies in the perceiving (ālocana) of sound etc. when in the proximity (samnidhi) of sound etc.29

If we were to take the reading of "like" (sam nibha) [in place of "proximity" (samnidhi)], the meaning of this half of the verse would be: the sense organs, which are superintended over (adhiṣṭhita) by Manas, together with the mind (buddhi), the ascertaining faculty (adhyavasāyin), supply the Vidyā Tattva with its objects (viṣayatva), i.e. the internal
forms (antarākāra) that resemble the external 'forms' (bāhyākārāsādrśa) of sound etc. In the sequel we will describe how the soul apprehends things through the instrument designated 'Vidyā' that is related to (antarāṅga) the 'form' of the cognitive activity of the mind, which has been presented with things from the senses. It has been said elsewhere: "the soul is conscious of objects that have been cognitively ascertained by the mind."

It is not the case that the sense organs are just the physical loci (sthāna) as the auditory passage of the ear etc. Moreover, "the sense organs are just 'conditions' (stha) that are 'capacities' (sakti); the cognition of sound etc. does not arise when there is a defect in the capacity -- due to karmic influences -- of the physical loci," he says:

(26) DO NOT THINK THAT THE BODY PARTS ALONE ARE THE SENSE ORGANS BECAUSE EVEN WHEN THERE IS THE PRESENCE OF THE BODY PARTS THERE CAN BE AN ABSENCE OF COGNITION DUE TO SOME DEFECT.

He now discusses the internal organ (antahkarāṇa):

(27) COGNITION (BODHA), EFFORT (SAMRAMBHA) AND WILL (ICCHĀ) CANNOT BE BROUGHT ABOUT BY THE VARIOUS MEANS OF ENJOYMENT THAT HAVE ALREADY BEEN DISCUSSED; RATHER, THEY ARE BROUGHT ABOUT BY MEANS OF THE INTERNAL ORGANS: MIND (BUDDHI), EGO (AHAMKĀRA), AND MANAS.

The means whereby 'will' etc. are accomplished are the internal instruments, mind, ego and Manas; one is led to this conclusion for three reasons: 1) the Tattvas beginning with earth are solely established by
means of their effects; 2) there is no way to prove that there is
another reason to explain the effects (kāryāntarahaṛetutve pramāṇābhāvāt); 3) it is not possible to postulate a manifold number of Tattvas [to account for the effects] (anekatatvaparikalpanābhāvaprasaṅgāt). 30

The term 'will' refers to 'volition' (samkalpa), which is of the nature of the sequential attentiveness (ekagrata-paraparyāyo 'vadhānātmakaḥ) and which is the function of manas. "Effort" is the 'exertion' (prayatna) of the ego; 'cognition' is the 'mental activity' (adhyāvasāya) of the mind. All this will be explained in the sequel.

The means whereby the purpose of the soul (purusārtha) is accomplished takes place through the mutual assistance (parasparopakāra) of the internal and external instruments; he says:


The internal and the external instruments, like the palanquin and the planguin bearers, together become the means whereby the activities of willing etc. are accomplished. This is so for two reasons. First, ascertainment etc. (adhyāvasāyādi) is seen to occur only when there is prior perception of external objects (bāhyārthālocaṇapūrva). Secondly, it is impossible to apprehend an external object without
attentiveness etc. (avadānādi). Consequently, when there is the loss of either collection of the external instruments of sound etc. or of the internal instruments (i.e., of 'the accomplishment of the inward activities') neither the activities of willing etc. nor the cognitions of external objects such as sound etc. would arise as providing the means of accomplishing the purpose of the soul (the phrase 'for the purpose of consciousness' means 'for the purpose of the soul' and is employed to refer to enjoyment). Analogously, when there is the absence either of the palanquin or the palanquin bearers, the activity of 'bearing' is not observed.

Now he addresses the position of an opponent:

(30A) OTHERS ESTABLISH THE INTERNAL INSTRUMENT AS LIFE-FORCE (PRĀNA), WHICH MANIFESTS CONSCIOUSNESS (VYAKTACETANA).

'Others' refers to one school of the materialists (lokāyata) who claim that the internal instrument is just the 'air' (vāyu), which is characterized by the term 'life-force'. This life-force manifests consciousness (abhivyakta-cetana) as a property which is a result of the transformation of the elements (bhūtaparina-maviśesa); the life-force is the cause (hetubhuta) of sentient existence etc. (jīvanādi) through the functions of 'taking up' etc. (prānayana). He points out the falsity of this view:

(30B) WITHOUT VOLITIONAL ACTIVITIES (PRAYANTNA) THERE IS NO LIFE-FORCE.

BUT THEN WHAT IS THE INSTRUMENT OF THE VOLITIONAL ACTIVITIES?

Behavioral activity (pravṛtti) is indeed seen to be preceded by volitional activity (prayatna) on account of the intermittence (kāda-cicatka-tva)
of the air that is of the nature of the life-force. It is said:

"How can there be the drawing out of activity (preranākāraṇa) without the volitional activity of air?" The internal instrument is consequently established in response to the question: "In the establishment of volitional activity, which is of the nature of 'active effort' (samrāmbha), how then should the instrument be conceived?" It will be said in the sequel, "the function of the ego is 'active effort'." Moreover, if it is claimed that 'the production of consciousness as well arises from this air', another instrument ought to be brought forward to account for this production;

(31) THE TASK OF EMITTING CONSCIOUSNESS (CAITANYODGĀRABHĀRA), WHICH IS ATTRIBUTED TO THIS LIFE-FORCE--DESCRIBE ITS INTERNAL INSTRUMENT! AS WELL, BELONGING TO THE LIFE-FORCE, CONSCIOUSNESS CAN NEVER BECOME MANIFEST, BECAUSE AIR (VĀYUTVA) IS LIKE THE EXTERNAL WIND.

"It is not correct to argue that the manifestation of consciousness can belong to something unconscious (jadā), as this would result in the claim that the manifestation of consciousness can belong to everything." Consciousness does not belong to this [air qua life-force], because air is like the air that is external [to the body]."

Thus having refuted the claim that the life-force is the internal instrument (prāṇātahkaraṇa), he now discusses the role of Manas (manahsāḍhana) as one of the three forms of the internal instrument already mentioned.

(32) MANAS IS THE CAUSE OF THE WILL (ICCHĀHETU): IT CHANGES QUICKLY (ASU SAMCĀRIN) AND PROMPTS THE EXTERNAL INSTRUMENTS (DEVA) INTO
ACTION. BECAUSE IT FUNCTIONS SO RAPIDLY, THE COGNITIONS OF THE
AGENT CANNOT TAKE PLACE SIMULTANEOUSLY (YUGAPAD).

By the term 'deva' the sense organs are indicated, because they
'shine' (devana), i.e., they illuminate things (dyotana). The word
'cognitions' in the verse refers to those cognitions that are character-
ized by having this or that object (tattadarthaviṣayām jñānam). Even
when there is the soul's connection between the senses and their objects,
the sense organs do not function simultaneously; in no way can this
ever happen. Manas should be conceived as that which prompts the ex-
ternal sense organs and as the cause of attention (avadhāna), which
is of the nature of volition (sāmkalpa), i.e., 'will' (icchā) and is the
'instrument' in activity (pravṛtti). It is said, "the controlling factor
(adhikārin) is twofold: it superintends (adhiṣṭhāna) over the external
organs and it internally superintends over the internal organ, i.e., the
volitional activity of pleasure etc. (sukhādisamlalpa)." It is said
in the Mataṅga: "The twofold controlling factor (adhikarana) is the
consciousness (citta [i.e. Manas]) that causes the enjoyment of the
enjoyer: one part always exists by [the control over] the external
organs under its control and the other part exists by its own activity,
i.e., by volition (sāmkalpa). Manas provides the capacity (sāmarthya)
of the sense organs with an internal locus (antahsthitā); for this
reason, it is considered to be an internal organ." It is as well said
in the Śrīmanmṛgendra: "Manas is possessed of the rapid activity that
prompts the sense organs into action and is characterized by volition."34

An objection is raised: five cognitions are seen to arise
simultaneously when one is eating (āsvadana) a cake (śāקבל) that is
very large (dTrghatara), pleasing to look at (abhirūpa), and pleasant to smell (svādusurabhi)—and there is a nice murmuring sound (abhijātamarasmabavat).

No, this is not the case! The five cognitions arise solely in an indistinguishable (alaksya) and imperceptible (sūksma) sequentiality (krama), like the perforation that is made in the hundred lotus leaves [by a needle]. Thus, it is said that Manas 'changes rapidly'.

Now he establishes the ego:

(33A-33Bb) THE EFFORT(SAMBRAMBHA) THAT PROMPTS INTO ACTIVITY AIR (VĀYU) WITH ITS FIVE FUNCTIONS TO SUSTAIN LIFE (JĪVANA) IS A FUNCTION (VRTTl) OF THE EGO;

"To sustain life" means 'for the purpose of sustaining the body.' The 'five functions' are "bringing forward (prāṇayana), discharging (apanayana), etc."; by means of their respective functions (vrtti), they acquire the designations of life-force (prāṇa), respiration (apāna), etc. That which prompts into activity (pravartika) the air is of the nature of 'effort' (samrambha), i.e., 'exertion' (prayatna), which is the function of the ego. Thus is the ego established.

In the Śrīmanmrgendra it is said: "thus, an instrument of consciousness, 'pride' (garva) [i.e. ego] has arisen from the mind, which is from something other than the manifest [i.e. the guṇas]; by its effort (samrambha) etc., the five airs of the body become active." The activity (vyāpāra) of the vital-force (prāṇa) is 'bringing forward' (pranayana), which directs the subtle body either below or upwards. The activity of respiration (apana) is the lower reaching 'discharging' (apanayana) of excrement etc. The activity of generality (samāna)
is the 'distributing' (nayana) of the nutrients (rasarūpa) of food etc. throughout the body. The activity of the diffused air (vyāna) is the 'bending' (vinamana) of the limbs of the body. The activity of 'breathing upwards' (udāna) is the 'raising' (unnayana) of interior sound into articulate sound (varṇatā). Thus, the essentials of the five activities have been discussed. Since it is said that the agency of udgāra (expelling) etc. belongs to air (vāyu), the Śrīmatkālottara says: 38 "In eructation, nāga is emitted; in the activity of opening the eyes, it is kūrma which is present; in sneezing it is krkara; in yawning it is Devadatta; in nourishment (posa), it is the acquisition of wealth, which is not abandoned even at death."

Furthermore, the activity (vṛtti) that specifically belongs to the ego concerns the conception (pratyaya) that is of the form (rūpa) of an ascertainment (adhyavasāya) of the cognizer (grahaka), as in "I am", which appears the same (ekarūpa) throughout the cognitions of all objects; there is a complete difference between this kind of conception and the one that is a result of the mind (buddhi-kārya) in the form of a ascertainment of an object that is grasped (grāhya) and which is of a separate form (bhinnarūpa) for each object. He says:

(33Bb) THE OTHER IS THAT WHICH IS DIFFERENT FROM THE CONCEPTION OF THE OBJECT.

This means: the conception that is of the nature of the activity of the ego is different from the conception of the object. An objection is raised: "the specific activities of hearing etc. are the grasping of sound etc.; since the common activity of these sense organs is 'effort',
why postulate something else, i.e. the ego." Hence he says:

(34) EFFORT (SAMRAMBHA) CANNOT BE ESTABLISHED AS THE COMMON ACTIVITY OF THE SENSE ORGANS BECAUSE EVEN WHEN THERE IS A DEFECT IN ONE OF THE SENSE ORGANS, THE EGO CONTINUES TO FUNCTION.

This means: the effect (kārya) that specifically belongs to the ego is either the conception, 'I am' or this effort that exists even when there is a defect in one of the sense organs, since it is said: "when one of the agents responsible for a common effect is not functioning, no activity arises." It follows that "the collection of the subtle elements, organs of action, and sense organs, together with Manas, arise solely from the ego." He points this out:

(35) THE THREE DIVISIONS (SKANDHA) OF THE EGO GENERATE, IN A SEQUENTIAL MANNER, THE THREE GROUPS, CALLED TAIJASA ETC., WHICH ARE DERIVED FROM SATTVA ETC.

The abundance (bāhula) of sattva, rajas, and tamas becomes in a sequential manner, the threefold grouping of sāttvika, rājasa and tāmasa, which have the names taijasa, vaikārika and bhūtādi. The ego's triadic condition of being sāttvika etc. is due to the abundance of the sattva quality (guna) etc. The mixture of the different qualities of the ego's triadic condition arises in accordance with the maxim that "there is no change without mixture."

"What arises and from whence does it arise?" In response to this he says:

(36) SINCE THE QUALITY (guna) OF THE SENSE ORGANS AND MANAS IS
OF AN ILLUMINATING NATURE, THE SENSE ORGANS THEREFORE DERIVE FROM THE EGO, WHICH IS SATTVIKA AND IS THUS SIMILAR TO THEM.

Now, after he states the Naiyāyika doctrine, he will then refute it:

(37) OTHERS CLAIM THAT THE SENSE ORGANS ARE DERIVED FROM THE GROSS ELEMENTS SINCE THE REASON (HETU) IS UNESTABLISHED CONCERNING THE RESTRICTION (NIYAMA) OF THE SCOPE (VIṢAYA) [OF THE SENSE ORGANS].

This is just what they think: "the ear is the sole apprehender of sound, skin the sole apprehender of touch etc." Thus, on account of the restrictedness of the scope of the sense organs with their respective objects, the sense organs arise from the gross elements, which are the loci of sound etc. However, if the ego is construed as the cause of the sense organs, the sense organs would be of one nature (ekarūpa), since they would be derived from one cause. Therefore, there would be no restrictiveness of the scope of each sense organ. Thus, the Naiyāyikas think that the reason (hetu) is unestablished on account of the unestablishment of the accomplishment (sādhaka) of the restrictiveness concerning the material cause (prakṛtiniyama) of the sense organs, i.e., of the restrictiveness concerning their scope.

In response: in the case where the sense organs are restricted to a certain [material] scope, the sense organs should just grasp those gross elements (along with their qualities) which are the material causes of the respective sense organs. However, the eye etc. grasps different substances and their qualities:
(38) JUST IN A NON-RESTRICTIVE MANNER DOES THE SKIN, WHICH IS RELATED TO THE WIND, GRASP THE SUBSTANCES ALONG WITH WIND AND THE FOUR 'TOUCHES' RELATING TO THE FOUR SUBSTANCES.

The sense of touch, which is held to be related to the wind (vayavyatva), grasps the earth, water and fire together with the wind (and the four touches which are related to them). He adds:


He now puts forth another criticism:

(40) IF ONE HOLDS THAT THE RESTRICTION OF THE SCOPE OF THE SENSE ORGANS IS DUE TO THEIR ORIGIN IN THE MATERIAL ELEMENTS, IT WILL BE IMPOSSIBLE FOR PEOPLE TO HAVE COGNITIONS -- DERIVED FROM THE SENSES -- OF 'MOVEMENT', 'GENERAL TRAIT' AND 'INTIMATE UNION'.

When there is the acceptance of a restriction of the scope of the sense organs, which serves a material purpose (bhautikatvasādhana), the cognitions arising from the sense organs concerning the categories (padārtha) of 'movement', 'general trait' and 'inherence' -- which you accept as distinct from the elements and their qualities -- ought not arise.

But how can there be a difference in the senses qua effects when these senses are of the same nature as the ego?

The differences in the senses is thought to be 'like the arising of differences in the changes of sugar cane in molasses, candy, etc.
"When there is a requirement for a restricting factor (niyamaka) in the grasping of sound etc. by the sense of hearing etc., we hold that the restricting factor is just karma, which is the bestower of human destiny (purusārtha). He says:


We do not hold that the cause in the restriction of the scope is just the ego (ahamkarajatva); rather, the cause is karma, which is superintended over by Śiva (śivādhisthita) -- this is the meaning.

When it is held that a portion of space, which is characterized by an opening in the body, makes sound manifest (śabdavadyotaka), then it follows that the sense of hearing should even belong to the nasal cavities! Thus, in the case of the restriction of the grasping of sound, which solely belongs to the space of the ear, even those who hold that the sense organs are material maintain that the restricting factor is just 'karma', designated as 'the invisible factor' (adrsta). He says:

(42) DUE TO THE FEAR OF POSTULATING MANY LOCI OF HEARING, OTHERS AS WELL CLAIM THAT KARMA, WHICH IS THE BESTOWER OF THAT [HUMAN DESTINY], IS THE CAUSE OF THE RESTRICTING OF THE ENJOYMENT OF SOUND TO AN INHERENCE [IN THE ETHER CIRCUMSCRIBED BY THE BODY].

This is the sense of the verse. On account of the fear of the possibility of there being many sources of hearing when it is postulated that the apprehender of sound is innate to the ether of the body, then by you as well it is established that in the restricting of the apprehend-
ing of sound, which is solely the ether of the ear, the cause is just karma, the bestower of human destiny.

He is now going to discuss the motor organs as arising from the ego:

(43) \textit{Since an effect acts in conformity with its cause, the collection of motor organs, which act as the agents of action, arise from the vaikārika [aspect of the ego] which is rājasa.}

Since an effect is seen to act in conformity with its cause, the collection of motor organs, which cause activity (kriyāhetu), arise from the division of the ego called 'vaikārika', which is rājasa and is the cause of activity (pravṛttiḥetutva); it is derived from the quality (guna) of rajas. The same principle [i.e., the cause-effect conformity] applies in this case: because they are of an illuminating nature, the sense organs are said to be derived from sattva, as illumination is a property of sattva.

If one otherwise holds that the arising [of the effects of the ego] is due to the oneness (ekasmāt) of these two groups [sense and motor organs], which are by nature distinct, then one commits oneself to the fallacy of infinite regress concerning the non-restrictiveness of the cause (kāraṇāniyama); he says:

(44) \textit{If it is thought that the arising of both the sāttiva group and the rājasa group are solely derived from sattva, then it will be impossible to ward off the logical fault of 'infinite regress'.}
(ANAVASTHĀ)

Thus:


Now, he described the cause (hetutva) of the ascertainment etc. (adhyavasāyādi) which belongs to the Buddhi:


The manifestation (prakāśa) that is of the nature (rupa) of the ascertainment (adhyavasāya) of external objects, as in 'this is a pot', arises on account of the instrumentality of the sense organs. Aside from this, there is the activity of the mind, which should be designated by the term 'cognition' (bodha) on account of being the condition whereby there is the manifestation (vyaktisthānatva) of the cognition belonging to the soul; this cognition is described as the manifestation that is characterized by Dispositions (bhāva) and Conceptions (Pratyaya) -- which will be discussed in the sequel -- or else as the "internal" manifestation of memory, imagination, etc. Thus, "the mind is established as having the characteristic (liṅga) of conceptions, memory and etc." It is said in the
Srimanmrghendra: "This manifestation of the mind is characterized by Dispositions and Conceptions. It is called' cognition' on account of being the locus (bhūmitā) of the manifestation of cognition for the bound soul." This mental cognition (buddhibodha) occurs in three ways; he says:

(47Aa) IMAGINATION (KLRPTI), DISCERNMENT (MATI) AND REMEMBRANCE (SMRȚI):

"Imagination" refers to the imaginative envisioning (pratibhā), i.e., the activity of imagining (kalpana). 'Discernment' is the ascertaining activity (adhyavasāya), i.e., understanding (jñāna) -- cognitive activity (manana).

Now, he concludes that the differences of the internal organ are established on account of the differences in the 'effects' (kārya), such as will, etc.

(47Ab-47B) SINCE THE EFFECTS (JĀTA)--WHICH ARE CALLED WILL, EFFORT AND COGNITION -- DESIGNATE SEPARATE FUNCTIONS (ARTHA), THE INTERNAL ORGAN IS TRIPARTITE.

This is the meaning: even when there is the subordinate distinctions of memory etc., the activity of the mind (buddhivṛttitva) is 'cognition', since this is the single function (ekārthatva) of the mind; the activities of will etc. are separate causes, because they have separate functions (bhinnārthatva).

An objection is raised. Just let the means whereby Enjoyment is accomplished be attributed to the cause whereby things are apprehended, which [function] belongs to the senses, since the condition of being an object of enjoyment is due to the earth etc. becoming objects [of the
senses]. The means whereby enjoyment is accomplished cannot be attributed to the mind, which is of the form of the cognition (samvedana) that arises in the soul on account of the contact between the senses and object. Rather, according to the Naiyāyikas and others, the mind is only a quality of the soul; he says:

(48) [OBJECTION]: BUT, THE OBJECT OF COGNITION (SAMVEDYA) IS ESTABLISHED AS SOMETHING WHICH IS A QUALITY OF SOMETHING OF LIKE NATURE; AS WELL, THE MIND (BUDDHI) IS NOT AN OBJECT OF COGNITION (ASAMVEDYA) -- SUCH IS YOUR EXCELLENT LOGIC!

This is the meaning. In this case, cognition is twofold: of the nature of ascertaiment (adhyavasaya) and not of the nature of ascertaiment. The latter exists and exists eternally, simply as an apprehending factor (grahaka), which is an innate quality of the soul. The former, however, exists in a condition characterized by "arising and perishing", and is not an innate condition of the soul, as it is improper for a non-eternal property (anityasvabhāva) to belong to something eternal as this would attribute non-eternality to something innately eternal. An eternal thing cannot be [empirically] experienced. Therefore, the cognition that is of the nature of ascertaiment is not an innate property of the soul; rather, it is an innate property of something else -- the mind. The mind is the cause of the ascertaining of the Dispositions and is itself qualified by dharma, jnana etc. As well, the condition of being an object of experience (samvedyatā) just belongs to the mind, since a) the mind is an object of enjoyment through its nature as being connected to the three qualities (sattva etc.)
in the form of the Dispositions and Conceptions, and since b) the mind (buddhi) [itself] is of the nature of the ascertainment of the object. It is not, however, a quality of the soul. Thus it is said in the Tattvasamgraha: "In short, the mind, which is of the form (rupa) of pleasure etc. and the constitution (ākāra) of the object, is an object of enjoyment." There is also the use of the term 'mind' in this manner; "the mind is an object [of cognition] on account of its association with the qualities sattva etc., like the earth etc." As well, it is said: "Like the sense organs, the instrumentality of the mind is established on account of being the cause in the ascertainment of the object."

An objection is raised: we hold that the Dispositions, Dharma etc., are as well qualities of the soul! This is false, as it is improper to attribute the refining (samskaraka) of the soul to these! The refinement (samskāra) of karmic activities such as the jyotiṣṭoma rite etc., does not arise in the soul, since there is no change seen to occur in the refinement of the soul by such activities as farming etc.; rather, in whatever locus actions create such refinements, that locus is unconscious(jada)--- which is, in the case at hand, the mind. The same thing applies to the refinement (samskāra) of knowledge etc; for, just due to the force of the refinements (samskāra) of knowledge etc., the distinct appearance of things is seen even when the object does not exist, as in dreaming, remembering and imagining. As a result of the preceding:

(49) THE INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL ORGANS ARE THE IMMEDIATE MEANS
WHEREBY ENJOYMENT IS ACCOMPLISHED. A MEANS FOR THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF ENJOYMENT IS NECESSARY SINCE "WITHOUT AN OBJECT-OF-ENJOYMENT THERE IS NO ENJOYMENT".45

The collection of internal and external organs is the immediate instrument of enjoyment, which is of the nature of the experience (vedana) of joy, suffering, etc. The Śrīmatsvāyambhuva states: "Enjoyment is the [bound] soul's experience, which is characterized by joy, suffering, etc."46 However, this enjoyment would not arise without the objects-of-enjoyment, eg., incense, sandalwood, etc.; thus, there needs to be a means (sādhana) for the bringing about of the prior apprehension of the ascertainment of pleasure, etc. He illustrates this with examples:47

(50) JUST AS A RULER EMPLOYS SOLDIERS FOR CONQUERING, SO THE SOUL EMPLOYS THE MIND ETC. FOR COGNIZING ETC.

(51) JUST AS AGENCY BELONGS TO THE RULER WHEN CONQUERING RESTS IN THE ARMY, SO AGENCY BELONGS TO THE SOUL WHEN COGNITION ETC. REST IN THE MIND ETC.

(52) THE CONQUEST OF THE ARMY IS NOT FOR ITS OWN SAKE, BUT FOR THE SAKE OF THE ACCOMPLISHING OF THE THINGS THAT ARE DESIRED OF THE CONQUEST [BY THE KING]; IN LIKE MANNER, THIS APPLIES TO THE MIND ETC. (BUDDHĀDI).

(53) AS MOST CERTAINLY, COGNITION ETC., WHICH BELONG TO THE MIND ETC., DO NOT FUNCTION FOR THEIR OWN SAKE.

Since the organs (karana) are insentient, their activities cannot be for their own sake; rather, they serve a purpose for the
conscious soul -- this is the meaning.

(53b) THUS, THE MIND ETC. ACT AS THE MEANS WHEREBY THE ACTIVITIES
OF COGNITION ETC. ARE ACCOMPLISHED.

Now he distinguishes the object of enjoyment:

(54) THE "MANIFESTED CONDITION (AKARA)" OF DELUSION, SUFFERING,
AND PLEASURE IS DESIGNATED BY THE TERM 'FORM' (RAPA); WHAT ARISES
FROM THIS IS BIPARTITE: MENTAL COGNITION (BODHA) AND THAT WHICH
IS SEPARATE [FROM THIS], THE OBJECT-OF-ENJOYMENT, MAYA ETC., WHICH
IS FOR PURPOSE OF THAT [I.E. ENJOYMENT].

Due to the reason that delusion (moha) etc. are qualities (guna)
that have become manifest, the 'constitution' of delusion etc. is
designated by the term 'form' and is the collection of Dispositions,
Merit etc. and the collection of Conceptions, Accomplishment etc. (of
which the Dispositions are causes). This form is twofold. On the one
hand, it is the mental cognition as it belongs to the soul. On the other hand,
it is the object-of-enjoyment as it is exceedingly separated [from the
soul] and is constituted by maya etc., the stuff of the worlds etc; it is called "the object of enjoyment" because it is the locus of
enjoyment (bhogadhikaranatva), i.e., because it is for the purpose of
enjoyment (in the sense of being connected to enjoyment).

What is this thing called 'form'? He says:

(55) THERE IS THE THREEFOLD DEMERIT ETC., ATTACHMENT AND THE
FOURFOLD MERIT ETC.; AS TAMAS, RAJAS AND SATTVA. THEY ARISE IN
THE MIND AS THIS 'FORM' (RAPA) ON ACCOUNT OF KARMA;
The 'Forms' designated as Demerit, Ignorance and Powerlessness are derived from Tamas. The Form designated as Attachment is derived from Rajas. The Forms designated as Merit, Understanding, Non-attachment and Powerfulness and derived from Sattva. This eight-fold Form arises as a condition in the mind (buddhi) on account of Karma and because of the Guras, the material causes (upâdâna). It is said in the Sûtramâsa-yambhuva and elsewhere: "the Tattvas, worlds, bodies etc. arise, however, both immediately and mediately on account of the material cause, which is designated as Mâyâ, together with an auxiliary cause which is Karma."

Furthermore:

(56) SINCE [OTHERS CLAIM THAT] IN THE STATE OF RELEASE THERE IS THE COMPLETE SEPARATION [FROM SUCH QUALITIES AS DHARMA ETC.], AND SINCE THERE IS AN OMNIPRESENT CONDITION [OF THE SOUL IN THE STATE OF RELEASE], AND SINCE THERE IS A LIMITED CONDITION ENTAILED IN THE COGNITION OF A CLOTH, NEITHER QUALITIES [LIMITING THE SOUL] NOR THE LACK OF SUCH QUALITIES CAN BE ATTRIBUTED TO THE SOUL.

Since 1) by others as well [as by us] it is established that there is the complete separation from Merit and so forth in the state of release—since it is said in [our] Sàstra that there is the all-pervasive manifestation of the innate condition of the eternal and all-pervasive soul, which is of the nature of consciousness and activity—and since 2) the non-pervasiveness (i.e., limitedness) of the cognitive dispositions such as the cognition of a cloth and so forth is seen, it follows that the [cognitive] qualities such as Demerit etc., which are non-eternal
and unlimited, cannot belong to the soul, which is eternal and unlimited. If this were not the case, and if one were to accept that such qualities were in a relation of 'inherence' (samavāya) with the soul, there would result the fault of attributing transitoriness (parināmitva) to the soul. Demerit etc. give rise to three distinctions of the [sakala] soul: the sāmsiddhika (natural), vainayika (cultivated) and prākrta (worldly). The Mrgendra Agama says: "The Sāmsiddhikas, Vainayikas and Prākrtyas [are the designations of the different configurations of dispositional qualities which] belong to the soul. The Sāmsiddhika is the quality belonging to the souls that are illuminated by the Samskāras of special virtue; The Sāmsiddhika quality is manifested even after the loss of the physical body, as it has been manifested before [the loss of the body]. The Vainayika is the quality that is manifested by means of worldly experience, reflection, a religious preceptor and Śāstras; the Vainayika quality is purified by the activities of the body, mind and speech. The Prākrta is the quality that is manifested [only] in the association with a physical body, like the cognition during the dream state."

Thus, just being of these three varieties, Merit etc. are now described in terms of the differences in their results:

(57) IN ORDER, THE RESULTS OF THESE ARE: LIFE IN HELL (ADHOGATI), BONDAGE (BANDHA), IMPEDIMENTS (VIGHĀTA), AND WORLDLY LIFE (SAMSRTI); HEAVEN (SVARGA), RELEASE (MUKTI), ABSORPTION IN PRAKRTI (PRAKRȚIIBHĀVA), AND NON-IMPEDIMENTS (AVIGHĀTA).
(58-59) **Samsāric Existence (bhāva), disgrace, obstacles, inability to overcome bhoga, the attendance over those of a lower station, possession of a correct insight, absence of the desire for bhoga, and the obstacle to what one proposes to accomplish -- these are the results of the SāmsiddhiKA Dispositions; the Vainayika and Prākṛta Dispositions belong to those mentioned [in V.57].

"Life in Hell" etc. are results that come to be, in order, from Demerit etc., i.e., from the Vainayikas and Prākṛtas. "Worldly life" etc. is a result of the SāmsiddhiKA. Here, "life in hell" means the attainment of hell. "Bondage" is not in the soul but in the ego's self-conceit. "Worldly life" is the birth in the womb of animals etc. "Release" here is the release according to other systems, since according to the Moksakārikā the highest form of release can only arise on account of dīkṣā. "Absorption into Prakṛti" is a union (laya) with prakṛti.

"Worldliness" refers to Samsāra. "Disgrace" means the degradation of one's condition. The 'non-overcoming of enjoyment" is the passion (icchā) for enjoyment. The "attendance over beings of a lower station" is the superintendence over those who are of a lower station than oneself; "possession of a correct insight [concerning one's higher station]" is the correct understanding of the respective objects [of one's station]. The rest is clear.

Having discussed the Dispositions, he now treats the Conceptions (pratyāya).

(60) **Being the Awakened Cognition (sambuddhi) of the Manifest,
UNMANIFEST, AND THE SOUL, ATTAINMENT (SIDDHI) THUS ARISES ON ACCOUNT
OF THE COLLECTION OF DHARMA, ETC., WHICH COLLECTION IS SLIGHTLY
CONNECTED TO RĀGA [I.E. VAIRĀGYA].

In our system, the eight Dispositions, Merit etc., subsist in
the mind (buddhi) in a latent form (vāsanātva). Thus, it is said:
"The dispositions (bhāva) are so called because they cause the subtle
body (liṅga) to arise (bhāvayanti)." Furthermore, when the Dispositions
have reached a pre-eminent [i.e., developed] state (prakārsa) and have entered
into the condition of being objects of experience in a gross form (sthularupa),
(sthularupa), they are called "Conceptions" on account of
causing the mental activity (pratyayana)
of the bound souls. Thus it is said: "The conceptions are
so called because they cause the soul's mental activity (pratyāyanti).

Accomplishment arises from the group of four Dispositions, Merit
etc., which are derived from sattva and which are slightly associated with
rajas in the form of non-attachment (vairāgya). It is said that Siddhi is
the attainment of a superior state (prakārśavasthā), which is just a cogni-
tion of its respective object (tadviṣayam jñānam); this cognition is a
'complete understanding' (sambuddhi) of the manifested condition of the
Gunās, the unmanifested condition of Pradhāna and the conscious souls.
It is said, "accomplishment is the cognition (buddhi) whose object
(viṣaya) is the soul, Prakṛti etc." In this case, the soul, which
is exceeding separated, shines forth independently as the
illuminating agent (prakāśakatva) in the cognition of the mind (buddhi-
bodha), whose object is the manifest and unmanifest. Thus, they say
"When the seer abides in his own natural condition." 56 This does not take place on account of the illuminating agency of the mind; such a view would entail the fault of describing the soul as an object-of-enjoyment; in the Mokṣakārikā this is discussed: "If the soul is considered to come within the scope of an object-of-enjoyment, the soul becomes subject to transformation [or "mutability"]: 57

(61) MIXED WITH THE DISPOSITIONS OF DEMERIT ETC., CONTENTMENT (TUṢṬI) ARISES FROM THE THREEFOLD COLLECTION SUCH AS MERIT ETC.; BY MEANS OF THIS CONTENTMENT THE SATISFYING DISCERNMENT ARISES WHEN ONE POORLY GRASPS THE SOUL.

Contentment arises from the threefold tamaś-based collection of Demerit etc.. This collection is slightly blended with Merit etc., which are of a sattvic origin. This contentment arises through the instrumentality of the attainment that is of the nature of the cognition of the gross and subtle elements (which have already been discussed), which occurs when one grasps the nature of the soul according to the various [other] systems.

Contentment is described as a cognition (buddhi) that arises when one, even though unaccomplished, says: "I am [satisfactorily] accomplished." This is due to a non-attachment (vairāgya) that is of a lower order. Thus, it is said: "Contentment is the cognition of that [soteriologically] unaccomplished soul that "I am accomplished." 58

(62) INCAPACITY ARISES ON ACCOUNT OF THE THREEFOLD COLLECTION OF DEMERIT ETC., WHICH IS COLOURED BY A LITTLE RAGA: INCAPACITY IS
THE LACK OF EFFECTIVENESS (ASĀMARTHYAM) IN [ATTAINING]
PROSPERITY ETC.

'Prosperity' (subha) here means 'the activity of the organs of
generation' that is described as 'joy' (āhlāda). The 'lack of effect-
iveness' in 'prosperity etc.' stems from a defect in the organs or, by
implication, in the body. This 'incapacity' originates out of the tāmasic
group, which is slightly connected to rajas. It is said, "Incapacity arises
on account of inactivity (apravṛttatva) and is of a tāmasic origin (on
account of being of the nature of suffering; as well, incapacity is of
a rājasic origin, as the [rājasic] quality, which is in association with
the cause (kāraṇasamārāya), is seen in the effect." 59

(63) ERROR IS THE DISCERNMENT OF AN OBJECT OTHERWISE THAN IT IS.
ERROR ARISES DEVOID OF A CONNECTION TO RĀGA, ALTHOUGH ERROR
IS SLIGHTLY CONNECTED TO MERIT ETC.

'Error' arises on account of the tāmasic group, which is devoid
of rajas and which is slightly connected to sattva. Error is of the
nature of the grasping of an object as otherwise than it is (ayathārtha). Error
is characterized by delusion (moha), extreme delusion (mahāmoha),
mental darkness (tāmisra) and extreme mental darkness (andhatāmisra).
It is said: "Error consists of perceiving one thing as another, for the reason
that the two [confused] things share a particular common element."

Now, having briefly discussed the Dispositions and Conceptions,
he concludes [the topic of] mental cognition (buddhibodha):

(64Aa) BRIEFLY STATED, THIS [COLLECTION OF DISPOSITIONS AND
CONCEPTIONS] IS A QUALITY OF THE MIND (BUDDHI).
In the Śrīmañmatāṅga and elsewhere there is a detailed account of the Dispositions and Conceptions. In the Mṛgendravrttīdīpikā these have also been elucidated and accurately determined by us. From a fear of dealing with too many minute details [which have already been dealt with], I am not delineating any further details here.

(64Ab) THIS [BUDDHI-DHARMA] IS ENJOYED BY CONSCIOUSNESS [I. E., THE SOUL]

'Due to the condition of being an object of enjoyment (bhogyatva)' should be supplied [in v. 64Ab].

He now establishes 'the condition of being an object of enjoyment':

(64B-65A)WHEN AN OBJECT OF ENJOYMENT IS ACCOMPLISHED, WHATEVER ARISES IS APPREHENDED; THIS APPREHENSION (ANUBHĀVA) IS ENJOYMENT (BHOGA) AND IS SUFFICIENT FOR EXPLAINING THE ENJOYER (BHOKTR).

Just the object-of-enjoyment is possessed by the arising and perishing of the cognitive activity (jñāna) that originates in the mind (buddhi); the enjoyer is not so possessed [of this transitory mental activity] on account of the establishment of the self-consciousness (svasamvedana) that belongs to the experiencer who is in a permanent condition (sthira) by means of always being of the form of the apprehending agent (grāhaka). Furthermore:

(65B) WITHOUT THE ONE WHO ACCOMPLISHES (SĀDHAYITR), [THE POSTULATION OF] "DESIRE" CANNOT BE LOGICALLY EXPLAINED (SIDDHI).

This verse is directed against the Buddhists who hold that "the mind (buddhi) is itself consciousness" (buddhicaitanyavāda). By
appealing to a conception of an impermanent Enjoyer of the buddhi-based
cognition, the Buddhists hold the view that the "mind is itself
consciousness" for three reasons: 1) on account of the insentience
(like a pot etc.) [of the impermanent Enjoyer]; 2) on account of the
impossibility of the experiencer being the result of karmic action from
another time, and 3) on account of the condition of being an object of
enjoyment, like what is spoken.

The meaning of the verse is that the logical establishment
(siddhi) of the activity-of-Enjoyment (bhoga-kriyā) is impossible with­
out [the postulation of] an Enjoyer who is active (cestamāṇa); as well,
on account of the activity of Enjoyment the soul is established as the
condition of agency (kartrva) involved in that activity. In the verse,
"[an accomplishment] desired (samīhita) means [any accomplishment which
is an object of] wanting (abhīṣṭa).

An objection is now raised:

(66A) WITHOUT THE CONCURRENCE (SAMVĀDA) WITH SOMETHING PERCEPTIBLE
(DRŚTA) THERE CAN BE NO PROOF OF AN INFERENCE.

According to the above position an inference must be seen to have
a concurrence with another means of proof (pramāṇa) [i.e. pratyakṣa];
for example, fire is inferred from smoke once one has actually been present
and directly perceived [the concomitance of smoke and fire]." The validity
of an inference can only be established in this manner.
The Buddhists claim that one cannot establish a "self" that is the experiencer and that is separated from cognition, due to the absence of any means of proof [applicable in this case], as there is indeed the doubt raised by the fallacy of the unsupportable conclusion (vyabhicāra) concerning the inference regarding the Enjoyer: "experience" itself allows of no apprehension of a constitutive distinction (ākārabhedā) between a 'cognizer' and 'cognition', as we only discern (darsāna) cognition in its nature as 'apprehension' (anubhava)."

We see no such fallacy of the unsupportable conclusion (vyabhicāra) concerning the thing inferred (sādhyā) in such examples as the smoke on the mountain top. They say: "This nature of consciousness (saṃvidrūpa) is just of one form; we see a modification (vivarta) of manifold forms (anekākāra) such as joy, depression, etc. In this case you can use any 'name' you so desire [to describe one of the manifold 'modifications'].

This is false! He says:

(66B) FOR WHATEVER REASON THAT THERE IS THIS CONCURRENCE WITH SOMETHING PERCEPTIBLE, FOR THAT REASON THERE IS THE VALIDATION OF THIS CONCURRENCE.

This is the meaning. It is not proper to hold that, on account of there being a 'conflict with activity (kriyāvirodha)' when one attributes impermanent cognition to the soul, there is a false attribution of permanency [in one's soul]. It is said: "The soul, which is of the nature of that which apprehends (grāhakarūpa), is established (siddha) by means of a perceptual self-consciousness (saṃvedanapratyakṣa) that is due to a condition of permanency established on account of the
manifestation' (bhūsamānātva) [which appears] just by means of a condition of permanency in the form of an 'object' (viṣayatva) that is only sensed within the body as in sleep etc. [i.e., dreaming, imagining, etc.] wherein there is no proximity to external objects of this apprehension (anubhava), which is of the nature of the awareness (samvedana) of an object and which is [classified as] experience.  

This is also said [by the Buddhists]: "All things are momentary on account of the 'conflict with activity' (arthakriyāvirodha) which results when one holds that there is both sequence (krama) and simultaneity (yaugapadya) of that which is non-momentary." This is false because of the case of the gem, something which is certainly permanent (aksanika): at one and the same time (yugapad) various objects such as pots etc. can appear sequentially reflected in the one gem. Furthermore, since whatever is momentary is destroyed the moment it arises, it is impossible for there to be a 'conformity with activity' with manifold instants that no longer exist.

In the Śrīmanmataṅga-vṛtti and elsewhere such arguments are carried out in detail by the Ācārya [Rāmakaṇṭha II].

Thus, holding that the soul can be inferred by means of the establishment of self-consciousness (svaṣaṃvedana), he says:

(67A) HEREIN THERE IS NO CONCURRENCE WITH A MEANS OF VALID KNOWLEDGE (PRAMĀNA) SINCE THE MEANS OF VALID KNOWLEDGE IS PERCEPTION.

In this case there is no need for there to be a concurrence with another pramāṇa of this pramāṇa [i.e., pratyakṣa].
Even though there is an absence of a concurrence with another pramāṇa for perception, due to the criterion of validity (prāmāṇya) [defined] as the condition that generates the cognition of an unapprehended object (anadhigataviśaya), the Buddhists say: "A pramāṇa is the comportment towards an unapprehended object (anadhigatārthagantr-pramāṇam)."

Again, in what manner does the fallacy of the unsupportable conclusion apply in the case of the mountain top etc. He says:

(67B) [THE FALLACY OF] THE UNSUPPORTABLE CONCLUSION IS REFUTED BY THE POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE INSTANCES [OF THE INFERRENCE].

The fallacy of the unsupportable conclusion is not seen in the example of smoke etc. In this case, there is the connection (sambandha) that is characterized as an inseparable concommitance (avinābhāva) is discerned with positive and negative instances. Such is the case with the smoke that has been well discerned to have its locus in fire; but, an error (bhrānti) occurs when one does not discern the proper nature of "smokiness" and attributes its genesis to the mountain-top itself. Therefore, here as well, on account of discerning the antecedence of the agent (kartrpaurvakaṭvadarśana) of actions in all cases, the Enjoyer is inferred from the activity of Enjoyment. By you as well, the mind (buddhi) in another's body is inferred by an inference without the concurrence with another pramāṇa, because of the activity of the effect [i.e., the body], which is established by the prior-existence of the mind in one's own body. Thus he says:

(68A) THE MIND IS ESTABLISHED AS THE CAUSE IN THE EXPLANATION
REGARDING THE ONTOLOGICAL STATUS (Dharma) OF THE BODY;

This is the meaning. When there is the explanation regarding the ontological status of the body that is of the nature of activity etc., then in another's body the cause is established as the mind. Concerning this the Buddhists say: "Having seen, in one's own body, the activity that is preceded by the mind, on account of seeing it elsewhere, [i.e., in another's body] the mind is recognized [as preceding the activity]. Therefore, the Enjoyer is established by the presumption of experience (bhogānyathānupapatti), 61 like the sense of sight etc. [which is inferred] by means of the presumption from the discernment of colour etc. He says:

(66B-69Aa) THE PRAMĀNA OF THAT WHICH IS OTHER THAN THAT WHICH IS GENERALLY ACCEPTED AS PERCEPTIBLE IS ESTABLISHED BY MEANS OF INFERENCE.

The Cārvāka says: "Let there be an Enjoyer, but that too is just the body which is of the nature of a manifestation of a modified aggregate of the elements such as earth etc. As the manifestation of the ability to intoxify arises as a [result of a] fermenting agent (kīrva) etc., so the appearance of consciousness arises as a modified characteristic of the body. Furthermore, on account of seeing the activity of enjoyment etc. [existing] by means of the power of the vital forces such as prāna, no other thing can be appealed to [in order to account for the manifesting cause of consciousness], as it is not observed through perception. Thus, they say: "It is impossible to postulate something imperceptible when something perceptible [already] exists."

He rejects this view:

(69A.b-70A) "BUT, JUST ON ACCOUNT OF BEING THE CAUSE [OF CONSCIOUS-
NESS], LET THE AGGREGATE OF EARTH AND SO FORTH BE THAT WHICH
DEMONSTRABLY ESTABLISHES CONSCIOUSNESS, THE ENJOYER OF THE MENTAL
ACTIVITY OF THE MIND." THIS IS WRONG!

This is the meaning: It is wrong to hold that consciousness is like a pot and so forth, because of the observation concerning the sphere of the objects of enjoyment: the hard, soft etc. touch on the outside of the body is [felt as] pain, pleasure, etc. within the body. Therefore, it follows that, "the soul is established by means of being the Enjoyer even in the case of the body;" furthermore, "there is no means of proof to establish that consciousness belongs to this [body]." He says:

(708) FOR, HOW CAN YOU COME UP WITH A DECISIVE PROOF TO ESTABLISH THAT CONSCIOUSNESS BELONGS TO THIS?

There is the objection [by Cārvāka]: Consciousness is just of the nature of the body, as it is only observed when there is the existence of the elements that give rise to the body (which is of the nature of sperm and blood) and it is not observed when the body is non-existent.

(71A.a) EVEN WHEN THERE IS THE EXISTENCE [OF THE BODY], THE FALLACY OF BEING TOO GENERAL (ANAIKĀNTIKA) APPLIES HERE;

Even in the case of the existence of the elements of the nature of the body in the womb etc., or in a corpse, since consciousness is not observed, consciousness is not of the nature of the body; consequently, "there is no proof to substantiate the claim that the soul is the body." He says:
(71A.b) CONSEQUENTLY, "THE CAWING OF CROWS" [I.E. SUCH IS THE SENSE
OF YOUR ARGUMENT].

"On account of being an object of experience, the body is not of
the nature of consciousness;" he says:

(71B-72A) SUCH THINGS AS MOLASSES AND SO FORTH ARE OBJECTS OF
ENJOYMENT, ARE PERCEPTIBLE AND ARE INCAPABLE OF MANIFESTING
CONSCIOUSNESS; ON ACCOUNT OF THE CONDITION OF BEING AN OBJECT OF
EXPERIENCE, WHICH IS AN "IMAGE" (CHĀYĀ) OF THE SOUL (JĪVA), LET
THE BODY BE EQUAL TO MOLASSES AND SO FORTH.

Molasses and such things are made objects of experience (viṣayī-
kriyamāna) by means of being the objects that are 'grasped', i.e.,
'enjoyed' by means of cognition that is of nature of experience and
is a 'reflection' (chāyā) belonging to the soul, i.e., 'jīva'; such objects
are never observed to be manifested forms of consciousness
(abhivyaktacetana). Therefore, with reference to the position already
stated that, "the soul is the body, which is an aggregate of elements," it
is maintained [by us] that there is the non-consciousness (acetana) [of
the body] due to the process whereby something is made an object
(viṣayīkarana) by means of being an object of enjoyment, i.e., by being
something which is 'grasped'; the condition of being the enjoyer cannot
be established to belong to the body. Moreover, when consciousness is
just said to belong to the body, on account of the repeated changes in
the body resulting in a condition of destruction [of previous states],
it becomes impossible for an older person to remember something from
childhood. Such criticisms [as raised above] are taken up by us in
A new objection is raised by those who claim that the senses are consciousness: "let the condition of being the Enjoyer just belong to the senses, which are separate from the body." That this is false, he says:

(72B-73A) MOST CERTAINLY, THERE IS THE NON-CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE SENSES THAT ARE THE INSTRUMENTS (KARANA) FOR [THE PRESENTATION OF] THE OBJECTS OF ENJOYMENT (BHOGYATVA); THEREFORE, THE SOUL, WHICH HAS CONSCIOUSNESS INTRINSIC TO IT (CITSVABHĀVA), IS THE ENJOYER.

As it has already been described, even the senses are for the purpose of enjoyment (bhogaṛthata); on account of being objects of enjoyment (bhogyatva) and on account of being instruments (karanatva), like a sword etc., the senses most certainly cannot be [identified with] consciousness. Therefore, agency (kārtrtva) cannot belong to the sense organs; rather, agency just belongs to the soul, which has consciousness as constitutive of its nature, as the agency of the soul accounts for "engagements in" and "cessations of" all other agentive activities that are caused by an agent (sarvānyakārakapraśavaśāvaitvāvatuṣṭa). They say: "the Lord is the one responsible for the engagements in and cessations of agentive activities; the Lord is the "Unengaged One", the one who is responsible for the causative process (kāraka) is the agent (kārtr)."
(73B) THE ENJOYMENT OF THE ENJOYER IS THE MANIFESTATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS THAT IS "COLOURED (anurañjita) BY THE REFLECTION (chāyā) OF THE OBJECTS OF ENJOYMENT.

The enjoyment of the enjoyer is just the manifestation of consciousness that is "coloured" (anurañjita) through the 'form' (ākāra) which is the reflection (chāyā) of the nature of pleasure etc. that belong to the mind (buddhi), which is an object-of-enjoyment. As it is said in the Śrīmatvāyambhūva: "Enjoyment is the consciousness (vedana) characterized by the [bound] soul's enjoyment etc."

Now a new topic:

(74A) CONSCIOUSNESS APPEARS AS AN OBJECT OF ENJOYMENT ON ACCOUNT OF THE CONNECTION OF THAT WHICH IS NOT CONSCIOUS WITH THAT WHICH IS CONSCIOUS.

The object-of-enjoyment, which is of the nature of the mind (buddhi), even though it is not of the nature of consciousness, appears as if it were of the nature of consciousness on account of its connection to the consciousness (caitanyasamślesa) [constitutive] of the soul. It is said by the Sāṃkhya: "that which is not conscious appears (liṅga) as if it were conscious." Moreover:


The 'object-of-enjoyment' is indeed a 'thing' (vastu) that is
superintended over by consciousness (cittādiśṭhita) and is the collection of the instruments of the mind (buddhindriyavrnda); it presents the 'object' to the soul (ātmano viṣayatvenopasthāpayati). The soul [in turn] grasps the mental activity of the mind (buddhyādhyayasita). They say: "The soul (puruṣa) is cognizant on account of the mental activity of the mind." The 'phenomenal connection' (ākāranuṣaṅga) is just a 'contact' (saṃślesa) of the two 'images' (chāyā) or 'reflections' (pratibimba) that are of the nature of the conscious and the unconscious; due to this connection, the souls, enjoyers and bonds are transformed into (pariṇata) objects of enjoyment through the form of the 'object' (viṣaya) that arises through the instrumentality of the mental activity of the mind, which itself functions in a mirroring manner and is called enjoyment. It is just for this reason that the Samsārins make the mistake of seeing the soul and so forth in what is not the soul etc. However, through discernment (vivekajñāna) there is the dissolution of prakṛti for the Samsārins. Samkhya defines this dissolution as mokṣa. Thus:

(75B) ENJOYMENT [WHICH APPEARS] IN THE OBJECT OF ENJOYMENT [I.E. IN THE BUDDHI] IS A REFLECTION OF THE SOUL (PRABHU), LIKE THE MOON IN WATER.

Enjoyment that is characterized as an object of enjoyment just belongs to the soul that is pervasive (vyāpaka) and lordly (prabhu).

In the cognitive activity of the mind, which is of the nature of ascertainment (adhyavasāya), there is a reflection, like the reflection of the moon in water; this reflection is characterized (viśiṣṭa) by the
manifestation or consciousness. However, the example (drṣṭānta) [supporting the metaphor] is only applicable to a 'naturally occurring manifestation' (viśiṣṭasvarūpānivṛtyayaktimātra), as the moon reflection is of a purely insentient (jāda) and material (sthūla) nature. Therefore, on account of the condition of the Enjoyer (bhokṣṭvā), the agent (karṣṭvā) just belongs to the soul that is conscious, and cannot be said to belong to the mind (buddhi) and its products, which are non-conscious and objects-of-enjoyment. 64

But [objects Sāṁkhya] agency (karṣṭvā) entails engagement in activity (kriyāvesa); 65 if agency is attributed to the soul, the soul becomes subject to transformation (parināmita). Since the soul is not subject to transformation (nirvikāra), agency cannot be attributed to the soul. Rather, agency just belongs to [the sphere of] prakṛti; prior to the arising of discriminative knowledge, prakṛti shows itself to the puruṣa through the instrumentality of the mind and its products, which are objects of enjoyment; in this manner Samsāra is described. According to Sāṁkhya, liberation means 'the ceasing of the activity that arises with this prakṛti'. Thus, they say: 'having shown herself to the audience the dancer draws away from the audience; likewise, having manifested itself to the puruṣa, prakṛti ceases from its activity. 66 As a result, he says:

(76A-76B) WHEN ENJOYMENT IS NOT ATTRIBUTED TO THE SOUL OUT OF A FEAR OF ATTRIBUTING TRANSFORMATION [TO THE SOUL], THEN THE DIFFICULTY ARISES CONCERNING THE IDENTITY (AVIŚEṢĀ) OF THE RELEASED ONE AND THE BOUND ONE. 67

This is the meaning. In this case agency is not the [direct]
engagement in activity; rather, just the 'capacity for activity' (śaktitva) is engaged in activity. For instance, like the iron filings that have come within the proximity of a magnet, the locus of activity (kriyāveśa), which is of the nature of movement (spanda), is just seen to belong to the body, which is in proximity to the soul. Therefore, there is no possibility of the transformation of the soul during the activity of enjoyment, which is of the nature of the 'representational' activity (viṣayīkaraṇa) of the mind and its products.

However [objects the Śaivite], this 'representational activity' just takes place as something separate (paratva) [from the puruṣa].

But, when you do not postulate this separate condition in the case where there is the purity (nirmalatva) of the soul, the difficulty arises as to the identity (aviśeṣa) of the one who enjoys and the one who is liberated, since both are similarly unconnected [i.e., even the bound soul is not connected to the impurity enjoyment entails].

No! It is said: "Prakṛti purposely functions for the sake of another (pararthapraṇvrīti)." They say: "As the non-conscious milk functions for the sake (nimitta) of the growth of the calf, so prakṛti functions for the sake of the release of the puruṣa." Thus he says:

(77A) MOREOVER, THERE IS THE OPPOSITION TO: "THE ACTIVITY OF THE BONDS IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE SOUL."

This is the meaning. It is false to hold that the activity of prakṛti is for the sake of the puruṣa, as prakṛti is just non-conscious, as even in the case of [non-conscious] milk ect., one observes the
activity just as it is superintended over by the conscious cow etc. Moreover, on account of the [useful] appropriation (paksīkṛtatva) even of air, water, etc. [i.e. of purely unconscious things not directly superintended over by a conscious being], even if we accept this type of activity [of purely unconscious things], it does not make sense that this activity can be for the sake of something unconnected [to anything]; or, if the activity be said to be for the purpose of that which is unconnected (nirapekṣa), then even in the case of the liberated one this activity will occur. Furthermore, on account of the engagement (sāmudyoga) of the bound soul (baddhātma) who has a desire (sābhilāsatva) for enjoyment, since no change (vīkāra) is said to occur in the soul, it is false to attribute enjoyment to the bound soul; he says:

(778) IN AN UNCHANGEABLE ENJOYER, AS IN THE CASE OF A LIBERATED SOUL, ENJOYMENT DOES NOT ARISE.

But (objects the Sāmkhya) just non-discrimination (aviveka) is the cause of the activity of prakṛti. When there is the discrimination between the puruṣa and prakṛti, on account of the qualification (adhikārāvatva) of the cessation with respect to the activity, it is no longer activity. Therefore, there is no identity (avīśeṣa) of the bound one and the released one. They say: "It is my belief that there is nothing more beautifully youthful than prakṛti, who, with the thought, 'I have been seen', does not come within the sight of the puruṣa again."

This is false! Given your position, it is not possible for there to be the non-discrimination, since the soul is pure (nirmalatva). And since non-discrimination is at all times without a cause, the
possibility of the non-existence of discrimination becomes a possibility. Therefore, we claim that, by the unestablishment of anything other than non-discrimination, there ought to be the acceptance of the passion (sarāgata), impurity (samalatva) etc. attributable to the soul itself.

If one holds that the innate condition of being unconscious is roused to consciousness on account of the association with that which is defiled, i.e., the connection to a body etc., then it follows that there will arise the eternal connection to things which are other than what is innate -- thus the opponents' view is put in doubt.

IF IT IS CLAIMED THAT, ON ACCOUNT OF BEING SUBJECT TO TRANSFORMATION (VIKARITVA), IT IS NON-ETERNAL (ANITYA),

Here, the "enjoyer" (bhoktr) should be supplied in the verse [i.e., accept transformation, and the enjoyer becomes non-eternal]. He refutes this:

(78Ab) THEN THE EFFECTED CONDITION OF MĀYĀ (MĀYASĀDHYA) IS NOT RECOGNIZED.

The "peculiar characteristic" (viśeṣa) that is brought about (kriyamāna) by means of māyā and its effects (svakaryāni) through the instrumentality of the subtle and gross bodies is not recognized ("by you" should be supplied here). Therefore, the fault (doṣa) of non-eternity and so forth does not apply -- this is the meaning [of the verse]. How is this possible? He says:

(78B) AND, ON ACCOUNT OF THE INTRINSICALLY MANIFESTED CONSCIOUSNESS
Unlike the Naiyāyikas and others we do not hold that the soul (ātman) is solely of a material nature (jadarūpa). Rather, the soul has consciousness innate to its nature.

[The Naiyāyikas raise the question:] But, concerning the innateness (svabhavata) of this consciousness, on account of there being no manifestation of consciousness without a connection to a body etc. [the Naiyāyikas definition of jnāna], what is the beginningless (anadi) thing by which the bound condition (pratibaddha) [of the soul] is discerned [by the Śaivites]?

[The Answer follows:] He is going to say that this [beginningless thing] is just mala. And thus, when there is the removal of mala (mala-vyudāsa) by means of māyā -- i.e., by kalā etc., which are its effects (svakārya) -- the total manifestation of the innate nature (naikadesāsvarūpavyakti) of the soul (ātman) takes place. When there is the ripening of mala by means of śivasakti -- which is designated as īkṣā -- all objects become manifested (sarvaviśayo 'bhivyajyate). Thus, he says in the verse, "neither transformation nor change" belong to this [soul]. And of this [soul]:

(79A) **Raga serves the role of "objectifying" [in the presentation of] the object of enjoyment. Since Raga is like a crystal [i.e., since it simply manifests things], it cannot be the cause as discussed above.**

Raga gives rise to the presentation of the object-of-enjoyment, which is manifested in the form of sukha, duhkha and moha.
Raga is said to be "like a crystal" because it manifests things by means of its own luminosity. Raga is not a cause of that "transformation" [of the innate consciousness of the soul] as discussed above. It is said that "the affliction to the attachment to objects" (visayoparāga) is just "the making something an object" (viṣayikarana) through the intentional-activity towards it.

There is no transformation of the Enjoyer, even though there is the repeated transformation of the body, which is an object-of-enjoyment:

(79B-80A) BY MEANS OF TRANSFORMATION OF THE BODY THE SOUL IS NOT THE THING TRANSFORMED, BECAUSE THIS SOUL WOULD BE UNCONSCIOUS AND AN OBJECT OF ENJOYMENT, LIKE BUDDHI, ON ACCOUNT OF TRANSFORMATION [BEING ATTRIBUTED TO IT].

This is the meaning: if the transformation of the soul is accepted, then unconsciousness and the fact of being an object of enjoyment [apply to it], like the Buddhi etc.

Herein, after having proposed another's viewpoint, he will criticize it:

(80B-81A) CONSCIOUSNESS IS RATHER THE "QUALITY" THAT IS DESCRIBED AS A "COGNITION" (Jñāna) THAT IS IN A RELATION OF INHERENCE [WITH THE SOUL]. THEREFORE, CONSCIOUSNESS CANNOT BE SHOWN TO BE INTRINSIC TO THE SOUL.

THIS IS FALSE!

This is what the Naiyāyikas and others think: the soul is by
nature unconscious; on account of the connection of manas [manahsamyoga] with the soul, cognition arises as a quality [i.e., as a quality of the soul]. And just this cognition is the consciousness of the soul; in no other way can the soul be considered to be of a conscious nature.

This is false because, as in the case of a pot etc., there can be no connection of inherence of cognition (jñānasamavāyayogāt) to the soul if the soul is considered to be unconscious (jadatva).

An objection: herein, the restricting factor [in the relation of inherence between cognition and the unconscious soul] is Karma, which is designated as "the unseen" (adrṣṭa) [the pūrvapakṣin says that the invisible activity of Karma is the restraining force in this matter]. Cognition, which is in a relation of inherence when the soul (purusa), is a common substratum/generic locus of Karma (karmasamānādhikaraṇa) [the soul, according to the pūrvapakṣin, is the adhikaraṇa of jñāna]. This cognition does not arise in other places, i.e., in different substrata (vyadhikaraṇa), such as in pots etc. Thus, he says:

(81B-82A) "CONSCIOUSNESS (VIJÑĀNA) IS JUST IN THE UNCONSCIOUS SOUL (AJÑE NARI) AND NOWHERE ELSE"; BUT EVEN KARMA IS NOT SUITABLE AS THE RESTRICTING FACTOR, AS KARMA IS FOUND IN A DIFFERENT LOCUS [THAN THE SOUL].

It is said, "on account of the possibility of transformation, there is no [soteriological-] development (samskāratva) but just the [soteriological-] development of Prakṛti, on account of being like the activity of agriculture etc." Therefore, even karma cannot be the restricting-factor here. Thus, "the soul (ātman) is established solely
as innately conscious, on account of its intrinsic connection to consciousness (caitanyakasāmāvāyāt);" He says:

82B-83A) IN THE SAME WAY THAT DELUSION (MOHA) -- ACCORDING TO THE WISE -- IS [GENERATED] ON ACCOUNT OF THOSE WHO HAVE DELUSION INTRINSIC TO THEM (MOHASVABHĀVA), AND NOT OTHERWISE, SO CONSCIOUSNESS (CITI) IS [GENERATED] ON ACCOUNT OF CONSCIOUS THINGS (CAITANYEBHYĀH PADĀRTHEBHYĀH), AND NOT OTHERWISE.

On account of the "cognition", which is of the nature of consciousness, being a "quality" (dharmatva) of the soul, when there is the destruction of the quality, the destruction of the substratum (dharmin) is also entailed, due to the inseparability of the substratum and quality. Thus, the soul (ātman) ought to be accepted as always having consciousness intrinsic to it. It is said, "due to the veiled condition of mala (malāvṛttatva) of the innately conscious soul, there is the establishment of Manas, Buddhi etc. as the manifesting agents (abhivyānjakatā)."

He is now going to describe Kalā, Vidyā and Rāga, which are collectively described as "the triadic sheath" (kañcukatraya). In terms of the "means whereby enjoyment is accomplished", these tattvas lie above Prakṛti and collectively act as an instigating-agent by means of being an "auxilliary cause" (upakārakatā) in the activity of the enjoyment of the soul. He says:

(83B-84A) THE TRIAD, WHICH IS DESIGNATED TO BE ABOVE PRAKṛTI, IS AN INSTRUMENT FOR INSTIGATION AND A CAUSE OF EXCITATION IN-THE-OBJECT-OF-ENJOYMENT; AS WELL, IT IS AN AGENT IN THE SOUL'S ACTIVITY OF ENJOYMENT.
Having dealt with Enjoyment in this manner, he is now going to speak about the arising of the ego from the prakṛti-based Buddhi. (84B-85A) THE GROUPING IN THE BUDDHI WHICH IS A POSTERIOR DIVISION (APARO BHINNA) GIVES BIRTH TO THE EGO. THE GUÑAS ARE CONSIDERED TO BE THE PROGENITORS. THE GUÑAS ARE ALSO MANIFESTED (DRSTĀ) IN THE IMAGINATION ETC.

The Guñas are manifested (drsta) as the material-causes (upādayitāra) of the effect (kārya) according to the maxim, "by means of mutual subjugation, on account of the interdependence and on account of being coupled together (parasparābhibhāvena, aśrayāt, mithunabhāvāt)."

Hence, this cause (kārana) is in in the imagination etc., i.e., in the modifications of the Buddhi Sāmkhya claims: "the Guñas function inter-relatedly on account of mutual suppression and cooperation (anyonyābhi-bhavāśrayāṁmithunapravṛttayaśca guñāḥ). Therefore, according to this account [of the way the Guñas generate the lower tattvas], one the one hand, the Buddhi generates "ascertainment" [and gives rise to the imagination etc.] and on the other hand, the Buddhi generates the ego, which consists of its own particular "blending of the Guñas". Thus, according to the maxim that "more than one progenitor is required" (na hyekam janakam), the Guñas are considered to be the progenitors (janaka) that are mutually blended together (anyonyasamprakṛta) [in the generated effect]. In like manner [i.e., as mutually blended together], the Guñas exist in all objects (padārtha). This means that when we say that such and such a thing is sattvika etc., we mean that it contains an abundance (bāhulya) of Sattva etc. of the three Guñas. On the analogy of the association of the forms of mud in pots etc., the Guñas are in a direct association with the effect [eg., Buddhi, ego, etc.] as a result of direct participation.
He says:

(85B-86A) "THE FIRST TRANSFORMATION OF THE GUNAS TAKES PLACE
BY MEANS OF THE ARISING AND DOMINATING [OF ONE OVER THE OTHER]"--
BUT THIS SETTLED CONDITION SHOULD REMAIN INVARIABLE!

It is said that, if the Gunaś are in an invariable relation whereby
they mutually suppress one another, then it becomes impossible for the
Gunaś to be the progenitors of "Accomplishment" [Siddhi qua Buddhī-
pratyaya] etc. If this is so, just let the ego arise from the Gunaś
in a direct association with the Gunaś. He says:

(86B-87A) O PUNDITS, DO NOT PRATTER THAT THIS [SAME] MAXIM APPLIES
TO THE CASE OF THE EGO AS WELL. BECAUSE OF THE GENERATIVE TRANSFOR-
MATION [OF THE GUNAS], EVEN THE SUBTLE ELEMENTS ARE IN ASSOCIATION
WITH THE GUNAS.

On account of the serial transformation of the Gunaś--as it is
said, on account of the generative transformation (anyonyavikṛtītva) of
everything beginning with the ego and ending with the gross elements--
this association with the Gunaś not only applies to the ego but to the
subtle elements as well (which means the collection of the organs and
the collection of the gross elements). It is, therefore, correct to
hold that, as in the case of the association of the shapes of earth
(mṛdākārānvavayavat) in pots, skulls, etc., not all things arise directly
from the Gunaś.

He now addresses the question, "What are the Gunaś and by
means of what activities (vyāpāra) are they accomplished? He says:
(876-888) SATTVA, RAJAS AND TAMAS -- THESE ARE THE GUNAS THAT ARE THE CAUSES (KĀRANĀNI) IN THE BUDDHI; THEY ARE MANIFESTED WITH RESPECT TO EACH SOUL BY MEANS OF THE RESTRICTIONS [I.E., THROUGH THE RESTRICTIONS] OF THE MANIFESTED ACTIVITIES.

As has already been described, there is this "thing" (vastu) that is "an object of enjoyment for the soul" (purusabhogya) -- it occurs through the instrumentality of the Buddhi(buddhidvārena) in the form of Bhāvas, Pratyayas, etc. The Gunas were the cause at the beginning of creation [i.e., buddhyadisarga] and continue to maintain this creation to the present time (adhnapi); as well, the Gunas are the cause of the Buddhi.

Since these Gunas are mutually-interconnected (parasparāviyoga), they are considered to be just one Tattva. Thus, it is said: "Even though the Gunas are three in number, they are still considered to constitute one Tattva, on account of their inseparability (aviyoga)."

Therefore, the accomplishment of Sattva etc. occurs by means of the activities (vyāpāra) refered to as the "restriction of the manifested activities" (prakāśavṛttiniyama). The activities occur by means of the casualty of the Buddhi (buddhikāranaṇata) and are manifested (pradarśita) because of the dominance (prādhānyāt) [of one particular quality over the other two].

In the Āgamas it is said that there are other effects of the Gunas (gunakaryāṇī) as well: steadiness (sthairya), patience (dhairya), etc.; valour (śaurva), cruelty (krauya) etc.; and discontent (arati) and slowness (māndya) [i.e., each has its more dominant gunic trait].
An objection is raised by Samkhya: "the Guṇas are just "conditions" (sthita) through the eternality that is designated as Prakṛti. He says:

(88B-89A) THE PRIOR EXISTENCE OF THE CAUSE OF THE GUṇAs IS ESTABLISHED, AS IN THE CASE OF THE BUDDHI, POT, ETC., DUE TO THE CONNECTION TO A MANIFOLD NUMBER WHEN UNCONSCIOUS.

Thus, because of unconsciousness and manifoldness, there is the establishment of the condition of being an effect, like a pot etc.

What is the [material] cause of the Guṇas? He says:

(89B-90A) THE [MATERIAL] CAUSE OF THE GUṇAs IS DESIGNATED AS PRAKṛTI; BEING UNDIVIDED (AVIBHĀGASTHITA) IN PRAKṛTI, THE GUṇAs BEGIN THEIR ACTIVITY WHEN ŚIVA INDUCES PRAKṛTI.

The Guṇas exist as undivided and subtle conditions in Prakṛti; through the inducement of Śiva they develop into gross form through the distinctions of their respective activities. In the verse it is stated that Śiva induces Prakṛti. Because Prakṛti is of an unconscious nature, the Prakṛti-activity is not self-willed [and therefore depends on the inducement of Śiva]. Furthermore, as each soul is separately linked to Prakṛti through the engagement in a subtle body, Prakṛti is manifold. Being manifold, Prakṛti is an effect--I will discuss this further.
Now, on account of being yoked to Mala, there is a "pumstva" [state of being a pums, i.e., bound soul], which occurs through the condition of being an Enjoyer for that soul which is yoked to the five sheaths, Kalā etc. [Kalā, Kāla, Niyati, Vidyā, Rāga]. Dīksā is for the purification (suddha) of this condition and according to the Āgama as is above the Prakrti-tattva. The accomplishment of Enjoyment and the attainment of a particular station of existence cannot come to be on account of the condition of Enjoyership, the soul [qua Enjoyer] is qualified by both consciousness and pervasiveness. Having considered this, he is going to establish the Rāga-tattva, which was earlier said to be the cause of the craving for Bhoga.

(90B-91A) UPON THE ACCOMPLISHMENT (Āsādya) OF THE EXPERIENCE (ANUBHAVA) OF ENJOYMENT THE ATTACHMENT TO THE OBJECT OF ENJOYMENT COMES TO PASS; IN ORDER FOR THERE TO BE THE ACCOMPLISHMENT (SIDDHYARTHĀ) OF THIS [SAKTI OF THE BOUND SOUL], RĀGA SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD AS THAT WHICH CAUSES THE CRAVING FOR BHOGA (BHOGANURĀNJAKA).

In this worldly condition (samsāraravāsthā), when the soul has seen an object of enjoyment (Bhogya), an attachment (sakti) arises in the soul. This attachment does not arise without a cause (hetu), for this would all for the possibility of this attachment to occur in the state of release as well (muktyavasthā). Thus, for this reason, Rāga ought to be accepted as "the
Now, on account of being yoked to Mala, there is a "pumstva", [state of being a pums, i.e., bound soul], which occurs through the condition of being an Enjoyer for that soul which is yoked to the five sheaths, Kalā etc. [Kalā, Kāla, Niyati, Vidyā, Rāga]. Dīkṣā is for the purification (suddha) of this condition and according to the Agam as is above the Prakṛti-tattva. The accomplishment of Enjoyment and the attainment of a particular station of existence cannot come to be on account of the condition of Enjoyership, the soul [qua Enjoyer] is qualified by both consciousness and pervasiveness. Having considered this, he is going to establish the Rāga-tattva, which was earlier said to be the cause of the craving for Bhoga.

(908-91A) UPON THE ACCOMPLISHMENT (ĀSĀDYA) OF THE EXPERIENCE (ANUBHAVA) OF ENJOYMENT THE ATTACHMENT TO THE OBJECT OF ENJOYMENT COMES TO PASS; IN ORDER FOR THERE TO BE THE ACCOMPLISHMENT (SIDDHYARTHA) OF THIS [SAKTI OF THE BOUND SOUL], RĀGA SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD AS THAT WHICH CAUSES THE CRAVING FOR BHOGA (BHOGANURĀṆJAKA).

In this worldly condition (samsāravāsthā), when the soul has seen an object of enjoyment (Bhogya), an attachment (sakti) arises in the soul. This attachment does not arise without a cause (hetu), for this would all for the possibility of this attachment to occur in the state of release as well (muktyavasthā). Thus, for this reason, Rāga ought to be accepted as "the
generating factor in the craving for Bhoga" (bhogābhilāsajanaka) which is for the purpose of the accomplishment [i.e., release] of this [bound] soul's attachment.

He now expresses an opposite opinion:

(91B-92A) QUITE RIGHTLY SATTVAS, RAJAS, AND TAMAS ACT AS THE CAUSE-OF-THE-CRAVING FOR THE OBJECTS (VISAYA); WHEN THIS CRAVING HAS ARISEN IN THE BUDDHI OF THE SOUL, THIS OTHER THING [I.E., RAMA] IS OF NO USE. 72

The manifested condition of the object-of-enjoyment is solely a result of the three Gunas (sattva etc.), which arise in the Buddhi in a transformed state as pleasure, suffering and delusion. The "transformed" Gunas thus appear in the Buddhi in terms of the ascertained appearance of the object; in turn, this ascertainment serves to bring about enjoyment, which itself is influenced by the predominance of one of the three Gunas. It is, therefore, clear that some cause [extrinsic to the object-of-enjoyment] must be postulated in order to account for the soul's desire for this "object-of-enjoyment". Hence, Rāga ought to be considered to be this cause and should be considered to have its locus in [i.e., gata, lit. to be connected to] the grasper, the one who apprends the object-of-enjoyment. The grasper is not of the same nature as the "object-of-enjoyment", which is constituted by the three Gunas (sattva etc.) and is produced in the Buddhi in the form of the Gunas, objects, etc.
The verse addresses the opponent: "if you hold that the cause of the attachment just belongs to the object-of-enjoyment, then it follows that it will be impossible to ever be free from Rāga (vītarāgābhavaprasāṅga)!" Thus it is said in the Tattvasamgraha: [Rāga is the desirous-attachment (abhīṣvanga) that causes the soul's engagement in the object-of-enjoyment]; however, if Rāga is considered to be of the character of the object-of-enjoyment, then it could not provide any freedom from Rāga."73

But [replies the Sāmkhya] just let Rāga be the Buddhi-based Disposition characterized as "bondage" (avairāgya); thus, he says, "even if Rāga is considered to be a 'Disposition' the same fault holds." This is what he means: there can be no production of effects (kāryakaratva) on account of the vāsanā-condition characterized by the [Disposition] "Avairāgya". If something in a vāsanā state is capable of producing effects, then since the vāsanās are infinite in the [dormant conditions in the] Buddhi, the soul will be confronted with the simultaneous formation of an infinite number of opposing activities--an unacceptable situation.74

Even if Rāga is held to be that which has "entered into" (āpanna) the condition of the object-of-enjoyment (bhogyadasā) through the gross form (sthūlarūpena) of the nature of a "Conception" [i.e. Pratyaya], then the same difficulty already mentioned arises, i.e., that the freedom from Rāga becomes impossible (vītarāgābhāva). Now [you might claim that] Rāga
ought to be construed as something other than either Rāga or a buddhi-based Disposition. However, if you claim that Karma should be the cause of the craving, we disagree, for two reasons. First, there is no way of proving that Karma is the cause responsible for bringing about effects other than those one is responsible for bringing about, as in the case of farming etc. Second, if Karma is postulated as the cause of this craving, a manifold number of activities are therefore postulated (anekatattvaparikalpanābhāvaprasāṅgāt).  

Now, the Vidyā-tattva is established:

(93B-94A) WITHOUT AN INSTRUMENT, THE ACTION (Kṛtī) OF AN AGENT IS NOT SEEN IN THE ACTIVITY (Karma); THUS, VIDYĀ IS THE INSTRUMENT THAT SERVES IN: THE DISCRIMINATION OF THE COGNITION OF THE BUDDHI (BUDDHIBODHAVIVECIN).

As it has been said, [this is] "on account of the proximity of the objects that have been presented by the senses." When there is the grasped-object (grahya), which is the activity (karma) described as the cognition of the Buddhi, what then ought to be the instrument whereby the soul's grasping activity [of this cognition of the Buddhi] takes place? That instrument is Vidyā.  

Here an opponent says:

(948-95A) LIKE A LIGHT (PRADĪPAVAT), BUDDHI IS THE MANIFESTING-AGENT (PRAKĀŚIKA) OF BOTH ITSELF AND OTHER THINGS. A "VIDYĀ" CONSTRUED AS THE INSTRUMENT WHEREBY THE SOUL COGNIZES -- OF WHAT USE IS IT?
"Because of the nature of its manifesting property (prakāśarūpata), which is like a lamp, the Buddhi causes to be manifested (prakasayati) an appearance of the object (viṣaya-ākāra) as well as itself—no other instrument can be established!" He refutes this:


The verse points out that an instrument must be postulated in order to account for the activity whereby the Buddhi becomes an apprehended object (grāhyatva). The Tattva Samgraha states: "like the sun, the Buddhi has a manifesting nature; however, since the Buddhi is an object-of-activity [whereby it is apprended], the Buddhi requires some other instrument in order for it to be grasped. He points this out:

(96B-97A) ON ACCOUNT OF BEING OF THE NATURE OF THE THREE GUNAS, THE BUDDHI, IN ITS PRESENTATIVE-FORM AS THE OBJECT, IS NOT CAPABLE OF ILLUMINATING ITSELF THROUGH DISCRIMINATION -- AND THUS IT REMAINS UNDISCRIMINATED.

(97B-98A) VIDYA OUGHT TO BE UNDERSTOOD AS BEING HIGHER THAN THE GUNAS ON ACCOUNT OF (ITS) SEPARATION (VIVIKTATA), WHICH IS DERIVED FROM DISCRIMINATION (VIVEKATA), VIDYA IS CAPABLE OF MANIFESTING FOR THE SOUL -- AND THUS IT REQUIRES NO FURTHER INSTRUMENT.

Being of the nature of the three Gunas, the Buddhi is an object
of that activity whereby it is discerned in the form of an object-of-enjoyment (bhoga-akāra); therefore, the Buddhi is not self-illuminating, like a lamp etc. But, being beyond the sphere of the Buddhi, Vidyā is separate from the form of the object of enjoyment; in causing the illumination of that which is to be known by the soul, Vidyā does not require a further instrument.

Now he describes the function of Kalā:

(98B-99A) FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE ACCOMPLISHMENT (SIDDHI) OF ENJOYMENT, THERE IS AN INSTIGATOR (PRAYOKTR) OF THE MULTITUDE OF AGENTIVE-FACTORS OF ACTIONS ETC. (KARMADI); THE SOUL (PURUṢA), WHICH IS SELF-WILLED, IS THE AGENT; KALĀ IS A CONCOMITANT-AGENT.

It is said, "the soul (puruṣa) is the agent on account of [being] the prayoktrtvā (instigating-agent) of the collection of concomitant-factors (kāraka) such as the Buddhi etc., which are for the purpose of Enjoyment (which takes place on account of the Enjoyer)." The one who is the Lord of the concomitant-factors involved in activity and the cessation of activities, and yet who is neither active nor inactive, is the one who is designated as an agent as well as a concomitant-factor. In the authoritative texts Kala is called the "instigating-agent" in the activity of Enjoyment, as Kala's causative activity is similar to the Lord's.

An objection is raised by Samkhya: the soul is not an agent! That this is false, he says:

Enjoyer is an activity, enjoyership entails agency; as well, the fruitlessness (niṣphalatva) of the commencement of prakṛti-activity (upādānaprabhīti) would result [as the effects of prakṛti, such as buddhi etc., are instruments (karanāni), they require an agent].

The agency of the soul (pums) is established just by means of enjoyership, on account of the activity of enjoyment (Enjoyment qua activity entails agency). If one claims that the soul is not an agent, the rise of prakṛti -- which is for the purpose of enjoyment [of this non-agent] -- becomes fruitless, because of the uselessness of there being a connection to instruments etc. in something which is not an agent!

Moreover:

(100B-101A) ON ACCOUNT OF BEING THE MEANS OF ACTIVITY (kriyāsādhanabhāvatah) the motor organs etc. are possessed by an agent (kartram); the agent, spoken of being "covered etc." [by mala etc.] (vāsyādi) ought to be understood as the soul (pums), which is pervasive (vibhu).

If it is postulated that the soul (ātman) is non-pervasive on account of being formless, like the sky etc., then [your left with the absurdity that] it becomes impossible (anupapanna) to observe the enjoyment which is the result of one place to be observed in some other place as, for example, a resident of the south to experience things in Kashmir; thus, it ought to be accepted that the soul (ātman) is pervasive (vyāpaka) by means of the failure of holding any other position [i.e., pervasiveness].

It is said in the Śrīmatparākhyā and elsewhere: "The agentive-cause of
this [soul] is Kalā, which manifests the agentive-capacity [of the soul]." Thus, the soul bound to Kalā is the agent-concomitant in Enjoyment.

The agentive-capacity (kartr-śakti) of this soul that is an agent does not come to affect [all] objects, because this agentive-capacity is veiled by Mala. (In the sequel we will discuss both the "capacities" of agency and "consciousness", given that "capacity" is a unity of the two.) Kalā has the power to illuminate things, like a lamp. However, because of the veiling power of Mala, Kalā only partially manifests the soul's agentive-capacity. Kalā is thus described as the "agentive-cause", "cause" and "agent".

This "limited" soul appears to be indistinguishably linked to Kalā and is, therefore, described as the "agent-concomitant" (kartr-karaka) in the activity of Enjoyment. The limited soul is the agent on account of [having] Enjoyership, while Kala is the concomitant-cause (kāraka) on account of [having] the agentive-causation (prayojikatva). The Mrgendra Āgama states: "O Brahman, so these two, standing together as if indistinguishable (saṃbhūya-ananyavat-sthitam) in the activity of enjoyment (bhogakriyā), are called the agentive-concomitant (kartr-kāraka)."81

(101B-102A) WHEN ONE HOLDS THAT THE EXISTENCE OF AN AGENT DOES NOT REQUIRE ANOTHER AGENT IN THE MANIFESTED SPHERE, THEN THERE WILL BE [POSTULATED] THE CONTINUAL OMNIPOTENCY OF THE SOUL, AS A RESULT OF BEING PRIOR TO Kalā.
(102B-103A) ON ACCOUNT OF BEING OMNIPOTENT, THE SOUL WILL BE OMNISCIENT, LIKE THE LORD! BUT, IT IS IMPROPER TO HOLD THAT, ON ACCOUNT OF BEING OMNISCIENT, THE SOUL IS AN AGENT FOR THE PURPOSE OF ITS OWN SUFFERING.

If one holds that there can be agency that does not require Kalā (kalānapeksa) due to the innate purity (nirmalatva) of the soul, then it follows that there will be, as in the case of Śiva, both a) omnipotence, which is without a connection (sambandha) to a body of the nature of Pāśa, i.e., Kalā etc., and b) omniscience, which is unconnected to any instruments of ignorance. This independent soul is not presided over by Śiva. However, it is improper to hold that this independent soul that is undefiled can be an agent engaged in the bodily activities etc., which are for the purpose of suffering. Thus, "the grace of Kalā" is necessarily established in order to account for the limited consciousness and activity of those souls that are possessed of enjoyment on account of being veiled by Mala." He says:

(103B-104A) ON ACCOUNT OF BEING IN A STATE OF BONDAGE, THIS SOUL IS NOT OMNIPOTENT, LIKE ŚIVA ETC. WHEN IT IS ENGAGED IN ENJOYMENT, THE SOUL QUA AGENT REQUIRES THE GRACE OF KALĀ.
Having established Kalā, he will now describe the generation of Vidyā, Rāga, and Prakṛti from Kalā:

(104B-105A) THERE IS ANOTHER GROUPING (SKANDHA) THAT DERIVES FROM KALĀ; THIS OTHER GROUPING IS KNOWN AS VIDYĀ, RĀGA AND PRAKRTI, WHICH ARISE IN SUCCESSION IN A PAIR [RĀGA AND VIDYĀ] SINGLY [PRAKRTI].

Rāga and Vidyā sequentially arise as a pair. Prakṛti arises separately as a separate entity. Thus it is said in the Śrīmatauravā: "From Kalā, the two Tattvas—Rāga and Vidyā—have arisen, and Prakṛti as well."

The Āchārya [i.e., Sadyojyotī] has not taken up the Tattvas designated as Kāla and Niyati, which are mentioned in the Āgamas, because these two Tattvas are self-evident in light of the context [of what has so far been discussed], as nothing would transpire (anutpatti) without both the temporal-sequentiality and experiential-restrictedness of enjoyment, which is a result of karmic activities. In the case of farming etc., thieves are seen to steal the fruits of [others'] activities (karmaphala) when there are no restrictions established by a ruler. "Restriction" (Niyati) is established (siddhi) by means of being the restricting-principle when the question is asked concerning exactly what it is which is the restraining-principle (niyamaka) restricting the fruits of karmic-activities (karmaphala) such as the jyotistoma sacrifice etc. to individual enjoyers (bhoktrpratiniyamaka).

However, it is false to claim that Karma is itself the restricting principle, for, as it is said, Karma only generates the fruits of activities. In over-seeing the sphere of enjoyment, even the Lord's capacity (śakti) requires and auxiliary causal factor (kāryakaratva), which occurs through the intervention of other Tattvas. Otherwise, none of the Tattvas would exist [they would be useless if the Lord did everything].
Time (kāla) is established as the factor that separates off various states of the object-of-enjoyment etc. For example, in statements such as, "He has been enjoying it for a long time," the conceptions of "long", "quickly", etc. are indicative of the "separating" function of time.

It is impossible for time to be eternal, as the Naiyāyikas and others think, because time is of an unconscious and manifold nature, due to [its] having the form (rupatva) of living beings (bhūta) etc. The Śrīmatmrgendra states: "Time, which arises from Māyā, is based on the conception of an "instant" (truti) etc."

He will now discuss the collection of tattvas that are constitutive of the subtle body and the fact that the subtle body is restricted to each soul separately:

(105B-106A) [THE TATTVAS] BEGINNING WITH EARTH AND ENDING WITH KALĀ ARE THE COLLECTION WHEREBY THERE IS THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF ENJOYMENT (BHOGASĀDHANASAMHATI); ACCORDING TO THE LEARNED, THIS COLLECTION IS RESTRICTED (NIYATA) TO EACH ENJOYER [INDIVIDUALLY].

Thus, it is said in the Tattvasamgraha: This group of characteristics, beginning with earth and ending with Kalā, are bound (niyata) to each soul." Thus, it is said: "so this [bound soul], under the control of Karma (karmavaśata), is caused to wander.
in all the bodies born in their respective worlds.

In the event of a single, universal subtle body, there would be no diversity in enjoyment. However, the diversity of enjoyment is seen by all to be diverse! He says:

(106B) OTHERWISE, IT IS NOT PROPER, DUE TO THE DIVERSITY (BHEDA) THAT IS [PHENOMENALLY] SEEN IS PLEASURE ETC.

An objection is now raised: in the case of a universal subtle body, the diversity among the fruits of enjoyment will arise solely on account of the karmic diversities applying to the subtle body.

This objection is false! He says:

(107A) ON ACCOUNT OF THE KARMIC-DIVERSITY, THE DIVERSITY [OF ENJOYMENT WITH RESPECT TO EACH ENJOYER] IS ESTABLISHED.

The diversity of enjoyment is established solely on account of karmic-diversity. "When there is the establishment of the diversity of enjoyment, the karmic-diversity is inferred" -- such logic entails "the fault of the mutual locus" (itaretarāśrayadoṣa). This is the sense of the verse.

Another objection is raised: "The karmic-diversity is established solely on account of the agentive-diversity, and the diversity of enjoyment on account of the karmic-diversity. There is no fault of the mutual locus here." He states:
GIVEN THAT THE AGENTS OF ACTIONS (KARMAKR̄T) ARE ACTIVE BECAUSE OF THE SIMULTANEOUS CONNECTION (SAMBANDHADHYUGAPAD) TO THAT [I.E., THE SINGLE COLLECTION OF TATTVAS CONSTITUTING THE SUBTLE BODY], HOW CAN THERE BE SEPARATE ACTIONS (KARMAṆ) POSTULATED ON ACCOUNT OF THE DISTINCTION OF THE AGENTS (KARTRBHEDĀT).

There is no possibility of there being a "karma-kartṛtva", (i.e., a relationship between the agent and the action) without a connection between the subtle body etc. (which are constituted by Kalā etc.), and the souls that are covered by Mala. By means of the simultaneous connection to all the agents, the action is an activity that is in the form of the subtle body, which is a single tattvic collection. In this case, how can there be the distinctions between the various activities come about? This cannot be the case! This is the meaning [of the verse].

An objection is raised. The Diversity of the subtle bodies can only be based on the diversity of each soul's "desire". We oppose this objection, since the "desire" only arises on account of each soul's connection to a subtle body! And it is false to hold that the diversity of desire arises on account of a single subtle body. On account of the failure to account for the phenomenon of the diversity of enjoyment in any other manner, one is forced to accept the diversity of subtle bodies with respect to each soul.

An opponent may raise the objection that the diversity of subtle bodies is only applicable in the case of the diversity of souls. The Vedantins uphold that the soul is single. He says:
(108B) Thus, it follows that the manifoldness applies as well to souls.

If you accept the unity of the soul, then it is improper to accept the diversity of pleasure, suffering, etc. and the differences of birth, death, etc. -- thus, the manifoldness of souls is established because of the diversity of enjoyment. The refutation of Advaita is taken up by us in the *Mrgendravarttidhipika* in detail.

A question is raised: this tattvic-collection that is of the nature of the subtle body, is it pervasive, like the soul, or is it non-pervasive? Thus, he says:

(109A) The non-pervasiveness of this [tattvic-collection] is established on account of the impossibility of simultaneous functions.

The subtle body is established as being non-pervasive due to the impossibility of its activity—which is characterized as manifesting consciousness and activity—to occur at all places at all times.

A further objection is raised: If you postulate that the "effects" of activities come about on account of *Karma*, which is an auxiliary cause, then a pervasive subtle body can still account for the [limited] manifestation of the soul's consciousness (by inciting it). Hence, as this argument proves, the pervasiveness of the subtle body does not entail the simultaneous arising of effects everywhere!

The reply: even this reasoning is false, on account of the non-eternity of the subtle body, since it is in the condition of being an effect--due to its non-pervasiveness, like a pot, etc. This is the sense of the following verse:

(109B-110A) It is not proper to answer that the instrumentality of the subtle body's instrument is restricted by *karma*; on account of the impossibility of limitless activities, there is no universal pervasiveness [of the subtle body].
A further question is raised. Is the partial manifestation of consciousness due to the non-pervasive nature of the subtle body or soul? He says:

(110B-111A) ACCORDING TO ŚRUTI THERE IS A PROBLEM IN HOLDING THAT THE SOUL IS A SUBSTRATUM CHARACTERIZED BY TRANSFORMATION ETC. DURING THE TIME THAT THERE IS THE MANIFESTATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS, WHICH IS SIMULTANEOUS WITH THE NON-PERVERSIVE [SUBTLE BODY], THE SOUL (ANU) REMAINS PERVERSIVE.

It is said, "If the soul is [considered] non-pervasive, then it will be impossible (ananupanna) for there to be the experience (upabhoga) that is the result (phala) of another place (desāntara)." Moreover, in the state of release of this (soul), the necessity of pervasiveness ought to be acknowledged, on account of the Agamic claim that the soul has omnipotence and omniscience, like Śiva. If one holds that in the state of release there is pervasiveness and in the state of bondage there is non-pervasiveness, then there is the possibility of the fault of unconsciousness and mutability etc. [attributed to the soul]; such a position would contradict Śruti concerning the soul's eternality, pervasiveness, etc. Thus it is said in the Śrīmanmaṛgendra: "Consciousness, which is of the nature of cognition and activity, is in souls at all times and in all ways; therefore, in release there is pervasiveness.

"There is no non-pervasiveness, instantaneousness, singleness, unconsciousness etc. [of the soul].

Now, having discussed the creation (Srṣṭi) of the unique [or "individual,"] Tattvas that are of the nature of the subtle body, he is going to speak about the common (Śādhāraṇa) Tattvas that are of the
nature of the "worlds".

(111B) IN A DIFFERENT GROUPING OF TATTVAS [THAN THOSE WHICH CONSTITUTE THE SUBTLE BODY] THERE ARE THE GROUPS THAT CONSTITUTE THE SPHERES OF ENJOYMENT (RATIBHUMI) FOR THE ENJOYERS (BHOGIN).

This is the meaning: the levels of Enjoyment (Bhogasthāna) of the bound ones are the enjoyments (Bhogā) of the Tattvas that are of the form (ākāra) of the various worlds etc., which are other than the Enjoyment (Bhogā) that is of nature (Rūpa) of the subtle body. He says:


When the tattvic-collection has entered into the bodies born of their respective worlds (Tattadbhuvanajadeḥeṣu) on account of the force of Karma (Karmavaṭat), i.e., when it has entered into the loci-of-enjoyment (Bhoga bhūmi), which is for the purpose of the behavior (ācārāpekṣa), this [tattvic-collection] becomes the manifesting-factor of the force [or capacity, i.e. sāmarthya] of the consciousness and activity of a part of the soul. It is said in the Tattvasamgraha: "On account of the force of Karma, one wanders in all the bodies born with their[respective] worlds." As well, it is said in the Śrīmānmaṛgendra , "This subtle body, which belongs to this creature (Jantu), is [described ] briefly as "conscious" (Cit), because it is in [i.e., born from] the contact with .
Consciousness (citṣaṅga) and is an evolute in the mysterious womb (gahanagarbhavivartin), i.e., an evolute in māyā; judging that this is not sufficient I am going to describe a series of cosmic principles (Bhauvanatattvapaṅkti) that are for the purpose of the production of the supports (Ādhāra), bodies and objects [of these worlds].

Now he is going to briefly describe the creation of the worlds (bhuvanasṛṣṭi):

(112B-113A THE "COURSE" OF THE GROSS WORLDS BEGINNING WITH HELL AND ENDING WITH TRUTH ARE SUPERINTENDED OVER [I. E., IMPEDED] DURING THEIR GENERATION, SUBSISTENCE AND DESTRUCTION BY DESIKA, HĀTAKA, AND KĀLĀ.

Here Kāla is Kalāgni. Hātaka is the Pāṭalādhipati. Desīka is the Lokācārya on account of imparting teaching in all the Sāstras; he resides in a place that is above the Satya loka, and is even above the Viṣṇuloka. The Ananta Śrīkanṭha is present in the Rudraloka on account of being the one who has superintendence in Brahmāṇḍa in these gross regions. Thus:


Vīrabhadra is Governor of the Satarudras, who are the Bearers the Brahmāṇḍa; Vīrabhadra is located in the subtle prthivitattva (not to be confused with the gross Prthivi. (prthīvitattveprāguktastulaprthīvikāraṇabhūte tanmātrajanye). Likewise [for the Pañcabhūṭāṇi starting from Prthivi,
there are two classes, a gross and subtle and a particular divinity in charge of these] in the group of four elements, the subtle water etc., which are not the subtle elements but the causative elements that are the gross water etc; as in the [collection] beginning with the subtle elements and ending with the ego [which is on account of being the material cause of the internal organ as is indicated by the word "cittavarga" (in the verse)], so in this sphere with those called Sthānu, Guhya, Atighuya, Guhyatara and Pavitra, there are the five and eight that are in these worlds. Thus it is said in the Śrīmānandikesvarakārikā: "Brahmā is located in the gross things for the purpose of the objects of enjoyment of the bodies that are the support of the subtle etc. The Rudrasata is of the Kṣetrabhuva and the forty subtle elements. The subtle elements, Manas, the ego, Buddhi, organs, the best of the Yogins, Vāma, etc. are at the summit of the Gunas and rule in the Prakṛti-tattva; the Mandalins have their sphere in Kāla; he says:


The thirty Rūdra, Vāma etc., together with the eight Krodeśvara, by means of being the Lords of the Prakṛti sphere, are located at the
head of the worlds of the Guna-level (gunamastakabhuvaneśu). On account of the subtle nature of Prakṛti, it is improper for [them to be] the support of the worlds -- so say the ones who know the Āgamas.

(117A) THE MANDALAS, THE EIGHT DESIRABLE ONES, ARE IN THE KALĀ-TATTVA.

The Mandalas are in the eight worlds in an eight-fold sequentiality of the Kalā-tattva in association with Rāga and Vidyā. Thus, it is said in the Śrīmatmpgendra, "the Mandalādhipas are in the 64 groups (Mandala) of the Great Cities (Mahāpura) that occupy Kalā, which is the womb (garbha) of Rāga and Vidyā."

Therein it is said that "Kalā and Niyati have two worlds (bhuvanadvaya); restraint (niyata) is in niyati while the capacity to cause things (kalanaśakti) is in Kalā." Since the worldly-states (bhuanādhvan) are well treated in the manuals dealing with ritual and elsewhere; they are not going to be treated here in great detail. In these ritual manuals and elsewhere there may be some differences concerning the enumeration of subordinate worlds; however, some of the enumerations get included somewhere or other -- so there is no inconsistency.

Now, having discussed the creation of the Tattvas that is of the nature of the worlds, he is going to establish Māyā as the higher material cause of the worlds, which is of the nature of Kalā etc. (which have already been discussed):

(117B-118A) MAHĀMĀYĀ, WHICH IS UNCONSCIOUS, IS THE "SEED OF THE WORLD", THE CAPACITY TO CREATE; IN ORDER FOR THERE TO BE THE ENJOYMENT OF THE ENJOYERS, THERE IS THE BIRTH OF KALĀ ETC. ON
ACCOUNT OF THIS MAHĀMĀYĀ.

"Māyā" is "the extensive one" (mahati) on account of its self-effected pervasiveness in the form of a manifold "flowing"; Māyā is the "mati" (conception/idea) in the "Cosmic Rest (pralaya) of the whole impure world. [Māyā qua Mati outlives the Pralaya and serves as the source of the succeeding creation].

This Māyā is the seed of that world which is in the form of Kalā etc.; Māya is thus the material cause, both directly and indirectly (sāksātparāmparyā), of everything that is of the form of an effect, since Māya is bearer of the worlds and the principle of the manifoldness regarding the difference with respect to each soul.

Māyā is "the capacity to create," which means that it is of the nature of a collection of its own effected capacities that are of a subtle form. By the acceptance of Satkāryavāda, Māyā is of the form of the capacity (śakti) of all effects; being such a condition as the material cause, Māyā is unconscious, like earth and so forth. Therefore, Māyā is the origin of the means whereby Bhoga is accomplished in the sphere of Kalā etc.

He is now going to describe the nature of Maya as a collection of capacities:

(118B-119A) THIS MAHĀMĀYĀ POSSESSES CAPACITIES; THE PLURALITY AND MANIFOLDNESS OF THE CAPACITIES ARE ESTABLISHED ON THE BASIS OF THE MANIFOLD AND ENDLESS EFFECTS.
On account of observing the arising of the manifold and endless effects, this Māyā is known to be of the nature of the collection of capacities that are of the manifold and endless effects.

An objection is raised. If one holds that Māyā's manifold capacities cause manifold effects, and yet, if one also holds that all the forms of capacity actually are capacities of Māyā itself, then it is unnecessary to postulate further capacities [in the form of the manifold effects] stemming from this capacity [of Māyā]. As a result, Māyā should be considered to be eternal on account of being the ultimate [single] cause; otherwise, an infinite regress [of causes] will follow. This is the sense of the following verse; he says:

(119B-120A) [AN OBJECTION:] ON ACCOUNT OF THE MANIFOLDNESS OF THE NON-CONSCIOUS THINGS, THERE IS MOST CERTAINLY THE NON-ETERNALITY [OF MAHĀMĀYĀ]; [THE REPLY:] NOT BEING ITSELF MANIFOLD ON ACCOUNT OF ITS CONTINUED EXISTENCE, MĀYĀ IS ETERNAL, EVEN THOUGH IT IS OF AN UNCONSCIOUS NATURE.

Moreover,

(120B-121A) ON ACCOUNT OF THE INFINITE NUMBER OF SOULS, MAYA MUST BE PERVERSIVE; FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROVIDING ENJOYMENT, MAYA CAUSES ALL EFFECTS THROUGH ALL THE COURSES [OF THINGS] AND THROUGH ALL THE ABODES.

Bṛhaspati says: "[if Māyā is not eternal,] all the Siddha's words, which have been vocalized over a long period of time, will perish."

Although Māyā is eternal [i.e., beginningless, anantya], the various courses [of things caused by Māyā] are not innumerable. The maxim that "curd comes from milk" supports the idea that transformation
is not a total transformation; the maxim that "insects [taking sustenance] from the ghee" supports the idea that transformation is only partial.

(121B-122A) CREATION, MAINTENANCE, AND DESTRUCTION ARE SAID TO BE THE CONDITIONS INHERENT TO MAYÄ: THE INHERENT CONDITION BELongs TO THE TRANSFORMATION WITH THE TATTVAS AND ENDS WITH THE WORLDS.

So, on account of being the ultimate material cause, MAYÄ is responsible for the creation, maintenance and destruction of the universe. The transformation of the worlds, etc. remains as an inherent condition of MAYÄ in the form of tattvas, etc. Indeed, the universe, as a transformation of MAYÄ, consists of the tattvas, material things, sentient beings and worlds.

An objection: the Agamas claim that Bindu is the material cause of the pure Tattvas etc.

True! That holds good in the case of the higher condition of release, such as is obtained by the Vidyēsvaras etc., but not here, however, as the material cause (qua MAYÄ) provides the means whereby enjoyment is accomplished (Bhogasādhanatā) -- thus, there is no contradiction [in holding both Bindu and Mayāmaya as material causes]. And here:

(122B) WHEN CREATION AND MAINTENANCE HAVE BEEN DESCRIBED, DESTRUCTION IS [DESCRIBED AS] THE REVERSE PROCESS OF CREATION.

This is the meaning [of the verse]: creation and maintenance are described by explaining their activities and by describing the sequence of their genesis with respect to each Tattva; destruction, on the other
hand, is described as the "drawing in/contracting" (upasambhara) into its own causes by an inversion of creation. Moreover:

(123A) ON ACCOUNT OF THE BEGINNINGLESSNESS OF WORLDLY EXISTENCE, THERE IS NO PERMANENCE IN THE PROCESS OF CREATION ETC.

The Beginninglessness refers to saṃsāric existence. An objection: as they provide the means whereby enjoyment can be accomplished, creation and destruction affect souls; however, why should the Lord want to carry out destruction?

We reply: since Māyā has the incessant capacity (śakti) of increasing the production of the infinite enjoyments of the soul, the re-absorption (samhāra) is for the purpose of the maturation of the (souls') Karman (karmapākarththa) and also for the purpose of providing some rest for the souls (ātmanām visamārthham) for the rejuvenation of their powers (samarthyopabalanārtham), as is sleep for a beautiful woman. Thus, it is said in the Śrīmatmyengendra, "Having been seized, the soul remains for the purpose of rest." This is done for the benefit of all created beings who are the "worldlings" fatigued by the bound condition; even in this state of rest, there is instruction for those who are fit for instruction, the obstruction for those who are fit for obstruction, and the maturation of Karma for those who are fit for this maturation. Making the capacities of Māyā fit for manifestation, the Lord watches over the whole genesis of things.

Now summing up that Enjoyment (with its means) belongs to the soul, he is going to introduce [the view] that the Pāśa, which is of the nature of Mala, just belongs to this [soul].
The souls' "object-of-enjoyment" consists of Maya (Māyā-Maya) by the means (Sādhanā) that have been produced from Māyā; therefore, the enjoyer is a defiled-soul that is conscious -- the object-of-enjoyment is not conscious.

As it has been said, the object-of-enjoyment is of the nature of the cognition of the Buddhi, which is of the nature of pleasure etc.; this object of enjoyment is just an effect of Māyā and is not inherent in the soul as its "quality", since the soul is of the nature consciousness. As well, to postulate such an inherence (samavāya) would entail the fault of attributing mutability etc. to the soul. Thus, just the conscious soul is the Enjoyer of the object of enjoyment.

On account of the soul's obfuscated condition of consciousness and agency (which is an impure condition that will be discussed in the sequel), it is possible for the soul to enjoy that which is accompanied by the Tattvas such as Kalā etc., which are produced from Māyā.

But, without some cause to account for the effect, limited consciousness is not possible. Hence, how does this impure soul come to be? He says:

(124B) Thus omniscience and omnipotence are obfuscated by the mala of the experiencer (Viṣayitva).

Although possessed by omniscience and omnipotence, like Śiva, the soul requires Kalā etc. in the cognition that has a limited scope (kimcidviṣayā). Thus, it is said that the released soul -- who is not an enjoyer -- is possessed by omniscience etc.

Therefore, given [the sense of] Enjoyership there is the designation of "experiencer" (Viṣayitva), which means that the obfuscation
by Mala is designated by "experiencer". It is said that "Enjoyment is a result of Mala". Thus, the soul (with Enjoyership) is impure. The Srimatsvayambhuva states: "If the soul is not impure, how come it has this attachment to enjoyments? Thus:

(125A) BY MEANS OF THAT PASSION (RAGA) THAT FUNCTIONS ON ACCOUNT OF KARMA IN A LATENT CONDITION, THE SOUL [OBFSUCATED BY MALA] CHASES AFTER MAYA.

It is improper to attribute [karmic] development to the soul, as in the case of agricultural activities etc. The soul follows after Maya (which is transformed into the form of the means whereby Enjoyment is accomplished) through the means of Raga, which is of the nature of Karma.

During the period of the Cosmic Destruction (pralaya) when there is the disappearance of the Buddhi in the samsaric sphere due to the Reabsorption of the destroyed Buddhi into the "seed of the world" (which is of the nature of Maya), enjoyment arises due to the fructification of [the latent] Karma. Now an objection is raised.

(125B-126A) KARMA, WHICH IS AN EFFECT OF A PREVIOUS EXISTENCE PROVIDES THE SOULS' FRUITS AT BIRTH ETC. -- WHY THEN IMAGINE THAT THE SOUL IS DEFILED WHEN KARMA IS PREVAILING?

Karmic-activities are the givers of birth, life and Enjoyment through the condition of the bondage to the body that is an effect -- [this can be understood] in terms of the maxim that "the seed and sprout relationship is beginningless." Just let these karmic-activities provide the soul's connection to the body, which is for the purpose of the enjoyment of the respective fruits. of what use is Mala? After you have
construed Mala as useful [i.e. as capable of providing the souls' bondage], you go on and postulate Karma, [claiming that it must be postulated] since there is nothing other to explain the variety [of the differences] of enjoyment. Thus, just Karma should be postulated as the cause of bondage; your explanation is too cumbersome! The postulation of Mala is unnecessary! Thus they say, "What is conceived again obstructs the conception (kalpyam punar nirunaddhi kalpanamiti)." In this [verse] he refutes this:

(126B-127A) ON ACCOUNT OF KARMA THERE IS THE CAPACITY (SAKTI)

THAT GENERATES BIRTH ETC. -- BUT THIS DOES NOT TAKE PLACE

WITHOUT MALA, AS A SOUL THAT IS FREE FROM IMPURITY IS NOWHERE

TO BE SEEN.

Since it is impossible to observe either the engagement in karmic comportment or the actual birth of a released soul that is not possessed of Mala (the cause of ignorance) it follows that the acquisition of Karma solely belongs to a soul possessed of Mala. Once the accumulation of Karma has been effected, the soul thenceforth engages in its enjoyment. If the cause of birth etc. is Mala, then why even posit Karma?

(127B-128A) IF LET THE WORLDLING/EXPERICER (VIŠAYITVA) BE EXPLAINED BY ONE THING [I.E. MALA] -- THEN OF WHAT USE IS KARMA?

ON ACCOUNT OF HAVING ACQUIRED [MALA], THE CONNECTION TO BIRTH ETC. CERTAINLY ARISES.

Now he refutes this:
(1288-129A) IN RESPECT TO THE "KEVALINS" (RELEASED SOULS) WHO ARE
POSSESSED OF CONSCIOUSNESS AND WHO ARE ACCOMPLISHED WITHOUT KARMA,
THERE IS NO CONNECTION TO BIRTH ETC.: THEREFORE, THE CAUSE BEHIND
THE EXISTENCE IN THIS WORLD IS TWOFOLD.

Since we do not see the birth etc. of the Vijñānakevalins who
are free of karma but are still impeded by Mala, the cause of the
connection to Maya is twofold -- this is the meaning of the verse.

Now an objection: it is not proper to hold that the soul can be
obfuscated [by Mala], since prior to creation the soul is possessed by
consciousness and partlessness, like Śiva. He disposes of this doubt in
the following verse:

(129B-130A) IT IS FALSE TO SAY THAT "SINCE THE SOUL IS POSSESSED
OF THE QUALITIES OF CONSCIOUSNESS AND ACTIVITY AND IS PARTLESS
PRIOR TO CREATION, THERE CAN BE NO CONNECTION TO IGNORANCE."

If this accepted, it then becomes improper for the soul to have a
connection to Kalā, as in the case of Śiva. Therefore, there is
failure of anything else to account for the connection to Kalā; hence,
Mala ought to be accepted as belonging to the soul. Furthermore:

(130B-131A) WHEN IT IS POSTULATED THAT THE CONSCIOUSNESS AND
ACTIVITY [INHERENT IN THE SOUL] APPLY TO EVERY OBJECT ON ACCOUNT
OF THE SOUL'S PERVASIVENESS, THE SOUL BECOMES OMNISCIENT AND
OMNIPOTENT AND IS THEREFORE SELF-SATISFIED WITHOUT A CAUSE.

This is not the case on account of the requirement of Kalā etc., as in
the case of limited knowledge.
(131B) ON ACCOUNT OF THERE NOT BEING A MANIFESTING-AGENT OF KALĀ ETC., THERE IS NO MANIFESTATION OF THE BOUND SOUL'S CONSCIOUSNESS AND ACTIVITY.

And it is not proper for this to apply to a soul that is not veiled.

(132A) THE LIGHT OF THE SUN, NOT BEING VEILED, DOES NOT REQUIRE A MANIFESTING-AGENT.

And therefore:

(132B) MALA IS A BEGINNINGLESS CONNECTION TO [SOMETHING] BEGINNINGLESS; IT IS UNIVERSAL [SĀDHARĀNA, I.E. APPLICABLE TO ALL] AND INDESTRUCTABLE.

In this verse the "beginningless connection" means the "beginningless covering [by Mala]" and "to [something] beginningless" refers to the beginningless of the souls; "universal" means that it applies to all bound souls—thus one has to accept that Mala is eternal. [The opponent raises an objection:] If Mala is eternal, there will never be a "cessation [of samsara]" for the soul! Or, on the other hand, if "cessation" is accommodated, on account of the unity of Mala, at the time of the release of one soul, all souls will attain release. He says:

(133A) WITH RESPECT TO THE LIMITATIONS PERTINENT TO EACH SOUL, MALA HAS THE CAPACITY (ŚAKTI) TO SEPARATE THE RESPECTIVE TIME [GOVERNING THE RESPECTIVE LIMITATIONS].

Mala's innumerable capacities (śakti) are restricted to individual souls. Thus, individual souls are released when their bonds qua
"capacities" (śakti) [of Mala] reach their proper maturation. In this respect, it is said that the capacities are simply superimpositions (upādhi) over individual souls and that these capacities reach their own end.

The opponent argues: the obfuscated condition of the soul arises as a result of the "mundane delusion" (mahāmoha) that comes about only after the creation of the world and due to the soul's "connection-to-Kalā, etc."

We reply:

(133B-134A) ACCORDING TO THIS VIEW, THE SOUL IS CONSIDERED TO BE UNCONNECTED TO MALA AND IS THEREFORE CONSIDERED TO BE UNOBFUSCATED, AS IS THE CASE WITH ŚIVA.

However, according to this view, it becomes impossible for the soul [which is only obfuscated by mundane defilement] to abandon the mundane defilement (prakṛtamala). Thus, one ought to accept the beginningless connection between the soul and the beginningless Mala.

Furthermore:

(134B-135A) ACCORDING TO THE WISE, IF THE CONNECTION BETWEEN MALA AND THE SOUL HAS A BEGINNING, THEN ONE MUST ALSO SPEAK ABOUT A CAUSE (KARANA) [OF THIS BEGINNING] -- AND THUS, AN INFINITE REGRESS WILL FOLLOW.
(135B-136A) IF, ONE THE OTHER HAND, THE CONNECTION IS CONSIDERED TO BE WITHOUT A CAUSE, THEN EVEN THE CONNECTION TO KĀLĀ ETC. IS CONSIDERED TO BE WITHOUT A CAUSE, AND THEREFORE, THERE WILL BE NO RELEASE FOR SOULS AND THERE WILL BE NO LORD!

When one holds that the association with Pāśa [the category of the bound condition] is without a cause, on account of the uncaused connection to a body etc., then even the released soul will have some connection with this Pāśa, and it will actually be impossible for the soul to be released from samsāra. Since this association to Pāśa would even apply to Śiva, Śiva would no longer be considered the Godhead. For these reasons, the soul's connection to Mala ought to be accepted as beginningless and as the cause of samsāric existence.

An opponent may claim that Mala is manifold due to its specificity. According to this view, Mala is therefore considered to be non-eternal, due to its manifoldness and materiality, as in the case of pots etc. However, since this view postulates a type of Mala that would have a beginning, the same faults already mentioned would apply here as well, i.e., the charge of "infinite regress", the impossibility of release", etc. He says:

(135B-137A) IF MĀLA IS HELD TO BE SPECIFIC [TO EACH SOUL], THEN IT IS UNCONSCIOUS ON ACCOUNT OF BEING MANIFOLD; HOWEVER, ON ACCOUNT OF HAVING AN ORIGIN AND BEING SUBJECT TO DESTRUCTION, THE EARLIER MENTIONED FAULTS APPLY [TO THIS ACCOUNT OF MĀLA].

Since Mala is beginningless it cannot "have an end" [i.e., be open to destruction]; otherwise [if one holds that something beginningless can have an end], everything becomes open to destruction [i.e., everything becomes non-eternal].

(137B-138A) IF THE CONNECTION OF "SOMETHING BEGINNINGLESS TO SOME-
THING BEGINNINGLESS" IS ESTABLISHED AS BEING OPEN TO DESTRUCTION, THEN EVEN SUCH BEGINNINGLESS THINGS AS MĀYĀ AND SĪVA WOULD BE SUBJECT TO DESTRUCTION!

Having established the indestructableness, eternality and beginninglessness of Mala, he will now establish that Mala is possessed of endless capacities (śakti):

(138B) THESE CAPACITIES OF MALA, WHICH ARE RESTRICTED TO EACH SOUL INDIVIDUALLY, ARE THE OBSTRUCTORS OF THE [SOUL'S ] QUALITIES.

"The obstructors of the quality" means the obstructors of the soul's qualities, which are of the nature of consciousness and activity (as has been pointed out already).

Due to the failure to otherwise account for the variety of enjoyment, which is [empirically] observed, the variety [of enjoyment] is established to be based on the temporal transformations of Mala's "capacities". He says:

(139A-140A) IF MALA'S CAPACITIES WERE NOT TEMPORALLY RESTRAINED WITH RESPECT TO THE TERMINATION OF THE OBSTRUCTION [OF JÑĀNA AND KRIYĀ], THE SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE OF ALL THOSE WHO POSSESS CONSCIOUSNESS WOULD OCCUR. SINCE THE SOUL EXISTS IN A CONDITION OF BEGINNINGLESS OBFUSCATION, MALA IS THE ONLY PĀŚA THAT INNATELY COEXISTS ALONG WITH THE SOUL.

Mala is the only Pāśa that innately coexists along with the soul. However, the Śrīmatsvayāṃbhuva and other works entertain the opponents claim that Māyā etc. are just "independent" phenomena [lacking any innate connection to the soul and Mala]. The opponent claims that all the entities that belong to the sphere of Māyā to which the bound soul has
a connection, are just of the nature of Māyā itself.

In the Śrīmañmrgendra and elsewhere this opponent is refuted on the grounds that the Mala that innately coexists along with the soul is in fact the cause (hetutva) of the Mala constitutive of [the Māyā-based] delusion, etc. (i.e., delusion, madness, passion, depression and emaciation). Thus, he says:

(140B-141A) IT IS NOT PROPER TO HOLD THAT THE FIVE [DELUSIONS] SUCH AS MADNESS, ETC. ARE THE [OBSCURING-] ACTIVITIES OF THE EXPERIENCER (VIṢAYITVA), AS THESE FIVE DELUSIONS ARE NEVER SEEN IN THE SOULS WITHOUT KALĀ.

The five delusions (which are going to be described in the sequel) are not seen when Mala is without the connection to Kalā etc. as in the case of the Vijñānakala and Pralayakala [souls]. The five delusions only apply to the Sakala souls. Thus, it is established that the five delusions, which belong to Mala, do not have the function of obfuscating consciousness and activity.

The Śrīmatmataṅga and other texts state that Mala exists as the generating cause of the five delusions. In this case, the five delusions, which are of the nature of such mental conceptions as seeing the soul in what is not the soul, are said to have Māyā as their material cause, because those souls that are involved in the sphere of Māyā and that are linked to Kalā, are not free of Mala. Consequently, the five delusions arise on account of Mala acting as an associate cause (saḥakārin). Only as an "associate cause" is Mala, therefore, the cause (hetutva) of the five delusions. Hence, there is no contradiction in speaking of Mala as the cause.
Now, an objection is raised: "The five delusions, whose material cause is considered to be Mala, are not manifested during the period of Cosmic Rest. They are only manifested after their connection to Kalā. What is wrong with this position? He says:

(141B-142B) "THE FIVE DELUSIONS ARE MANIFESTED ON ACCOUNT OF THE CONNECTION TO THE MEANS WHEREBY ENJOYMENT IS ACCOMPLISHED."

THIS IS FALSE! ACCORDING TO YOU THE FIVE DELUSIONS HAVE THE SAME CHARACTERISTICS AS FUNCTIONS OF THE GUNAS. THUS, ACCORDING TO YOU, THE FIVE DELUSIONS ARE SIMPLY SPECIES OF THE GUNAS.

He states that the manifestation of the five delusions does not arise after the connection to the means whereby enjoyment is accomplished.

An objection is raised. Mala is described as the cause of the five delusions. However, since Mala is also described as eternally being of the same nature, it is impossible for there to be a distinction between a manifested and an unmanifested condition of Mala. As a result, it must be accepted that the five delusions are in an effect condition obfuscating the soul's consciousness and activity.

No, this does not follow! Rather, the five delusions attributed to the soul are simply conditions of the internal organ (antahkarana) and temporally arise after the connection to the means whereby enjoyment is accomplished. Thus, the five delusions should be construed as arising from the GUNAS, which have arisen from Māyā together with the auxilliary cause Mala.

Now he is going to point out the nature of the five delusions as of the nature of the GUNAS:
(143A-143B) MADNESS AND DELUSION; ATTACHMENT; DESPAIR AND ERROR -- THESE ARE RESPECTIVELY DERIVED FROM TAMAS, SATTVA AND RAJAS.

An objection: if the five delusions are not modifications of the Gunas in the condition of the internal organ, then the five delusions must be separate modifications of Mala and are seen to occur in the soul with limited consciousness. That this is not the case, he says:

(144A) THE MODIFICATIONS OF THE CAUSE [I.E., MALA] ARE NOT SEPARATE FROM THE FIVE GUNA-BASED DELUSIONS--THIS IS NOT THE CASE!

Thus:

(144B-145A) IF ONE DISMISSES THE CAPACITIES AS THE OBSCURATIONAL FACTORS, NO OTHER QUALITY THAN THIS SHOULD BE ACKNOWLEDGED. THE CAUSE OF THE "SAMSKĀRAS" IS ONE THAT IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE RECEPTACLE OF KARMA.

The ubiquitous Mala is the obscurational agency of consciousness and activity while the connection to the samskāra-based Karmic activity is the cause of samsaric existence. There is no other reason to explain the effect except Mala. This is the meaning of the verse.

Now, having pointed out the innate nature of Mala, he concludes [this verse]:

(145B) IN A WORD, ON ACCOUNT OF ITS CONNECTION TO MALA, THE SOUL IS TERMED "THE LIMITED ONE" (ANU).
In the Śrīmataurovra etc. the word "soul" (paśu) is used to indicate "mala"; Mala is not a separate Tattva from "soul" but rather Mala is inclusive in the "Paśu-tattva" -- without this inclusiveness of mala in the "Paśu-tattva", it is impossible for there to be the bound condition (paśutva) the soul. Moreover, in this section, the activity [of Mala] has been treated as (a) the form of "Enjoyment" and "the object of Enjoyment" belonging to the bound souls and (b) of the nature of a "diminishing (poṣana) qua the generating of Kalā etc. which forms the means whereby Enjoyment is accomplished and which is derived from māyā, and (c) which is of the nature of the soul's enjoyment of Enjoyment (bhogabhōjana) prior to the act of creation etc. of Śiva and at the time of creation, on account of the beginningless-veiling (anādyavṛttatva) by Mala. All of these activities of these [limited souls] arise solely on account of the soul's obfuscation by Mala. All obfuscational activities occur because of the existence of Mala. Moreover, the five delusions are herein shown to be Kleśas of the soul; he is now going to sum up, pointing out that the differences of the activities [of these kleśic souls] are due to the differences in the competance (adhikārabheda) [of these kleśic souls];

He says:

(146A-146B) FOR THOSE WHO ARE ABSORBED IN THE TATTVA S, THE KLEŚAS ARE INACTIVE (PRASUPTA); FOR THOSE WHO ARE YOGINS, THE KLEŚAS ARE THE OBSTRUCTIONS ON THE SHORE (TATARUDDHA); FOR THOSE WHO ARE ADDICTED TO WORLDLY OBJECTS (VIṣAYASĀNGIN), THE KLEŚAS ARE OF A MANIFOLD AND DEVELOPED FORM (VICITRODARARUPTA). Belonging to those in the Māyā-tattva, the Kleśas belong to the
Pralayākala souls who are limited to the Guna-tattva etc. being so limited, the Klesas of the Pralayakala souls are "inactive", because they do not contribute towards any significant change. The Klesas of the Yogins are manifested on account of the power of yoga; being in the middle sphere, Yogins' activities are obstructed. The ones who are attached to sense objects are the Sakala-souls whose activities are diverse (vicitra) and developed (udbhūta). If we take the reading "vicchinnodara" instead of "vicitrodara [vicchinnaudara, separate and illustrious, vicitra-udara, manifold and illustrious] the meaning [of the verse] becomes: For those who are addicted to worldly objects (viśayasaṅgin) the Klesas are sometimes of a developed form and sometimes of a split up form, because of the mutual ascendency and subjugation of the two types.

Now, having earlier mentioned that Bhoga and Mokṣa along with the means whereby they are accomplished would be treated, Bhoga along with its means has been dealt with and the manual dealing with Bhoga is concluded. Mokṣa along with its means will be dealt with in another manual.
APPENDIX I

NOTES

1 As the "Paramātman", Sādāśiva is described as the "sarvakālapravartakab" in RA, 1.18, p. 2.
2 Sādāśiva is described as the "bandhamokṣapranetar" in RA, 1.2, p. 1.
3 Compare Sāṃkhya Sūtra, 3.72: "[Bondage and Liberation belong] to matter directly, because it is subject to association, like a beast (prakṛteranjanjasayātmasaṅgat)."
4 Cf. Pandey, Bhāskarī, p. LXII for a discussion of the distinction between Agamic Saivism and Sāṃkhya.
5 A soul becomes capable of enjoying objects-of-enjoyment because of being attached (saktatva) to enjoyment (bhoga) by the Rāga-tattva which is technically that which causes attachment (anurañjaka) to things (visāya); however, Rāga is dependent on Māla.
   According to Sāṃkhya, Rāga is the cause (hetu) or manifestor (abhivyānjaka) of attachment (abhiṣānga) which is an attribute (dharma) of the Buddhi.
6 BK, 117B-118A; the jagadbīja is described as the "mahāmāya", which is the "janyaśakti" and is acetanā.
7 This verse is also quoted by Mādhava in the Sarvadarsanasamgraha in the section dealing with the Śaivadarsana; cf. ed. p. 80 and trans. p.118.
9 Also quoted by Aghora Śīva, TSV, p. 5
10 A similar quotation is found in MĀ, p. 317: "sthūlasuṣṭmarūpavetvena tanIndriyādharāṇi sthitāni ityartham."
11 Also quoted in MĀD, p. 317 and MPA, 19.21, p. 467; the source is TS, v. 4, p.
12 "Activities" or "modifications" are variously referred to as vṛtti, kriya, or vyāpāra.
13 The subtle body (suṣmadēha) or "transference body (atīvahika)" is also known as the "pūryāṣṭaka" as it consists of the five tanmatra and three antaṅkarana. Elsewhere the pūryāṣṭaka is identified with
the prāṇaṣṭaka, i.e. that which consists of the five prāṇa, the karmendriya, ānāteṣṭvā and antahkarana; cf. Yuktidīpīka comm. on vv. 23-24 and Brahma-Uttarānkarabhāṣya on 2.4.6. Śaṅkhyā Śūtra 3.7-16, claims that the subtle body (linga) is "seventeen and one" (saptadasaika), which includes the three internal organs, ten organs and five subtle elements. The Śivajñānasiddhiyar (trans. p.206) claims that there are actually "five" bodies, the suṣkma-, sthūla-, guna-, kañcuka- and karaṇa bodies, which the author respectively identifies with the five kosaś of the Vedānta, i.e. the prāṇamaya-, annamaya-, manomaya-, vijnānamaya- and anandamaya-kosa.

14 In this context, the commentator supplies both the "gross" and "subtle" elements whereas in the previous verse just the gross elements are discussed.

15 The commentator is attempting to explain the compound "atīvāhikadēhasṭha" in terms of the fact that the gross body is the receptacle; therefore, the "stha" cannot directly be the receptacle. Moreover, the introduction of the subtle body and karma at this point, especially the claim in 8Ab-8B that the subtle body is only perceptible by those who have lordly powers, may be an argument against the Carvākas who argue that the "cesta" is solely a product of the physical body; of the two causes the Saivite brings forth in his explanation, i.e. karma and the subtle body, karma is adṛṣṭa and the subtle body is only open to the perception of those who have lordly powers.

16 TS, vv. 24B-25A, p. 25.

17 "Spirits", i.e. "piśacāḥ"; for a description of these spirits, cf. SPB, p. 239. The Piśacās are the deities who rule over the Tattvas from Buddhī to earth, possess lordly powers and are of eight types.

18 A very similar description of the kramic ordering of the elements and their qualities is found in the Mṛgendrā Agama, 12.26-30; pp. 337-338.

19 Cf. MA, 12. 28A; p. 338.

20 Ibid. 12.26A, p. 337

21 Ibid. p. 331: "ete ca śabda etasām parasaṃhāhativasat utpannah".

22 Cf. ibid. 11.17-19. p. .

23 The Saivites want to argue for a "krama theory" of evolutes. Śabda is actually a specific guṇa of, ākāśa but a shared guṇa of the other gross elements as well; the Saivites are arguing against the more static view of Vaishēśika that śabda is an ekaguna of ākāśa.
Vaiśeṣika explains the presence of sabda elsewhere by arguing that akāśa is present everywhere; cf. SPB, p. 283: "svavisēṣagunāḥ sabdāḥ aṣrayadanyataḥ sthitāḥ hetuvaiśeṣika (āto 'yam hetvabhāso vagamyate).

Sridhara (comm. on 41, trans. p. 132) argues that sound can never be a quality of any other substance, one of the reasons being that "it is perceived elsewhere than its substratum". Sound is perceived in the ear, not in the objects which are thought to be its substratum.

24 "kālatīta": the hetu is proven to be bādhita by some other pramāṇa which is stronger; it is fivefold according to the five pramanās. A typical example with respect to the pratyaśapramāṇa is the statement that "fire is not hot because it is a thing".

25 According to Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika, the conception of rūpa is only "colour" although it signifies form as well, which Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika calls anvaya-samsthanavisesa (a particular arrangement of parts).

26 A similar citation is found in MA, 12.19B, p. 330: "sabdādyekottara...

27 According to the Vaiśeṣika, the five karmendriya fall under the category of "movement" (karmā); cf. Padārthadharmanasamgraha, trans. p. 5. According to Nyāya, the definition of the "sarīra" is "atmano bhogayatanam" or more specifically, antyāvayavitye sati cēṣṭāśrayam, a final product which possesses voluntary action; cf. Tarkasamgraha, p. 106 and K. Kuppuswami Sastri, A Primer of Indian Logic (Madras: P. Varadachary, 1932), p. 83. As well, cf. Sridhara, trans. p. 629, for a description of the function of "conscious movement": "if one wishes to perform an action then there arises an effort in the soul, occupying the region of the body, aided by that effort and gravity, produces an action (motion) in the hand (explained in terms of the soul being in "contact" with a circumscribed part of the body).

28 Quoted in MAD, p. 321: also quoted by Aghora Siva in his commentary on v. 51 of the Tattvaprakāśa, p. 105.

29 Cf. TS, v. 6A, p. : "pratyekam śabdādiśvesamālocam vṛttīb."

30 Compare TSV, p. 9: "na ca yam tattvāntarāṇām kāryāḥ tesām svakaryaireva siddhīḥ. kāryāntarāhētutve pramanabhāvāt. anekatattvaparikālpanabhāvaprasangacca.

31 MA, p. 319: "devanāḍdyotanādvā devā indriyāni...

32 A similar idea is expressed in the MA, p. 321: "when the soul, the senses, and the objects are in contact all the senses do not enter into action. Therefore, by the same reasoning, some may infer that there is an agent which sets the senses into [their restricted] activity.

33 MPA, 18.81-82; also quoted in MAD, p. 320 (wherein "citta"
is glossed as "manas" by Rāmakantha).

34 MA, p. 323.


36 The needle piercing the collection of lotus leaves is a commonly used analogy. Śridhara, for example, uses it to explain the quickness with which we perceive two separate objects at the same time in different places; cf. PDS, p. 57.

37 BK, 117B-118A. The jagadbīja is "mahāmāyā" (which is the janyaśakti and acetenatva).

38 In the MĀD (p. 312) which deals with the vāyu "udāna" Aghora Śiva mentions the different kinds of udāna (naga etc.) which are mentioned elsewhere as "pradhāna", i.e. as essential forms of vāyu, but in fact they are, he says, secondary (aprādhnaya). He cites the Kālottara Agama which lists five kinds of udāna, which are the same that are cited here.

39 Quoted in MAV, p. 324 as well.

40 Ibid., p. 325.

41 Quoted also in MAV, p. 327.

42 A similar idea is expressed in MĀD, p. 327.

43 Cf. MAV, p. 32.

44 The same quote appears in MĀD, p. 308 and in the TS, p. 9, although with the more logical "tatra yo anadhyavasāyātmakah..."

45 Sāmkhya Sūtra 3.58 and 6.40: "prakṛti", which is pumārtham, represents the sphere of the bhoga.

46 The whole verse appears in the Śataratnasamgraha, trans. p.69: "Bhoga is called vedana and is of the nature of joy, suffering, etc.: the soul fit for this has the consciousness as due to Karma (bhoga 'sy a vedanā pumāsah sukhaduḥkhādilakṣanāh tam smarthitacaitanyāḥ pumān abhyeti karmatāḥ')."

47 The MA (p.342) even attributes cit to the sukṣmadeha, thus indicating that the subtle body acts as a kind of "intermediary" factor although it does not come within a substantiated analysis in the text.

48 Cf. MA, pp. 64-65. According to the SPB (pp. 337-339), Samkhya
construes mokṣa as "kaivalya", the ātman without adjuncts; for Nyāya it is "uccheda", the complete destruction of all ātma-guṇa; and for the Bhaṭṭas, the manifestation (abhīvyakti) of eternal bliss (nityasukha).


50 I.e., with respect to v.55.

51 BK, v. 59 is quoted in MAD, p. 289 as "svacintiteṣu cāvighnorupe...".

52 "vighata" is not explained.

53 A similar etymology is found in the Pauśkara Agama (pumṣpatāla, v. 47; SPB, p.232): "ete dharmādayasca cāṣṭau bhavayanti".

54 Cf. SPB, p. 243, quoted from the Pauśkara (pumṣpatāla, vv. 104-128): pratīyayanti kṣetrajñānam tena te pratīyayāḥ smṛtah:

55 MA, 11.12, p. 298.

56 Yoga Sūtras, v. 1.3.

57 Mokṣa Kārikā, v. 105, p. 38.

58 MA, 11.12; p. 298.

59 MA, 11.6; p. 293. The Pauśkara Āgama (pumṣpatāla, v. 120: SPB, p. 243) describes "anaisvarya" as that which "results from incapacity (aśakti); and this incapacity is of 176 kinds. Since it is often of the form of aijñāna and aṭṭūṣṭi; it is of 164 varieties; these are all incapacities of the intellect...".

60 Cf. Vedānta Sūtras, trans. II, 272: "Nor is it true that the body is absolutely required as an auxiliary of perception -- for in the state of dream the body is motionless."

61 anythanupapatti=arthapatti: presumption of some "adrṣṭa-artha" to account for some "ḍṛṣṭa-artha" according to Nyāya, it is an anumāṇa which can only be proven by vyatirekavyāpti.

62 Cf. SK, v.20.

63 Not a quote from either the Śāmkhya Sūtra or Śāmkhya Kārikā.

64 Śāmkhya Sūtra, 6.54: "ahamāraḥ karta na puruṣah". Aniruddha justifies this view on the basis of the position that the puruṣa is aparinamitva: cf. also 6.55.

65 Similar quote in MAD, p. 85-86.
Sāmkhya Kārikā, v. 59.

Cf., for instance, Śridhara on Padārthadharmasamgraha, trans. p. 597 concerning dharma; he argues that the ātman is neither a bhoktr or kartr -- it is wholly indifferent. Its connection to the body and the senses and the resulting egoistic conceptions of "I" and "Mine" cause the sense of "bhoktr" and "kartr".

Samkhya Kārikā, v. 37

Cf. Sāmkhya Kārikā, vv. 55-60

Ibid. v. 56.

MĀ, 10.21; p. 276.

TS, v. 10. p.

Quoted in TPV on v. 48, p.; a similar citation is found in MĀD, 10.11, p. 262, TSV on v. 4, p. 14 and MPA, 11.7, p. 326.

Cf. ŚPB, p. 201 wherein Śivāgrayogin argues that that which is an object of enjoyment is not that which causes enjoyment; thus Karma must be distinct.

Similar quote in the MĀD, 10.11, p. 262.

Cf. ŚPB, p. 215: the samvedana (cognition) of the Buddhi has a distinctive karana, since it is an act (kriya) which thus establishes the Vidya-tattva.


MĀD, p. 129 appears to be a better reading: apravṛttah pravṛttva va..."

Cf. ŚPB, pp. 160-161 wherein limitedness implies pervasiveness: "The soul is an omniscient being veiled by something, since he is parviscient. If he were not an omniscient being veiled by something, he could not even be parviscient, like Śiva.

MĀ, 10, 7, p. 257.

Kala, not Śiva-Sakti, activites the Buddhi-tattva; cf. Śivaraman, Saivism in Philosophical Perspective (pp. 240-241): "How about Śiva-Sakti which is spirit itself? Can it not serve to activate the buddhi-tattva?" The answer is that just as one's body is activated by one's own self, one's
psyche too is activated on one's self alone. Because sakti is the cause of all effect it does not mean that it is sakti and not the potter that fashions the pot. It may be asked: is not kala itself jada? Has it not to be activated by a self again? The answer to this objection is that kala and other tattvas, jada as they are, are activated in their turn by siva-tattvas presided over by the intelligent siva-sakti. The siva-tattvas themselves cannot take the place of kala-tattva because it has been explained, the 'pure' siva-tattvas cannot function as revealers for impurity-ridden selves."

83RA, 2.14, p. 6. In his commentary on v. 24 of the TS, Aghora Siva interprets the "ca" in "avyaktaragavidyāḥ kalāsambutāḥ kalā ca māyājā" as entailing kala and niyati.

84MA

85TS, v.

86MA, 6.7. p. 201.

87TS, v.

88Cf. MA, 3.12, pp. 138-139: Vāma, Guhya, Atiguhya, Pavitra and Sthana are five of the fifty Lords of the worlds of the subtle body.

SIVĀBHĪYĀM NAMĀH
BHOGA-KĀRIKĀ
(VṛTTISAHIṬA)

SIVĀM PRAṆAMYA SADDBHOGAMOKṢADĀM MANDACETASĀM
HITAYA LEŚATAH SPAṢṬAM VYĀKHĪYASYE BHOGA-KĀRIKĀM.

[1]

SIVABHYAM NAMAH

BHOGAKARIKA

(VRTTISAHITA)

ŚRĪH

BHOGAKARIKA

APPENDIX II

The Transliterated Text of the Bhoga Kārikā by Sadyojyoti and its Commentary by Aghora Siva

ŚRĪH

ŚIVĀBHHYĀM NAMAḤ

BHOGAKĀRIKĀ

(VṛTTISAHITA)

ŚIVĀM PRAṆAMYA SADDBHOGAMOKṢADĀM MANDACETASĀM
HITAYA LEŚATAH SPAṢṬAM VYĀKHĪYASYE BHOGA-KĀRIKĀM.

iha hi tatrabhavadbhiḥ sadyojyotipādaiḥ prakaraṇapratipādyāmaṇāṁ
bhagamokṣātmakamarthāṁ sūcayadbhistasyaiva vighnaparismāptyarthāṁ pra-
thalmāṁ paramaśivanamaskārah kriyate.

(1) TRIBANDHICITKALĪYOGA BHOGAVIŚEṢAMOKṢADĀM
SARVAKĀLAKRAMĀRTHAJṆĀM PRAṆAMYĀJĀM ŚIVĀM DHRUVĀM.

traya bandhāścā malakarmamāyālakṣaṇāste vidyante yeśāṁ te tri-
bhandhināḥ teṣāṁ tribandhināṁ sakalākhyānāṁ citāmātmanāṁ yo 'yām kalā-
yogāṁ sūkṣmadehārāmbhakakalādipriṁthivyantatvatvātmakaiśtatadbhuvanāja-
deharūpaścā māyāyairavyavaissambandhaḥ tena bhogāṁ tadviśleṣeṇa[2]
mokṣaṁ ca yo dadāti. tam tāḍṛṣṭām. anena śivasvānādāmutatvena sarvā
'nugrāhaṅkatvāṁ sarvakarṭṛtvam ca sūcyate. ata eva ca sarvakālakramārthar-
jāṁ sarvaṁ ca bhūtādīrūpaṁ kālakramāṁ sarvāṁścā tattatkālabhāvināḥ
padārthāṁ jānāti. etena cāsyā nirmalavātsarvakarṭṛtvācā sarvakālāṁ
sarvajñatāṁ pratipādyate. kiṁ ca, ajam amalavādeva sarīrādisambandhāt-
manāpi janmanā rahitāṁ dhruvāṁ cāvikāriṇāṁ na tu bindvādivatparipāṇāmitvam.
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vikāritve jaḍatvapraṣaṅgat. śivām praṇāmya bhogamokṣa vacmīti vakṣya-saṃbandhah.

(2) RURUSIDDHĀNTASAMSIDDHĀU BHOGAMOKṢAU SASTHANAU

VACMI SĀDHAKABODHĀYA LEŚĀTO YUKTISAMSKRṬAUA

sādhhayanti bhogamoksāviti sādhaka acāryādayah. teṣām diṅkṣādau
tatsādhanādijñānāya yuktyā anumāṇena saṃskṛtau pratipāditau śrīmadraurava-
vatantropalakṣitasiddhāntaśāstre siddhau sasādhanāu bhogamokṣau rau-
ravānusārenaṅvai saṃkṣepāpavādāmi. tatra tāvatsatsādhanam bhogam
darśayitum bhogādhikāraḥ keśāmityata āha.

(3) AUJANĀDĪSANUNNAṆĀM JAYATE BHOGALOLIKĀ

KARMAŚAYANURŪPEṆA CIDVATAM BHAVAMAṆDALE.

malinatvādiṣenādhikāravasthena śivenānantaḥdidvārena nunnānāṁ
bhoga 'bhimukhiṅkṛṭānāṁ ātmanāṁ anjananamalādeva hetoḥ saṃsaramañḍale
karmasāṃskārapākāṅguṇaṁ bhogalolikā bhogeccha jāyate.

nanu nirmala evātmā saṅkhya-arbhupagataḥ. tadayuktam. nir-
malasya bhogāsaktyasambhavat. tatsaṃbhave va muktasyāpi prasaṅgāt.
nanu rāgaṇinibandhanāsaktiṣyate. satyam. rāgo pi malinasyaiva-saktihetuḥ.
yaduktam śrīmatvāyāmbhuvve yadyaśuddhirna puṃśo 'sti saktirbhogesu kim
kṛta iti. atha ko 'sau bhogah kaiḥ sādhanaṁ sadhyate ityata āha.

(4) ISVARECCHĀSAMĀVIṢṬA JAGADBĪJAPARICYUTAIH

SĀDHANAṆIH SĀDHYATE BHOGO BUDDHIVRTYANURAṆJANAṆH.

Īśvaro 'trāṇanta eva tasyaiva maṁyākṣobhakatvāt. yaduktaṁ
śrīmatkiranē śuddhe 'dhvani śīvaṁ kartā prokonanto site prabhūḥ iti.
tadicchaya kṣubdham yajjagadbījaṁ maṁyākhyāmaṁ tasmātpratutsārśaḥḥāraṇaṁ-
sūkṣmadeḥatmakaissāḍhāraṇabhuṇādirūpais sāḍhāraṇā 'sāḍhāraṇaṁbhuvanana-
deḥatmabhiṣca yas sādhanaṁ bhogo niṣpaḍyate sa ca buddhivrtyanu-
raṇjanatmakaḥ. buddhivrtyā sukhadhyāvasaṁyarūpayā ātmacaitanyasya yadanuraṇjanam sa eva bhogah. anurāgaścātra sukhādhyāvasāyākārabuddhivrṭtinisvāhatayā tatsaṁvittistadanubhava eva na tu pratibimbātmatā. ātmanāḥ pariṇamaitprasaṅgat. taduktām śrīmatsvāyambhuve bhogosya vedanā pumsassukhadhyādilakṣaṇā iti. tatra bhūtānām tāvadbhogasādhanatām pratipādayati.

(5) KŚMĀJALĀGNIMARUTVYOMNĀM GUNAVRṬYAKŚABHŪMITĀH

svamātrāṭpurapuṣṭānām gamayanti tadaṅgatām.

atra prthivyādīnāṃ bhūtānāṃ ye guṇādayas ta eva teṣām bhogaṅgataṁ sādhayanti. tatra guṇā gandhādayah. vṛttayastu dhāraṇādayah. aksabhūmite cendriyādharatvam. etānypayanantarameva darśayiṣyati. tataśca. kṣmādayo guṇairvṛttibhirakśādharataya cātmanāṃ bhogasādhanatām bhajantīyarthāḥ. kīḍṛśām kṣmaṇīmityata āha svamātrāṭpurapuṣṭānāṃ iti. svaiḥ svaiḥ karaṇabhūtaistamasthānair yā āpūraḥ pūraṇaṁ tena puṣṭhānām. akṛtasya karaṇaṁ kṛtasya parivardhanām ca prakṛtikarma yataḥ. etāni ca bhūtāni svakaraṇaistamasthānaiḥ sāha sthūlasukṣmatvenendriyādharāṇī sthitānītyuktāṃ śrīmanmataṅge. tanmātrāṇīha gaṭṭavannahabhūtāni [5] lepavat iti. etatkāryam daśadhaṅkaraṇaṁairaviṣya kāryate ceṣṭām. avibhutvāt karaṇaṁ tu kāryamadhiṣṭhāya ceṣṭānta iti. atasaṁśāṁ sūkṣmadehasthānāṁ bhūtānāmindriyādharatve bāhyaśarīrasthānāṁ ca diha upacaya iti dhātvarthagatyā dehatvena copacayadharmitve sādhāraṇe sati teṣām dhṛtyādayo 'sādhāraṇavṛttaya ityāha.

(6) KARAṆĀDHIKĀRARDEHATVE DHRTISAṅGRAHAPAKTAYAH

vyūho vakaśādanaṁ ca vṛttaye vasudhādisu
tatra dhṛtirdhāraṇaṁ bhūmervṛttiḥ. saṅgraho 'vastambho 'mbhahasā. paktiḥ pāko 'gneḥ. avakāśasyāspadasya dānamākāsasya. atha tadevaśāṁ
sādhāraṇamindriyādhiḥratvāṁ sukṣma-dehaṁ yoneryonantarāṁ cāpi yāti pumbhogasiddhayे

(7-8Aa) ATIVĀHIKADEHASTHĀM KARAṆĀM PRAVĪRMBHITAIH

YONERYONYANTARĀM CĀPI YĀTI PUMBHOGRASIDDHAYE

PUMARTHADĀDRŚṬAVAŚĀT

ativāhātyatmanāṁ karma bhogena nāsayaṛityetivāhikāḥ sukṣma-dehaḥ tatsthameva karaṇamindriyavargaḥ/cēṣṭate. avibhutvena niraśraye cēṣṭānaupatteḥ sukṣma-dehaṁ yoneryoryaṁ evakaraṇargamaḥ


(8Ab-8B) DEHO NAIṆĀVĀHIKĀH

AKŚĀDHARO 'KSAGAMYO 'YAMANIŚĀNĀM PIŚĀCAVAT.

atha bhūtānāṁ guṇānāha.

(9) GANDHĀH KŚITAU RASAḤ ŠODHA MADHURAḤ KSMAKA-BANDHAKAḤ

ŠUKLAṆI ŚUKLAṀ BHĀSVACCA RŪPAṀ KŚITYĀDIṢU TRIṢU.

(10) ASĪTOŚNAU MAḤIĒAVYOḥ PĀKAJĀPAKAJAU PRTHAK

JALEŚṬAḤ ŚIKHINYUṢNASPARSO 'YAṀ ŚAMYAVASTHITAIH.

(11) ŚABĀSTADDRAVYAJANITAIH PRTHAGHĪTACATUSṬAYE

PRATISĀBDAKASAMGHAṬO NABHASEYVODITO BUDDHAIH.

iti. tatra gandhāḥ surabhya-surasūbhirūpaḥ kṣitāveva. rasaḥ. kṣma-jalayoḥ. tatra kṣitau katvāṁ-lalavanamadhu-rakṣāyatiktarūpaḥ. jale tu madhura eva. rūpaṁ ca kṣma-jalāgniṣu. tatra kṣitau śuklarakta-

pītakrṣṇādyanekaśvividham. jale tu śuklameva. agnau bhasvadrūpam. teṣu
sa vāyuṣu sparśasthitah. sa ca mahyām vāyu ca pratyekamaśīto 'nuṣṭoḥ. 
kaḥ punarmahīvāyusparśayoh parasparam bheda 'ta śha--pākajāpākajau 
prthagiti. mahyām sparśāḥ pākajāḥ. vāyau tvāpākajā ityapakaja ityayam-
evanāyorbhedah. asya copalaśaṅvatvādrūpādayo 'pi mahīgūṇaḥ pākajā eva. 
jale punah svābhāvikaḥ sparśāḥ śīta eva. agnāvusṇa eva. śabdaśca 
bhūmyādiṣu caturṣu taistaiḥ pārthivādibhirdravyaiḥ parasparamāhatya 
jātaḥ. nabhasi tu pratiśruckhabdātmakaḥ. nanu vaiśeśikādibhirāśrayād-
anyatropalabdherākāśaṅkumāraḥ śabdo 'ṣaye. tadayuktam pratyakṣāgama-
bādhitatvena hetoh kālātyayāpadiṣṭatvāt. yataḥ śabdāśraya eva bheryādau 
śabdaḥ śruyate. kiṃ ca pṛthivyām tāvatkaṭakaṭādikāḥ śabdo dpṛṣyate. 
jalecchalacchalaśi. agnau dhamadhamādiḥ. nabhasi ca pratiśabdātmaka 
iti. etaccākāśaṅkumāratvam śabdasya vistareṇāmābhī mergendravṛtti-
dīpikāyām pratiksiṣptam. uktam ca śrīmanmergendre iti pañcasu śabdo 'yaṃ 
sparśo bhūtacatuṣṭaye. aśītoṣṇo mahīvavṛṣō śītoṣṇau vāricejasaḥ. 
ibhāṣaḥ javale śuklaṃ kṣitau śuklādyanekadhā. rūpaṃ triṣu raso 
'mbhaḥsu madhuraḥ śāṅvidhāḥ kṣitau. gandhāḥ kṣitavasurabhiḥ  [8] 
surabhiśca mato budhaiḥ. iti. atha uktārthopasaṃharaḥ. 
(12A-12Ba) ITTHAM YATHOKTAGANDHĀDĪVRĀTPOSE DHRĀDAYAḥ 
ABHIPRASIDDHĀ LOKASYA 
gandhādyāśrayayatatayā pṛthivyādayo 'rtha lokasiddhā ityarthaḥ. 
esām ca bhūtānasmadadibahyendriyariparicchedayugunatvadghatadivatkaryatva-
siddhastat kāraṇatayā pañca tanmātrāḥ siddhā ityāhaḥ. 
(12Bb) MATRASTAIRANUMĀNATAH. 
atha guṇagrahaṇādeva tadavyatirekitvādguṇino 'pi grahaṇām 
siddhatīti darśayitum proktānām tāvadbhūtānām guṇebhyo 'ṛthak bhāvaṃ 
sādhayitumāha.
(13) CITRASVABHĀVAKĀḤ PROKTĀ GUNABHINĀ DHRARĀDAYĀH
KRAMAVĀNGYA YATHĀ CITRAM PATE RŪPAM TU VEŚITE.
uktāḥ prthivyādayāh. arthāt gandhādigunānaiḥ parasparam bhinnāḥ
sthalopalaparvatasaritsamudrādyākārabhedena vicirasvabhāvāśca drśyante.
tato 'mī veśītitaṇapātagatacitrarūpavatkramavyānāyā eva. na hi prthivyādīnām
paridṛṣṭyamāṇāvāntarākārabhedabhinmām sannikṛṣṭam svarūpām tad-
anugunām ca viprakṛṣṭam svarūpām sarvām
[yugapadgrahitum śakyam. api tu indriyairumānānena ca kramena vyajyate.
kimata ityata āha.
(14) VIŚEŚANAVIŚEŚYATVAVYAPADEṢASYA DHĪBHIDĀM
KRAMAVĀNGYATVATO HETORGOCARATVAM VRAJANTYAMAḥ
amī dharādayo 'rthaḥ kramavyānayatvāddhetosurabhiriyām
prthivyādīnām viśeśanavisēṣyarūpānām dhībhidām jñānabhedānām tad-
bhāvavapadesasya ca visayatām prāṇavantāt vistha atra ca.
(15-16A) NĀGRHĪTAISTU GANDHĀDYAIRJĀṬU CIJJĀYATE MATIH
DHARITYĀM HI JALĀDINAMĀGRAHE 'PI PRAJAYATE.
GANDHĀDIBHYASTATO 'NANYA JALĀDIBHYĀH PRTHAK CABHUH
hi yasmātāraṇādvīśeśanarūpairgandhādibhirgūnairagrhītatair-
vīśeṣyāyām dharmirūpayām dharityām kadācibuddhirnotpadyate.
dravyāntaresu tu jalādivagrhītesvapayutpadyata eva. tasmādgandhādibhyo
bhūmirananyā. jalādibhyo 'nyaiveti. evam bhūtaṁtareṣvapi jñeyamityāha.
(16B) JALĀDIŚVEVAMEVĀYĀM YOJYO HETURMANIŚIBHIH.
nanu japākusumasannidhānē raktabhāvām bhajan spāṭikamaṇīḥ
[10] šauktilyagunagrahāṇādṛte 'pi grhyate. tasmādgunagrahāṇasya gūnagrahaṇa-
pūrvakatvamasiddhamata āha.
(17) SAMSTHĀNĀM CĀPI VARNAṀ CA RŪPAM DVĪDHAMIŚYATE
TASMĀDASIDDHĀTĀ NĀSTI HETORUPAHITE MAṆAU.

Iha hi dravyāṇām varṇavatsāmsthāṇātmaṇamapi rūpām guṇa evaṣyate
tasmājjaṇapakṣaṃsuṣṭhayāpi sphoṭikṣya grahaṇṇam saukṣyagunaḥgrahaṇaṁ-
bhāvepi vṛttacaturāśrādisamsthāṇagrahaṇapurvasmrameva bhavatiḥi dravya-
grahaṇṇasya guṇaḥgrahaṇapurvaṇavatvaṃ siddhaṃeva. āto 'ṣya hetorāṇisiddhatetī.
itthām bhūtānām bhogāṅgatvaṃ prasādhya adhunā 'mātrāstaṁraṇumāṇātā īti
prāguktām tanmātṛaṇaḥ vīṣeṣayitum bhūtānām tāvatakāryatvanmanirdesaṇa
darsayāti.

(18) GUṆĀṆĀM KĀRYATĀSIDDHAU YO HETURABHIDHIYATE
KSĪTYĀDIKAŚAṬANTĀNĀM YOJYĀH KARANASIDDHAYE

Gunāṇāmacaitaṇye satyanekatvādghatādviśvatkāraṇaṇapurvaṇavatvaṃ iti
vakṣyati. tatastenaiva hetunā prthivyādīnāmapi kāryatvasiddhiḥ. tathā
hi paridṛṣyāmānābhogāvaicīrtyānathyāṇaṇupapatya prthivyādīkakalāṇa-
trimśāttattvatmakaḥ pratyātmāniyatamsūksmaḥdeo 'ṣṭītyuktam. āgaṃśu
ca śruṣyate. tatastēṣām prthivyādīnām pratipuruṣānyatatevaṃaṇacaitaṇye
satyanekatvātkaśaṭapravatvaṃ siddhatīti. [11]
tatra tāvadbhūtakāraṇatvena tanmātra 'siddheḥ tattadguṇabhedādeva
prthivyādīnām kraṃsādhihirityāha.

(19) SABDĀDYEKOTTARĀDHIKYAMĀTRĀSTADAVIṢEṢATAH
YONAYO GAGANĀDINĀM KRAMAMICCHANTI DHARMAṆĀM.

Ayamatra tātparīrthāḥ. anabhivyaktaviṣeṣaṃsaḍāṃṭrasvaruṇām
saḍaṭamātraśaṃkāśasyopādānaṃ. evam tadadhovartī saḍāsparśaṃ traśa-
ṛṇāṃ spāṛṣṭanmātraṃ vāyō. saḍāsparśaṛūparasatmakāṁ rasataṃ traṃ
jalaṃya. saḍādīgandhāntapācaguṇaṇaṇuṇāṃ gandhaṭanmātraṃ bhumeḥ iti.
akṣārārthastu gaganaṇdivacchabādyekekottaram guṇādhiyāṃ yāsām tān
sabdaṃdyekekottarādhikyāḥ. tadaṃviṣeṣato guṇaṃviṣeṣat anabhivyaktaviṣeṣa-
sabdādīmatrasvarūpattēsāṃ gaganādīnāṃ kramāt yonayah upādānabhūtāḥ
sabdādanmātrāḥ. teṣāmeva visiṣṭagunayogiḥ dharmināmakāsādīnāṃ
bhūtānāṃ srṣṭikramamicchanti. guṇādhikhyakramenaḥdodhobhāvāṁ bhajantyāḥ
kāryaṇāmapadho 'dhobhāvāṁ kuvantīyarthāḥ. katham punarāsām
bhogāṅgatvamata aha.

(20) SVAKĀRYOTPATTITATSRŚTIKARTTĀ SARVAYONISU
MĀṬRAYĀSU PUMARTHASYA SĀDHANATVAM VINISCITAM
akṛtasyā karaṇām kṛtasyā parivardhanām ca yatassarvopādānām tatāstamātrānām
māyādānām ca kāryayonīnāṃ bhogāsādhanatvatvopādakatvāttadāpūrakataya
ca bhogāṅgatvām siddham. atha indriyāṇāmapi bhogāṅgatvām darsāyitum
prathamam karmendriyasiddhamāha.

(21) ĀNANDAGAMANOTSARGAVACANADANAKARMANAM
UPASTHAPĀDĀPĀVASYA PĀṆINĀMĀṆI VAI PRTHAK
utsargo malavirekaḥ. ānandādikriyāhetutvenopasthādīnikarmendriyāṇi
siddhānītyarthāḥ. kimetānyupasthādīni sthānānyevendriyāṇi netyāha.

(22) BHĀVĀBHĀVAU TU YATTANTRAU PRATYEKAM KARMAṆĀM SMṚṬAU
STHĀNEṢU SATSU TANIḥA PĀṆCA KARMEṆDIYĀṆI TU
īha hi keśāṁcitpādādīsthānayogināmapi tattadindriyāsaktihīnānām
gamanādikriyā na drṣyate. tasmāttesu sthāneṣu satsvapi tāsām kriyānām
yadadhīnau bhāvābhavau tāstastrsthāḥ saktaya eva prthak paṇcendriyāṇi
jñeyāni. ata eva karmendriyāṇi yenecchanti naiyāyikādayaste prati-
kiṣptāḥ. nanvevām cedhṛulatokśepādīnāmapi kriyātvaḍanantata [13]
karmendriyāṇāṁ prasajyate. ata āha.

(23) ĀNANDĀDIBHIRETAISTU KARMABHIH PARIBHĀṢITAIH
KARMEṆDIYĀṆIYATO NAISĀMANANTYĀM KARMAṆĀM VASĀT
bhavedayaṁ doṣo yadyasmābhīḥ śārīraikadesāvṛttīṁ tānīṣyaste.
tvagindriyavattēṣāṁ sarvaśārīravyāpakatveneṣṭāddhastasyaivāyam bhrū-
kubeṇḍādīvayāpāraḥ. pāyvaḍeriva jīṛṇavirecanādyaatmakā iti bhrūkṣepādīṁ-
apyaṅnandādīśveṇantarbhāvānā tadbhṛhadatrendriyānanyasiṣaddhiḥ. kiṅ-
caitaireva ānandādībhiḥ praguktaḥ pradhānabhūtaīḥ karmabhiḥ paṁcaiva
karmendriyāṇi sidhyantīti nāṇantātā karmendriyāṇāṁ tattatsaṁjñānāṁ tuṣāṁ
tatra tatra viśeṣādhiṣṭānādītyavirodhaḥ idānām buddhiIndriyasiddhamāḥā.

(24) ŚABDĀDIGRAHAṆE PUṆSAH KARTURNĀ KARANĀ KṚTIH
NA CAIKARKARANĀ YASMĀDAPEKṢĀ NA NIVARTATE
śabdādigrahasyāpi kriyātvācchhidikriyāyavatkarāṇaṁ vinā notpattir-
yuktaḥ. na ca taḥ paṁcāpi kriyāḥ śtrotrāderekāsmaēdeva karaṇādutpadyante
yasmātkarāṇāntārpekṣā na nivartate [14]
śabdāgraṇaṅkaṇāṇaḥbhūte śrote satyāpi sparsādigrahaṇe tvagādi
karaṇāntārpekṣītā drṣışyata iti bhavaḥ. kāṇī tānī karaṇāṇityata āha.
(25A) KARANĀṆI STRUTIS TVAKCA CAKSURJIHĀ CA NĀSIKĀ

tatasca śabdādigrahaṇānyathānupapattyā tānyanumīyante ityabhi-
prāyenaḥ.

(25B) ŚABDĀDYALOCANANĀM TEṢĀM VṚṬTIH ŚABDĀDISANNIDHĀU
sannibheti pāṭha śabdādibāhyākārasadṛṣāṁantarākāramadhyavasāyinyā
buddhyā saha mano 'dhiṣṭhitāṃIndriyāṇi vidyā yā viṣayatvenopa-
sthāpayantyarthāḥ. tam cendriyopasthāpitam buddhyādhyavasitamākāram
āmtaraṅgēna vidyākhyena karaṇena purṣo gṛhṇatiti vakṣyāmaḥ. uktam
caṇyatra. buddhyadhyavasitamartham puruṣaścetayate itl. na caitāṇī
karaṇāśaṅkyādīsthānānyevendriyāṇī. api tu tatstēḥ sāktaya eva yataḥ
sthānavatāmapi karmavāsāttacchaktivaikalyāṇā saṁbādiśānānuputpadyata
ityāha.

(26) ETĀṆI STEṆAMĀTRĀṆI BUDHYAKṢĀNĪTĪ MA KṚTHĀH
STHÄNEŠU SATUS VAIKALYÄNNA SAMVIJÑÄYATE YATAH
athäntäkarañhasiddhirucyate. [15]

(27) ICCHÄSÄMRÄMBHÄDÄHÄKYÄ NOKTAIhä SİDHÄYÄTI SADHÄNAIhä
TATSIĐHÄU KARAÑÄNYANTÄRMÄNO 'HÄMT KÄRÄBUDDHAYÄHÄ

iha hi präthivyädänäm tatvänäm svakäryaireva siddheḥ kāryāntara-
hetutm pramäñäbhävät anekatativaparikalpanäbhävaprasangäcoca yänicchädi-
siddhau sädhanāni tāni manohänkārābuddhyäkhyänyäntaraṇi karañänity-
antäkarañhasiddhiḥ. tateccchäśabdenaikagratareraparaparyäyo 'vadhänätmakaḥ
sämkalpo viväsätaḥ sa manaso vṛttih. sämrambhäca pra yatnohänkārasya
bodhaścādyavasäsäyo buddhiriti. etacca prapañcayiṣyate. eśām ca antaḥ-
karañabahiḥkarañänäm parasparopakäreṇa puruṣärthasädhanatvamähā.

(28) ANTARMUKHÄI BÄHYÄI SAMBHÜYECCHDÄISÄDHANAM
ŚIBIKODVÄHINARAVADEKÄPÄYENA TÄSTATAH

(29) ANTARMUKHÄGATÄNÄM CA CITERARTHÄM PRAKURVATÄM
BÄHYÄRTHÄM BUDDHIBHISSÄRDHÄM NA SYURICCHÄDIKÄHKRIYÄH

yato 'ntarmukhāni bāhyāni ca karañāni śibikodvāhinaravatsam-
bhūyeccchādinām kriyāṇām sādhanam bhavanti. bāhyārthālocana-
pürvānaemeva 'dhyavasaśādīnänm darśanat avadhānādīna vinā bāhyārtha-
grahaṇa 'saṃbhavācca. tatas'citerätmano 'rthām bhogā khyām prayojanām
śādhatāmañantarmukhāgatānāmantaḥkarañānām ca śabdādibahiḥkarañānām vā
anyatarasyāpi vargasyāpāyena tiṣṭhatām satām tā icchādīkāh kriyāḥ
śabdādibāhyārthabuddhayā vā puruṣārthasādhanatayā notpadyante. yathaś
śibikodvāhinormadhyādekāsāpāye tadudvahanakriyāḥ na drṣṭyate. atra
parābhiprāyamāhā.

(30A) ANYENTÄKARANÄM PRAÑÄMICCHANTI VYAKTACETANÄM
anye lokāyataikadesāḥ praṇayanādivṛttibhirjīvanādihetubhūtām
bhūtaparināmavīśesādabhivyaktacetanām prāṇākhyaṃantaram vāyum evāntaḥ-
karaṇamāhuh. asya duṣaṇāmaḥ ā.

(30b) PRATNAIRNA VINA SO 'STI TATSIDHAU KARANAM TU KIM
prāṇātmanastāvadvāyōḥ kādācitkatvena prayatnapūrvikā pravṛttir-
dṛśyate. yadāhuh prerāṇākarṣena vāyōḥ prayatnena vinā kutah iti. tataḥ
samrambhātmakaprayatnasiddhau kenāpi karanena bhāvyamityantaḥkaraṇa-
siddhiḥ. vakṣyati ca samrambho 'hamkrtervrṭtiḥ iti. kimca caitanyotpattir-
apyasya vāyorbhavatābhuyapagateti tasyaḥ karaṇāntaram vācyamityāḥ ā.

(31) CAITANYODGĀRABHĀRO 'YAMASYANTAHKARANAM VADA
vyaktam na casya Caitanyām vāyutvādbāhyavāyuvat
na jaḍasya caitanyābhivyaktiryuktā sarvasya caitanyābhivyakti-
prasāngādityasya na caitanyām vāyutvādbāhyavāyu vaditi. itthām
prāṇāntaḥkaraṇapaksāṃ nirasya prāguktādantaḥkaraṇatrayānmanāh-
sādhanāyāḥ ā.

(32) ICCHĀHEΤVĀŚU SANDARĪ BĀHIRDEVPRAVARTAKAM
MANO YASYASHUBHĀVĀCCA KARTURNA YUGAPANMATIḤ
devaṇādhyotanādevaśabdenendriyaṇyucyante. mātisābdena ca tattad-
arthaviśayam jñānam tataścāyamarthah. iha hi ātmano indriyārtha-
sannikarṣe satyapi sarvāṇīndriyaṇi yugapanna pravartante. kiṃcīdeva
na ca tatsarvadā pravartate tataśtatpravṛttau yatkaraṇam tadacchāyāḥ
samkalpaḥmano 'vadhanasya hetubhūtam bāhyendriyapraṃvartakam ca mano
buddhavāyam. ata eva ca tadaṇtareṇa antaḥkaraṇādhiṣṭhāṇenā sukhaḍi-
samkalpaṇa ca bāhyendriyādhiṣṭhāṇenā ca dvidhā 'dhikārītyuktam. śrī-
manmathanīg - dvidhā 'dhikāri taccittam bhokturbhogopadākam. bahiḥ-
karaṇābhāvena svocitena yataḥ sada. indriyāṇāṃ tu sāmarthyāṃ sam-
kalpenātmavartinaḥ [12]
karotyanta-hsthitam bhuyastato 'ntahkaraṇam manah. iti. śrīmanmṛgendre 'pi. devapra-vartakam śīghnacāri saṃkalpadharma ca manah. iti. nanu svāduśurabhyabhijātamarmarasabdavadhabhirūpādirghataraśakalyāśvādane yugapatpañcājāṅanoptattirdṛṣyate. tanna. yatastattrāpyutpalapatrasāta-vyaktibhedavadalaksyasukṣmakramāṇyena pañca jñānānyutpadyante. ata eva etadāsu saṃcārītyuktam. evamahaṅkāramapi sañhayati.

(33A-33Bb) PAṄCĀKARMAKṛTO VĀYORJĪVANĀYA PRAVARTAKAH

SAMRAMBHO 'HANKRTERVRṬTIH

jīvanāya śāriradhāraṇārtham prañāyanāpanayanādipāṅcakarmakṛt-tattadvṛttibhedena prañāpānādisamjñābhājo vayoḥ pravartakāh sam-rambhātmako yaḥ prayatnaḥ so 'hāṅkaravṛttitirvahāṅkārasiddhiḥ. yad-uktam śrīmanmṛgendre - atha vyaktāntarādbuddhergarvo 'bhūtkaraṇam citāh. samrambhadyasya ceṣṭante śāriṛaḥ pañca vāyava. iti. tatra prañayanaṁ sukṣmadehysordhvādhonayanāṁ prañasya vyāpāraḥ. apanayanamadhaḥ- prāpaṇam malāderapānasya. annādeh rasarūpasya sarva-gātreṣu sāmyena nayanam samānasya. vinamanamangānāṁ vyānasya. unnayanamāntarasya dhvanervartināprāṇamudānasya. [19]
pāṅcakarmakṛta iti ca prādhanāyaduktam. udgārādikartṛtvana cāsy aṁvō śravaṇāt. yaduktaṁ śrīmatkālottare - udgāre nāga ityuktaḥ kūrma unmiḻane sthitāḥ. kṛkarastu kṣate caiva devadatto vijrmbhane. dhanaṁ jayasthito 'pyeṣa [sthitaḥ pose iti pāthabhedāḥ] mṛtasya-īpi na muṇcati. kim ca buddhikāryādayam ghaṭa ityādigṛhyādhyāyasāyurupātpratyartham bhinnarūpātpratyaya-datyantabhedena bhāsāmaṇāḥ sarvārthagrahanāpyekarūpo 'hamiti grahasādhyāyasāyurupaḥ pratyayo 'hamkārasayaiva vṛttitirvāha.

(33Bb) ANYO 'RTHAPRATYAYO PARAH

ahamkāravṛtttyātmakapratyayo 'rthapratyayādanya ityarthāḥ. nanu
सादग्रहाणादयाः स्रोत्रादिनामसाध्वाणावृत्ततायाः साम्रांभस्तु तेसाः-
evendriyानाम साध्वाणावृत्तिरिति किमन्येनाहान्कारेना कल्पितेना. अति अहा।

(34) "NA DEVAGRĀMASĀMANYAVRṬTIH SAMRUMBHA ISYATE
YATO 'NYATAMAVAİKALYE JĀYATE SATYAHAMKRṬIΗH

साध्वाणाकार्यकर्त्रनामकापाये तत्क्रियानुपट्टरुक्तत्वात्तद्वावृकाल्ये-
'पि जयमानो 'याम साम्रांभो 'हम्प्रत्ययायो वाहान्कारसयावा कार्या 

[20] ityarthह. अत्रां त्रसांगत बुध्दिन्द्रियाकर्मदर्शितान्त्रर्त्रवर्गानाम
मानाशाहितानामहान्कारादेवोपपात्तिरिति दर्शयतुमाहाः।

(35) "ANYE CĀHAKRṬIŚKANDHĀSTRIVARGAJANAKĀSTRAYOH
TAIJASĀDIKANĀMĀNAH KRAMASĀH SĀTVIKA.DAOYAH

सत्त्वराजसतमोहुलाः सत्त्विकाराजसतमासावत्रयायो 'हान्कारमकन्दहाः
क्रमात्ताजसावाकरिकभुतादिकासामज्ञांभाजो भहवांति। सत्त्विकादित्वाम

cायाम सत्त्वादिगुणाधृत्ताहुलाः। नामिध्राम परिणामाती तिल नयेयाः
गुणादत्रासांसारसाग्रो 'पयेः मिद्याः याताः। तत्र कुताः यक्षावृत्
पटितत्त्रा अहा।

(36) "SA MANOBUDDHIDEVĀNĀM GUŅO YASMĀTPRĀKAŚAKĀH
TASMĀTSAŚTVIKAŚJJĀTASSVĀNŪRŪṆPĀDĀHĀMKRTAΗH

atra naiyāyikamatamanुद्या दूसयाती।

(37) "ANYE TU BUDDHIDEVĀNĀM BHĀUTIKATVAM PRAPEDIRE
VIṢAYĀNĀM TU NIYAMĀDASIDDHADEVAA HETUTAΗH

evaम हि ते मन्यान्ते। सादाखाराहकाम स्तत्तम स्पृशाकारङ्गाहिका

tvagityādiniyātvaिषयात्वादिन्द्रियानाम तानि सादाद्याहारकाशादि-
bhūतायायी। 'हान्कारिकत्वे तु तेसामेकारारानत्वादेकारुपताः सयत ना

[21] tu pratyekाम विषयायिम्यमसाद्धिरिति।

tadidam tairasiddhādeva hetoh kalpyate। तेसाम विषयायिम्यम याम प्रक्र्तिनियामसाद्हकायाः 'सिद्धेः। नियताविषयते हि इन्द्रियायिनिम्तानि स्वा-
svakāraṇānyeva bhūtāni guṇasahitāni grhnīrān. yāvatā dravyāntarāṇi tu
tadgunaśca cakṣurādīna grhyate. tathāhi.

(38) CATURDRAVYAGAṬAŅUSPARŚAŚCATAURO MARUTĀ TVACĀ
DRAVYĀNIYATAM [DRAVYĀNI NIYATAMITI PĀṬHABHEDAḤ] CAIVA
GRHNĀṬI MARUTĀ SAMAM
tvagīndriyām tāvat vāyavyatvenā 'bhyupagatam vāyusahitāni

(39) TRĪNI DRAVYĀNI CAKṢUSĆA TEṢU RUPĀṆI CAIVA HI
ATO NA NIYAMOKSĀṆAM VIṢAYĀṆĀM CA KALPYATE
dūṣaṇāṇāntaramāṇā.

(40) BHAUTIKATVĀCCA NIYAME KARMASĀMĀṆAYAYO ŚPUṬAM
DEVĒBHYO BUDDHAYO NA SYUḤ SAMAVAYE CA DEHINĀM
bhaūtikatvasādhanāyāksāṇām viṣayaniyame 'bhyupagamyamāne bhūtebhyo
guṇebhyasca vyatirekena bhavadbhirabhyupagatānāṁ karmasāmāṇyasamavāyāṇām padārthānāṁ buddhayastebhyo jāyāmāṇā na bhaveyuh

(41) NA CĀPYAHĀM KRTO JANMA NIYAME KĀRANĀM MAMA
PUMARTHADĀṬR YATKARMA KĀRANĀM TAT BHAVERITAM
nāṃśāmbhirahāṅkārajantram eva viṣayaniyame kāraṇamiyate. kintu
śivādhishthitam karma cetyarthah. kāyarándhṛaviśeṣe nambohbhe sa
śabdāvadyotake 'bhyupagamyamāne nāśārandhṛādīnāmapi śravaṇendriyatva- 
prasāṅgatayā śravaṇākāśasyaiva śabdāgrāhakatvaniyame karmāvā
'dṛṣṭākhyām niyāmakām bhaūtikendriyavādināpi iṣyata ityāha.

(42) NĀṆĀŚRUTIBHAYĀTKLṆPTE SVE PAREŅĀṆI KĀRANĀM
ŚABDABHOGASYA NIYAME TATPRADĂM KARMA BHĀŚITAM

sve kāyākāśe śabdagrahāhake kalpyamāne nānāsrutitvaprasāṅgabhayaḥ-
chravanākāśasyaiva śabdagrahaṇaniyame puruṣārthapradām karmaiva kāraṇam
bhavatāpīṣyata ityanvayah. ittham karmendriyāṇāṃ āhankārikatvamāha. [23]

(43) RĀJASAḌVAIKRṬĀDVARGAḤ KARMAKŚAṆĀM TU KARMAKRT
JĀTĀH KĀRYASYA YENEHA KĀRAṆĀNUVIDHĀYITĀ

rajasāḥ pravṛttiḥetutvādrajāsāḍvaikārikākhyādhāṅkāraskandhat-kriyāhetuḥ karmendriyavargavo jātaḥ yasmāt kāraṇānuvidhāyitvamā kārye
dṛśyate. ata eva satvasya prakāśatvātprakāśasya buddhīndriyavargasya
sātvikādutpattiruktā. anyathā bhinnasvabhāvavayoranayorvargayoreksmaṁ-
evotpattyabhupagame kāraṇāniyamalakṣaṇo 'navasthādoṣah prasajyate
ityāha.

(44) VINIVĀRAYITUM ŚAKYĀ NĀVYAVASTHĀ VIKĀRAJĀ
SĀTVIKĀTSAMBHAVE KLĀPETE SĀTVARĀJASAVARYAOḤ

(45) MĀTRĀŚAṅGHO 'PYĀHĀṆKĀRĀḌVARGĀDVAYAVILAKŚAṆAH
PRAKĀŚYASTASASTASMAJJĀTO 'BHŪṬĀDISAMŪNAKĀＴ

idānīṃ buddheradhyavasayādihetutvamāha.

(46) PRAKĀŚO VIṢAYAKĀRO DEVADVĀRO NA VĀ KVACIT
PUṂBODHAYAKTIHŪMITVĀDBODHŌ VRṬTIRMATERMATĀ

indriyadvāro 'yam ghaṭa ityāḍibāhyavīṣayādhyavasyāyarupaprakāśas-
tadanapekṣaścāntarasmṛtipratibhāḍiprakāśo vā śabdādvakṣyamāno bhāva-
pratyayalakṣaṇasā ca prakāśaḥ puruṣabodhasya vyaktisthāṇatvādbodhākhyo
materbuddhenvṛttirjñeyā. tato 'dhyavasyāsmṛtyādiliṅga buddhīḥ
siddhyatīti. taduktam śrīmanmṛgendre iti buddhiprakāśo 'yam bhāva-
pratyayalakṣaṇaḥ. bodha ityucyate bodhavyaktibhūmitayā paśoḥ. iti.
eva ca buddhibodhasthārudha ityāha.

(47Aa) KLRPTIRMATIHM SMṬTISCETI

tatra kṛptih kalpanām pratibhetyarthāḥ matisa mananām jñānam-
adhyaavāśāya iti yāvat. itthamicchādikāryabhedeśadantaḥkaraṇabhedaḥ siddha
ityupasamharati.

(47Ab-47B) JĀTĀ BHĪNĀRTHAVALĀCAKĀH

ICCHĀŚAMRAMBHAŚAHDKHYĀSTENANTĀHKAÑĀRANĀM TRIDHĀ

smṛtyādīnāmavāntarabhide 'pi bodhakatvenaikārthatvat buddhi-
vṛttitvam icchādayastu vṛttayo bhinnārthatvādbhinnakārana iti bhāvah.
nanu pṛthivyādīnām visayatvena bhogyatvāvidrīyāṅām ca tadgraḥaṇa-
hetutvādastu bhogasādhanātā. buddhēstu indriyārtha-

apip tu ātmagnātaive nhāyikādayāh. ātā āhā.

(48) TULYE GUṆĀNVITATVE TU SAMVEDYAĪM KIṆCIDIṢYATE

BUDDHISĀṆIHYASAṆVEDYĀ DHANYĀ TĀṆIKATAṬ TAVA

ayamabhīprāyāḥ dvividho 'tra bodho 'dhyāvasāyātmakō 'nadhyāvasāyāt-
makaśca. tatra yo 'dhyāvasāyātmakaḥ sa sarvadā grāhakarūpēnaiva bhās
bhāṣaṁatvādātmanāḥ svabhāvā eva. astu anadhyāvasāyāyarūpāḥ sa ut-
pattiyapavatarāyogāyatvena bhāṣaṁatvānna pūṃsāḥ svabhāvāḥ. nītyāṇitya-
svabhāvatvāyōgāt. tattsvabhāvatve cāṇityatvaprasangat. na ca nityonu-
bhūyate. tato na pūṃsāḥ svabhāvā iti yasya saḥ svabhāvāḥ sa buddhirbha-
bhāvaṁadhyāvavaseyatotpādiḥ dharmaṁjñānamādātāgūṇā buddhiṁiti. tataś-
ca viśayādhyāvasāyāyarūpāvadbhāvaprathyātmanā satvādīguṇatrayāṃvīśīṣe
svarūpāna bhogyatvācca buddherapi samvedyaśātu. na tvātmaṇaṁtvam.
taduktaṁ tatvasāṃgāhre buddhirviśayākārasukhādārūpiśa samāśato bhogyam
iti. prayogaścātra bhavati buddhirapi samvedyaśātu satvādīguṇānvaśāt-
prthivyādivaditā. karaṇatvām ca indriyavadyastavyahetuvatsiddhamiṣṭaṃ. nanu dharmādinām bhāvaṇāmapi asmābhīratmaṇaṃ eva yatra yatra tāni samśāram kurvanti. sa buddhiḥ evam jñānaṃ samśāraṃ 'pi vācyam. tadbalādeva svapnasṛti pratibhādavyasatyaparyarte ulleko dṛṣṭyatā. yataḥ ataśca.

(49) ANTABHĀŚCA KARAṆĀM SĀKSĀT BHOGASYA SĀDHANAM BHOGYAM VĪṆĀ NA BHOGO 'STĪ TYATO BHOGASYA SĀDHANAM āntaro bāhyaśca karaṇagrāmo bhogasya sukhaduḥkhaḍisamvedanātmānāḥ sāksātkaraṇāṁ. yaduktam śrīmatsvāyambhūvā bhogo 'syā vedanā pūmsāḥ sukhaduḥkhāśilakṣaṇā iti. sa ca bhogāḥ sṛkṣaṇadandaḥ bhogāyaṃ vinā na syāditi tadgraḥanapūrvavakasya sukhādyadhivyavasyayāpi saḥdhanamavyeṣate. etadeva dṛṣṭāntena prakāṣyate.

(50) SANIKĀNVIJAYAYEHA PRAYUNKTE NRPAṬIYATHĀ PRYUNKTE MAHAḌADĪNĪ BODHĀDYARTHAMAṆUSTATHĀ

(51) SANIKASTHE JAYE RĀJṆĀḤ KARṬṛTVM TU YATHĀ TATHĀ BUDDHYĀDISAMŚTHE BODHAṆAU PŪMSĀḤ KARṬṛTvAMĪṢYATE

(52) SVĀṬMĀRTHĀM SAINIKĀṆĀM TU VIJAYO NETI TE YATHĀ SĀDHANĀM VIJAYASYĒSTASTATHĀIVA MAHAḌĀDAYĀH

(53) TEṢĀM骋 HI BODHĀDYO MVĀRTHĀM NETI VINIŚCITAM karaṇanāmacetanatvāttadavṛttināṁ na svārtham. api cetanapuruṣārthataiṣveta bhāvāḥ.

(53B) TATO BODHĀDIVRṬTINĀM SĀDHANĀM MAHĀḌĀDAYĀH adhunaḥ bhogāyaṃ vibhajati.
(54) MOHADÚHKHASUKHĀKĀRO RŪPAKHYASTADBHAVO DVIDHĀ
BAUDHO BODHAHPARĀM BHOGYĀM MĀYĀDI CA TADARTHATAH
udbhūtagunatvena mohādihetutvān-mohādyākāro rūpasamjño dharmādi-
bhāvavargaḥ tadupādānāḥ siddhyādipratyayavargaśca dvidvidho yaṁ bauddho
bodhāḥ pumṣāḥ paramavyavahitaṁ bhogyāṁ māyādikāṁ bhuvanaṇīdivastu tad-
ānvayatastadarthatvādbhogādhi karanaṭvatparamparayaḥ bhogyamiti. ko 'sau
rūpākhyā ityata āha.
(55) ADHARMĀDITRAYĀM RĀGO DHARMĀDI CA CATUṢṬAYAM
TAMORAJĀH SATVAMAYĀM RŪPAṁ TATKARMAJĀM MATAU
adharmājnānānaṁ śhvayāryāyaṁ rūpaṁ tāmasāṁ rāgastvavairāgyākhyāṁ
rājasāṁ dharmaṁ jnānānavairāgyāśvayāryākhyāṁ sātvikamityevamaṣṭavidham rūpāṁ
buddhāu guṇatvena sthitām karmāscopādānājjātām. tattvabhuvanaśāriḍādi
ruḥ karmāṇaśivah sahaṇariṇā maṁkhyādupādānāt sāksātparamparāyā cotpannam-
ityuktām śrīmaṇaśvayambhūvādau. ete ca.
(56) ATYANTOCCHEDATO MUKTAVABHIVYAKTEŚCA SARVATAH
PAṬĀDIBODHAVAITATYĀDĀTMANO NA GUṆAGUṆḥ
yato dharmādīnāṁ mokṣetyantocchedāḥ parairapiṣyate yataścātma-
svabhāvasya jnānakriyātmano nityasya vyākpakasya muktau sarvato vy
vyāpaketvenābhivyaktiḥ śrūyate yasmācca paṭādi jnānānāmadhyavasāya-
rūpaṇāmavitattayām avyāpakatvam drṣṭyate. tasmādanyāva avyāpakāś-
ca dharmādayo nityasya vyāpakasyātmano guṇā bhavitum nārhaṁ. tat-
samavāye tasya pariṇāmitvādidosāprasaṅgāt. ete ca dharmādayaḥ
sāṃsiddhikavainayikapraṇāṭakhyāṃ hataścātmano utpadyante. yaduktaṁ
śrīmanmṛgendre sāṃsiddhikā vainayikā prakṛtāścā bhavanyoḥ. viśiṣṭa-
dharmasamkārasamuddipita cetasāṁ. guṇāḥ sāṃsiddhikā bāti dehāpāye
'pi pūrvavat. lokadhīguruṣāstrebhyo bāti vainayiko guṇāḥ. [29]
sa mārjito vainayiko manovāktanucestaya. prākrto dehasamyoγe vyaktaḥ svapnādibodhavat. iti. atascaivaṃ trividhebhyo dharmādibhyah phalabhedānāha.

(57) ESĀMADHOGATIRBandho VIGHATAV SAMSRTIḥ KRAMĀT
SVARGO MUKTIḥ PRAKRITIBHAIVO 'VIGHĀTABCA PHALĀNI. CA

(58) BHAVASṬHĀNĀPARĀDHO 'THA VIGHNO BHOGAṆATIKRAMĀH
VASYORDHVASTHITISADDRŚTIBHṛTVAṃ BHOGAṆSPRḤĀ PHALAM

(59) SVACINTITEŚU VĀ VIGHNO RūPE SAMSIDDHIKE PHALAM
VINAYAPRAKRTE RūPE PŪRVOKTAPHALASAṀGRAHAH

(60) VYAKTĀVYAKTASAMBUDDHIHSIDDHIH SAMPRATI SIDDHYATI
RĀGAMĀṬRANULIPTĀNGADDHARMĀDI SAMUDĀYATAH

iha hi buddhau vāsanāṭvena sthitā dharmādayoṣṭau bhāvā ucyante yadāhuḥ bhāvayanti yato liṅgam tena bhāvāḥ prakṛtitaḥ iti ta eva prakāraśvaṭsthāṃ prāptāḥ sthūlena rūpeṇa bhogyadāśāmāpanaḥ sāṃśāriṇāṃ prayāyanaṭpratyayāḥ kathyante. taduktam prayāyayanti kṣetrajñāṃ prayayāṣtena kṛtitaḥ. iti. atasca vairāgyena rājasena īśadvyuktāt satvikādhydrodhāṃdibhāvacatuṣṭayātsiddhiruptadyate. sā ca vyaktasya
guṇāderavyaktasya ca pradhānasya jñāsyasya ca puruṣasya sāṃbddhistadvisayaṁ jñānameva prakāśavasthāṁ prāpta siddhirucyate. utkāṁ ca puṃprakṛtyādivisayā buddhiryā siddhiratrasā. iti. tatra vyaktāvyaktavisaye buddhibodhe tatprakāśakatvenātyantām viviktāḥ puruṣāḥ svayam-evāvabhāsat. yadānuḥ draṣṭuḥ svarūpe 'vasthānaṁ iti. bhojatyādi-doṣapraṇaṅgādyadvakṣyati moksakārikāsu pariṇāṁī pumān bhogyah prāptastadgocaro yadi. iti.

(61) DHARMĀDIRŪPAŚAMPRKTĀ PĀPĀDIRITAYODBHAVĀ [31]
TUSṬIḤ KRTĀRTHAVIJÑĀNANAMAYĀTMAGAHE SATI
SATVIKAIRDHARMĀDIBHIRĪSAṬSAMPRKTĀDADHARMĀDIRAYĀTTĀMASĀTTUŚTIRUTPADYATE. SĀ CA TUŚṬIḤ PRĀKUKTAYĀ BHŪṬATANMĀTRAḌIJJĀṆANARUPAYĀ SIDDHYĀ TATTADDIRŚANOKTENA SVARŪPENĀTMANO GRAHANE SATI. ADHASTANAVIṢAYĀD-VAIRĀGYĀDAKRTĀRTHASYĀPI KRTĀRTHO 'ŚMYTUPTASYAMĀṆĀ BUDDHIṬUŚTIRUCYATE.
YACCHRŪYATE TUŚṬIṆIRAKRTĀRTHASYA KRTĀRTHO 'ŚMIṬI YĀ MATHIḤ. ITI.

(62) ADHARMĀDIRAYĀJJĀṬA RĀGALESĀṆURĀṆJITĀT
ĀŚAKTIRDEVAVAILKALYAḌĀSAṀARTHYĀM ŚUḤBĀDIṢU
ŚUBHAŚABDENĀTROPASTHENDRIYAŚYĀPAḥ ĀḤLĀDA UCYATE. TADĀṢUḤ INDRIYA-VAIKALYĀTTADUPALĀKṢITASĀRĪRAVAIKALYĀDVĀ KLAIBYĀḌIHRYADIRŪPAṁ YAD-ASĀṀARTHYĀM SEYAMĀŚAKTIṬAŚASĀḌVARGĀḌRĀJASEŚATSAMPRKTĀDBHĀVATI. UTKĀṁ CA ĀŚAKTIRAPRĀVRTṬTATVĀTTAMASTUḌUḤKAḤHĀVATAṆ RĀJASYĀPI GUṆO DRŚTAH KĀRYE KĀṆAṢAṀŚRĀYAYA. ITI.

(63) TASMADEVĀṬYAYAṢU VIJṆĀṆAM VĪTARĀGATAḤ
ĪṢĀḌDHARMĀḌISAMPRKTĀDABHĪVYAKTO VIPARYAYAḤ
TASMAṬTĀMASAVARGĀḌRĀJASAHĪNĀTSAVIŅEKESĀDYUKṬĀDEYATHĀRTHERGRAHANARŪPO VIPARYAYASTAMO MOHMĀḤAMOHATĀMASRĀNDARṬĀMASRALAKSAṆO [32]
JAYATE. YACCHRŪYATE KIĪĆCTSĀṀĀṆĀṆYATO 'NYATRA MATIRANYĀVIPARYAYAḤ. ITI.
ithamatisāmkṣepenoktaṁ bhāvapratyayātmakam buddhibodhamūpasamharati.

(64Aa) LESÓKA BUDDHIDHARMO 'YĀM
eṣām ca bhāvapratyayānāṁ prapaṇcaḥ śrīmanmatāṅgādau vistareṇa
darṣitaḥ. prakāśitaścāśmābhīmrṛgendra vr̥ttidīpi kāyāmiti ata evāvadhāryaḥ.
gandhavistarabhāyāttu nātra likhyate. ayaṁ ca.

(64Ab) CETANENOPABHAJYATE
bhogyatvāditi ṛṣeṣāḥ. bhogyatvameva sādhyayati.

(64B-65A) BHOGYATVĀM CĀSYA SAMSIDDHĀM YENOTPANNO 'NUBHŪYATE
SA CĀPYANUBHĀVO BHOGO BHOKTĀRAM GAMAYATYALAM
asya buddhasya jīvānasyotpattypaṇvapavargayogayitvena bhogyatvameva na
tu bhoktrītvām tasya sarvadā grāhakarūpeṇa sthirasyaiva svasaṃvedana-
siddhitvādityuktam. atasca.

(65B) SĀDHAYITRĀ VINĀ YASMĀTSIDDHIRNEHA SAMĪHITA
iha hi buddhicaśitanyavādibhīrabhaudhairbhoktrītvāmabhīyupagatasyaśasya[33]
buddhasya jñānasyāsthirtavābaughādaucetanaṃvātālāntarabhāvi-
karmaphalalabhoktrītvāsambhavādutvabhogyatvāccsa sa tattadvisayasya-
sukhādyanubhavaruṇop bhoga eva bhoktrām sādhyayati. yato bhogakriyā-
siddhirbhoktrām ceṣṭamānantaṃtareṇa na sambhavati bhogasyāpi kriyātvat-
tatkartṛtvānāpyātmasiddhirīti bhāvāḥ. samīhiteti. abhiṣṭetayarthauha.
atra codayati.

(66A) NA VINĀ DRŚTASAMVĀDAMANUMANĀNASYA MĀNATĀ
iha hi dhūmenānumito 'gnirāśidatā pratyakṣikriyata iti tasyānū-
mānasya pramāṇāntarsamvādo drṣyate. ata eva tasya prāmāṇyam. cakra-
mūrdhādau dhūmaderiva sādhyavyabhācārūrādarsaṇāttatatsātrāpyanubhavatmano
jñānasyaiva darśanāt jñātrījñānayorākārabhedānupalambhaḥ bhogādbhoktr-
anumānasyaāpi vyabhicāraṣaṅkyā pramāṇatvābhāvānna bhokturjñāna-
vyatiriktāsyātmanah siddhirīti saugataḥ. yadāhuḥ ekamevedam saṁvidrūpam
harṣaviśādādyanekākāravīrantaṁ paśyāmastatra yatheṣṭam saṁjñāḥ kriyantāṃ
iti. tadayuktamāyāha.

(66B) DRSTASYA KENA SAMVĀDO YENA TASYĀSTI MĀNATA
ayamabhiprāyaḥ. bhogasya visayasaṁvedanātmanonubhavasya
bāhyavisayāsamnidhane 'pi suṣuptyādvāntaradhasparśamātraviṣayatvena
sthiratayaiva bhāsamānatvāt sthiratvena svasamvedanapratyakṣasadho
grāhakarūpa ātmetyuktaṁ na ca jñānasya kṣanikasya svātmani kriyā-
virodhenasthair yādhyāropo yuktah. yadapyuktaṁ aksanikasya
kramayaugapadyābhyaṁmarthakriyāvirodhāt yatsat tatsarvām kṣanikamātityapi
na. aksanikasyaiva manyādeḥ kramena ghaṭādīṁbhāvānabhisayato
yugapāṇcāikagraḥagatāṁstāṁstārthān prakāṣayato 'nubhavasiddhatvāt.
ksanikasya cotpattikāla eva naśyato 'nekaṃśaṇanirvartyaṃkrīyānu-
śṭānāksamatvādityādi vistareṇa śrīmanmataṅgavṛtyādāvācārīyaiḥ sādhitamiti.
tataścātmanah svasamvedanasiddhatve 'pyanumeyatvam abhyupagamyocaye.

(67A) NEHA PRAMĀNASAMVĀDAH PRATYAKSASYA PRAMĀNATAH
nātra pramāṇasya pramāṇāntarasamvādapekṣā. pratyaksasya
pramāṇāntarasamvādābhāve 'pyan-
adhyogatavisayajñānājanakatvena pramāṇyāt tadāhuḥ anadhigatārthagantṛ
pramāṇam iti. katham punaścakramūrdhādu vyabhicāro 'ta āha.

(67B) ANVAYAYATIREKĀHYAṁ VYABHICĀRANIRAKRTIṆ
yasya dhūmāderyena 'vinābhāvalaksanassāṃbandho 'nvayavyatirekābhyaṁ
niścitaḥ na tasya tatra vyabhicāro dṛṣṭaye. su-
vivecitasya dhūmasyā 'gnāviva. cakramūrdhādijanyasya tu svarūpāvikena
dhūmatvabhrāṇtiḥ. tataścātṛā 'pi kriyāyāssarvatrakartṛpūrvvakatvadarsāṇāt
bhogakriyayā bhoktrā 'numīyate. bhavadbhirapi svadehe buddhipūrvvakatvena
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siddhātkāryādīvyavahārātparasāriśre buddhiḥ pramāṇāntarasamāvadam vinā 'pyanumānenā 'numīyate ityāha.

(68A) DEHADHARMASYA MĀNATVE KARĀNAṀ BUDDHIRĪSYATE
dehadharmasya cestādyātmano mānate hetutve sati tena parasāriśre
taddheturbuddhiḥ sadhyate ityarthath. yadāhuḥ buddhipūrvāṃ kriyāṃ drṣṭvā
tvadehe 'nyatra tadgrahāt. jñāyate dhīḥ iti. ataśca rūpādīdarśanān-
yathānupapattyā cakṣurādīndriyavadbhogānyathānupapattyā bhoktrsiddir-
ityabhiprāyeṇāḥ.

(688-69Aa) ASMĀTSĀMĀNYATO DRŚTĀDANYASYĀPI PRAMĀṆATA
ANUMĀNASYA ŚAṂŚIDDHĀ

yaduktaṃ cārvākaiḥ. astu bhokta. sa tu pariḍrṣyāmānāprthivyādi-
caturbhūtvikārasamāhārāṭmakaḥ kāya eva. tasyaiva pariṇāmavīśesena
kiṃvādirdrayavikāreṇa madaśaktyabhivyaktavaccaitanayābhivyaktiḥ. prāṇādi-
vāyubalena bhogādikriyādarsanācca. na tu tato 'nyāḥ. tasya
pratyācṣeṇādarsanāt.

[36] yadāhuh. drṣṭe sambhavatyadrṣṭapārīkalanā na nyāyyā. iti. tadapi
nirākṛtamītyāhā.

(69Ab-70A) KARĀNAĐATA EVA HI

CETANO BUDDHIBODHASYA BHOKTĀ MĀNASAMARTHITĀH
PRTHIVYĀDISAMĀḤĀRO BHAVATVITY NA YUKTIMAT

ayamabhipṛyāyaḥ. yataḥ śarīrasyāpyantāḥ sūlādyātmanā bahiśca mṛdu-
karkaśādinā sparśena bhogyatvadarśanādghaṭādīvaccetanatvam na yuktām.
tatastasyāpi bhokṛtṛtena 'tma siddha iti cetanatvam cāsya na pramāṇopa-
pannamītyāhā.

(70B) CAITANYAM HI TVAYĀ TASYA KENA MĀNEṆA NIŚCITAM

nanu śūklaśonitātmakadehārāmbhakabhūtasadbhāva eva caitanyadarsānāt-
tadabhāve ca 'darsānād dehātmakameva caitanyamata āha.(71) [37]

(71Aa) SATI BHĀVE 'PYANAİKĀNTAH
śavaśarīre garbhādau vā dehātmakabhūtasadbhāve 'pi caitanyā
darsānānna dehātmakam caitanyām tataśca sarīrā 'tmavādo na pramāṇopapanna ityaha.

(71Ab) TASMĀDVĀYASAVĀSITAM
bhogyatvāccāsyā 'cetanatvamityaha.

(71B-72A) ANABHIVYAKTACAITANYĀ DRṬĀ BHOGYĀ GUḌĀDAYAH
JĪVACCHĀYOPABHOGYATVĀDASTU TULYO GUḌĀDIBHIH
guḍādayo hi jīvasyā 'tmanaśchāyāyā 'nubhavātmanā saṁvidā bhogyatvena
grāhyataya visayākriyāmānāḥ kadācidapabhivyaktacetana na drṬāḥ. tataḥ
drtyā 'tmāpi bhūtasamāhārāḥ proktavadgrāhyatvena bhogyataya visayākaraṇād-
acetana eveti na tasya bhokṛtṛtvam upapadyate. kim ca dehasyaiva
cetanatve tasyā 'sakṛtparīnāmena vināśādbālyāvāsthā 'nubhūtāṃ vṛddhāv-
sthāyām smaryamānaṃ nopapadyate ityādi vistarēṇa nirākṛto 'yam pakṣo-
'smābhīṣīrmanmrgendravruttidipīkāyām. nano sarīravatiriktaṇām-
indriyānāmeva bhokṛtṛtvam astu. nānyasyeti indriyacaitanikāstadayuktam-
ityāha.

(72B-73A) BHOGYATVAKARANATVĀBYĀMINDIRIYĀNĀM VINISCITAM
ACAITANYAMATO BHOKTĀ PURUṢAŚCITSVABHĀVAKAHz
uktavindriyānāmapi bhogārthataya bhogyatvātkaraṇatvācchastrādi-
vadacetanatvamanivāryamevāto naiśām kartṛtvam api tu citsvabhāvasyātmana
eva tasyaiva hi sarvānyakārakapraṇāvṛttinivrṛtiḥhetutvena kartṛtvam yuktām.
yadānuḥ pravṛtttau ca nivṛtttau [38]
ca kārakānāṁ ya īśvaḥ apravṛttīḥ pravṛtttau vā sa kartā nāma kāraka iti.
(73B) BHOKTURBHOGASCITERYAKTIRBHOGYACCHAYANURANJITA
bhogyā ya buddheḥ sukhādirūpāyāḥ chāyayaḥ ākāreṇānurāṇjītaḥ caitanya-
vyaktireva bhokturbhogāḥ. yaduktaṁ śrīmatsvāyambhuve bhogosya vedanā-
pumṣaḥ sukhaduḥkhādilakṣanaḥ iti tadānīm ca.

(74A) ACITTACITISAMBANDHĀDBHOGYAMĀBHĀTI CETANAM
acetanamapi buddhātmakaṁ bhogyam tasyātmanaḥ Caitanya-
acakatanavadābhasate. taduktam sāmkhyairapi acetanaṁ cetanāvadiva līṅgam
iti. evam ca.

(74B-75A) BHOGYADVĀRENA PĀŚĀNAM PAŚUNĀM CA PARASPARAM
CETANĀCETANACCHAYANUṢAṄGO BHĀṢATE BHRŚAM
bhogyam hi vastu cittaḥiṣṭhitam buddhāndriyabhrāndamātmānaḥ
visayatvenopasthāpayati. tacc buddhyāḍhyavasitam puṣro gṛhṇāti. tad-
buddhyāḍhyavasitamārtham puṣruṣāṣcetayati iti. tataśca prakāśa-
rupatvādādārśasthānīyena bhogākhyena buddhibodhātmānaḥ dvāraṇātmanam
bhoktrnām pāśānām ca visayarūpeṇa parinatānām [39]
bhogayānāṁ cetanācetanarupayoh chāyayoḥ pratibimbitayorākāranuṣangah
samśeṣamātram bhrāṣmatyarthamekākāratayā bhāṣate. atā evāṭrānātmadāu
ātmādibrahmāḥ saṃsārināṁ. tadvivekajñāne tu ṭeṣāṁ prakṛtilaya ityuktam.

(75B) BHOGYE BHOGAḥ PRABHOSCHAYA YATHĀ CANDRAMASO JALE
prabhohvyāpaksaiṣṭhanassā eva bhogyavisayo bhogaḥ. yā tadadhya-
vasāyātmanī buddhibodhe candramasa iva jale chāyā viṣīṭā caitanyābhi-
vyaktiścandrabimbasya jaḍatvāt sthūlatvāccha viṣīṭasvarūpābhīvyaktimātra
evātra ṇṛṣṭāntatvam ato bhokṛṭtvācchetanasya puṣruṣasyaiwa kartṛtvam
nācetanānāṁ bhogayānāṁ buddhyādināmīti mantavyam. nanu kriyāvēso hi
kartṛtvam. sa yadi pumsassyatparināṁitaḥ bhavet. puṣro hi nirvikāras-
tato nāsya kartṛtvam. kim tu prakṛtereva sā hi vivekajñānātpūrvaṁ
mahadādi rūpeṇa bhogyatā yasyātmānaṃ darśayati iti saṃśāra ityucyate.
tatsambhave tu tasmānnavartamāna muktiśabdābhidheyeti saṃkhyaḥ. yaduktam
taiḥ. raṅgasya darśayitvā nivartate nartakah yathā raṅgāt. puruṣasya
tathātmānaṃ prakāśya vinivartate prakṛtiḥ iti. [40]
ata āha.

(76A-76B) PARINĀMABHAYATPUŚI BHOGE ČĀNĪPSITE SATI
AVIŚEŚO DURĀPOHAḤ PRASAKTO BHOKTRMU KTAYOH
ayamabhipräyāḥ. nātra kriyāvesāḥ kartṛtvam. api tu kriyāyām
śaktatvameva. tathāhi ayaskāntasannidhānādayas ivātmanāḥ sannidheḥ
śaṅkārāṇeṣa spandādirūpaḥ kriyāveso dṛṣyate. tataśca buddhyadiviṣayi
karaṇarūpe bhoge pumṣo na pariṇāmaprasangāḥ. kintu tatparatvena tadviṣayikaraṇameva.
bhavatpakṣe tu pumṣo nirmalatvena tatparatve 'py-
anabhyupagamyamāne bhoktrmuktyoraviśeśo durnivāraḥ prasajyate. ubhayor-
apyanapekṣatvena tulyatvāt. nanu parārthaprayṛtta prakṛtireva tad-
arthām pravartata ityuktaṃ. yadāhūḥ vatsavṛddhinimittam kṣīrasya. yathā
pravṛttirajñāsya. puruṣavimokṣaṁimittam tathā pravṛttiḥ pradhānasyeti
ata āha.

(77A) PUMARTHĀYA CA PĀŚAṆĀM PRAVRTTIR VINIVĀRITĀ
ayamabhipräyāḥ acetanatvādeva pradhānasya puruṣam prati pravṛttirna
yuktā. kṣīrāderapi cetanagavādyadhīṣṭitasyaiva pravṛttidṛṣṭaiḥ. vāyu-
jalādīnāmapi pakṣikṛtatvācācata taptaprayṛtyabhuyapaga-
[41]
'py na nirapekṣām prati pravyṛtiryukta. nirapekṣām prati prayṛttau va
muktasya 'pi pravartate. tataśca baddhātmani sābhilāṣate bhogārthām
samudyogādātmani viķāre ca 'nabhyupagamyamānē tasmin bhogo 'pi na
yuktimānityāḥ.

(77B) BHOKTARYAVIKRTE BHOGO MUKTAVANNOPAPADYATE
nanu aviveka eva pradhānapravṛttterhetuḥ. prakṛtipuruṣavivekajñāne tu
taṁ pratyuparātādhikāratvānapravartate. ato na baddhamuktayorasisēṣaḥ yad
āhuh prakṛteḥ sukumārataram na kim cidastitī me matirbhavati ya
dṛṣṭāṃśīti punardarsānamupaita puruṣasya iti. tadayuktāṁ. bhavatpakṣe
pumṣo nirmalatvenāvivekāyogāt. nirhetuke cāviveke sarvadā vivekābhāva-
prasāṅgācca. tasmādavivekānyāthānupapattyāpi tasya samalatvasarāgatādy-
abhyupagantavyamiti vakṣyāmaḥ. yadyevamātmanāḥ samalatvenājñāsava-
bhāvatve sarīrādiyogena jñātṛtyāva vikārečābhupagamyamāne svabhāvāntara-
yogādānityatvaprasāṅga iti paramatamāsāṅkate.

(78Aa) VIKĀRITVĀDANITYAŚCET
bhokteti śeṣaḥ. pariharati. [42]

(78Ab) MĀYĀSĀDHYAM NA MANYATE
māyaya svakāryaissūkṣmabāhyasyāsarīrādavāreṇa kriyamānaṁ visēṣaṁ na
jānte bhavānīti śeṣaḥ. tato nānityatvādidoṣa ityābhiprāyaḥ katham-
ityata āhah.

(78B) SVARŪPAVYAKTILĀBHAŚCCA NA VIKĀRO NA NĀŚITA
nāṃśābhīrṇaśayīkādiyajjādarūpa eva 'tmā īṣyate. api tu jñāsvabhāva
eva. sa tu tasya svabhāvah sarīrādiyogam vinā 'nabhivyakteranādina
kena 'pi pratibaddho 'vastiye. sa ca mala eveti vakṣyāmaḥ. tataśca
māyaya kalādibhiḥ svakāryalavuyudāse naikadesāsvarūpayaktirevātmanāḥ
kriyate. malaparipāke tu dīkṣākhyāyā śivasāktyā sarvaviṣayobhivyajyate.
tato nāsyā vikāro vināśita ceti. asya ca.

(79A) BHOGYPADHANARĀGAŚCA SVACCHATVĀNNOKTAKĀRĀṆĀT
ato bhogyavīṣayopadhānajānito rāgo 'pi sukhaduḥkhamohākāraḥ prakāśo
'sya sphaṭikasyeva svacchatvātprakāśarūpapati. na tu pūrvkāṭtpari-
nāmākhyātkāraṇāt. sa ca viṣayoparāgo 'pyasya tatparatayā tadviṣayī
karaṇaṁ. evetyuktam. tato bhogyasya śārīrayāsakṛtpaṇīme 'pi bhokturna 
pariṇāma ityāha.  [43]

(79B-80A)   ŚĀRĪRAPARINYĀMEVA PARINYĀMI NA PUDGALAḥ
SA YATO 'CETANO BHOGYO BUDDHIMATPARINYĀMATAH

tasyāpi pariṇāmaḥbhuyapagame buddhyādivadbhogyatvamacetanatvam ca 
syādityarthāḥ. tatra paramatamupanyasya dūṣyati.

(80B-81A)   CAITANYAM HI GUṆO JṆĀNAṀ SAMAVAYO 'THA TENA VA 
SVARŪPĀṀ PURUṢASYETI NĀNYADASYA NA YUKTIMAT
evan hi naiyāyikādayo manyante. jādasyabhāva evātma tasya maṇaḥ 
saṁyogādguṇatāśa jñānaṁ samavetamutpadyate. tadeva ca tasya caitanyam 
nānyajñānasvabhāvatvamiti. tadayuktam. ṇaṇatra niyāmakāṁ karmādṛṣṭākhyamastī. yatkarma-

(81B-82A)   AJÑE NARYEVA VIJṆĀNAṀ NĀNYATRETI NIYĀMAKAM 
KARMA 'PI NOPAPANNAṀ TU TADANYATRA STHITĀṀ YATAH

carmāṇaḥ krṣyāderiva prakṛtisamkāravatvam evatmasamkāravam 
vikāritvaprasaṅgādityuktam. tatastådapi nātra niyāmakāṁ
bhavitumarhati. tataścaitanyasamavāyāccitsvabhāva evatmāsiddhi ityāha.

(82B-83A)   MOHO MOHASVABHĀVEBHYO YADVANNĀRTHANTARAM BUDHĀḥ 
CAITANYEBAṆH PADĀRTHEBAṆHASTADVANĀRTHANTARAM CITIH

caitanyātmano jñānasvātmadharmatvāddharmanāse dharmiṇo 'pi tad-
avyatirekāṇāsāḥ prasajyata iti sarvāṇa cetanasvabhāva evatmābhyupaga-
gantavyaḥ. tasya ca malāvṛttavāmanobuddhyādayastadabhivyaṁjakatayā 
siddhā ityuktam. asya ca bhogakriyāyāmupakārakatayā sahaṁkarbhūtam 
prayoktṛkarāṇaṁjakarūpāṁ kalāvidyārāgākhyam kańcukatrayāṁ prakṛti-
sādhanāt paścādabhidhāṣyate ityāha.

(83B-84A) PRAYOKTI PRKARANAM BHOGE RAÑJAKAM COPARI TRAYAM
ASYA BHOGAKRITVAKARTUHPRAKRTERUPADEKṢYATE

itthām prasaṅgādbhoktāram prasādhyā prakṛte buddherevāhāṅkārasyot-
pattirityāḥa.

(84B-85A) BUDDHE SKANDHO 'PARE BIHNAO YO 'HĀṆKĀRAMAJĪJANAT
JANITĀRO GUNĀ YENA DṛŚTĀSTATPRATIBHĀDIṢU

�ena kāraṇena tasyā buddheḥ pratibhādiṣu vṛttiṣu proktena nayena
parasparābhibhavāṅśrayāṃmithunī bhāvācca kāryasyotpādayitāro gunāḥ
dṛṣṭāḥ. yaduktāṁ sāṅkhyaīḥ anyonyābhibhavāṅśrayāṃmithunapravṛttayaśca
guṇā iti tena buddherevāḥhyavāsāyahetoḥ skandhādanyo bhāgo ṣuṇasampṛkto
'ḥāṅkāramajījanat. tataśca na hyekām janakamiti nyāyenānyonyasampṛktaē
eva guṇā janakāstathaiva ca sarvesu padārthēṣu vartante. sātvika-dī-
vyaḥāraṭastu teṣāṁ satvādiḥbāhūyāditi bhāvāḥ. sāksādgunākāryatvādeva
cāsyāṁ guṇānvayo ghāṭādiṣu mṛḍakāṝṇavayavadityāḥa.

(86B-86A) PRATHAMA VIKRTIH SATO GUNANĀM TATRA YUJJYATE
UDBHĀVABHIBHAVĀḤHYĀM TU NIYAMENA VYAVASTHITIḥ

guṇā hi tasyāṁ niyamena parasparābhibhave na bhavantah siddhyādi-
janakā ityuktaṃ. yadyevamahāṅkāraṣyāpi guṇānvayādgunebhya evotpattir-
astu ata āha.

(86B-87A) AHAṆKĀRE 'PYAYĀM NYĀYA ITI MĀ JALPA PĀNDITA
ANYONYAVIKRITIVṬṬANMĀTRASAŚVAPYANUSĀJYATE

ahaṅkāradibhūtāntānam sarveṣāmapanyonyavikrītivṭṭaprotkāvaratparam-
parāyā guṇavikārātavānna kevalamahāṅkāra eva tanmātrasvapi api sābdā-
dindriyāvargē bhūtavargē ca guṇānvayo 'nuṣajyata

eva. ghāṭakapalādiṣu mṛḍakāṝṇavayavat na tu sarveṣām sāksātguṇeṣbhya
evotpattirityadosaḥ. atha ke te gunāḥ kairvyāpāraisa teṣām siddhir ityata āha.

(87B-88A) SATVAM RAJASTAMAŚCETI KĀRAṆĀNI DHIYO GUNĀḤ PRAKYAYĀPĀRANIYAMAIH PUMYOGAṁ YE VITENIRE

proktavadbuddhyādidvāreṇa bhāvapratyayādirūpam puruṣabhogyam vastu ye sargādau cakrurutpāditavantaḥ adhunāpi kurvate te buddherapi kāraṇam gunā iti. ete ca pararāvīyogādekameva tatvam. yacchṛyate. trayo gunāstathāpyekam tatvam tadaviyogataḥ. iti. tato buddhikāraṇatayā prakāśavṛttinimakhyairvāpāraḥ satvādīnām siddhiḥ. ete ca prādhānyātpradarśitāḥ. anyeṣāmapi sthairyadhairyādīnām sāuryakrauryādīnāmamarati- māndyādīnāṃ gunākāryānāmāgamedu śrāvanāt. nanu gunā eva pradhānākhyānityatvena sthita. iti. sāmkhyāstadayuktamityāha.

(88B-89A) ACAITANYE 'PYANEKATVASAMKHYĀŚAMBANDHAḤETUṬAḤ TEṢĀM KĀRAṆAPŪRṆAṬVAMIṢṬĀM BUDDHI HAṬĀDIVAT

yata eṣāmanekatvasamkhyāśambandhādanekeṭavam tato 'nekatvād-acetanatvācca ghaṭāditvākṛtyatvasiddhiḥ. kim teṣāmupādāṇamitya āha.

(89B-90A) UPĀDĀṆĀM GUṆĀṆĀM YATPRAKRṬIḤ SĀBHIDHIYATE AVIΒHĀGASTHITAYASYĀM NIRGACCHANTI ŚIVERIṬAḤ

yasyāṁ sūkṣmatvenāvibhāgena sthita gunāḥ śivapreraṇena svasva- pravṛttivibhāgaiḥ sthūlāḥ abhivyajyante sa prakṛtiḥ śiveritā iti ca acetanatvāṇṇasyā sa वtās tatra sā-pravṛttītī darśayati. asyāśca prati-puruṣām sūkṣmadehavartitvenānekavāṭkṛtyatvamiti vakṣyāmaḥ. atha puruṣasya kalādipaṅcakacakukayuktasya bhokṛtpvena pumstvammalayogāddīkṣāyāṁ tacchuddhyartham prakṛtitattvādūrdhvamāgamedu pathe satyapi tasya vyāpakatvāccetatanvena bhokṛtpvācādhvarūpatvam bhogāśādhanaṭvam ca na sambhavatīti tamupekṣya tasyaiva raṇjakatvena prāγuktaṁ rāgatvāṁ
Sādhayitumāha.

(90B-91A) BHOGYĀNUBHAVAMĀŚAYA BHOGYE SAKTIH PRAVARTATE
TATSIDDHYARTHAM TATASTASYA RĀGO BHOGĀNURAṆJAKAḥ

Iha hi samsārāvasthāyāṃ puruṣasya bhogyaṁ drṣṭvā tasminsaktiḥ
pravartate. sā ca nāheturutpadyate. muktyavasthāyāṃ api prasaṅgāt.
atastasya pumāstastasyāḥ sakteḥ siddhyarthām bhogābhilaśa-
janako rāgo 'bhyupagantavyaḥ. atra parābhīprāyaḥ.

(91B-92A) SATVĀM RAJASTAMO YUKTĀM VIṢAYESVANURAṆJAKAM
BUDDHĀVABHYUDITĀM PUMSASTASMĀDANYO NIRARTHAKAḥ
pariharati.

(92B-93A) TANMATĀVUDITĀM BHOGYĀM TASMINO 'SYĀNURAṆJAKAḥ
SA RĀGO 'NYAḥ PRAMANTAVYO RŪPE 'PYETADDHI DŪŚANĀM
sātvikādibhogasādhanavaiṣayākārādhyavasāyadvāreṇa buddhāvuditasya
sukhaduḥkhhamoharūpeṇa pariṇatasya satvādīgūnatrayasyaiṣa sākṣādbhogyā-
tvāttasminnapi bhogye yaḥ pumṣo 'bhilaśajanakasya tasmādiviṣaya-
guṇadīrūpeṇa buddhāvuditātsatvādīgūnatrayādbhogyarūpādanyo grāhakagato
rāgo mantavyaḥ. bhogyaiṣaiv 'bhilaśajanakatve vītarāgabhāvaprasanāṅga
iti bhāvaḥ. tad uktaṁ tatvasamgraha bhogaiṣeṣe rāgena hi ksaci-
vītarāgassyaīditi. yadyevamavairāṅgâyalaksāṇo buddhidharma eva rāgo
'stvata aha. rūpepyetaddhi dūśanimiti. ayamabhīprāyaḥ. avairāṅgā-
laksāṇasya rūpasya tāvadvāsanārūpātavānā kāryakaratvam. vāsanāvasthāyāṁ-
apī kāryakartve buddheranantavāsanāyogena pumṣo yugapadviruddha 'nanta-
pratipattivaiśasaprasanāṅgāt.

[48]

Pratyayātmanā sthūlarūpeṇa bhogyadasāmāpānena tasmin rāge 'bhyupaga-
gamyamanē 'pi prāgadvitārāgābhāvaprasanāṅga iti tayoranyo rago 'bhyupa-
gantavya iti karmaiva rāṅjakamastviti cenna. tasya ksyaṇādivatphala-
janana eva caritārthatvāt kāryāntarahaṛahetutve pramāṇābhāvādane kattavaparikalpanābhāvaprāsaṅgācchā atha vidyāsiddhiḥ.

(93B-94A) KARĀNAṀ NA VINĀ KARTUḤ KṚṬIḤ KARMAṆI DṛŚYATE

ATO 'STI KARĀNAṀ VIDYĀ BUDDHIBODHAVIVECINĪ

proktavadinīrdṛṣṭayānāṁ viṣayopasthāpakatvenopayogat. tasmin buddhi-bodhākhye karmāṇi grāhye grahaṇākriyānāṁ puṃsāḥ kena 'pi karaṇena bhavitavyāṁ. yattatkarāṇaṁ sā vidyeti.

(94B-95A) PRADĪPAVANMATIŚTASYA SVAPARĀṬMAPRAKĀŚIKĀ

VIDYATE KARĀNAṀ PUṀSO VIDYAYĀ KIṅKARISYATI

buddheḥ prakāśārūpātpratīdīpavadviṣayākāraṁ svātmanamapi prākāśayātiṁ na karaṇāntarasiddhiḥ parihaṛati.

(95B-96A) PRADĪPAḤ KARĀNAṀ PUṀSAŚTAṀBHĀDYARTHOPALABDHĪṢU

DĪPOPALABDAU CAKṢUŚCA BUDDHĀVAPYEVAMIṢYATĀM

bhāvaḥ uktam ca tatvasaṅgāhe 'raṇivatprakāśārūpo yandinām mahāmstathā 'pi karmatvāt. karaṇāntarasāpekṣasāksakto grāhayaṃtumāṃnam iti. etād eva darśayati.

(96B-97A) TRAIGUNYĀṬSA VIVEKENA ŚAKṬA DARŚAYITŪM NA HI
VIṢAYĀKĀRAMAṬMANAMAVIKTIṬ YATASSVAYAM

(97B-98A) VIDYĀ GUNAPARĀ VEDYĀṀ VIVIKṬĀTO VIVEKATAḤ
ŚAKṬA DARŚAYITŪM PUṀSO NĀ 'TRA KĀRYO 'TIMATSARĀH

buddhastrigunātmakatvena bhogyākāravivekāṭkarmatayaṁ na svātma-prakāśākatvāṁ pradīpādivat. vidyā tu tadatiṭtatvena bhogyākārādviviktaḥ satī puṃso vedyāṁ karaṇāntaranirapekṣā prakāśayatyeveti. atha kalāyā vyāpārāṁ kathyate.

(98B-99A) KARMĀDIKĀRAKĀṆIKAPRAYOṬĀ BHOGASIDDHAYE
SVATANTRAḥ PURUṢAḥ KARṬA KALĀ TASYA PRAYOJIKĀ

bhokṛtvena bhogārtham buddhyādikārakavṛttraprayokṛtvātkartaḥ
puruṣa ityuktam. pravṛttau ca nivṛttau ca kārakaḥ ya Īśvarah.
apravṛttāḥ pravṛttau vā sa kartā nāma kārakaḥ iti. tasya ca bhoga-
kiṛyāyām vakṣyamānaṁvatsāmarthyopodbalaṇa prayojika kalā-
sāstreṣucyate. nanu akartaiva puruṣa iti sāṅkhyaḥ. tardeṣu ityāha.
(99B-100A) ĀKARTRTVĀ 'BHUPAGAME BHOKTRŚABDO NIRARTHAKAH
UPĀDĀNAPRAVRṬTESĀ NAŚPHALATVAM PRASAJYATE

bhogasyā 'pi kriyātvādbhokṛtvenaiva pumṣaḥ kartṛtvāṁ siddhyati.
tasminnakartaryabhyupagamyamāne tadbhogārtham pradhānasyā 'pi pravṛttir-
naśphalā syāt. akartari karaṇādisambandhasya nirarthakatvat. kim ca.
(100B-101A) KARTRMATKARMADEVĀDI KRIYĀŚĀDHANABHĀVATAH
VĀSYĀDIVADATAH KARṬA PARIJĪNEYO VIBHUH PUMĀN

avibhutve hyātmmano gaganādivadamarūtavaddesāntaranayanā 'sambhavena
dākṣinātyadeh kaśmirādau drṣyamānaḥ desāntaraphala bhogo 'nupapannaḥ
iti tadanyathā 'nupatattyā 'tma vyāpako 'bhupagantavyah. iti. uktaṁ ca
śrīmaṭparākhyādau kartṛsaktīṁ vyanaṅkṣyasya kalāsyaṁataḥ prayojikā. tataḥ
kalā samāyukto bhoge 'nuḥ kartṛkāraka iti. asya kartuḥ pumṣaḥ kartṛ-
śaktissākterkatvātjñānakriyāśaktirvaksyamānāvat māyāytatvenārtheṣu
na pravartate iti pradīpavatprakāśarūpa kalaiṅkadeśe [52]
malavidāraṇena tāmabhivyanaṅkī prakāśayati tatassā prayojikā hetuḥ
kartṛ bhaṅyate.sa caṅuḥ puruṣastayaṭyantaṅvekena bhāsamāno bhoga-
kiṛyāyā kartṛkārakamucyate. sa hi bhokṛtvātkarta kalā tu tat-
prayojikātvātkārakamitī. taduktaṁ śrīmaṁmrgendre ityetadubhayaṁ
viprāsambhūyānanyavatsthitaṁ bhogakriyāvidhau jantornirjaguḥ kartṛ-
kārakamitī. anyathā hi.
(101B-102A) VYAKTIKARTRANAPEKSASYA KARTRBHÆVE SAMIHTE
ÂTMANAÎ PRÅKKALAYOGATPRASAKTÅ SARVAKARTRTÅ
(102B-103A) SARVAKARTRTVASAMANDHÅTSARVAJNÅH PARAMEŚAVAT
SARVAJNÅVĂDAYUKTÂSYA SVÅTMADUHKHYÅY KARTÅTÅ
âtmano hi nirmalatvena kalânapekåsyai KARTÅTVE 'bhyupagamyamåñë
śivatkalåddipåsåtmakåsarIråsambandham vinaiva sarvakartåtvam ajñåtaisy
karanåsambhavëna sarvajnåtvam ca bhavët. niravåråntvena śivenå 'nådhåsthitasåya svatantrasåya 'syå svåtmanå eva duÅkhåyå sarårådikartåtvam
na yujyate. åto 'syå sukhoÅpådådåu påratantryadaråsanåt baddhatvåm
samalatvåm ca niÅcÅyate. tata evå cå 'syåsarvakartåtvam asarvajnåtvam
cå samåsråvåvaståthyåm dÅyåtë. [53]
tato malåvåratvådasyå bhoge viåsåye kåmcìtjåñåtvakartåtvavoryapå
kalânugrahåpekå siÅdhåthyåa.
(103B-104A) NA CÅSYA SARVAKARTÅTVÅM BADDHATVÅDGOVRÅDIVAT
KALÅNUGRAHASÅPEKÅSA BHÔGE TENÅ 'SYÅ KARTÅTÅ
itthåm kalåm pråsadådhyå tasyå evå vidyårågåvåyåktååmudbhåva ityåhå.
(104B-105A) SKANDHO 'PARÅH KALÅYÂSTU YÅSMÅDÉTÅH PRAJÅNJåRE
VIDYÅRÅGÅPRAKÅRTÂYO YÅGMÅYÅGMÅKRAMENÅ TU
yugmakåmaña rågavidye sahåiva jåyåte. avyåktåm tu pråthågåyugmå-
kramenåtañårthañ. uktåm ca śåmrådrauÅvåvé kalåtåtvådårgåvidye dve tatvé
sambåbhûvatüå. avyåktåm ca iti. atra kårmåphålahogåsyå kålá 'våccåhåmå bhokåtråniyåmåm çå vînå 'nutpatåtåh kålåniyåtyåkhyåm tatvå-
dvåyåmagåmåsåu śåryåmånåm arthåsadåhtådåcáryånå 'nupåttåm. tåthånå
kåsåyådåvitåkårmåphålahanåm réjåniyåmå 'bhåvåe dasyubhiråpåhåråдарåsanåñ.åt. jyåtisåmådåkårmåphålahanåmåpå bhokåtråpratiniyåmåkåmåkenå 'pi bhåvåyåmåti
tånnåyåmåkåtvåvenå niyåtåissådhå. kåråmnå niyåmåkåtvåmåståtåti cettånå.
tasya phalajanana eva caritārthatvādityuktam. śvaraśakterapi
tatvāntara-
vyavadhānenaiva bhogaviṣaye kāryakaratvam. anyathā sarvatatvābhāva-
prasāṅgāt. kim ca ciraṅgiprāśādpratyayadvārena ciraṁ bhuṅkte ityādi-
bhogādyāvacakchedatvena kāḷassiddhāḥ. sa ca naiyāyikādyābhyupagatavan-
nityo bhavitumarhati. bhūtādirūpatvenānekatvādacetanatvācca. taduktam
śrīmanmrgendre trūtyadiprātyayasyārthaḥ kālo māyāsamudbhavāḥ. kalayan-
nāsānuttānanānnyatyā nīyataṁ paśum iti. ittham suṣkṣmadeḥātmikāṁ tatva-
saṃhatimuktaṁ tasyāḥ pratipuruṣaṁ nīyatatvamāha.

(105B-106A) VASUDHĀDIKALĀPRĀNTĀ BHOGASĀDHANASAMLATIH
NIYATA PRATIBHOTĀRĀM PARIJÑEYĀ MANĪŚIBHIH
taduktam tatvasamgrahe. vasudhādyastatvagnāṇaḥ pratipumniyataḥ
kalānto 'yam. paryatati karmavaśato bhvanajadehṣväyaṁ ca sarvesu
iti. ekatve suṣkṣmadehasya sarvesāṁ ṛṣyamānabhogabheda ya yuktā ityāha.

(106B) ANYATHĀ HI SUKHĀDINĀM Dṛṣṭo bhedo na yuyate
nanvekatve 'pi suṣkṣmadehasya karmabhedādeva tatphalabhogabheda
bhaviṣyatīti cettadayuktamityāha.

(107A) YOKSYATE KARMAṆO BHEDĀTTADBHEDO YADI YOKSYATE
karmabhedādeva bhogabhedassiddhyati. Siddhe ca bhogabhede karmab-
bhedo 'numiyate iti itaretaraśrayadoṣaḥ prasakta ityarthahaṁ naru kartrbhedad
eva siddhaḥ karmabhedāḥ karmabhedāccha bhogabheda iti nānyonāśrayadoṣa 'ta āha

(107B-108A) SAMBANDHĀDYUGAPATŚA TU KURVANTI KARMAKARTRIBHIH
KATHAM BHINNĀNI KARMĀNI KARTRBBHEDĀTKARIŚYATI
malāvṛttatvena 'tmanāṁ kalādisūkṣmadehādisambhandham vina karma-
kartrtvā 'nupapateḥ. yugapatsarvakartṛsambhandhena karma kurvāṇā
sā suṣkṣmadeharupā tatvasamhatirekarūpa katham bhinnāni vicitṛāni karmaṇī
karoti naivetyarthah. nanu pratipurūṣam cikṛṣābhedātkarmabheda iti 
cettanna. cikṛṣāyaśca sūkṣmadehasāmbandhādevotpatteḥ. tasyāścaikatvāc-
cikṛṣābhedo 'pyanupapanna iti paridṛṣyamāṇabhogabhēdānātha 'nupapattyā 
pratipurūṣam sukṣmadehabhede 'vasyamabhyyupagantavyaḥ. nanu ātmabhede 
hi sūkṣmadehabhede yuktah. sa eva tāvadeka iti vedāntavidastatrā 'ha. 

(108B) ATMANĀMAPYANEKATVAMATA EVA PRATĪYATE

ekatve hyatmanassukhaduhkhādīvaiācitorāṃ jannamarāṇavaicitorāṃ ca 
'nupapannamiti bhogaviācitorādeva 'tmanānatvasiddhiḥ. esa cādvaita-
nirāso 'smābhīrmṛgendravṛttidīpikāyāṃ vistarena darsītāḥ. atha kimiyaṁ 
sūkṣmadeharūpā tatvasaṃhatirātmavadvyāpiṅka. āhosvidavyāpikyata āha.

(109A) TASYĀŚCĀVIBHŪṬĀ SIDDHA YUGAPADVṬTYASĀMBHAVĀT

ejñānakriyābhivyaktilekṣaṇasya tatārāyaśa sarvatra yugapadanupatteḥ 
tasyāścāvāyāpakatvasiddhiḥ. nanu yatra sahakāriṇā karmaṇā phalārambheṇa 
nirdeśo bhavati tatraivāsāvātmanāscaitanyābhivyaktaye vikṣobhamabhi-
vyaṅjanarūpaṁ karotī tasmādevāvyāssarvatra yugapatkāryanupattir-
nāvyāpakatvāditi cet. tadapayuktām tasyāḥ kāryatvenā 'nityatvātghaṭādi-
vatvyāpakatva 'siddherityabhīpṛṇeṇāha.

(109B-110A) KARMANIRDEŚĀVIKṢOBHAKARANATVAM CA NOTTARAM 
YUGAPADVṬTYANUPATTESSARVATRA VIBHUTAIWA NA
atha kimiyaṃkadeśe caitanyābhivyaktissūkṣmadehavyānjaṇasya 
'vibhutvāt uta vyāntyasya 'tmana ityata āha.

(110B-111A) VIKĀRITVĀDIDHARMYĀTMA VIRODHASCA ŚRUTERAṆAU 
AVIBHĀU YUGAPACCITVAVYĀKTIKĀLEPYANURVIBHUH

yadyavyāpaka ātmā syāt tadda desāntaraphalopabhogyapananupapanna 
ityuktam. kim ca tasya muktyavasthāyāṁ śivavatsarvajñātvasarvakartr-
katvāśravaṇāt vyāpakatvamavaśyamabhyyupeyam. atha samsārāvasthāyām—
avyāpakatvam muktyavasthāyām ca vyāpakatvam tasyeṣyate tada pari-
āmitvācetanatvādidoṣaprasaṅgāḥ tato nityatvavyāpakatvādīṣrutervirodhāḥ.
taduktām śrīmanmrgendre caitanyām dhṛkkriyārūpam tadastyātmāni sarvādā
sarvataśca yato muktau śṛūyate sarvatomukham. iti. nāvyāpakao na kṣaniko
naiko nāpi jādātmaka iti ca. itthām sūkṣmadehātmikāmasādharanatatva-
sṛṣṭimuktva bhūvanātmikām sādhāraṇatatvasṛṣṭimāhā.

(111B) TATVĀNĀMAPARE SKANDHĀ BHOGINO RATIBHŪMAYĀH
sūkṣmadeharūpādbhogādanye vicitrabhuvanādyākāraśtatvānām bhogās-
samśāriṇāḥ bhogasthānaṇanītyarthāḥ. atasā.

(112A) TAJJADEHAPRAVIṢṬA SĀ TESĀ M ā TĀSU PHALĀVAHĀ
sūkṣmadehātmiṃ kā tatvasamhatāircraftāpeksyaā tāsu bhogabhūmiṣu karma-
vaśāttattadbhuvanajadeheṣu praviṣṭā satī puruṣasyaikadesēna jñānakriyā-
saṃarthyaṃsābhivyānjikā bhavati. taduktām tatvasaṅgrahē [58]
paryaṭati karmavāsato bhuvanajadeheṣvayām ca sarveṣu iti. śrīmanmrgendre
'pi. ityātivāhikamidām vāpurasya jantościtsaṅgacīdgahanargarbhavivarti-
lesāt naitavatalamiti bhuvanatatatvapanktimacaradehavisaya 'bhuyadayaya
vakṣye. iti. tāmeva bhuvanāṁśṭim samkṣepena dārsayati.

(112B-113A) NIRAYĀDISTU SATYANTA KĀLAḤṬAKADEŚIKAIH
ADIMADHYĀNTASAMRUDDHĀ BHŪTESU STHĀNAPADDHATIḤ
tatra kalāḥ kālāṅgniḥ hāṭakah pāṭālaḥdhipatiḥ. desīkaḥ samasta-
śastropadesakatvāllokaḥcāryayassatyalokordhvasthitasya viṣṇulokasyāpyupari
vartate. rudraloke vartamāno 'nantaśisyaḥ śrīkanṭhastasyaiva
brahmāṃḍāntaradhiḥkārāṭṭajā kālahāṭakadesīkaissvasvabhuvanavartisvādi-
madhyānteśvadhīṣṭhitaḥ narakapātaḥabhūrāḍilokātmikā bhuvanapaddhatiṣ-
sthūlēṣu brahmāṃḍāntarvartisu sthīta tatasā.

(113B-114Ba) ŚATARUDRAVIBHUŚCĀPI SAHAPĀNCABHIRAŚTAKAIH
MĀTRĀŚAMBHŪTABHŪTESU PROKṬABHŪTAVIDHĀTRŚU
TANMĀṬRĀ CITTAVARSEGU

tatra satarudrānāṁ brahmāṇḍadhāraṇāṁmadhiṣṭhātā viṛabhadrāṇ prthivītātve prāguktaṣṭhūlapṛthivīkāraṇabhute tanmāṭrā 'janye [59]
sūkṣmaṃprthivītātve sthitāḥ. tathā sthūlajalādikāraṇabhūte tanmāṭrājanye eva sūkṣmaḥjalādibhūtacatusṭaye cittavargaśabdenāntaḥkaraṇāmupādānāt
tanmāṭrādyahāṅkārānte ca 'dhvaniguhyatiguhỹaguhyataraṇapavitrasthāṅvākhyāni paṅcāṣṭakāṇi bhuvanānāṁ sthitāni. tad uktam śrīmannandikesāravākārikāsū
brahmā sthūlāni gataḥ sūkṣmaṁdīnādīrاهرةdabhogyarthām. rudraśatam
kṣetrabhuvāṁ catvāriṁ sācca sūkṣmaḥbhūtāni. tanmāṭrā mano 'haṅkṛti-
buddhirdeva guṇāṃsturo yogivarāḥ. vāmādyā guṇasāram krodhāḥ prakṛtim
kalāttu mandalāna iti ata evā 'ha.

(114Bb-116B) BUDDHAU CA KRAMASO NYASET
PAIŚĀCADYĀSTAKĀM VIDVĀN GUṆATATVE KṚTĀDIKAM
APRĀPTAGUNAṬHAVE TU VIṢUDDHE GUṆAMASTAKE
VIKĀRE PRAKRTE LĪNA VĀMĀDISTHĀNAMĀLIKA
KRODHESVARARUDRĀNĀM PURAPĀΝK'TIḤ PRADHĀNAGĀ

vāmadevādayastraṇyodasā rudrāḥ krodhesādibhirāṣṭabhissahā pradhānā
'ḍhipairguṇamastakabhuvanesu sthitiḥ. prakṛttesūkṣmarupatvādbhuvanā
'ḍhāratvā 'yogāt. ityāgamavidaḥ tathā.

(117A) MANDALĀṆI TU VĀMĀṢTAU KALĀTATVE STHITĀṆI TU [60]
rāgavidyāśahite kalātastvaṣṭakaramaṇaṇāṣṭau bhuvanānāṁ mandalāṇi
sthitāni. taduktam śrīmanmrgendre rāgavidyāgarbhe kalāpade mahāpura-
catusṣasthimandale mandaladhipā iti. kālaniyatośca bhuvanadvayam
tatraivoktam niyatau sthito niyataḥ kāle kalanāṣaktimān. iti. esa ca
bhuvanādhvā paddhathyādiṣu bahuṣo dṛṣṭyāta iti nātra vistarenā pradarśitāḥ.
tesu ca 'vāntara bhuvana samkhya bhedaḥ keśucitkeśām cidantarbhavādity-avirodhaḥ. itthām bhuvanātmikāmapi tatvasrṣṭimuktvā proktasya kalādirūpasya jagataḥ paramopādānām māyāṃ sādhaya
ti.

(117B-118A) JAGADBIJAM MAHĀMAYA JANYAŚAKTIRACETANA
TASYAI KALĀDISAMBHŪTIRBHOJINĀM BHOGABHŪTAYE
mahātīcāśavane kasroto rūpasvākāryavyāptemāyā ca mātyāsyāṃ pralaye sarvamaśuddham jagaditī māya. sā ca jagadbijam jagataḥ kalādirūpasya pratipurūṣāṃ bhedena 'nēkatvādbhuvanā 'dhāratvācca kāryarūpasya sarvasya sākṣātparamparayā copādānam. ata eva janyāsaktissūkṣmarūpa-svakāryaśaktisamāhārā 'tmikā satkāryavādā 'bhyupagamena sarvakāryānāṃ śaktirupena tatrā 'vasthānādupādānātvādeva mrdādivadacatanā ca tatas-
tasyāṇa kalādirbhoga-
sādhana mbhūtirītyuktam. śaktisamāhārātmakata meva 'syāṃ prakaṭayati.

(118B-119A) ANEKĀBHIRVICITRA BHISSAKTIBHISAKTIMATYASAUS Vicitra 'nāntakaśrāyānām darśānātsampratīyate Vicitra 'nāntakāryotpattdarśānādvicitraśrāntakaśrāyasyaśaktisamāhārātmikā 'saū jñāyate. nanvasya eva 'nēkakāryajānīkā 'nēkāssaktayaḥ kalpyaḥ tasyāśsvayam śaktirūpatvācchakteśca śaktyantaraka
apa 'nupapatteḥ paramakāraṇatvādeva 'syā nityatvam anyathānavasthāprasangādityabhi-
prāyena 'ha.

(119B-120A) ACIDVATĀMANEKATVĀDVINĀŚITVAM SUNĪŚCITAM NA 'NEKA SATVATO NITYA MĀYA YADYAPYACETANA kim ca.

(120B-121A) VYĀPINĪ PURUṢĀ 'NANTYĀDBHOGAYA KURUTE YATAH SARVAKĀRYANI SARVATRA STROTOBHĪRĪŚVADHĀMABHIH taduktaṁ bṛhaspatipādaṁ api sarvasiddhavācaḥ kṣīyerandīrghaṅkālam-
udgīrṇāḥ. māyāyāmānantaḥ śaṅkhyaḥ. iti eṣa ca kṣīra-
dadhīnāyena na sarvātmanān pariṇāmameti kiṃ tu ghrta-Itanāyena eka-
deseṇeti mantavyam.

(121B-122A) SARGASTHITILAYAṬSTASYĀŚVĀṬMASAMSTHĀH PRAKĪRTITAḤ
SVĀṬMASAMSTHĀM VIKAṬASYA TATVĀDIBHUVAṆĀ 'VADHEḤ
evām paramopādānatvāmāyāsthā eva jagatassargaḍayāḥ bhuvanādeśa ca
vikārasya tatvādisvarūpām svāṭmasaṃstamiti tatvabhāvabhūtabhuvanātmaṃ
cā samastām jagadvikāraṣṭhameva jñeyam. nanu śuddharūpamapi tatvādikām
tadupādānāṃ ca bindusamjñāmāgaṃesu śrūyate. satyam. tatprāpt-
vidyeśvarādipadaprāptirūpatvenā 'paramuktitvānna 'trā 'syā bhoga-
sādhanatayopādānamityavirodhaḥ. atra ca.

(122B) SARGASTHITISAMĀKYAYEṬE LAYASSARGAVIPARYAYAYĀT
pratitavamutpattikramakathanaṃ vyāpārapradarsānena ca sarga-
sthitī prokte. layastu sargarātilomesya svasvāraṇesūpasamhara ity-
arthaḥ. etcca.

(123A) BHAVASYĀNĀDIMATVĀCCA SARGĀDĪGUṆANĀCAYUTAM
anādīrayam sāṃsāra ityarthah. nanu bhogasādhanatvādātmanāṃ yukte
sargasthitī. layastu kimarthamīśvareṇa kriyate. atraṃ vadaṃ mahā
an-
avaratamanantapuruṣabhogajanopacitasakttermāyāyāssukumāravani-
tāya iva svāpena sāmarthyopodbalanārthāmatmanāṃ
viśramārtham ca karmakārthāṃ ca saṃhāra ityadosāḥ. taduktam śrīm-
ṣmṛgendre. tacca sāṭmakāṃkramya viśramāya 'vatiṣṭhate. bhavināṃ bhava
khinnāṇāṃ sarvabhūtahito yataḥ. svāpe vyāste bodhayan bodhayogyān
rodhyān rundhān pacyān karmikarma. māyāsaktirvyaktiyogyāḥ prakurvan
paṣyān sarvām yadyathāvastujātām iti. itthāmatmanāḥ pratipāditaṃ
sasādhanāṃ bhogamupasamharmāṃ tasyaiva malātmaṃ pāsamupakṣeptum cāha.
(123B-124A) 
PUṂŚĀM MĀṆAMAYAM BHOGYĀM MĀṆOTTHAIRESA SĀDHANAIIH
YATO BHOKṬĀ VIŚUDDHĀṬMĀ CETANASTANNA CETANAM
uktavatśukkhādirūpaṁ buddhibodhaitmakaṁ bhogyam māṇakāryameva na
tvātmanī guṇatvena samavaitī. cetanatvāt. tattsamavāye puruṣasya
pariṇāmādidosapraṅgacca. tasya ca cetanaḥ puruṣa eva bhoktetyuktam.
sa ca vaksyamānavadaviśuddhatvādāvṛtajñānākriyātvāṃmayotthaiḥ kalādibhish-
tatvairupābhṛmhitā eva tadbhoktum śaknoti. kāryakāraṇām vinā kimcit-
jñātvāderapyadarśanat. atha kuto 'yamavisūddhātma 'ta āha.

(124B) 
VIŚAYITVAMALACCHANNAŚARVAJÑĀNAKRIYO YATAH
yato 'yamātma śīvavatsarvajñānākriyāyuksa 'pi kimcidviśaye
viśnūnādaṁ kalādikamapeksa. yataśca muktasya 'bhokṛtvāṁ
sarvaviśayajñānādiyuktatvāṁ śūryate tato 'yam visayitvākhyā bhokṛtvāsyā
hetvādviśayitvākhyena malenaṁvṛto 'vastīyate. yacchṛyate bhokṛtvāṁ
malataḥ proktam iti ata eva 'yamavisūddhaḥ taduktam śrīmatsvāyambhuvā.
yadayaśuddhirna pumso 'sti saktirbhogeṣu kimkṛte 'ti. ataśca.

(125A) 
BĪJAȘTAKAḤKARMAṆAṆEṆA MĀṆYĀMEṢO 'NUDHĀVATI
karmanāḥ kṛṣyādvādātmasaṃskārāvā 'yogāt. bhāvasthāyam buddhi-
gatena pralaye naṣṭabuddherapi māyātmanī jagaddbiye pratisamcarārattat-
sthena paripākavāśādbhogajananakena karmatmanā rāgeṇa mārgeṇa māyāṁ
bhogasādhanaṇādirūpeṇa pariṅatāmēṣapumanānunaratā. atra paraḥ.

(125B-126A) 
BHAVAṆṬARAKṬAM KARMA JĀṬYĀDHIPAṬHĀḌAM NRĪṆĀṁ
ASUDDHIṆ KALPIṬĀPUMŚASAṬSAM SATYĀTIRICYATE
anādītvena bījāṅkuranyayena kāryaśarārabandhasyaasthīterjāṭyāyur-
bhogapradāni karmāṇyeva svaphalabhogārthamātmanasāsarīrayogāṁ kurvantu.
kīṃ malena bhavatā 'pi hitām malam kalpyitvā bhogavaitryānyathānupapa-
pattyā karmā 'pi kalpyate tataḥ
kalpanāgauravaprasāṅgat karmaiva kalpyatām yadāhuḥ kalpyaṁ punar- niraṅgaddhi kalpanāmiti. atra parihāraḥ.

(126B-127A) JANMĀDIJANIKA ŚAKTIH KARMAŅO NA MALĀM VINA
ANURAJAṆANARAHITAṆ KVACIJJĀTO NA DRŚYATE
ajñānahetunā malena rahitasya muktātmano janmādārśanat
karmānuṣṭhānādārśanācca mayayuktasyaiva karmājanām tadbhogo vā upa-
yujyate. yadyeva malasyaiva janmādihetutvamastu. kim karmaṇeti
codayati.

(127B-128A) VIṢAYITVAM HI TASYAIKAMASTU KIM TENA KARMAṆĀ
YATO JANMĀDISAMBANDHAMANUSAMPRĀṆUYADDHΡUVAM
pariharati.

(128B-129A) SANTI KEVALINO JñāNAGRASṬAṆ KARMAVINĀKṚṬAṆ
NA CA JANMĀDISAMVANDHO DVAYĀM TENEHA KĀṆAṆAM
vijñānakevalināṁ malāvṛtānāmapi karmaraḥitānāṁ janmādyadārśanat
dvayamapi māyāyoge heturityarthāḥ. nanu srṣṭēḥ prākṛnīskalatvāc-
cetanatvācācatisānāsivavadajñatvamā na yujyate iti prāsāṅkāṁ nirasyati.[66]

(129B-130A) PRĀKSṚSTERNIŚKAṆO JANTURDṚKṚYĀGUNAVĀṆYATAṆ
TATAŚCĀJṆĀNASAMBANDHO NĀYAMIṬYANRTAM VACAḤ
yadyevaṁ śivavadeva kalāsambhandho 'pyasya na yujyate tataśca
kalāsambandhā 'nyathā 'nupapattyā tasya malo 'bhupagantavya. ityarthāḥ.
etadevaḥ.

(130B-131A) DṚKKṚYĒ SARVAVIṢAYE SARVAGATVĀḌANORMATĒ
SARVAJñĀṆ SARVAKRTTASĀMVATSUTRPTAṆ KĀṆAṆAM VINĀ
na caitadevam kiṃcajñātvādāvapi kalādyapekṣitvādityāḥ.

(131B) KALĀḌIVYAṆJAKĀBHĀVĀṆNAVAYAKTE TASYA DṚKKṚYĒ
na caitadānāvaraṇasya yujyate ityāha.
(132A) NA HYANĀVARANĀM TEJO BHĀNORVYAṆJAKAMIḴŚATE
ataśca.

(132B) ANĀDYANĀDISAMBANDHO MALĀH SADHĀRĀNO 'KSAYAH
anādiscāsāvātmanām anādisambandhascānādyāvārakāh sarvapurūśānām-
eka eva. ata eva nityasca malo 'bhyupagantavyaḥ. yadyevaṃ malasya
nityatvātkaḍācidapāyātmbhyo na nivṛttih. nivṛttau va tasyaikatvād-
ekapurūśamoksakāle sarvamoksaprāsaṅgo 'ta aḥa. [67]

(133A) PRATIPŪMINIYATAH SVASVĀKĀLABHYĀVṚTTASAṬTIKAH
malasya pratyātmaniyatāntantaṣaktiyuktavādekasyaḥ sakteḥ pari-
ṇāmavaśānnirrodhe krte tasyaiwa mokṣo nāṁyasva yacchṛuyate pratyātma-
sthasvākālāntopādhiṣaktisamūhavaditi. nanu prākṛta eva viparyayarūpo
mahāmohākhyo malo 'stu tasyāstata eva vyānjakāpekaśā karmānuṣṭhānam
copapadyate. ata aḥa.

(133B-134A) MAHĀMOHADBHAVĀTŚPŪRVAMANŪRESA NIRĀṆJANAḤ
NA ŚAKYOJHAYITŪM TENĀSAMVṚTTĀH SARVAVATŚVAYAM
mahāmohasya kalādisambandhottarakālābhāvitvātprathamataḥ
sargārmbhe bhavatpakṣe nirmalatvaṇa śivavadanāvṛtaḥ pumāṁstena prākṛta-
malenojhayitum na sakyate. ato 'nādinā malenātmano 'nādisambandho
'bhyupagantavyaḥ. anyathā tu.

(134B-135A) ĀDIMĀNYADI SAMBANDHA ĪŚṬAḥ PUMMALAYOBUDHĀH
TASYĀPI KĀRṆAM VAČYAMITI NĀSTI VYAVASTHITIH
(135B-136A) ATHA NIRHETUKO YOGAḥ KALĀYOGO 'PYAHETUKAḥ
ANIRMOKṢĀṢCA JANTŪṆĀMISĀBHĀVĀŚCA JĀYATE
nirhetukasya pāśasamsargasyābhyupagame śarīrādiyogasyā 'pi nir-
hetukatvānmuktasyāpi punassesāravāyogāganāirmokṣāḥ. [68]
sivasya 'pi pāśasaṃsargādanāśvaratvām prasajyate. ato 'nādireva mala-
sambandhaḥ paśossamsāraheturabhhyupeyaḥ. evām malasyā 'sādhāraṇatve
pratipurūṣamanekatve 'bhyupagyamāne jaḍatve satyanekatvādghāṭādīvad-
anityatvaprasaṅgah. tatascānāditvābhavātprāgukto 'nava sthānānir-
mokṣādidoṣassyādityāha.

(135B-137A) \quad ASĀMĀNYO YADIBHAVEDACAITANYETVANEKATAH
UTPĀDĀVĀNVINĀŚI CA TATAH PŪRVVOKTADOSĀBHAHK
anāditvādeva cāsya nāntavatvam tadyoge vā sarvānityatvaprasaṅga
ityāha.

(137B-138A) \quad ANĀDYANĀDISAMBANDHO YADI CESTO VINĀŚVARAM
MĀYĀŚIVĀTMAVASTŪNĀMAJANĀM NAŚA IŚYATĀM

ittham prākpratijnātam malasyānāditvām sādhāraṇatvamaksayatvām ca
prāśādhyaṅantaśaktiṇyuktatvamapi sādhayati.

(138B) \quad PRATIPŪMMYIYATAŚCĀSYA ŚAKTAYO GUṆARODHIKĀH
ātmaguṇasya jñānakriyātmano rodhikāh. etacca prāgeva darsitam.
paridṛṣyamānabhogavaicitryāntyathā 'nupapattyā tāsāṁ malaśaktīnāṁ
parināmakāle vaicitryām siddhamityāha.

(139A-140A) \quad NA KĀLANIYAYATISĀŚĀM VINIVRTTAYAI NIRODHATAH
ANYATHĀ YUGAPANUKTISSARVESĀM CIDVATĀM BHAVET
NA CA SĀ DRŚYATE TASMĀJŪNĒYĀSTASSŪKṢMALAKṢANĀH

evam cānādyāvārakatvānmala evā 'tmanassahajaḥ pāśaḥ. māyādayastu
tadbhāvabhāvino bhāvāḥ sarve māyātmakaḥ paśorityādiśrīmatsvāyambhuvādi-
śruterāgantukā eva jñeyeḥ. nanu śrīmanmataṅgaḥdua tu moho madaśca
rāgaśca viṣādaśśoṣa ityādīna mohādīnāmapi mahetuttvām sahaṣamalatvām
ca śṛūyate. ata āha.

(140B-141A) \quad VṚṬTAYO VIṢAYITVASYA MADĀDYĀH PAṆCA NOCITĀH
NIŚKALĀTMANI TASYAITE NO DRŚṬĀ JĀTU CIDYATAH
yato vijnānakalapralayākalayoḥ kalādisambandharahitatayāmāle
satyapi vakṣyamānamadādayo na drśyante. kim tu sakala eva. ato na
malasyaite jñānakriyāvaraṇavaddhruttitveneṣṭaḥ. śrīmanmatahgaḍau tu
malasadbhāva eva māyopādānāṇāmanātmādāvātmābhīmāṇṇādirūpānāmeṣām
madādīnāmutpadyāmanatvātkalādiyoge 'pi nirmalānaṁ māyāgarbhādhikāryaṅdīnāṁ
tadadarsāṇāca. tena malena sahakāriṇī jāyanta iti sahajamalaketutvāt-
sahajasābdenocyante. na tu malopādānātayetyavirodhaḥ. nanu malopādānā
apyete pralayakevalāvasthāyāmanabhiṣhyaktāḥ

paścātkalādisambandhādabhiṣhyanijyanta ityasya pakṣasya ko doṣo 'ta āha.
(141B-142B) BHOGASĀDHANASAMBANDHĀDVYAJYANTA ITI NOCITAM
TVAYĀ TU GUNĀVRTTIBHYO YENOKTABHINNALAKSANĀH
BHAVATĀ GUNĀVRTTIBHYO BHEDENAIVA MADĀDAYAḥ

proktā iti. na teṣām bhogasādhanaśambandhātpaścādabhiṣhyaktir.
up padyate. etaduktām bhavati. madādīnāṁ hi malopādānate
'bhyupagamyamāne tasya sarvadaikarupatvādabhiṣhyakyapanabhiṣhyaktabhedaṅnut-
patteraṅkāryabhūtajñānakriyāvaraṇavatsamhārāvaṃsthāyāmphupalabhyeraṇ.
na copalabhyante. api tu bhogasādhanasambandhottarakālamantaḥkarana-
saṃsthā eva puṃsāmupalabhyante. ato malena sahakāriṇī māyādbhūtaguṇopā-
dānā eva te 'bhyupagantavya iti. athaisām guṇātmakatvameva darsāyanti.
(143A-143B) MADAMOHĀVABHIŚVANGAḤ PARITĀPABHRAMAU CA YAU
TĀMASAU SATVIKASAĪVA RAJASAŬ CA YATHĀKRAMAM

evām cāntaḥkaranaśaṃsthanām guṇānaṁ vṛṭtayastvīmaḥ na caitad-
vyatiriktāḥ kāścinaṃalsaya vṛṭtayo madādisaṃjñāḥ kasyaṃcidavathāyāṃ-
atmanī drśyante. ato na santyeva tā ityāha.

(144A) ĀBHYO BHINNA NA MŪLASYA VṛṬTAYO 'TO NA SANTI
atasca.

(144B-145A) TYAKTVANIRODHIAŚSAKTĪRNĀNYODHARMO 'SYAVIDYATE
KARMĀŚAYASAMETASYA HETUTVAM CA BHAVEDDBHAVE
kevalamalasya jñānakriyāvāraḥ rakatvam karmaśāmākārayuktasya
samāsrāhetutvam ca yuktisiddham. nānyatkāryāntaramityarthah. ittham
malasvarūpamapi pradrasyopasamharati.

(145B) PAŚŪRITYAM SAMĀKHYĀTO YATSAMBANDHADANUḤ PAŚUḤ
paśuśabdo malavācakataya śrīmadārauravādau dṛṣṭyate. tasya ca na
tatvāntaratā. api tu paśutatva evāntarbhāvah. tena vinā 'tmanāṁ
paśutvā 'yogāt. tenānādyāvratvāc ca kim ca vidhau srṣṭikāle śivasya
srṣṭyādikaranapūrvamātmanāṁ bhogabhajanātmaṅkāṁ māyāścā bhogasādhanam-
kalādyutpādanatpoṣanātmaṅkāṁ paśvātmanāṁ ca bhogyabhogarūpo vyāpāro
'smin prakarane proktaḥ. ete caiśaṁ vyāpāra ātmāvāraṇakalmādeva hetu-
bhūtādbhavanti. malasadbhāva eva 'syā sarvasya pravrītteriti. api ca
madādayaśca klesāḥ pumsāmatraiva pradrśita ityupasamharan adhikāra-
bhedātteesām vṛttibhedānāḥa.

(146A-146B) PRASŪPTA TATVALĪNĀNĀMTATARUDDHĀŚCIA YOGINĀM
VICITRODARĀRUPĀŚCA KLEŚĀ VIŚAYASAŚGINĀM
māyātattatvalīnānaṁ pralaya-kalānāme te klesāḥ guṇādīnāmapi tatve
utraivopasamhārat prasuptā akincikarā āṣate. yogināṁ tvabhivyakta
api yogabālānmadhye niruddhavyāpāra bhavanti viśayaśaṅgināṁ tu sakalānāṁ
paśūnāmuddhūtavitvīdhasvavyāpārā bhavanti. vicchinnodārarūpā iti
paṭhe parasparamuddhavābhīvābhīhyāṁ kadācidvičchinnarūpāṁ kadācidvāda-
rūpāśca bhavanti 'tyarthaḥ ittham prakṛtiyātayossasādhanayorbhogamoksayos-
sasādhano bhogastāvadetābhīḥ pradrśita ityatraiva bhogaprakaraṇopasa-
ṃhāraḥ. mokṣastu sasādhanaḥ prakaraṇāntare pradrśayiśyata iti.
वर्धणसिद्धानाथसमि साधनानि।

सिद्धान्तसिद्धान्तश्च प्रश्नो न प्रश्नितं न भोगादिभिः।

संक्षेपार्थिकाविविधोत्तरानि भोगानि साधनानि।

विन्दुग्रहितानि जना भोगनिः।
APPENDIX II

NOTES

1 The transliterated text appears from the Astaprakarana, ed. Krishna Sastri, Vol I (Devakottai: Sivagamasanga), 1923. The square brackets on the right hand side of the page list the Sanskrit page number appearing in the Astaprakarana. I have included the errata which appear in the Astaprakarana within the body of the transliterated text.

2 Throughout the text the editors transcribe the term "tattva" as "tatva".
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